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, Preface > 
This boojc is the result of the collaboration ^ of sftciaf studies ̂  

educatojs at various .Canadian unjvetsities. The student of this text / ^ 
will recognize that'the \^rio*us,chapters "of thigbook reflect a braad V̂  
range of approaches of the îway spM l̂ studies ijftaught knd learned in ' | 
elementary and secondary ''schools across Onadai . Some views ' 

* repjes6nted here m^. Be consi^red traditional itfbjtie jurisdiction ^nd 
irrelevant/or unscalistic in another juristfictioo. Suchls tfie'nature 0/ 
social studies curriculunp, that jhe vifews we encouhtei: in others cft^n 

^ ' ourselves oflen become" the iQOst valuable occasiqn for initial reflection 
N^ on what we should t^ach our students and how pr why we should make, 

tliis kin^ of pedagogic conrtnitment. "̂  • . 
^\ Oneway for social studies teachers to engage in critiGal~re!]ec|ion is 

I) -—= to ask of any curriculum; what is.the nature of the preoccupatiori.of this ^ * 
' Jcind of cufriculum? Dpes ft coftcern itself raainlj' with probleifisvof 

subject.matt^r, Icnovvledge.̂ pr content? Or does the curriculum focus ' » 
primarily oatl^e students-the^elves? On how they learn, on what iŝ -̂
relevant to them, and. how it relates to tKeir lives? Oe is this curriculum 
motivated by a concern'withsoc^etQl issues or pressures? 6r, finally, is -
this curriculum?'Innovative bscause it experimelits with a new 
instruction*}!, methodology? ' - ,/\ •' J' 

' In any curriculum proposal we wiirffnd'implications.for the way it 
treats the nature of the subject tnaitefrthe learner, the Social context, 

• arid the teaching of the^sodal studfes. But ultimately we must ask: 
^vhat is the end in view 6̂ ,<3iis purrlculum? What vision does it hold for 
the education of ojir. ohildrton ahd'young people? And how does a 
teacher who emljodies this kin^Ssf curriculum show"tlte students that 
the ^a;^ he or she exhibits a personal style is-pdeed an invitation of an •• , 
example fra: the student, hojv a life is to be livfe"d? 

•' MVM • 
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PART T^E,NATURE OF THE ^ ' 
ONE; ^ SOCIAL ,STUDIES * 

Introduction . \ V, . <- . . - . ^ 

Pfobably n6 ot!5er_ school subject in m6st Western (jountries has 
proved as contentious as the social studies. Part of the history of the 
social, stucii^ is a history of conflict over what philosophical, political, 
and epistemological beliefs would dominate social studies teaching, 
currii-ulum, and policy. This 'vqlume attempts to set some of the 
conflicts in their Canadian setting. The firr^jdhapter in this sdcfion on 
the nature pf the social studies • makes problematic the idea of 
conflicting conceptions ̂ of social studies. Ii^this chapter, van Manen 
and Parsons provide an oveiyiew of different program types in social 
eduAatiqn, outlining each^ guiding concept in .terms of history and 

, curricular assumptions. What, for example,*does it mebi to teach social 
studies in an issues-oriented approach? How compatible would the 
issues^ orientation be' with a nio^e tjbditional history or geography 

. orientation? In what ways do different teachets exemplify different 
commitments tb certain conceptions of social studies? 

Tomking' chapter' "The Social Studies in Canada" traces the 
development of the Canadian-oriented social studies curriculum. 
Tomkins suggests that the social studies in Canada Ijas evolved parallel 
to the growth apd development of a Canadian fdentity. The initial 
influence of the British can be seen in the early texts. American 
influence has also touched Canadian social studies. For example, the 
"launch of Sputnik spurred the development of a skills-based," as 
opposed to a knowledge-based, social studies. Tomkins suggests th^t 
the social studies in Canada has passed through various stages of 
development and has now emerged with a global aj^roach on the one 
hand, and an individual, develppmental approach on the other hand.' 
But do these two orientations complement each other? Can a person 
who is concerned primarily with his own development also develop an 
empathetic global outlook? It may be that the development of personal 
and social relationships with other students can be expanded to include 
wider communities and, ultimately, nations. . 

Brown, in his chapter "1*owards a Global Perspective," states that 
the study of the problems that the world communivy faces, has need of 
a globlal perspective. Some of these problems include overpopulation, 
food shortage, arid pollution. Each of thes^ issues could seriously 
endanger human being8._ Brown suggests practical classroom 
approaches geared spfecifically to students. This chapter attempts to 
take a futuristic look at the validity of social studies in the curriculum. 

'Brown discusse^ the possible synthesis of social studies with science 
and technology in order to better understand ce/tain issues. 

7' 
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What are the ' 
Social Studies? 

Max van Manen 

Jim Parsons 

The term "Social Studies" is relatively recent. The first important 
use of the term^was in 1916 when a committee "of tJie National 
Education Association adopted it to refer to all subjects of study 
concerned with human relationships. The founding of the National 
Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) in 1921 furthered the genwal 
acceptance of the concept of "social studies" in Canada, in the United 
States, and in other English-speaking countries. Presently the NCSS 
represents the largest membership of social studies educators in all 
levels.of schools. (NCSS yearbooks and other publications, such as the 
journal Social Education, are a "must" for the informed teacher and 
curriculum developer:) 

Although "social studies" has, at times, been a somewhat 
disreputable term, today it is quite freely used to represent a great 
variety of curriculum orientations. "Social studies," "social studies 
education," ot^i'social education" may refer to the teaching of hiatory, 
geography, anthropology, political science, sociology, economics, social 
philosophy or any-combination of the social sciences. Although .the 
social sciences are the most important ^referents for the content 
knowledge included in social studies courses, social studies education is 
not restricted to the social sciencesi;̂  The social sciences represent the 
rather restricted (by scientific convention and method) attempts of a 

8 
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, ' What are the'Social Studies? . 

group of scientists to"Uuild a body of explanatory knowledges.'Social 
, studies, on the'other hand, rep'resei>^ the rather expansiVe atteihpts of 
: teachers (and .laymen)' lo.make «ome^pedagogical sense of* the, 

multiplicity of knowledge gained from tlje more or less scientific, study .̂.̂ . 
oj^humanYelationships'an&inte'ractibns. ''- ' . '̂ 

We can, by looking at the typical prograriis in tlie school curricula, * 
distinguish four, periods in the history of the"concept*of '^cial studies 
education: . ' '•'^ ° . 

(1) . up°tol900, the turn of the century; '-, - . * . 
• ' • . > . » ^ ' . • • - ' . \ 

(2) 1900-1957, the year of the launching of the Sputnik} 

(3) 1957-1967, the height of social unrest and student actjvism'; 

(4) 1967-now.' ' ' • " ' , • . . . * " 
(1) In Canada and in the United S.tates,' following -the first 
1 colonization and the establishment* of schools in Eastern Canada 

around 1800 an^ in Massachusetts aroupd 1700, social education 
was predominantly religious or hible education. As a result of the 
separation of church and state, however, religious education was 
gradually replaced by'the teaching of hfioral conduct and good 
manners, '̂he _ first social studies subject introduced in the 
elementary school in the United States was geography. Ii/ 1735, 

"^Elements of Geography was written by a' minister, J^dcdiah 
Morse. This book holds the distinction of being the iirst social 
studies textbook written and used in North American schools. 
History was intrbduced by way of incidental information to the 
study of Latin, English, and geography. The first history text in 
tKb United States was written in 1821. 

Political studies, or civics, was next introduced. Civu.. usudly 
meant the study of government^of the constitution, etc. It was not 
until 1913 that economics and sociology entered the school 
curriculum. ' 

(2) From about 1900 to "1957 social studies education jWas 
u characterized by two basic program types: the traditional subject 

matter program and the activity type program. ' ^ 

(a) The traditional subject matter program was the 
fact-oriented,*history-geography centered approach to social 
studies. This program has remained the dominant approach 
to social education in many schools-and school systems. In 
the hands of the inspiring teacher, the traditional approach 
has helped the student acquire a wealth of substantive and 
interesting knowledge from the study opihistory, geography, 
and government. But in many cases,' the traditional program 
has relied on the lecture'-textbook practice, which for the 
student ha<! meant a routine of reading, reciting, memorizing, 
and answering questions. The.critips of the traditional 

S 
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program have .demonstrated- that (i) teachers placed too 
much emphasis on the memorization of facts, (ii) tM/ 

'knowledge learned often was inaccurate or of questionable 
' validity, (iii), there was" t6p much emphasis ,on history- and 
geography at the qxpense o^ other worthwhile content,. |iv) 
important aspects a'nd portions of the sOdial world wfire 
ignored, (v) the courses provided little depth ''of 

^ understanding, (vi) the learning failed, to make a deference* 
in the students'own lives, and (vjD'the ^eacher ftiled to 
provide the students with critical inquiry competencies. 
While tijese are precisely the reasons why many students • 

t' have turned away from . selecting* optional history and ' 
geography courses, some teachers have managed to improve 
their program by adopting a-Wore interdisciplinary social 
science orientation. Other teachers have used alternative . 

V practices s u ^ as reversing the chrondogy and starting with 
contemporaryissues, by using a broad theme ap^jroach, or by 
using a bibliograiAic method. -•'• 

(b) The second type of program common during this period was 
- the activity Ot^^jroach. The activity program is a direct 

d'escendent of the progressive education movement. The two 
^ mein features of this type of program are that it is highly 

\ stifdent ce itered and that it assumes a unifying role on the 
timetable In the classroom. \|ethodologies associated with 
this appro ich are the project approach, the interest center, 

'' the- activi'ty curriculum, the topic approach, and the 
enterprise/unit approach. Kilpatrick, an influential foUfiwer 
of Deweyi defined the project as a "unit of whole,-hearted 
purposeful activity in a social environment." Kilpatriqk 
distinguished four types of projects: (1) t}ie production 
project or work activity, (2) the experienice dr consumer 

• project, (3) the problem project involving Dewey's thinking v 
tasks, and (4)" the drill or exercise pjoject. A*̂  appropriate 
project was a social enterprise initiated and liked by the 
pupils: it was purposeful, integrative, and unifying—a model 
of life itself. , 

Aroftnd the turn°qf the century, the Belgian professor 
R.ecroly developed the concept of interest centers. .tThis 
concept was closely ̂ related to the 'thinking of Dewey and 
Kilpatrick. Interest centers were founded on the principle 
that human beings have to meet-the needs of food, shelter, 
clothing, security, and cqmfort. Children working in these 
types of interest centers were involved in work, play, and 
sport. ' ' ' 

In the Ufiited States the activity unit approach placed an • 
emphasis on do-^ing:" making, reading, reporting, planning, 
evaluating. Activities were defined as "an^ major interest 

\ 
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What arc the Social Studies? 

child experiences which took place duHng the lifetime." In 
Canada, particularly in Alberta, this-approach .was referred 
to by the term "enterprise method" in the pri^ary and junior 

, grades. At the secondary school level these'programs took 
the form of the core curriculum, life adjustment curriculum, 
and a-'type of bteck program that combined the subject" 

' matter of social studies with the suljject matter of language 
; arts and the humanities. By the .early sixties, however, the 

activity type,programs-also \vere severely criticized, * The 
curriculum, critics stated, tended»to grow thin in substance 
arid superficial in" content. ThB learning process often 
became a mindless jumping from one interest to another. 
Thus, the organization of the curriculum became iiicon.si8tent 
and discontinuous. Instead, of being a place for learning, the 

. school turned into a 'play school," The major criticism was 
. that qhild'ren leaving the-school were lacking basic knowledge 

* ' and skills." ' ' , 

(3) The structure of the discipline'lefoims of the early 1960s led to 
innovative changes in which scholars from the ^various social 
sciences played a major role. Large social studies curriculum 
projects manned by social ,;ientists (but not teaqhers) received 
generous funding from government and educational foundations, 
especially in the ymted States. The assumption behind the* 
creation of expensive curriculum projects was that good materials 
would lead to good learning (in spite of the teacher). In order to 
help the teacher acquire the required expertise in-th6 social 
sciences, most projects) involved the teacher in a short inservice 
training. The patp^sd of inservice training was to ensure that 
teachers could properly implement the materials, 

^ The main strength of the structure of tjhe discipline approach 

was the intellfctual power of the disctplinew for analyzing and 
solving problems within the realm of th4 social sciences. The 
student was enjccuraged to master the key concepts and^the 
inquiry skills of the social sciences in addiviorf to a substantive 
body of .knowledge'associated with, for example,'anthropology, 
sociology, or political science. In learning the methods and 
techniques of social inquiry, the student^ was led to a personal 
discovering. l..is discovering, hopefullyj would lead to more 
meaiiitigful and more fuhdamental understandings. 

Yet ,the structure of the discipline O|rientation also became 
subject to crititism. First, most projects failed because of 
implementation problems. The goals of the projects seldopi were 
fully understood by. the teacher. Teachers would use the materi&ls 
in a variety of different uncontrolle%.ways. Furthermore, critics 
siated thdt the projects were too narrowly, academic in their 
orientation. Learning concepts and skills a.ssociat£d with the 
social sciences should'not be an end in itself, critics said. School 
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children are not junior scientists. Particularly as a result of the 
increasing social unrest and student activism associated with civil 
rights and antj-war niovements, the social studies curriculum was 
9riticized for its lack of jocial and personal relevancy. The social 
Mudies curriculum should have a defensible contemporary 

/philosophy. The structure of the discipline orientation was''too 
. narrowly cognitive and not sufficiently oriented to personal 

valuing, to the debate of moral issues, or to discussion of 
controversy. . ^ 

Thus, as Canada moved into the 1970s, various developments have 
resulted in some additional program types. 

(a) Social reconstruction and reflective awareness 
This program type evolved partly asi^ consequence of the 
anti-war and the civil rights movements. Around 1967 the 
Western world witnessed a growing, miljtfmcy on the part of 
minority groups and an increased sensitivity to exploitation, 
oppression, and racism. The aim of social reconstructionism 
is the development of an active critical awareness on the part 
of all citizens to the need for social change toward a more just 
and equitable social wqrld Order. Typical examples of this 
program type, are Black Studies, Women's Studies, and 

; Third World or Develbpment Studies. 'The curriculum 
focu&es ^n the possibility for participatory democracy and 
the questioning of institutionalized authority and fixed 
beliefs. Students examine the nature and worthwhileness of 
alternative life styles for tomorrow's world. Few people 
would question that mt young people should lei.<rn about 
racism and about ways in which social injustices may be 
analyzed and possibly remedied. However, many teachers 
feel insecure about the community support in addressing 
such issues. And, in many cases, teachers themselves lack the 
prerequisite knowledge and reflective competence of critical 
social analysis. y 

Social reconstruction curficula are viewed skeptically by 
some critics who view ^his curricular activity as 
counterproductive to the ipaintenance of patriotism and 
societal order. In truth, ,the main weakness of-a social 
reconstructionist curr|culwm is tharit is a curriculum that 
must, because of its* jfature, be enforced by individual ^ 
teachers. What social power (provirif.̂ , country) would 

- support a curriculurp; whose stated goal was reconstruction? 
To many people, that is like pushing the button on the bomb 
that blows the pound out from under them. The social 
reconstructionist curriculum has a difficult time garnering 

? support from ttaditional power sources. 

12 
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What are the Social Studies? 

(b) Moral education and valuing processes 
The widespread concern with values, or with the lei6k of 

..values, among-young-f«ople-hasled-to-arstrong~interest~ln 
values education or moral education programs. The two,best 
Jaiown variations are the v^kles clarification approaches and 
the stages of moral reasoning development. The values 

-clarification.orientation aims-at-encouraging-the-childrin 
selecting a coherent value systepi of his or her own making. 
This approach has an advantage in th'at it consists of a great 

/ many exciting Jechniques—which are easily teachable. 
However,'the, values clarification apprbSch can remain rather 
Shallow and inconsequeatJal in practice. \ 

Critics suggest that too much emphasis is placed on the 
"1" and the ''me"-at the expense of the more cooperative £&id 
social values. Stages of tlie moral reasoning approach are 

, sometimes difficult to master'by the teacher. Instructional 
methodology generally consists of carsfully - Conducted 

\ debates centered on moral dilemmas. The teacher's task is to 
•move the children systematlodly up from lower levels of, 

* moral reasoning to higher and morl^abstract levels of moral 
reasoning. "»The~ strength "of ""tjiis^pproach is jthat it 
encouragesjthe pupils to become ̂ ncreasingly'refl^ive about 
their own values and value principles, ^tiidents are required 
to provide rational justifications for their moral juagments 
on levels of increasing ethical sophistication. The wealoiess. j 
of this approach is that the moral dilemmas often are highly^' 
artificial in construction. Systematic evaluation of- student 
achievement_ is difficult Like Hie values clarification 
orientation, thistapproacli is p r o c ^ rather than content 
oriented. As a resu/t of this process orientation, real-and 
concrfete problems which need to be\soive'd are sometimes 
ignored. BeHdes, even on high levels of moral reasoning 
there is no a^urance th^t agreement on issues of social 
injustice can be reached. , ., \ 

(c) Environmental educationand social problems approach 
The emphasis on Environmental studiesVhas emerged as a 
result of the man^ ui^ent crises man i;aa created. Food 
problems, pollution,'energy shottages, nuclear holocaust, and " 
world over-populiition are among the severe problems which 
threaten the very existence of mankind. INo doubt every 

, pupil should learn about the many problems which the 
-present-and-the-Mure~g8nerat»6^nf:musl^ace. "However, 

( 
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\ issueSjof overpopulation, food shortages; etcl are not simply 
\ problems of technology and environment^ TTiey are complex 
\ problems which require the resources of different forms of 

imqwledge from a variety of integrative subject matters, 
FAraonniental education freqigntly makes use of field, trips 

\ . - " ' • • - • ' . V 
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and studies of the aspects and issues in the local community. 
However, unless these^metbods serve worthwhile purposes 
and add up-to important insights about social life, they may 
6eratherincoiisequentialandtime-<onsumingr .* 

*' / 
CanadcuStudies and citizenship edupation. 
The study of Canada and of Canadian myiea recently has 
beitfme a concern of the Ministries of Education across the 
country. Increasingly, Canadians haVe felt the need to definb 
their national identity against the powerful economic and 
cultural ,pres8ure8 from their influentigl neighbour, to the 
8outh./Do Canadians have national characteristic and 
values which are different" from those of other iiiAtipiis, 
'particularly the United States? Many socid analyzers rave 
criticized Canada's, renormous dependence on the 
international forces which shapejts economic, political, and 
social life. Should Canadians do something about this? Can 
they? What values: and life, skills should' today's and 
tomorrow's Canadian citizens possess? I: 

Some critics of education have dhtwn at^ntion to .the 
fact that the schools do not sufficiently provide students with_ 
basic understandings about their own country. Recent 
publications of'Canadian texts have beei»̂  helpful to rectify 
this situation to some ex^nt. The interest in Canada Studies 
^xpress^ a legitimate concern. ButJiowmuch should,a social 
stddies curriculum focus on the history, the geography, and 
the national concerns of Canadiwi society? -Thoughtful and 
concerned social scientists arc appraising the chance^ of 
mankind surviving the social consequences otthe powerplay 
and the greed of the rich at the expense of-the poor. No 
nation can afford to ignore the complex network of economic 
and political ties which integrates all people into a. single 
globd community. 

HOW TO MAKE CHOiOS ROM TH£ AVAHABIE 
PROGRAMTYPES 

\ 

/ An' historical overview of the various social studies programs 
suggests that each j^xogtam has valuable things to offer to. a well 
developed school curriculum. However, each prc^am typte also has its 
own limitations and its potential weaknesses. Therefore, a well 

—balanced-school-curriculum-should-include-tiw-best-of-the-A'ariety-of-
available program types. But how do we decide what is best?- Each 
program type promotes different educatiuAal goals. And each program 
type emphasizes Uie commonplaces of the curriculum (the child, the 
subject-matter, the social context, and the teacher) in a somewhat 
different manner. ThiS/Can be seen in Figure 1. 
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What are the Social Studies? 

Deciding upon the basic philosophy that underlies one's personal 
teaching is sometiipes difficult. In programs where the teacher is not 
mandated, to teach a particular content^in a particularly rigid manner, 
teachers must make the ultimate decision regarding what they will do 
in the classroom. Social studies, by its very nature, deals with the 
sensitive nature of human behavior. It seems logical to us, then, that 
social studies 'teachers must be sensitive in their own classroom 
behavior. • 

Every educational action that a social studies teacher takes* 
illuminates a particular philosophy or belief system providing 

. information about what values a teacher holds, how a teacher views 
teaching, and how a teacher views so'cial'studies. Teachers, whether 
they realize it or not, are constaritly„'exposing and emphasizing a 
curricular-position. Our telief is t^ l . ' fo be ^ective, social studies 
teachers must be clear about their own particular orientation. 
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Fq̂ ure 1. Characteristics of program types in social^tudies education. 
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George Tothkins 
• \ ' ! 

INTRODUCTION: TWENTIETH CENTURY ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT 

"Social Stufies" first came into use as a curriculum' term in the 
United States m the early years of this century. By 1911oit was being 
applied to the learning'of-^history, commercial geography, politics, 
civits, economics and sociology.̂  In practice there, and shortly in some 
Canadian provinces, it denoted "correlated" or "fused" subjects, mainly 
geopaphy, history and civics and was largely confined to the 
elementary level. By 1930, Social Studies was a common curriculum 
term in the western provinces and in 1937 was introduc°ed~»nt.^Ontarib. 
Its use at the secondary' level has been almost entirely restricted to the 
western provinces where typically it has served as an*umbrella" term 
to refer to separate subjects, mainly history and geography, concerned 
with the study of society and social phenomena. In^this last sense and 
regardless of any official definitions or use, the term has everywhere 
come to denote any subjects, provincial courses of study or programs in 
CsEnata focused on "man and society."' 

'l tm (nttfiil to Mf. Tim Dunn of McBride Stconduy School, McBtid«, Brltith Columbia, an 
«ip«r!cnced tocU tttidlet i«<eher, for h» s»i3Un» in the milinf of thli chtpttr. An ImpotUnt lotuct for 
thihi«tori<*ldi»«i«tab«uib«ijB. J. QulATIteDevelopnantofGeotTephyJiKlHiltofyCuniculain 
tht Elenitntary SchooU of OaUrio, ie4S.lB66," uapublalM EAtJ. ihesl*. Unlvettily of Totento <1967). 
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The Social Studies in Canada 

In all provinces, social studies at the elementary level was first 
associated with npw child-centered trends in the curriculum that 
emphasised correlation or integration i subject matter> VVith itejown 

\ 

broad spectrum of content, social studies seemed an ideal means of 
linking content from the traditional elementary school subjects through 
the organization of "units" and "entespjEiges." Such organization 
underscored the. emphasis given to teaching methods by the 
child-centered.or "progressive" educators of the 1920s and the 1930s. 
In Albert i in 1936 when the Department of Education announced a 
new program of studies for the elementary schools, the "enterprise" 

.approach was defined as follows: 

The name "enterprise" has ueen chosen, to designate . . . "doing an 
activity . . . " An enterprise is a definite undertaking; teachers and 
pupils agree upon it and tacitly promise to carry it through as 
agreed. An enterprise is an undertaking chosen, after consideratioti. 
for its interest and value, carefully planned in advance, carried out 
according to plan, and brought to a definite conclusion, after which 
some reckoning of gains is made . , . Each enterprise involvfe 
planning, the organization of ideas and materials, and coo))eratipn. 
Enterprise includes both mental and manual work, the collection'df 
information and the practice of skHls. (p. 288> 

The theory, based on the famous project method of H. Kilpatrick, 
was developed by an Alberta normal school instructor^ Dr. Don'alda J. 
Eiickie in her textbook, The Enterprise in Theory and Practice (1^41), 
which became required reading in teacher training program's acros.<i 
Canada. Ontario adopted an "activity curriculum" in 1937, borrowing 
heavily from the Alberta program developed a few years earlier 
(Patterson, 1970, p. 378). A similar tren'd was. evident in British 
Columbia by 1939 in a program of studies which referred to "integrating 
apd correlating subjects," "learning by doing" and the "experience 
curriculum." In the same year, Saskatchewan made the enterprise the 
^asis of the elementary school curriculum. In New Brunswick the 
.'program of studies (1937) stressed that, ^ • , 

There must be provision for the child to do things . . . With the 
'organization of work around comprehensive projects of the class or of 
pupils, more active and social experience may be enjoyed by the 
children, (p. 71) 

Beyond the elementary grades, i.e., beyond Grade VI during the 
1930s, change was less comprehensive and stressed teaching methods 
involving debates, committee workr~di§cussion "and^ftiraniswithin the^ 
confines of the traditional social studies subjects. Alberta again played 
a pioneering role in attempting to extend the enterprise philosophy to • 
the intermediatb grades (VII, VIII and IX) by proclaiming that. 
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The basic principle of procedure in this cturse is that learning is an 
active process. The outline abounds in activities that call for pupil 
experimentation, individual-research and creative self-expression. 
The social studies classroom instead of being a place where children 
"reain'*'Bi3toryrgeography and-civ|cS7feT0^bexr6al fahoratory, where 
co-operation, initiative, originalitj; anS responsihility are developed. 

. (l936,p.-367) . • " . . . ' - i 
\ i. 

In Canada during the perio,d between the. wars, and especially ip the 
1935-45 period, common simultaneous .trends were occurring in the 
elementary schoolsocial studies currioilum in most provinces, at least 
as revealed in courses of study, program guidess and other documents 
issued by departments of education. How far these,trends were 
actualized in the classroom is more doubtful. Even in the vangliard 
province of Alberta, Patterson notes ,that "the extent,to which 
progressive education truly penetrated IJie basic conservatism of 
Alberta is debatable . . . . While the ideas and terminology gained 
popularity, they did not gain a strong hold in the schools." The new 
methods required skiljs for which teachers^-^re unprepared at a time 
when the typical Canadian elementary teacher was likely to have at 
best a-high school leaving diploma supplemented by a few months of 
normal school training. In Ontarid, a system of formal teaching 
methods derived from the German philosopher. Herbart by his 
European and North American disciples served as the basis for 
teaching several- generations of social studies teachers and lasted into 
the 1950s. This system, utilizing a five-stage model of Preparation, 
Presentation, Comparison, Generalization and. Application was 
supplemented by teachers' manuals in history and geography which set 
out the details of content and methcC in topical sequence, thus 
reinforcing curricular uniformity. Reinforcepient of uniformity also 
resulted from the single prescribed textbook and province-wide 
examinations. Centralization of this kind in Ontario and the other 
provinces belied the ideals of progressive social studies educators even 
while it was imposed in the name of those same ideals. , 

Sir Fred Clarke, a British observer of the Canadian scene, was 
reassured that the teaching of the cultural ^ -ritage had never been 
abandoned, praising a school system that, regardless of provincial 
differences, reflected a high degree of subject uniformity and standards 
of achievement ("Education in Canada," 1935, pp. 309-321), High 
school drop-out rates would remain high right until the early 1960s. 
From the 19208 onward, social studies at this level remained essentially 
history, civics and a little geography. Geography virtually disappeared 
from the curriculum outside Ontario, its physical component becoming 
absorbed by earth scien>̂ e while a. "places and products" commercial 

• geography retained a precarious foothold. During the 19603 anjl 1970s 
this subject would undergo a revival in the high schools of most 
provinces. ^ 

The term "social studies" has seemingly had more negative 
connotations in the eastern than in the western^provinces. Thus, the 
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teachers' associations in Ontario are organized'into separatfe History 
and Geography sections whereas the Social Studies Council of the 
Alberta Teachers' Association unites all teachers of this subject area, a " 
fact also true of the other western provinces. In Ontario, high school 
subject matter departments are the basis for, organizing the teaching 

-, work and even in teacher training programs this same separation is 
evident. Alberta has developed more scope across the variety of the 
social scleoc s, including history ^nd Canadian Studies, Ihd' hfis 
pioneered in values education in recent years. Since 1970, however, 
there has been some convergence among eastern and western provinces 
in all these trends. Ontario has introduced courses in World Religions, 
Politics and Urban Studies and established a high school graduation 
requirement in Canadian Studies in 1975. As in. Alberta, values or 
moral education has been promoted in association with the^social 
studies, among other subjects. Nova Scotia now has a Canadian Studies 

, requirement similar to that of Ontario. ^ 

In summary, at this point we can say that, at a theoretical level, the 
proljlem of defining the social studies has arisen out of the'difficulties 
of identifying its nature ahd the purposes its^hould serve in the 
curriculum. The term is often used synonymously with "social 
education" but since all education and schooling arfrultimately social in 
purpose, this definition is not always helpful. "The goal of "citizenship" 
probab^ comes closer than any othti to identifying the purposes that 
Canadians hf.ve usually believed the sotlal studies should gerve, even 
though few might agree bn what a '!good" citizen (or good Canadian) is. 

CITIZENSHIP AS A GOAL IN CANADIAN SOCIETY AND 
EDUCATION — AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

At the very beginning of Canadian society; we may note that in-New , ,• 
France education Xvas expected to "render children good servants of the 

• King . . . and of God." In Upper Canada later, "morality" and 
"patriotism" encompassed what we now caU "citizenship" and both were 
linked with the need for children to learft their cultural heritage as a 
means of ensuring the survival of the society. The cultural heritage" was 
implicitly defined as the study of religion and the Bible (wliich waS 
often the chitT textbook), and the>development of loyalty to British . 
institutions. In 1825, the General Board of Education purchijsed and , 
distributed the Chief 'i\uths of the Christian Religion, the Church of 
England character of which was reinforced by Mayor's Spelling Book, 
described as "imbued with approved sentiments" (Parvin, 1965, pp. 
8-9). Biblical history was likely to be the child's first introduction to 
general history. Geography frequently began.with the study of biblical 
lands. Survival was linked to fears of Americanization exemplified by 
the widespread use of textbooks from the United States. Canadian I 
children itTIhe absencFof^ritTsh textbooks learneSlroi^ Am^can 
books that described Ihe neighbouring population "as the most free and 
enlightened uhdar heaven" (Hodgins, 1896, p. 3). It was even argued 
that such textbooks had contributed to the 1837-38 rebellions. 
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i 
American books wete replaced after 1846 by the Irish National 

Readers which gave a strong emphasis t® geography and history 
edthough critics such as George Brown denounced then: as equally 
unsuited to Canadian use. School readers in this period, were 
comprehensive textbooks covering many subjects of the curriculum 
including literature, history, geography and science. The Irish Readers 
promoted the standardization of the course of study across Upper 
Canada thus helping to establish a Canadian tradition of curriculum 
uniformity and centralized control. In due course, foreign books were ' 
"Canadianized," a process that has continued to pur own day. The 
Ryerson Readers of the 1860s. have been called-"the f.rsi authorized. 
Readers which even remotely deserve the name Canadian, because they 
were the first to instill definitely national ideals into Canadian youth" 
(W. Sherwood Fox, as quoted by Parvin, p. 40). However, they 
retained mucH material from the Irish Readers together with stories 

• from the' famous McGuffey American series jwith their Protestant 
Christian moral outlook. 

"Centralized control was reinforced, by an examination sysvcm that 
included such questions as these, set for Toronto high school entrance 

. i.n the 1860s: "Name the islands and lakes of South America;" "Give the 
names of the Kings of Rome in order of succession." Such "Capes and 

. Bays" geography and "Kings and Battles" history was often based on 
textbooks akin to biblical catechisms using a .question and answer 
foriftat such as the following found in Hodgins'JScsy ^Lessons in 
^General Geography, piiblished in Mont r^ in 1865: 

• ; . • y ' 
Q.: Are all the nations equally civilized? 

A.: No, some are uncivilized, others are half-civilized. 

Q.;.How do nations become fully civilized? 

? A.: By means of the religipn of the^JSible aided by education. 

A methodology of teaching was developed based on such devices as 
"Formula for Describing a State or Country" or "Questions for the 
Analysis of Any Reign." The later emergence of social studies as a 

' conc^t was' presa'ged by recognition that geography and history must 
' 'complement each other and be regarded as "sister studies" (Quick, 

1967, p. 99); • ' . ^ 
As Confederation- approached, the need for a national, i.e., 

Canadian, umphasis in. the curriculunv^came tecognized. Increasing 
links among the Britisli North AmeriMi colonira made essential "a 
fuller acquaintance with the mutual history, conditions and capabilities 
of each." So wrpte J. G. Hodgins whose Geography and History of 
British North America published in 1857, was one of the earliest 
Uariadian auth'oredTurd pBblishEd^textbooks; ^ignificantlyrit ^Jevoted 
an equal number of pages to'sketches of French and British rule in 
Canada ahd attempted to reconcile their he/itages in the new land. 
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The Social Studies in Canada 

After Confederation, the Ontario system—which would soon 
profoundly influence tndj new western provinces—became more 
centralized and uniform. A major goal of the program of studies was to 
provide "Some knowledge of Geography and History, of the Civil 
Government and Institutions of our own Country and in all cases, of the 
first principles of Christian Morals, as essential to every honest man 
and good citizen" (Quick, p. 72.), Specific prescribed learnings were 
similar to modern "behavioral objectives" as the pupils were expected 
"To be able to point out on a map of the World each Continent and 
Ocean, and to know which part of the map is North, East, South or 
West." ••, " . . ^ 

Despite the growing emphasis on Canadian history, English history 
continued'to dominate the curriculum after Confederation. George.W. 
Ross, a former teacher and school inspector. Minister of Educaton for 
Ontario (and future ,premier), asked, "By what species of national 
depreciation . . . (is) Canadian history . . . virtually excluded from our 
public schools?" ("Dominion Education Association," 1892, pp. 51-5?). 
In 1893-95 the Dominion Education 'Association persuaded the 
teachers' associations and provincial governments to sponsor a 
competition for a common textbook in Canadian history that would 
reflect a Dominion viewpoint and not unddly stress provincial 
differences. The book selected was W. H. P. Clement's The History of 
the' ffojninion of Canada. Published in 1897, it was immediately 
authorized for use in Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario and Manjtoba but 
had ^hort-lived success. Then, as now, the provinces guarded their 
curriculum prerdfatives with the result that "Canadianization" of texts 
led to "provincialization," i.e., to the preparation of special provincial 
editions of books initially published and authorized; in a single 
province, usually Ontario. 

From 18P9 onwards, the celebratidn of Empire Day reinforced the 
"imperial cirriculum" as loyalty to. the British Empire overrode 
distinctively Canadian loyalties. Recitations, singing, parades and flag 
rituals were part of "a national patriotic scheme of education" that was 
paradoxically British in content and American in form — and thus, it 
might be said, typically Canadian. School textbooks were likewise 
imperialist: a 1927 Ontario geography text "provincialized" foivuse in 
other provinces, described France as "our neighbour across the channel" 
(Cornish, 1927, p. 209).- During .the period before World War I, 
Canadianization became associated with efforts to assimilate vast 
numbers of European immigrants v/hose arrival foreshadowed the 
emergen "e,of multiculturalism as a major concern in our social studies 
curricula today. In this early period, however, multiculturalism and 
ethnicjty had no place in curricula except when particular cultural 
groups, notably those \)f Slav" origin, were described as millstones 
inhibiting efforts "to build up, beautify and improve the country" 
(Palmer&Troper, 1973,p. 18). • 

Canadianization was only part of a process, associated with 
urbanization and industrialization, that was transforming Canadian 
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\ 
society and schooling by 1920. A more child-centered, activity- oriented 
curriculum, with new subjects, e.g., manual̂  training, home economics 
and temperance edtication, anS new teaching methods, was introduced. 
As we have seen, the new methods and the correlation of subjects led to 
the emergence of the social studies in the elementary grades, starting 
•with the western provinces. 'T „ 

Gradually, Canadians became more explicit in defining "citizenship" 
as a leg^imate goal of their schoolsr During the 19208 and the 19308 
when in theory the new methods became the vogue, this goal became 
the underlying rationale for the new programs. The development of 
"intelligent, responsible and, socially conscioife citizens" became "the 
great purpose of all our work" in Brjtish Columbia junior high schools 
during thb periodf" 

In Ontario ip 1934, as described by Quick, th^ee years before the 
activity curriculum was introduced, the Deputy Minister of Education, 
Duncan McArthur, probably expressed a view common among 
Canadian educators when he -^ecteed 'that "the stri^cture of good 
citizenship..., must be laid in the schools." The social studies would be 

' central to achieving this purpose which required that the curriculum 
"create and'promote right social attitudes." • 

This view of citizenship as a social studies goal marked a sharp 
break with earlier views that had emphasized the acquisition of, 
knowledge as the chief means of inculcating loyalty and patriotism! By. 
the early 1950s a still broader concept of citizenship education was 
suggested by the following aim of the Ontario course of study: 

A respect for peoples and individuals' unpHJudiced by qualities of 
race, colour, class, creed or national origin. (1950, p. 391 

This goal and those promulgated in all provinces since have served 
to define a modern tradition of citizenship education that rejects the . 
inculcation of specific'beliefs as incompatible with a pluralistic society. 
Instead, the stress is on attitudes and on the development of 
intellectual or inquiry skills. .Aga{n,*thi8 has been at least the^heory 
but the formalism of Canadian classroonis and the. rote learning of 
traditional content have attenuated such an ̂ proach. ' 

THE MODERN SOCIAL STTUQIES CURRICULUM: '» • 
STABILITY ANIXCHANGE, DIRECTIONS AND ISSUES 

Alter 1950, conservative criticisms of education portended a more 
subject-centered approaclf that,would become influential by 1960. Dr. 

' Hilda N^alby, a -Saskatchewan historian, in her best selling book So 
Little for the Mind 61953) described the social studies as "the truly 
typical part of the/progressive curriculuin with, ita obsession for 
indoctrination." Neither she nor her critics who accused her of an 
"aripchair investigation" could take much comfort from Hodgetts' later 
investigation of Canadian Studies (defined as history und civics) 
published underlhe title What Culture? What Heritage? (1968). This 
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was the largest investigation of any subject area ever conducted in 
Cfnada. Hodgetts" account of the stifling teaching methods and 
boredom and apathy evident in so, many of'the 1,000 classrooms visited 
belied alike the optimism of "progressives" and the harsh criticism of 
those conservatives who had characterized schools as "glorified play 
pens." 

After 1960, a more subject-ceiitered regime arose in the" United 
States out of demands for a more, rigorous curriculum that reflected 
shock and dismay at alleged Soviet scien'tific/milifeny supreiijacy 
symbolized by the lauiiching of the first space'satellite, Sputnik, in 
1957. These Remands were a dramatic illustration for social studies 
teachers t)f the relationship between social change and the'currlculum. 
Considerable intellectual (and educational) confus'ion resulted from 
efforts to base -the "new" sficial stbdies on the structure of the parent ̂  

* disciplines: history, geography, sociology, anthropology, political ' 
science and economics. New curricula were developed based on the -
mastery of key concepts and inquiry methods and purportedly 
providing the opportunity for the child to replicate at his own level the 
inguiTj of the^reSearck schoIat_ Canadian^educaiprs, lacking federal 
and private financial resources for curriculum development, latched on 
to the new American curri'cula; thus such projects as Bruner's Man: A 
Course of Study, Fenton's facial Studies Program for ^ble Students 
and- The High School Geography Project became possll̂ ly the best 
known in this country, although there is little data available concerning 
the full extent of their use and'effectlveness. 

._ The new social studies encoui;aged the'introduction of new subjects, . 
or old subjects in new forms, so that by the 1970s courses under such 
labels as "Urban Studies," "World Politics," "Man and Society" and 
"World Religions" were appearing as noted earli'̂ r in Ontario and in 
various provinces. History and geography remained the core of the 
curriculuiji, revitalized in part by new thrusts in these disciplines at the 
university level. Geography became more scientific and, less 
descriptive. A greafer em{)hasi3 on school geography, especially in 
Ontarioj made this one social studies area in whiclijCanadian teachers 
were in advance of their American colleagues. Two Canadian 
geographic educatbrs, Carswell and Gunn, served on the staff of the \ 
High School Geography Project. The recent publication by Wolforth, 
vChoqiiette land Villemore (see bibliography) "illustrates the progress and 
needs in geographic education and reports on research in such areas as 
children's rnap-reading abilit^s, place perception and spatial 
cognition. The new social history, sometimes referred tp as "history • 
from the bqttom up," focuses scholarly attention on the history of 
ordinary people and social groups and movements previously jgnored.. 

An erpphasis on Canadian Studies, initially sparked by hodgetts' 
report, was fuelled by ipcreasing apprehension about the futClr? m 
Canada arising out of concferns about Americanization and resurgent 
francophone nationalism in Quebec. The view that American textbooks 
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were instilling in young Canadians "the idea that thfe United States is 
the centre of the world" ("Toronto Star," 1972) was reminiscent of 
nineteenth century anglophone concern for survival. The fear that 
social education might be a divisive gather than a binding force in 
Canadian society was confirmed for some by the new emphasis in 
Quebec on "national," i.e., quebecois, history. This emphasis was 
Teminiscent of, nineteenth century francophone concern for "la 
survivance" thalpfidtisparked the first writing arid teaching of histojy in 
Quebec more thvi a century earlier. \ i 
, Inevitably new concepts and new responsibilities have sharpened 

old controversies about both the nature and goals of the social studies, 
. Broadly speaking, contemporary provincial curricula reflect two views: 
a "knowledges-based" approach, sometimes with' overtones sof 
indoctrination, of which "resporisible citizenship" is a by-product; a" 
more recen^^skill-based" approach stressing as^'noted earlier the 
acquisition of broad skills that will produce 'the effective 
citizen-in-action. While the rationales for these approaches ojten 
overlap, the former continues to put faith in the traditional academic 
subjects and more formal teaching methods, ^hWe the latter stresses 
skills and informal methods. The first view argues for a curriculiim 
that will transmit traditional,beliefs and socialize the young to a 
positive identification with their heritage. Educators adopting the 
seflond view stress the development of intellectual skills, e.g., "critical 
thinking" and other skills including puoblem solving, research expertise 
and reportmg that will enable the individual to cope effectively in a 
pluralistic society. Using the concepts and methdds crhistory and the" 
social sciences, students will learn to understand thg world around 
t^em and thus make more informed decisions about public affairs. In 
this approach, the old civics has been de-emphasized wUh the rfisult, 
critics charge, that students lack a factual knowledge ofnhe governing 
process in Canada. Despite the convergence noted earlier between the 
eastern and western provinces, it probably remains true that the 
former, exemplified by Ontario, stress a traditional knowledge-based 
"cultural heritage" approach while the latter, exemplified by Alberta, 
stress a more skill-based approach. One result of the new concern 
about civic education has been a comparative boom in political 
socialization research designed to appraise children's knowledge, 
attitudes, perceptions and values related to the political system. The 
collections edited by Pammett and Whlttington and by Zureik and 
Pike testify to this boom (see bibliography). Dhand has assembled two 
volumes in the most comprehensive report, covering the period 
1960-197'', of social studies research in Canadian universities and has 
identified major research needs in the field (s^e bibliography). 

Conflict over approaches to teaching the social studies' masks the 
fact that there is substantial agreement over both goals and content. 
Disagreement is mere over the means of attaining the goals. The extent 
of agreement is indicatecl by the similarity of content in the various 
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province regardless of how goals are stated or what teaching methods 
or strategies are advocated. At the primary level, children learn about 
the family, neighbourhood and domTniinifvas-BOcial-ualts-andabout-the-
roles of individuals who make up the community. During the 
intermediate grades, the focus shifts from the stur""' of the local-
community to communities and societies of other t ,«s and places. 
The rtative peoples, explorers and early Canadian settlement are' 
time-honoured topics but provincial studies, e.g., "Alberta Studies"* are 
gaining wide acceptance. Alberta Studies are m the context of an' 
emphasis on Canadian Studies- in a new, articulated program (1978) 
based on the teaching of skills and ^ e -study of value." using 
comjfjlrehensive content ranging widely across human cultures in time 
and place. Alberta, true to its traditio;i, has thus made possibly the 
most amlitious attempt to combine a knowledge-based with a 
skill-based approacli to the social studies. In British Qolumbia middle 
grades (VII through IX) social studies begins* with a history of the 
Ancient' World and then moves through the Middle Ages and' 
Renaissance to a study of the Modern Int^ustrial World. In Ontario, 
studies of Canada einphasizing multiculturalism dominate the history 
program in these grades; geography also inclu.-le3 the study of Canada 
and the United-States together with studies of ibe southern lands vand 
Eurasia. " ' . t 

Canadis'. content has .tended since 1975 to dominate senior high 
school social, studies,, although the material is often of a coihparativr 
nature. Modem world history remains popular and concentrates on the 
concepts oi revolution, industyiMJzation, jmperialism, ideologies and 
war. Worfd geography continues to be offered as a standard course in 
some provinces. Courses tend to remain Europe-centered although 
•inore attention is now being *given to non-Western cultures. 
Surprisingly limited attention appears to be ghren to the study of the 
United States. .The new social sciences, especially sociology, economics 
and ppUtical science, provide opportunities to examine contemporary 
issues such as poverty, crime, cultural conflict, foreign ownership, 
labour/management relations and party politics. Even so, and despRe , 
the growth of social history, such topics as labour history and women's 
history^ noted earlier, remain comparatively neglected in-Canadian 
curricula. Values education, pioneered in Alberta, has taken various, 
often controversial forms in several provinces. Sometimes called "moral 
education," controversy has arisen from the effort to apply "moral 
reasoning" skills to a consideration of such topics as racial prejudice, 
minority rights and other formerly "closed areas" of the' curriculum. 
These topics "are.sometimes dealt with in other subject'areas such as 
literature. General business, consumer economics and law provide 
factual information, often to academically less able students. 
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CURRICUtUM POUCY IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES: 
SOUROS AND INFLUENCES % ' 

——While adetailed discuBsion of the process-of-cumculum-makiBg-a! 
the basis of .curriculum policy in the social studies is beyond the scope 
otthis^jhapterrit-mayJbeJn order to make leferenceJtoJiowLcutriculum^ 
development occurs that results in programsf and courses of the type 
described above. On the face of it, development seems deceptively 
simple and highly rational. A long tradition of centr^zation in 
Canadian education reinforces this impression. We have sren that for 
several generations the prescribed course of study, based on the single 
textbook and monitored by province-wide examinations, was a 
halhnark of ;a system that seemad orderly and closed. Since 1960 
decentralization has modlHed these characteristics and curriculum 
development has seemingly become more open as teachers, professors, 
tifustees and occasionally even lay people have been invited to 
participate in the'process. However, responsibility stiir rests with 
provincial ministries or departments of education which must 
inevitably reflect to some degree the diverse political pressures that are 
increasingly brought to bear on public education. Response to these 
pressures is frequently on an ad hoc basis in order to meet demands 
generated by seemingly broad but sometimes flphemeral public concern 
or to meet those generated by pressure groups of various kinds. 
Because these demands are often of a social characteTi the-SOciaLstudies 
curriculum is probably more subject to them 'ban are most areas of 
curriculum. 

Canadian Studies is an interesting example of the modem 
curriculum development process. Public concern about the future of 
Confederation led by the late 1960s to demands for more and better 
Canadian content in the currictQum. Out of these demands grew the 
Canadian Studies movement, which at the political level shortly led to 
mandatory requirements in various provinces Jn the form of program 
changes, new programs, new courses, new materials and the like. In 
Ontario, for example, following the announcement in 1974 of a 
compubory Canadian Studies requirement for high school graduation, 
a flurry of ad hoc activity ensued at the local level as school boards, 
administrators and teachers sought to modify their programs to bring 
them in line with thenew demand. 

The emphasis during the early 19703 on-bilingualism, biculturalism 
and multiculturalism reflected analagous public concerns about the 
changing nature of Canadian society that, again, led to demands for 
curriculum changes that had, many implications for the social studies 
curriculum. In a word, it can be said that publi£,belief8, attiitudes and 
values leading to expressions of public concern that come to be 
reflected at the political and administrative levels may frequently be 
starting points for curriculum change. As suggested above, curricular 
response, rftay often be on an ad hoc basis, partly because directives 
issued by ministries are sometimes very broad and general while at the 
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same time demands are made for immediate action for which teachers 
may be ill-prepared. From the teacher's viewpoint, little le^d time may 
be provided for making curriculum change, while support servicesr 
in-service training and teaching rhaterials may be lacking. These and 
other factors suggest why curriculum developmentjnay„heJess rational 
than it appears to be. 

In the circumstances described, pressure and interest groups of 
various kinds may attempt^to influence curriculum cjiange. Concernfor 

"niuKrcuRuralism, for example, has led'etHniC groups in some provinces 
to exert pressure for more attention to their respective languages and 
heritages in the curriculurp. These groups are o f ^ represented by 
voluntary private or quasi-public organizations supported by various 
combinations of private and public funding. Likewise, representatives 
of labour, business and women's groups, among others, have pressed in 
recent years for attention to their concerns in the social studies and 
related curriculum areas. All these pressures may be entirely legitimate 
on societal, logical and other grounds but tHey are not necessarily 
conducive to rational curriculum development Nor are they 
necessarily conducive to the efficacy of so-called "systems approaches," 
i.e., to the kind of neat, linear curriculum development implied hy an 
orderly specification of objectives, careful selection of related content,, 
the identification of, teaching materials and strategies and the 
systema evaluation of outcomes: 

Tht\Tange of .demands now placed on the social studies not only 
poses the obvious problem of an overloaded curriculum. Frequently 
these demands may operate at cross-purposes. Thus the attempt to 
provide students with a more positive concept of a poorly-regarded 
ethnic group which happens to be one in which women have low status 
may collide with attempts elsewhere in the curriculum to provide a 
more positive view of the role of women in society. In British Columbia 
by the mid-'70s, the demand by various groups for more attention to 
values in the curriculum was interpreted very differently by those 
promoting "values schools" designed to inculcate specific soaial and 
religious norms as compared with those promoting "moral education" of 
the type referred to earlier in this chapter. In Ontario in 1971, a new 
curriculum guideline in Canadian history provoked a ,rash of public 
controversy which, broke out in the press over the igsue of 
"appreciation" of the Canadian heritage as a legitimate curriculum goal 
(Toronto Globe and Mail, September 6, 1977). Academic historians 
took issue with Ministry of Educaton officials on the grounds that 
"appreciation" implied a type of indoctrination that would inevitably 
le,ad to the teaching of an intellectually unsound, distorted Canadiaij 
history. 

Overloaded curricula and goals that are (or may appear to be) at 
.ross-purposes lead to compromises and to curriculum develqjment by 
Accretion or by what has been called "incrementalism." 
Decentralization of curricula in the early '70s was a strategy used by 
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most Canadian ministries of education (aided, abetted or pressured by 
teachers' federations) to meet demands for greater diversity in the 
social-studies riirrirulnm. Teachers-in-some provinces-were-pe 
to develop local courses approved by their school boards and ministries. 

_Alhetta_fliid,^askatchewaiLJeacher8-AVfiice-jequir£d_tQ_jifiydQP_jm 
quarter of each course around issues of interest to their students. By 
the late 1970s a more conservative trend in. education was causing some 
reversion to centralization although the wider latitude gained earlier by 
teachers sgpmed to be largely retained. More serious in the eyes of 
many social studies teachers was the accompanying "back to basics" 
movement—serious because on the on^hand social studies did not 
seem to be regarded as a^^basic" in some administrative and political 
quarters while, on the other, the movement often implied a return to 
the teaching of unrelated factual information and rote learh'ng that 
had bedevilled the field for so long. Declining enrollments are another 
current factor likely to affect curriculum development and change in 
the social studies. For example, the range of optional courses available 
may be reduced due to insufficient numbers of students to sustain them 

- due to a smaller number of sj/eciai'st teachers. v<*^ 

The demand for "accountability" has le^fto a new emphasis on 
evaluation following the virtual abandonment after 1970 of 
province-wide examinations in most jurisdictions. Evaluation now 
often takes the form of "assessment" using sample student populations 
to measure the efficacy of teaching. In 1978, Aoki led a British 
Columbia contract team that assessed the social studies in that 
province'. As a broad-scale assessment not only of student achievement 
but of student, teacher, parent and community views of the social 
studies, including goals, teaching methods and materials, it was an 
exemplary effort on the Canadian scene. Unfortunately there seemed 
littlp official recognition of or response to the serious philosophical 
issues raised by the assessment. 

The process so far described pertains to what can be called 
curriculum development at the official, i.e., ministerial or department 
levels and its interpretation and implementation at the local, i.e., 
district, school and classroom levels.. Increasingly, unofficial (or 
non-official) influences operate, sometimes representing the various 
interest or pressure groups noted and in turn reflecting polilioal and 
public concerns. Provincial departments other than education and 
their agencies arc an example of such non-official influences. Thus, in 
Ontario, the Human Rights Commission has indirectly influenced the 
social studies curriculum by encouraging school systems to attend to 
the problem of racism in their juiisdictions. The Council of Ministers 
of Education, Canada (CMEC), a body that .has no fo'rmal 
coi^s^itutional status, has^through coilectivs action representing its' 
constituent members surveyed the status flf Canadian Studies 
pr<igrams, funded Canadian Studies projects and encouraged some 
in|;erprovincial cooperation in this curriculum area, some of it in 
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cooperation with the Federal Government. In 1980, the Council made a 
survey of social studies curricula across the country with the appai-ent 
hope of informally encouraging a greater degree of uniformity among 
programs and courses of study. 

Although the Federal Government is constitutionally debarred from 
a formal or official role in Cana'dian school systems, indirectly various 
activities of its departments and agencies have long had impact on 
social studies curricula. For decades many Canadian social studies 
teachers have utilized CBC school broadcasts and National Film Board-
materials, as well as Federal Government publications. During the 
197G3, the Canada Council funded several projects of the Canada 
Studies'Foundation. Since 1975, the latter organization has received 
the greater part of its budget from the Department of the Secretary of 
State, lit 1978, the Foundation published Teaching Canada for the '80s 
by Hodgetts and' Gallagher (see bibliography) designed to promote 
"pan-Canadian"-perspectives in civic education through inter
disciplinary studies examining the environment, the political and 
economic systems and specific public issues of national scope. Ilaa 
framework was adopted as the main rationale ;md objective of the new 
national program of support for Canadian Studies annoimced by the 
Sectetary of State in 1981. 

The new program was an extension of earlier initiatives taken by 
the department to implement Federal policy respecting bilingualism 
and biculturalism and multiculturalism. The l&.Os saw the 
establishment of k variety of federal travel and exchange programs for 
students that could be and often were used by social studies teachers to 
enrich or extend their formal curricula. Following the publication of 
the Report of the Commission on Canadian Studies, the so-c{dled 
Symons Report {"To Know Ourselves", Ottawa, 1976), federal support 
for Canadian Studies became more explicit, a policy also sparked by the 
growing national unity crisis of the period. Thus, as at the official 
provincial ministerial levels, federal^efforts to influence school curricula ' 
ultimately reflect public andpolitical concfrns. 

Universities, ifow mostly funded from provincial and federal 
sources, are quasi-public agencies that influence curriculum 
development. Traditionally, they ex-rted this influence through 
admission requirements determined by >infrance examinations. Until 
recently the latter were administered by provincial departments of 
educ&vion with university professors serving as examiners and markers. 
In most provinces, this system has been replaced by in-school 
evaluations made by teachers., Universities still have considerable 
influence on the curriculum thrqugh the subjects and standards they 
accept for entrance. In the social studies, the high prestige enjoyed by 
history in university curricula made that subject important in school 
cmricula for decades, as illustrated by the fac:t that until recently it was 
required for high school graduation in most provinces. By contrast, as -
long cs geography and the social sciences bad low status in the 
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universities, they had similar low status MJ the schools. It is no 
coincidence that the.successful competition'of these discipline with 
historyin the universities and their acceptance as respectable entrance 
subjects since 1960 has led to their firm establishment, especially of 
geography, in many provincial curricula. ^ 

Members of university faculties often serve on provincial and local 
curriculum committees or as consultants to these bodies and thereby 
may directly influence the social studies curriculum. Textbooks and 
other curriculum materials are frequently written by university faculty 
members who thereby have another sometimes powerful source of 
influence. Finally, through content and methods courses offered to 
both prospective (pre-service) and' practicing (in-service) teachers 
universities have a considerable voice in influencing both what is taught 
and how it is taught in the social studies. How far that voice is actually 
heard remains moot. 

The private sector has no little influence on curriculum 
development in Canada. Publishers are the most obvious source of such 
influence. This is hardly surprising,,given the assumption that the 
textbook and teachihg materials are often powerful determinants of the 
curriculum^and that for some teachers they are nearly sjmonymous with 
the latter — as suggested, for example by investigations such as those 
by Hodgetts and Pratt (1975). The lack of indigenous Canadian 

' resources for curriculum development and research, noted earlier in 
this chapter, led during the 1960s to the use of materials from American 
projects, marketed by multinational publishers. Since in any case these 
publishers dominate the Canadian educational market, they serve as'an 
interesting example of a non-Canadian source of influence on the social 
studies curriculum. Moreover, and ironically, because the original 
projects out of which these non-Canadian materials emanated were 
often massively funded by the U.S. federal government (as in the three 
examples cited earlier in this chapter) it is' arguable that that 
government has indirectly had an influence on Canadian curricultun 
development con.parable to our own federal government. Beyond such 
foreign influence is that which may result from the presence of many 
non-Canadian faculty in our universities, graduate studies pursued by 
Canadian socird studies teachers and faculty members^ elsewhere, 
mainly in the United States, attendance by Canadians at meeting on 
the Natio-s-al Council for the Social Studies and their use of such 
literature as Social Education, the journal of that organization. Most 
of these influences are no doubt extremely variable, largely informal 
and probably non-measurable but they cannot be discounted. In 1978, 
a Canadian, Dr. C. K. Curtis of the University of British Colftmbia 
won the K. C, S. S. Exemplary" Dissertation Award for his study of 
citizenship education for slow learners, ^ 

Concern for a greater Canadian emphasis about racist, sexist and 
other cultural biases has led ministries and school bpards to scrutinize 
materials more closely, using systematic procedures such as rating 
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scales, analysis systems and guidelines of various kinds. British 
Columbia textbooks and materials selection and evaluation methods 
now take explicit note of "social awareness" criteria. Ontario's recent 
guidelineaJo-authora and p»bMshers-(198l)-i8-a-sophisticated-e3caiaple— 
of the genre. Inevitably such procedures raise the issue of censorship -

_jandjundCT8oorethe_gi:oMn 
schools of a pluralistic society. Canadian social studies teachers, unlike 
their colleagues who teach literature have to date been relatively free of 
such conflict, a fact that may only attest to the blandness of the 
available materir^b. A related issue of growing concern is the promotion 
and use of mateHals produced by special interest groups which 
distribute lai^e amotmts of free and attractive but rarely objective 
resources on a variety of questions such as energy policy. 

Other private sector influences on the social studies curriculum 
have'become noticeable, at least since the organization of the Canada 
Studies Foundation which received about eighty petscent of its support 
from corporations, individuals and other privately-flnanced 
foundations. Since X975, the provincial and federal governments have 
supplied most of the support The Canadian Foundation for Economic 
"^ucation, organized in 1974 and entirely privately financed, 
represents an effort by business, labour and educational interests to 
influence the social studies curriculum on a national scale. Iri several 
provinces, private support has been extended to individual projects on 
mining, forestry and energy studies to develop materials and processes 
that will have an impact on curricula. Such support representc more 
formal and ostensibly more disinterested efforts to influence curricula 
than the simple distribution of materials described above. 

Finally, we may note teachers' federations, their provincial social 
studies organizations, and their various journals as professional efforts 
to influence the curriculum. On a national scale, the emergence of the 
Canadian Association fq| Ihe Social Studies (CASS) while uninvolved 
to date in any effort formally to exert curricular influence does attest to 
the emergence of a true national community among anglophone social 
studies educators, as does the remarkable success of The History and 
Social Science Treacher, the premier Canadian journal in the field. 
Francophone social studies teachers have their own organization^ and 
journals but there has been an encouraging amount of interaction 
between members of the two language communities in recent years. All 
the trends Aoted sugg^t that Canadian social studies teachers can face 
the future with renewed determination to promote civic education ever 
more effectively. In so doing, they are increasingly aware of the fact 
that curriculum policy making and development are complex processes 
subject to a wide 'ange of influences emanating from sources as diverse 
as Canadian society itself. 
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Ethnicity within Canadian social studies curricula. Vancouver U.B.C. 
Centre for the Study Curriculuiln and.Instruction, 1978. 
Social studio, social science, and history,programs published by the 
provincial and territorial departments of education were analyzed. The 
cultural content In these programs was examined to determine the 
direction ethnic studies was taking in Canadian elementary/secondary 
schools. 

Wolforth, J. W., Choquette, R., & Villemore, M. (Eds.). Canadian geographical 
education. Ottawa: University of Ottawa P.̂ ess and Canadian Association 
of Geographers, 1980. 
The first Canadian ettott paralleling similar efforts In other countries, this 
volume assesses Issues, needs and research thrusts In the teaching of 

' - geography In Canadian schools. 

Zurelk, E. & Pike, R. M. (Eds.). Socialization and values in Canadian society: 
Political Socialization (Volume I). Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 
1975. 
This collection of studies includes disctissions of nationalism, alienation 
and regional perceptions of Canadian youth as well as a particularly 

, valuable study by Oavid Pratt of the social role of school textbooks in 
Canada. 
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ToWar3 a -
Global Perspective 

James A. Brown 

The United Nations has "call(ed) on leaders of public opinion, on 
educator^ on all interested bodies, to contribute tp an increased public 
awareness of both the origins and severity of the critical situation 
facing mankind today" (United Nations meeting, 1976, p. 4). This 
critical situation is the result <of an increasing number of problems 
which are world-wide in scope. Some are present in Canada—inflation, 
unemployment, pollution, and intergroup conflict. ^Hers which 
Canadians, as* fellow members of the global comoiAuiity, have a 
responsibility, to help alleviate, are particularly prevalent 
elsewhere—overpopulation, starvaUon, .racial oppression, and 
international conflict. ' 

To confront these pervasive and devastating situations, largely of 
man's own making, a change in our attitudes and behavior is essential. 
A global perapfective and a sense of community must be developed. The 
eole that educators can play in encouraging this process is clearly an 
essential on^. 

•Probably the most important task facing schools in modern world 
society 13 to elicit from all their members ei strong commitment to 
global social change beneficial to the whole of humanity" (Medellin, 
1976, p. 33). Schools are attempting to meet this challenge in 
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curriculum areas variously named—international, transnational, 
intercultural, cross-cultural, and peace education. The term global 
education is used here because it communicates a clearer conception of 
the scope and concerns inherent in the field. 

Global education is a complex field of study. Like the variety of 
terms above, there exist various conceptions of ltd purpose, of the 
content which should be ^ ^ , and X)f the methodologies which would 
prove most'effective. But they all begm from an acknowledpd^COHCerH" 
with global problems and issues which fall into three' main areas: 
inequalities, conflict, and environmental equilibrium. 

A.'inequalities 

. > " a 
It has never been a secret from anyone that some have more than 
others. In the modern world, it is no secret that some countries have 
more than other countries.'- In short, world inequality is a 
phenomenon about which most men and most groups are quite 
conscious. ' 

(Wallerst©in, 1975, p. 12) 

7 V 
' Canada's position in this dichotomy was pointed out by Douglas 

Roche, M.P., when he stated that "the d^-third of humanity in the 
developed nations consumes njore thap 60% of the earth's resources. A 
baby3)om in Canada will grow up consuming fifty times the resources 
and energy that a baby in the developing regions will consume.... The. 
minority of rich countries get richer at the expense of the multiplying 
poor" (1977). > ^ 

To the world's affluent population, which includes most Canadians, 
a consciousness of their own cjynfdrtable position relative to the 
majority of others in the world has not resulted ina^sufficiently strong 
effort to effect a more eqpitable global condition^^ fact, most global 
inequities are intensifying. For example, "about six outt>f every se<7eh 
human beings in the world live in poverty and the situation is grovving 
worse" (Oliver and Keen, 1978, p. 230). As Robert McNamara put it in 
1974: "There is less food per person on the planet .today than there was 
30 years ago in the midst of a world-wide depre^on" (1974, p, 631). 
There is every indication that food production is approaching the 
desperation stage, when it is considered that "the world popul^ion.has 
doubled from two to four billion since 1930, and . . . a fifth billion will 
be ad^ed before the end of the next decade" (Scrimshaw, p. 4). Rich 
nations commonly lay the blame for malnutrition and poverty on the 
poor nations for not instituting effective population control programs. 
Such sunpiiatic explanations of gional issues are often misleading. A 
more thorough knowledge of the background, as provided by the 
following quotes, will lead to a more realistic examination of possible 
causes of such situations. 
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In the Sahelian region of Africa . . . where drought and famine are 
*»u!i)pant, thousands o ^ e best aaes and a la^e share of the scarce 
water resources are assigned ?by multi-national agribusiness 
corporations to the production) not of food stuffs for the native 
population, but of raw materials and other products for marketing in 
.the developing world. ^ " - * •̂ 

^ (V/orld Hunger, 1974, p. 31) 

HatC'As 10G7,>the 'Sahehau'CouncryMah 'w&s prcducmg GOiOGO tons "' 
of food crops. Today locally produced food amounts to only 15,000 ^ 
tons, while land'devoted to cotton and peanuts (largely for. export) 
has increased "dramatically. Even no, in Mali, cash crop export 
revenues do Obt even cover the price of food imports alone, much less 
industrial.goods. -f 

(George, 1978. p. 1) 

v . The rich world imports more protein from the poor world than we 
export to it. Europe for eliample imports one-third of the African 
peanut crop to feed to its livgstock. 

1 ' (Lappe,|975,p.54) 

This pattern results in animals feeding the richer, developed 
nations using a great deal more of the world's food supplyj,for 
conversion to meat than that used by the majority of mankind lining in 
poorer, developing nations. Ward and Dubos believe that "it is a 
sobejing commentary on the humanity of ouS world economy that 
'developed' animal pets have the chance of a Jw^er diet- than all too 
many 'developing'tabies" (1972, p. 196). 

« , -v- -
B, Conflict 

Between 1945 and 1976, a^u t one ̂ undred conflicts in the form' of 
war were fought in the world, killing approximately ten million people 
from about sixty different countries. Other less ^concrete forms of 
conflict—oppression, denial of rights, strikes—are daily occurrences. 

Contemporary conflicts may'be primarily political,^economic, 
cultural, or racial in nature, involve and influence multiple factors, and 
have deep-rooted or jgins. The development of European nation-states 
involved conflict between church, ifeudal lords, and metchantg. These 
neV natipn-states consolidated their entities by developing national 
cultures, and vhrough the establishment of colonies. Many conflicts 
arose between the colonizei^ for control of these new lands. The 
colonies provided major economic beĵ efits to the mother countries^ 
until many, through conflict, attained .their independence. Some still 
exist in a neo-colonial condition where oppression is usied to avoid open 
conflict. Canada's historical development, as well as its continuing 
challenge to survive as a nation, provides many pertinent examples of 
intergroup conflict based on political, economic, cultural, and even 
racial factors. ' ' , . , 
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Conflict, its causes and manifestations, affects our daily lives. 
Although international tensions and conflicts are often beyond the 
scope of influence of the individual, one can relate" to those having an 
impact on his/her life. Whether it is conflict on the playground, or 
between local unions and large multi-national companies, the analysis . 
of parties, goals, and alternate solutions is possible. 

In a world where about one in ftiir of all scientists and engineers h 
engaged in research involving weapons and armaments, peace may be 
ditticult to achieve. And it is importgnfRrTCgHzrtliaL peace-cannot-be 
achieved without alleviating the problems which set the conditions for 
war, as peace is strongly associated with economic well-being, so'cial 
justice, and ecological stability. As U Thant observed, "peace, 
disarmament, justice, human rights, world or4er, improved conditions 
for all peoples... are interrelated, and an advance in one area benefits 
all the othere" (1970, p. 77). 

C. Environmental Equilibrium 

Suppose ymi own a pond on which a water lily is growing. The lily 
doubles in size each day. If the lily were allowed to grow uncheclced, 
it would completely cover the pond in 30 days, choking off the other 
forms of life in the water. For a long time tho lily plant seems small 
and so you decide not to worry about cutting it back until it covers 
half the pond. On what day will that be? On the 29th day, of course. 
You have one day to save the pond. 

(Meadows, Meadows, Banders; & Behrena, 1972) 

This French riddle should turn one's thoughts to the condition of 
our "ponds" here in Canada. One hundred forty lakes in Ontario alone, 
have been officially declared dead, and 2500 more per year in Ontario 
and Quebec are in danger. Some rivers no longer produce salmon or 
other fish. Damaging effluence and air-borne pollutants from" 
•Canadian and Apierican factories are responsible for these assaults on 
our natural 'environment. The implications of "acid rain" destruction 
caused by this "worst environmental hazard this country has yet faced" 
(John Roberts, fornjer federal environment minister, 1980, p. 41) are 
astounding. Native Indians, who have fished these lakes for centuries 
by respecting the ecological balance, must abandoij their traditional 
way of life and food source; forest growth may be diminished as in 
Sweden; soil may be affected; mercury poisoning may be linked to £̂ cid 
jean; people are likely" to die from associated respiratory 'problems; 
aesthetic and recreational facilities are impaired or destroyed.-

The atmosphere, the earth's protective solar shield into which 
man's activities are increasingly impinging, and the oceans, that part of 
the earth's filtering system where so much of man's debris settles, are 
interdependent elements of our vital life-support system. JThe soils, 
plants, and other animals are vulnerableand necessary components of 

/ 
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this shared biosphere. Into this setting, mankind has imposed his 
creations, usually for economic bene^t, often as a result of expedient 
political decisionso— cities, factories, automobiles, highways, nuclear 
power plants, DDT, military weapons, comtounications systems. Man's 
ingenuity and techno'igy may lead, if changes are" not made, to the, 
creation ofan uninhabitable planet. However, 

A* 
• It is not wholly irrational to hope that the full realization of, 
planetary interdependence^in biosphere and tfichnospherc 
alike—may begin to affect man in the depths of his sap&city of' 
psychic commitment..... The new ecological imperative can give a 

' new vision of'wher» man belongs in his final security and his final 
•j _ sense of dignity and identity. 

(Ward and Dubos, 1972, p. 218) 

ClOBAL EDUCATION -"•>)' 

A. Goals and Objectives ' -
The overall goal of global education is to assist students to jlevelop 

^Aq8e^c«pac îties=and.abil̂ t̂ etf-Beces8aiy4o t̂l8ef̂ '̂a^d^^ef 
t)f a'giobal society. It .would seem that the two concepts "change" and 
"interdepepdence" are the most pervasive characteristics of the present 
and future world. 'We have much to'gain by systematically setting out 
to teach students to evaluate, react to,'and cope with'changes in their 
lives as-well as in the world scene, and to imderstand how their lives 
and those of all mankind are becoming increasingly interdependent 

The following suggested objectives are designed to facilitate the' 
above overall goal of global educar'on! *̂̂  . • , 

1. To develop a positive Concept of oneself as an individual who feels 
secure in a World c^actpmei^by diversity., 

^. To develop an awareness of oneself as a member of one's own 
- society, and of a globalsociety comprised of a single species of lif?. 

3. To develop an awar^iess, understanding, and appreciation of the 
value of the individual, and of basic commonalities, and of how 
percejjtionsr^^ues, judgments, and behaviors may differ among 
individuals and among various spcieties and cultures. -

fv^ 'TO develop an awareness and imderstaiding of one's interactions 
with others in one's own and other societies, and of one's jmpact 

' ' upon them and their impact upon oneself. 

» 5, To develop 'an awareness and understanding of major globial 
concerns and problems and how they may relate to one's own life 
and environment ' 

V- > 
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6. To'develop decision-making skills and action skills which one can 
use toinnuencfi situations involvingglobal concernspSothat-one-

jj may contribute constructively to an improvement of the total 
global environment. ' 

The thrust of these objectives is fo encourage open-endedness and 
variety in the development of divergent and flexible thinkers whr can 
best find solutions to unknown future challenges, while coping with the 
range of values • existing in the global community. Instructional 
objectives, therefore, should reflect the general intentions of the 
teacher rather than prescribe specific, rigid outcomes. Successful 
instruction will ensure that "important elements of a global per^pfective 
are represented'in the group" (Hanvey, p. 2), but it is not intended or 
expected that every student at^in the same level of awareness. 

B. The U?„T<er 
' initial instructional planning should consider what knowledge, 
attitudes, and skills the particular students involved bring with them. 
And although each c^ild ha^ his unique dombinaiion of understanding 
and readiness, certain age-i%lated generalizations are nonetheless 
useful to consider. 

Children learn at a very young age about the wider world, 
particularIyltTi"rougirtelevisiori7*l'}repre-sohooler and early elementary 
schodl child usually center on observable, concrete, or physical 
characteristics of people and places, and tend to stress differences 
rather than similarities between themselves and others. Hov^ever, these 
processes may result in opposmg attitudes. One child of six may 

^___J«dicate that he doesn't like certain pt-ople because of their skin colour 
or because their country is too hot, while another child of similar age 
may indicate a liking for them because of their fancy clothes. 
Prejudices and misconceptions, often learned from family, peers, or the 
media may hinder children in the development of an appreciation of 
others. 

Egocehtricity in young children affects'their social and moral 
relationships as their level of mental development prevents them from 
taking the perspectives of othera. Moral judgments are also often based 
on the concrete. When asked,/"When there are quarrels or wars 
Betwejjn countries, how ran you tell which country is right?", a yqune, 
child is apt to make a ' ^ ^ y such as, "The one who wins is right 
(Torney& Morris, 1972,.^sri3). ^-^^"^ 

The students in''the eight-to-twelve year age^r^ge make 
remarkable progress ̂ în interpersonal understanding. Due to the 
appearance of more developed mental capabilities, the child moves out 
of his/her egocsntrjc state and is able to understand that others have 
their own perspectives, o^ înions, and values, puring these years, the 
child becbmes more flexible in perceptions and judgments of others. 
Attitudes toward others, particularly those having different 
appearances and cUstom'i, are usvwlly quite positive (Torney & Morris, 

- — r ! * 
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•> « 
* p. 9). This flexibility and positiveness in attitude, combined with an 

increased-ability-to-process informationr make"thi8""a "mosT^ilaHe 
period in which to deal with contrasting cultures at home .and around 
the world (Browto, 1975, pp. 216-217y; , . 

The adolescent capability for more abstract thought and increased 
perspective-taking enables him/her .'to develop ,̂ greater insight into 
situations, events, and' people's behaviour. The superHcial, concrete, 
observable features are less likely to be the basis of unders^ndings and 
opinions. Piaget and Weil, 1951, found that while young Swies children 

r might mdicate a preference for their country because of its mountains 
or its flag, the adolescent might mention >'Jie system of government al 

• the determining factor. 
Adolescents, are more concerned with their, own r61e in the 

prevailing socill and cultural scene, and this interest is often 
transferred to a willingness to consider social, political, and moral 
situations and inequities in the world scene. In deciding who is right in 
a conflict between nations or individuals, the adol) «nt, being more 
able to see and take the various perspectives involveu, is apt to state 
that, "it depends on your point of view.'- Nobody can say°for sure who is 
right." These increased mental powers may enable them t(i not only be 
aware of the p^pectives of other cultures, but to mentally, place 

,J^hMg£te<jgjJni?'toth?TrCult,tirflM« '̂̂ Tt*-fl"<^ v''"'Vit?**w>M*'MH:H''4" 
Judgments from that position.' ' 

Teachers might consider these levels of intellectual, social, and 
moral development when planning progralns and selecting leai'ning 
experiences within the capabilities of their students, yet sufficiently 
challenging to promote further development. \ 

C. Curricukim Oi:|»nizjit!an [ 
The following statements provide. Important guidelines for 

developing and implen^enting global education programs: t 

1. Global education is ^majbr^ responsibility of the social studies. 
• <,<*<Uowever, almost all curricolyia areas \ can promote the 

aphievenient of global education goals, whether through content 
X peculi^ to specific subjects or through broad themes involving 

global education concerns which integrate several subjects. 

2. Glottal education should be a cor.tinuous and pervasive experi^ce 
80 that stu<^nts are,JnvoIved_with relevant-activities "at every • 

~^ grade level at various times throughout each year. 

i 3, * Global education should involve affective learning as its emphasis 
is strongly towards feelings, emotions, attitudes, and values. 

4. Global education should not stress the accumulation of factual 
knowledge. While based on fact, the development of higher levels 
of understandings and appreciations of the world-wide 
bio-physical and POcio-cuHural systems should be the objective. 

9-
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D. Selecting and Organizing Content 

i. Organizing Centres 

Global educat 
organizing ideas or 
inFtgurel. 

[ion lessons or uni^ may be develop^ around key 
centres, such as the. topics and concepts illustrated 

air pollution/ 
commonalmes among people 
immigration/emigration 
resource conservation 
techn6logtcal influences 
ponnlation growth 
crdss-cultural communicaiî H 
ufbanization (world-wide)/ 

/global environment 
interdependence 
norms' 
.inequitable distribtftion of 

'energy depletion 
cultural change 
culture and language 
transcending ethnocentrism 
cultural diffusion 
power 
interaction 
adjustment 
racism • 
self-concept 
acculturation 
v̂ ue<i • 

•human necessities 
oppression refugees 

figure 1. Examples of organizing centres (topics/concepts). • j 

This approach provides a focus within the total scope of global studies! 
The oi^anizmg centres selected can then be used to assist iiichoMing 
specific issues 'or problems, taking into consideration the levels o^ 
students' interests and abilities. The alignment of content with 
appropriate teaching/learning methods will assist in achieving the 
specified instructional objectives. An overview of the curriculuip 
components discussed is showjf in Figure 2. 

it. Content Examples 
Content examples from the local, national, and world scenes shouljd 

be selected to help students undersMio-tliat global problems n~e not 
always located in distant places, nor do they always involve foreign 
people, And to further reinforce the conceptof a unitary globalgysteia. 
As an example, the topics/concepts—imLiigration/emigration, 
atmospheric pollution, inequit4ble^'dist.ributions of human necessiti^ 
— have been placed in local, national, and world contexts in Figure 3. 
Newspapers often provide many current events or situations whish are 
the source of good examples. ! 

f ' i . 
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GOAL 

BROAD 
OBJECTIVES 

Global Citizenship a sense of membership and 
responsible involvement in 

> the emerging global society 

e.g.. To develop an awaieness and Understanding of 
major global concerns and problems and how they relate 
to one's own h'fe and environment 

INSTRUCTIONAL 
OBJECTIVE 

e.g., To make predictions about the future populations j 
of economically poor and wealthy countries 

ORGANIZING Global Inequalities 
AREAS 

Conflict Environmental 
Equilibrium 

ORGANIZING e.g., Population Growth 

CONTENT ' . e.g., Population and income statistics for 
EXAMPLES .several countries covering a broad range of 

economic levels 

LEARNING 
'ACTIVITIES 

ORIENTATIONS 

>!, 

' 

Personal 
/Cultural 
Understanding 

• 

Global Awareness Global 
Deciei.on-
Makisjg 

-collect population, G.N.P., 
etc., data for relevant countries 

-organize and analyze statistics 
-prepare chart indicating future 
population trends 

-write personal statement of 
the decisions which the findings 
necessitate 

ngure Z Planning globri education: an overview. 
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~~rm 

Organizing LOCAL 
Centres 

Global Levels'' 

NATIONAL WORLD 

immigration Arrival of a new family Evaluation of Canada's Investigation of reasons 
/emigration into community immigration policy for the non-

universality of the right 
to emigrate. 
Evaluations of specific 
cases, e.g.̂  Soviet Union 

^ _ 

atmospheric Reduction of pollutants Identification of levels. Investigation of 
pollution in local factory's sources and control of radiation from nuclear 

effluence air pollution in m^r energy plants and 
Canadian cities I armaments 

inequitable Christmas season 
distribution identification of one or 
of human mote needy families in 
necessities the local community. 

Provision of a food 
basket(s) 

Identification of groups Lceatton of 
in Canada who suffer 
from malnutrition. 
Exploration of 
possibilities for 
assistance 

economically poor 
oiunlry and family. 
Provision of basic 
necessities 

f%ure 3. Content examples for organizing centres according to global leveb. 

t, LeatTw^ Acthrittes 

I. The Orientation of Learning Activities 

Three general orientations to global education shotild guide the 
selection of learning activities—a Personal/Cultural Understanding 
orientation, a Global Awareness orientation, and a Global Decision 
Makitig orientation (see Figure 4). Each dimension highlights an 
important area of global learning. 
Activities dealing with each orientation should be included in a topic, 
unit, or course if students are to attain a balanced global perspective 
and be exposed to oil the understandings, skills, and values this entails. 
Some activities majr contribute to aspects of more than one orientation. 
Any group of activities should include a high proportion of those which 
involve fthe affective component of learning—feelings,'sensitivities, 
attitudes, values. ' 
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HersonaJ/GultuwL 
Understanding 

.GlobalAwatenessL^.jGIoballiedsion-Making-

students develop an 
understanding of self and 
others within particular 
cultural contexts 

students describe 
a n ^ p l a i n global 
conditions 

students make choices and 
decisions wiiich may Tead to 
social action consistent with 
global education goals -. 

rigure 4. The orientations of global education activities. 

ii. Selecting Learning Activities 
a. Activities for Pcrsonai/Cuftura/ Understanding 
This dimension involves the individual's understanding of both self ' 

and .others as unique individuals within specific cultural contexts, 
having needs of self-esteem and actualization. A basic skill which can 
enhance these tmderstandings is role-taiung ability. 

Role-taking allows one to place oneself into the shoes of others both 
cognitively and affectivelyi It leads to a,better understanding of the 
assumptions, values, and motivation!) tmderlymg the behaviour of 

=a*' g|iLJ!hejyJ[tin»feLjachifivenientjyouldJieL 
p—cing oneself in the other perfK>fl'8 shoes within the other's culture 
with its assumptions and values. Examples of common learning 

. activities for this Personal/Cultural Understanding dimension are: 

1. Role-taUng and role-playing activities—see especially 
S h a f t e d Shaftel (1967) and Fersh (1977), 

2. SiciulStions and gaming within cross-cultural contexts—see 
Inter/am U75: Teaching Global Issues Through Simulation. 

3. In-depth study and discussion of stories, articles, events, etc. 
requiring students to, view their own and other cultures from 
various perspectives. 

b. Activities for Global Ainoreness 
This dimension involves learning activities which assist students to 

become aware of conditions In various places outside their direct 
experiences with the local community, and to see the world as a 
dynamic interrelated, system- of socio-cultural and blo-physical 
phet^mena. Much knowledge about peoples-places, and events Is 
needfed if students are to form valid conceptions of 8ituation8~fiird~ 
conditions and to consider problems and issues. It is impoesible for 
students to develop mdre than superficial opinions about why bottle-
feeding of babies in third-world countries has overwhelming 
disadvantages, or ^hy, worsening food shortages have occurred In 
developing world areas where increased technical aid has been given, If 
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Students do not have access to a variety of sources which provide 
detailed background information. 

The activities for this dimension, as for ths other two, may be 
selected",^nd sequenced accorditfg-nor-intake; organization,-
demonstrrftivd, or creative functions. Both Fraenkel (1973) and 
Intercom 84/85 (1976) provide many sample activities for each 
function. 

Activities must be well-motivated in terms of the problems or issues 
to be addressed. A grade five class can learn about global 
interdependence by analyzing a chocolate bar and its wrapper, and 
locating and describing the various countries which may have 
contributed to the total product Grade nine students might analyze 
"The World in Development" map (National Film Board and t ie 
Canadian International Development Agency) to determine 
relationships among per capita income, life expectancy, and total 
population. Senior high school students could investigate, compare, 
and evaluate the methods followed in two contrasting countries to raise 
the level of food production. 

c. Activities for Gltbal '^p.cision-Making 
The learning activities for this dimension contribute to skills 

necessary for choosing a course of action to be taken in alleviating a 
specific problem. The student is involved in a more active role in a 

. decision-making sequence such as Fair's (1977); 

1. , Recognizing and clarifying the decision to be made and the 
; issues to be decided, 

2. Proposing alternatives, 

3. Tracing the probable consequences of each alternative, 

4. Recognizing the values reflected by each alternative, 
evaluating the consequences, and ranking the alternatives, 

5. Settling upon a choice, ready to follow^ as the occasion 
requires. 

Man^ topics and events lend themselves to this model. Decisions 
affecting the lives of millions are being made daily by global 
institutions and political leaders. Who should receive aid? How much? 
What kind? Should governments spend large percentages of their 
incomes on armaments? Should birth control regulations be 
internationalized? Intercom 84/85 and The History and Social Science 
Teacher, Vol. 17, No. 4,* Summer, 1978, provide many worthwhile 
examples of learning activities for this dimension. 

Summary ' 
The global citizens of tomorrow are in today's schools. They will 

require a global perspective in order to face an increasingly 
interdependent and changing world. This necessitates the development 
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of understandings and appreciations of the personal^ cultural, and 
bio-physical interrelatedness of the world, and the acquisition of those 
skills and values which will lead to decisions to promote a better human 
environment. The schools cannot hope to achieve all this alone, but 
they do have a unique and irreplaceable contribution to make. 
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APi'E^®IX A: Selected Support Agencies 

Amnesty International Canada, ' ^ 
2101 Algonquin Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario K2A1T2 
613-722-1988 

Amnesty International works for the release of prisoners of conscience (those 
men and women imprisoned for their religious or political beliefs, ethnic origin, 

' race, colour, or sex, who have not committed or advocated violence). In addition, 
it works for fair and speedy trials for all prip.iners, and against torture and 
degrading treatment Many local chapters exist across Canada. .All Amhesty 
International members, whether' or not they belong to local groups, receive a 
monthly newsletter whicl requests specific letters to be written on behalf of 
prisoners of conscience and victims of torture. 

Books, periodicals, and pamphlets, as well as audiovisual materials providing 
informaUMrabourairwwi3"areasari"a^IIaBIii ~ 

Canadiah Council for International Co-operation (CCIC) 
75 Sparks Street, Ottawa, Ontario KlP 5A5 
613-235-4331 

This is an umbrella organization for most Canadian organizations interested in 
international co-operation and development education. , 

It publishes a newsletter and has a "bank" of speakers a- jiiable for various 
topics, and is a good organization to act as a clearing house for the exchange of 
information. 

Canadian Hunger Foundation 
75 Spark»Street Ottawa, Ontario KlP 5A5 
613-237-0180 

A distribution service for school and public libraries, an*' for individual 
departments within schools is available. , 

Publications provide up-to-date material on development questions, e.g., land 
reform, social, justice, education, environment, and trade. 

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) 
200 Promenade du Portage, Hull, Quebec KlA 004 
613-997-6100 

S CIDA is the agency of the Canadian government responsible for Canada's 
foreign aid program. It is also interested in increasing the awareness among 
Canadians of world development issues and its role in promoting development 

c 
CIDA publishes a variety of reports, pamphlets andJactjsh^ts, as well as a 
world jpapti^t offers economic, social and development data. A list of materials 
is available onVequest Films on development can be borrowed from National 
Film Board offices acriik Canada. CIDA has also participated in two learning 
materials kits msted in A^endix C. Through its Public ParticipatidifKbgram 
CIDA can help fund imi-governmental organizations, institutions d{id 
community ^oups throughout Canada in efforts to increase public interest in 
dcVelopmentVooperation, , 
Canadian UNICEF Committee 

443 Mt Pleasant Road, Toronto, Ontario M4S 2L8 
416-482-4444. 
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As an agency of the United Nations, UNICEF's primary concern is for the 
welfare bfchildren in developing countriek ^ , ' ,.* 

In Canadian schools, it assists Vith the organization of programs such as 
' "Canad»F«t^ high schools and "Hallowe'en Boxes" in elementary schools. 

UWlCEF provides periodicals, pamphlets, maps, films asf^^^^ to pTomoxe the 
development of a global perspective in students. -^ *̂  

Canadian UniversUfService Oueneas(QXi&0) - " 
^u ' c/o Development Education Department ° _ o * 
„ „ 151 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5H5 ' ' 
^ 613-663-3620 ' V ... 

^ ' \-> 
This very large organization, which can assist in many ways, sends Canadians 
overseas to work in Third Worjd cduntries. It has a Development. Eduqatidn 

—wograro,-trvio«-to-ahaw the !Hfeial,-£Conomic. and political inequalities both 
within Canada and between CariaSa and other parts of the world. 
Books, periodicals, pamphletsj audio-visual materials, and a development 
education newslettencan be obtained from the Ottawa office, as can information 

, about speakers from other branches in each province. 
Cross-Cultural Learjier Centre , î  . 

533 Cl^ence Street, London, Ontario 
519-679-6281 o _ - , ' 

Its aiJii is to assist Canadians become more aware ofthe iJarioOs culturah 
political, and economic relationships among and within nations. It is a Resource 
centre with an extensive collection of slide shows, video tapes, books, periodicals, 
and veftical files concerning m(^t countries of the world. It also hquses the 
Native Peoples Resource Centre which contains similar materials on Canadian 

.̂ native people. It presents t)rograms for School groups and will assist teachers in 
1 preparing and presentiftg their o \ ^ courses- , , 
1 

•(Similar resources are available from: 
I . ' 
Edmonton Learnef Centre 
I ' 2nd Floor, 10765-98 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5H 2P2 
\ ' 403-424-4371 " 

• ] . • - J 
Arusha CrossCultural'Centre 

223-12 Avenue S.W.;Calgary, Alberta T2R 0G9 ' 
403-265-2720^ 

WERA 
\ 25124 Caress Street,' Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 3N2 
\ 604-732-1496 ' 

DEC ' 
• \ 427 Bloor Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5F1X7 

1 416-964^6901 

Inten-church Committee for World Developmerit Education 
1146 First Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario KlS 2G3 ^ 

Each Wear this group co-ordinates the "Ten Days for World Development." The 
staff ian assist through' thfe distribution of pamphlets and kits dealing with all 
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areas of the world. Th^-amiilal activities focus on a «)|̂ cial issue, e.g., food, 
transnational corporations, etc. 

Kits also have a guide for those who wanf to head discussion groups. Also 
jpcoted at the Toronto office is thfe Inter-church Task Force on Canadian and 
Corporate Responsibility. I 

Oxfam-Cpnada j • 
• 251 Laurier Avenue West,6ttawa, Ontario KIP 5J6' 

613-237-5236 . . . ' 

Financial assistance is provided to Third World countries. It also has an 
extensive program of development education within Canada. 

An information periodical,-"In8ide "OxlSm," and other useful materials for 
discussion groups are produced. ' 

United Nations Associations in Canada ^ 
63 Sparks Street, Suite 808, Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5A6 
613-232-5Z51 ° " , .; 

The association has a large supply of books, pamphlets, and posters on world 
economic, social, and cultu^ issues. This material has been produced by and 
for UN organizations and other international bodies. 

APPBjflMXB: Selected BfcHography ^ ' 

Allen,R.P.,FotHC.P., Ulrich, D. M., & Woolard, S. H. Deciding how to live 
oj^apaceship earth. Evanston, 111.: McDougal-Littell, 1973. 

Instructional strategies concerned with the development of ethical 
reasoning skills, a knowledge of alternative commitments, the education of 
emotions, and the canons of critical inquiry. 

' Anderson, L. & Becker, J. The role of social studies in education for peace and 
respect for human rights. Paris: UNESCQ,.1976. 

Focuses on the definition of intemauonal education, the role of social 
studies, and desired curriculum changes. 

Bcrger, Mr. Justice Tl Northern frontier, northern homeland. Ottawa: 
Ministry of Supply and Services, 1977'. 

Voltrtn'e 1 of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry Report oSiert a 
excellent analysis of development problems including technical, cultural, 
social, andeconomic aspects. A teachers! guide to the use of this report in 
schools is being prepared by James Lorin^r Publishers. 

Carpenter, E. Oh, what a blow that phantom gave me. New York: Holt, 
Rinehart & Winston, 1973. 

Written by a Canadian anthropologist and communication specialist, this 
book is hn exciting collage of iimances, axioms, observations, and insights 
drawn from cultjrfes all over tl|e world. 

Children and internattonah education. Washington: Association for Ciiildhood 
• Education Intemationol,.1969. 

A useful beginning kit fbr elementary teachers containing a number of 
short, highly readable articles such as "Be Sure to MindYour ^'s and Q's," 
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"LieamingiAbout Present-Day Children in Other Cultures," and "Activities 
of Teachers toDe velop International Understanding." 

Education for a changing world.. UNICEF News, New York: UNICEF 
Information division, United Nations, 1077,93. • 

* An excellent issue of the UNICEF informatibn journal containing articles 
by several well knowji,authorities who express their viewpoints on the 
personal, curriculum, and societal aspects of global education. Most issues 
of thisjouthalhav^very wortHwhilearticks.i> Q 

Ehrlich, P. R. & Ehrlich,'A. H. The end of affluence: A blueprint for your 
future. NewYorkrBallantyheBookgrl974. 

Describes how the wol'ld system is functioning—cities' population growth, 
increasing affluence, and. faulty use of technologyoas major factors in the 
declining quality of life—and offers suggestions for survival. 

: : o • 

Global Community and Global Awareness. Madison, J. J.: Global Development 
StudieaJnstituteji,d._ 

il^plores ways in which students and teachers Can identify both the 
concrete and abstract linkages (social, cultural, and economic) that they 
and their communities share with the rest of the world. Included are some 
60 exercises whiclthelp uncover,JtheSe connections. 

Goodlad", J. I., Klein, F. M., Novotney, J. NJ., & Tye, K. A. Towards a 
mankiAd school: An aduenture in humanistic education. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1974. 

A Iticid description of the rationale and plan of a curriculum based on the 
dignity and development of the individual as the foremost goal ot 
edusation. See also Towards a Mankind Curriculum: An Adventure in 
HumaMstic Edupttion (1971) by the same authors. 

Hall.E. T. the silent-language. New York: Fawcett, 1967. 

Useful in 'h'elping teachers to understand some of the concepts surrounding 
ctilture and communications across cultures. 

Hanvey, R. G. An Attainable Global Perspective. Denven University of 
Denver, Centre for Teaching International Relations, n.d. , 

An excellent position paper in which the author defmes some elements of a 
global perspective.and states what we need to know and underst^ndlf we 
are to cope with the challenges o 'an increasingly interdependent world. 

Kaufman, D. G. (Ed.). Developing decision-making skills. Arlington, 
Virginia: National Council for the Social Studies, 1977. 

Kin^, ^ W. The world: Context for teaching in the elementary school. 
Du ^ue,Iov^a:W. C. Brown, 1971. 

"Mon^, T. B. Working for peace: Implication for educaUon. In G. Henderson 
(Ed.), Education for peace: Focus on mankind. V.'ashington: Association 
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1973. 

, Forcefully outlines the role of education in the pursuit of peace. • 

Piaget, J., & Weil, A. M. The development of children of the idea of the 
homeland and of relations with other countries. International Social 
Science Bulletin, 1951,3. 
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A'classic s'tudy which indicates that broad stages of development can be 
differentiated in children's understending of Uieir own nationality and 
relationships with other countries. TJie article stresses the importance of 
affective as well as cognitive components to these developments. > 

Radcliffe, 0. Canadian Education and the World Community. InH. Stevenson ., 
& J. D, Wilson (Eds.), Prenepts policy ts"d process: perspectives on , 
contemporary Canadian education, ^ndon: Alexander Blake Ass<.̂ iates, 
1977. • ' ,. • . < \ 

Examines the role of education in Canada in relation to the changing world 
community. Providesa convincing rationale for Canadians' participation 
in the gobal community. * , >-

Remy, R., Nathg»i, "J., Beckei, J., & Tomey, J. Interrational learhing'and 
international education in a global flge,' WasMngtoni-National Council for 
the Social Studies Bulletin 1976,47. _/' 

Aims at increasing teachers'aVrarentfs/of the imag^''8rttieworId whi'-Jj 
underlie their tuiching i s wall as their understanding of the process of 
children's'learning aboii: the world outside thew own country. One 
chapte' reviews the current^'state of social science knowledge about 
pre-aduit internationrJ political learning. 

Roche, D. Justice not charity: A new global ethic for Canadf. Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 1976. 

A personal analysis by a federal MP. of how he becam'e sensitive to the 
issues of worlfdevelopment He describes T h e Way Things^Are," T h e 
Way They;Ough5to^Bv * "What Canada Can Do," "What Individuals Can 

• Do," an -̂'OMoraliJy and Politics." Excellent introductory book. 

^Strong, M/GlobaJ imperative for the environment. Natural History, March 
".197i83. <• ' ^̂  ^ , 

^he/history and Social science teacher: Bridging the world to the classroom, 
'-^A Summer, ,1978, W (4). " ' , . * 

y'Thorn, (», W.^I. Passages about earth. N?w York: Harper & Row, 1973. i 

A philosophical examination of the state of the world including a look,at 
different approaches to Utopia. It b> an exploration of a new planetary -
society and thoughtrabout the future evolution of man. 

Tomey, J. V., & Morris, D. N. Global dwiensions in U.S. education: The 
elementary school. New York: CentrS for War/Peace Studies, 1972. J 

Besides describing selected programmes, this small booklet contaiiu a 
good summary of research related to -the development of international 

' 5. attitudes and social perspectives among eIementary*school children. 

Walsh, J. E? IntercuHural'education in the cdmmunity of man. Honolulu: 
University Press of Hawaii, 1973. _ >, 

Aims at redefining our thinking about modern education. Advocates an 
'-, educational system that seeks to preserve the uniquencs." nf individual 

cultures ̂ hJIe emphasizing the possibility of a world wide humiin culture. 

Ward, B. Towards a world of plenty? Torpnto: University of Toronto Press, 
1963, 

sfe^:. 
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Aieues-that the fact of iinivenality has overtaken us befcnreiwe are 
politically and socially able io deal with it. She places the development of 
communities'in historical perspective. Prepared for the Unite<if Natio(^ 
Conference on Hiuoa^ktUements. 

Ward, B. & Duboe, R. Only one earth: The care and maintenance of a small 
pJonet,. New York: W. E Norton&Co., 1972. 

An uitofllciu report commissioned by the United Nations Conference on 
. the Human Environment A powerful description of the state of the 

placet. , . , ' , . - • 

Wilson, A. H. A philoeopl^ for intercultural education. Theory and Research 
iuSocittlEductttion,l^^,S{l). } . i 

Excellent' analysis of two poesible philosophies which could undergird 
international education, pragmatism, and phenomenology. 

Am>a)0( C Selected leaming Matettab 

Bamdt, D., Coaway, F.,.& Rouse, R. (Eds.). A resource package fqr teachers and 
students interested in development' education and intercultural 
education. Winnipeg: Organization for Cooperation hi Overseas 
Development, 1978. 

This package includes materials which will be of practical assistance to 
teachers conducting ]*aniing experiences aimed at increa^ng stuaent 
awiureness of self, awareness of others, awareness of the environment The 
contents include general cultural and development information relating to 
concepts, themes; exercises, and techniques. Included is an exdelleut brief '' 
bibliography. 

Choices in-Deuelopment: The Experience of Tanzaniaand Kenya. Ottawa: 
Int^r^Pares, 1976. 

Photos, discussion books, etc for classroom use. 

Cottringham, H., & Marilee, K. Development education. Geneva: International 
Bureau of Education, Bulletin No. 201,1976. 

A bibliography with amotions on development educatiori^ teaching 
materials and centres which are important resources for teachers. 
Material listed is concerned with the liberation of persons and the building 
of culture and society. 

Development Perspective Kits. Kingston: International Centre, Queen's 
University, 1979. • , 

. * ' • 

The kits are the most extensive curriculum kits, "prepared for senior high 
school/college students, in Canada., Each of th&four parts is & collection of 
basic resour̂ ce materials stressing various perspectives on a selected 
development theme. Thepwtsare: - " 
Part One—History: World Devslopment: an Overview 
Part Two—Geography: Resource Dt>velopment: Canada and Brazil 
Part Three—Science: Scien(^nd Survival 
PartPour—literature: Throuih the People's Eyes ^ * 

Experience centred curriculum. Paris: UNESCO, 1974, 
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Games and exercises for self-awareness and understanding of 
^ interdependence. 

Fersh, S. (Ed.) Learning about people and cultures. Agincourt: Book Society 
of Canada, 1977. ' 

An excellent selection of poems, readings, and visuals (many of a 
humorous nature), dealing with human viewpoints and cultural patterns. 
Excellent for helping students to imderstand something about concepts of 
culture and the different perspectives held by various people. 
Accompanying teachers'guide. 

Hart, A. Five minutes to midnight, London: World Focus, 1975. 

Available in Canada through CUSO. Two^hour film on ths world's crisis 
prepared for U.N. Special Session- on the New. International Economic 
Order. Weak in explaining the reasons for inequalities and in-suggesting 
overall strategies, nonetheless it powerfully illustrates the state of 
international inequality and what it means to be poor. Viewing should 

' alwaj« be followed by intensive debriefing. 

King, D. C, Bronson, M., & Condon, L. Education for a world in change:.» 
working handbook for global perspectives. New York: Center for 
War/Peace Studies, 1976. (Intercom, 84/85). 

Among other things, this issue contains a number of sample lessons-for 
K-3,4-6,7-9, and 10-12, Other volumes of Intercom would also 1^ useful, 
such as No. 78, Teaching /nterdepende^H, No. 71, Teaching About 
Spaceship Earth; and No. 72, Teaching AbooM'opulation.' y 

Learning for change in world society: Reflections, activities and resources. 
London: Worid Studies Project, 1976. 

An excellent booklet which deals with the why? what? when? and »̂ow? of 
studying contemporary world society in schools. A major section deals 
with classroom methods and strategies. 

One earth: Why care? Red Cross youth international development resource 
Package. Toronto: Canadian Red Cr<»s, 1977. 

Interesting, useful learning aclivities. 

Radcliff, S., Bay, D., & Troughton, C. International Development Teacher 
Resources and Curriculum Materials. Ottawa: Canadian Teachers' 
Federation, February, 1977. 

This booklet includes a tew excerpts from other resource kits regarding 
ideas for teaching about development, definitions, and a glossary of terms. 
Its main contribution is an annotated bibUography of mioua world crises, 
including a section on attitudes, values, religion, and racism. It closes with 
an address list for resource groups in the Atlantic provinces, francophone 
materials, .learner centres,' filni distributors, embassies, and a 

. comprehensive checklist of resource oi^anizatioiis. 

Reshaping the future: toward a new international economic order. Ottawa: 
Canadian International Development Agency, 1977.* 

V A comprehensive multi-rme^lcit #709C 0177 002, for use in secondary 
"^^efiools t6 study proposals calling for a redistribution' of the world's wealth. 
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Reduced by the National Film Board of Canada and available from the 
Visual Education Centre, 75 Horner Avenue, Unit #1, Etobicoke, Ontario, 
M8Z4X5. 

Spotlight on development: Kenya, Malaysia, and Algeria. Ottawa: Canadian 
Inteniational Development Agency, 1975. 

An elementary ^hool multi-media Wt #709C 0175 003, for the 
-examination of cultures.and the issue of world development. Produced in 
co-operation with UNICEF by the National Film Board'of Canada^ 

^ Available from the Visual Education Centre, 75 Horner Avenue, m^t #1, 
Etobicoke, Ontario, M8Z 4X5. ^ 

Teaching international development: A Monday morning manual. Vancouver: 
Communil,'Alternatives, n.d. ; 

This material provides ideas and comments on aims and objectives, and 
gives detailed suggestions for practical leaching strategies. 

Tyson, N. (Ed.). Development Pitzzle. London: Voluntary Committee on 
Overseas Aid and Development, \972. 

Complete listing of materials available from voluntary agencies in the 
United Kingdom and many practical suggestions for teaching. 

UN^Shnaraent Kft. Ottawa: United Nations Association in Canada. 

THjs kit includes a pamphlet and two booklets ("Canada, The Anns Race, 
anji Disarraameni" and "11 Steps for Survival") suitable for adults or 

— ^ i o r high school students, two posters and a "pennies for Peace" 
(feUection box, suitable for junior-senior high school. , 
Valuable as background information for teachers. ,' 

World food/hunger studies. New York: Institute for World Order, 1977. f 

Curriculum guide for teaching world food and hunger issues giving coUrse 
outlines* and syllabi along with projects and lectures for use in seniot 
cla-ssrooms. Also covers teaching and research materials. ' 

^ 
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PART THE CONTENT OF 
TWO: SOCIAL STUDIES 
Introduction 

The chapters in this section deal specifically with the content of 
social studies. Osborne's chapter, "In Defence of History," suggesto that 
the teaching of history is important fpr a clear understanding Q^the 
world, especially the power conflicts that have shaped our present age. 
Osborne points out that the teaching of 'history had?̂  been , 
institutionalized in society even before it was connected with the 
schools. Myths, stories, and personal experiences have had a powerful 
influence on the socialization of all groups of people. However, while 
history nn our schools allow? for greater understanding of our society, 
Osborne points out tltat teachers must continually demonstrate the 
relevance of history in their classes. 

In "Geography in Social Studies Education," Wolforth points out 
that the teaching of geography has experienced vast improvements over 
the years. Early geography texts were dry and generally boring, 
succeeding only in turning students off the discipline. Woiforth 
suggests that the "scientization" of geography and, in recent years, the 
move to student-centered aPi^roaches have improved .geography 
teaching. According to Wolforth, today's geography leachers must get 
aw^y from the "English" Model of education where geography is used to 
show supi'^macy and move to ajno.re scientific and objective spatial 
awareness of the world. 

Although Park's chapter "Integrated Approach to Social Education: 
Environmental Studies" is written for the elementary social studies 
teacher, the concepts are applicable to secondary education. Park 
stetes that elementary teachers yould generally not have enough time 
in the present block system to work systematically in environmental 
studies. He suggests that minor schedule changes could alleviate this 
problem. In this chapter, Park gives practical suggestions for teaching. 
Even if teachers are not able to work entirely in this environmental 
education approach, they can incorporate the philosophy of 
environmental education into their classrooms. 

"Integrated Approach to Social Education: Interpreting Society 
Through Literature" by Gutteridge deals with the integration of 
literature and sociel studies. For Gutteridge, the synthesis of liierature 
and social studies is, in part, useful from an interest factor. Students 
are moi'e apt to read, understand, and remember a work of fiction as 
opposed to a non-fiction textbook. The' combination of social science 
and literv.ture presents different ways of knowing: knowledge through 
art and knowledge through social science. An integrated approach not 
only should increase students" interest in social studies but also in 
reading. 
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Kirman's chapter, "Science, Technol(«y, and the Social Studies: A 
Survival Problem" suggests that social studies can add a critical 
element to science. Science, Kirman states, is the study of the processes 
and fttctfc'of natural phenomena, ^ocial studies deals with th^e facts, 
analyzes them, and criticizes theni. Kirman believes that social studies 
is a way of making science controllable, accountable, and humane. 
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In Defence 
of History 

Ken Osborne 

The strongest argument for the teaching of history is that, taught 
properly, it can help people to think for themsslves about important 
issues and it can do so to a greater extent than most other subjects, with 
the p<»sible exception of literaiure. Notice that two thinp are involved 
in ^is argument: one, thinking for oneself and, two, thinking about' 
important issues. Obviously history is not the only vehicle for clear 
thinking. Other subjects rightly claim to serve as this just as well as 
history, if not bettor. The true sceptics will insist that hisjory is not the 
only critical discipline. If we wish to .sharpen students' skill in 
"crap-detecting" (Postman & Wembartner, 1969), why not teach logic 
and philcBophy? If constructive scepticism is bur aim, then let us 
concentrate on the scientific method & la Karl Popjter. If we wish to 
shflw students different lifestyles as a foil for their own, why not use 
literature and authropology? All this is undeniable. Robin Winks 
(1969) likened the historian to a detective, but a similar claim has been 
made for sociology and no doubt bco£s could be written celebrating the 
sleuth-like qualities of every discipline in academe and those outside. • 

What, then, is history's advantage? • Ab6ve all, it is that it directs 
one's thinking to issues. Subjects like mathematics and the sciences are 
usually taught in a social vacuum; so they deal with equations and-
formulas which are alleged to exist independently for their own sake. 
They have made possible an incredible understanding of and control 
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over the natural world, but have little to contribute to an 
understanding of the human world. History, by contrast, by its very 
nature deals with human concerns. Above a'l, history deals with the 
question of power: who controls it? For what purpose? How is it use 
More than anything else, history is the stor^ of the struggle for poweS 
both within and between societies, and this is a story which people 
must understand if they are to have any control ovvir their own lives. 

Indeed, the holders of power, past and present, have well 
understood the potential of history. They have used it and still use it to 
justify and glorify theur p<wition. History constantly nms the riskiof 
being turned into propaganda. Iff this connection, J. H. Plumb's 
(197,3) distinction between the past and history is worth noting. He 
argues that the past is what man has used to justify and rationalize the 
present, whereas history tries to "see things as they really were;" and 
thus "the critical historical process has helped to weaken the past,^for 
by its very nature it dissolves those simple, structural generalizations 
by which our forefathers interpreted the purpose of life." 

Thus history should be not propaganda, but counter-propaganda: 
"It involves a struggle against one's own culture and presuppositions." 
In this sense history is not bunk; it is, rather, de-bunk: WirMi (1956) 
observes: 

The most important thing we can know about a man is what he takes 
for graitsd, and the niMt elemental and important facts shout a 
siicie^* are those tliat are seldom debated and Beneral<y reg';rded as 
settled. •" 

The point is, of course, that what a society takes for granted, its 
conventional wisdom, can belrest illuminated by a study of history. 

To see society more objectively is also to see one's own life in a new 
perspective. The study of history comprises both society and the 
individual. Some historians describe the rise and fall of whole 
civilizations; others write biographies—all are writing history. 

History is for human self-knowledge. Knowing yourself means 
knowing what you can do; and sinq^ nobody knows what he can do 
until he tries, the only clue to what man can do- is what man has 
done. The value of history then, is that it teaches us what man has 
done and thus what man is. (CoUingwood, 1946, p. 10) ' 

This self-knowledge itself serves a social purpose. It can be acquired 
only through a study of other people's lives. Pure Introspection will not 
work. And in studying others' lives, one develops what used to be called 
a philosophy. 

Unless men are given the chance to find out what kind of world they 
live in, what they have made, are making, and could make of it — 
and this can only be done if they have sozî e notion of what other 
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men are think^g, and feeling and doing, and how and v̂ rhy — they 
will continue to walk In darkness and be faced by the unpredicted 
and appalling consequences of one another's ambitions. (Berlin, 
1971, p. 10) 

History, then, provides a way of cutting through the fog of assumptions, 
myths and downright lies which can so eaMIy blind us to realty and 
either anesthetize or paralyze our will. 

The social sciences, it may be argued, can do the same. However, so 
far as teaching in the schodls is concerned, history possesses three 
advantagtes over them. 

One is that it tells a story which, properly told, can grip even people 
who otherwise have never shown any interest in history. An example is 
provided by Pierre Berton's books arid television series on the building 
of the CanadianPacific Railway. Across the border. Roots had a similar 
impact. It seems that many people have a latent interest in the past 
waiting to be aroused. History-as-story also has some inherent 
pedagogical advantages, especially with younger students. The 
Victorians were well aware of the value of historic&l stories with a 
human interest as shown by their loving attention to Alfred and the 
cake^, Cnut end the waves, Robert Bruce and the spider, James Watt 
and the steam kettle, Dollard at the Long Sault, Laura Secord and the 
cow, and all the rest. 

A second advantage is that history deals with the fat-away and 
long-ago. The charapions of relevance in the curriculum ftre mistaken 
in thinking that what is relevant to children is whateveTis immediate 
and near at hand. It is a fact that youngsters in, say,jSr^de VII can be 
intrigued by the ancient civili^tions of Greece and! Rome; that 
elementary school children can beconite excited aboU^pe^iistory. We 
may have been too quick to assume tBat young adolescents must of 
necessity deal only with'the immediate and the concrete. Jerome 
Bruner (1973, p. 64), who in these matters cannot be taken lightly, has 
noted that: 

. . . to personalize knowledge one does not simply link it to the 
familiar. lather, one makes the familiar an instance of a more 
general case and thereby produces awareness of it. (Musgrove, 1972) 

There is also an intriguing piece of English research to the effect that 
students find an exotic, and therefore appealing, element in historical 
topics which are far removed from their immediate, everyday concerns. 

History's third advantage is its ability to combine with elements 
from other disciplines. In the true sense of the word, history is a 
synthetic subject. It is difficult these days to imagine history that does 
not use the findings of the social and behavioral sciences. Historical 
biography increasingly turns to psychology and psychiatry; social 
history to statistics, sociology, social psychology and anthropology; 
economic history to economics. Similarly, history embraces literature, 
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music and the' arte (Gilbert & Granbard, 1972). Unlike, say, 
mathematics, history has no clearly defined boundaries and this may be 
its greatest advantage. Indeed, we may be approaching a time when 
history ai "*, tlfe other social sciences combine to produce a truly 
integrated science of society. 

All this implies a particular view both of history and of ways of 
teaching it. It is rash to attempt in a feW paragraphs what needs a 
whole book but, while angels fear, the argument must proceed. The 
not-so-hidden message of much history teaching is still where Mr. 
Gradgrind left it: ** • 

"Cecilia Jupe, let me see. What is your father?" 

^ "He belongs to the horse riding, if you please, sir." '• 
A 

Mr. Gradgrind frowned, and waved off the objectionable calling with his 
hand. 

"We don't want to know anything about that here. You mustn't tell us 
about that here. Your father breaks horses, don't he?" 

"If you please, sir, when they.'get any to break, they do break horses in the 
ring, sir." 

"You musn't tell us about the ringTiere. Very well, then. Describe your 
father as a horse-breaker. He doctors, sick horse$, I daresay?" 

"Oh yes, sir." 

"Very well, then. He is a veterinary surgeon, a farrier, and horse-breaker. 
Give me your definition of a horse." 

(Sissy Jupe thrown into the greatest alarm by this demand.) 

"Girl number twenty unable to define a horse" said Mr. Gradgrind, for the 
general behoof of all the little pitchers. "Girl number twenty 
possessed of no facts in reference to one of the commonest of 

' animals. Some boy's ifefinition of a horse. BiUser yours."... 

"Bitzer," aid Thomas Gradgrind, "Your definition of a horse." 
"Quadruped. Gramnivorous. Forty teeth, namely, twenty-four grinders, 

four eye-teeth, and twelve incisive. Sheds coat in the spring; in 
laiarshy countries, sheds hoofs too. Hoofs hard, but requiring to be 
shod by iron. Age known by marks in mouth." Thus (and much 
more) Bitzei. 

"Now, girl number twenty," said Mr. Gradgrind, "you know what a horse 
is," 

(Dickens) 
f 

This Joe Friday approach to history — "Just give me the facts" — 
understandably fails to grip students. 

Fortunately, the facts are not everything, or history would be a very 
duU subject indeed. Many historians have observed that facts- are to 
history as bricks are" to a building. Facts, like bricks, are nothing until 
they are made into something by a conscious mind. Contrary to the 
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^ popular saying, the facts do not speak for themselves. Indeed, ' «. . 
Professor Barraclough <1S55, p. 14) has argued that; ' • 

" i j - , • / 

Tlie history We read, th6ugh based on facts, is, strictly speaking, not 
factual at all but a series of accepted judgments. 

And, with tongue only slightly in cheek, E. H. Carr (1964, p. 23) has 
described history as "a hard core of interpretation surrounded by a pulp 4 
of disputable facts." 

Facts have to be discovered, selected, organized and interpreted. 
History, after all, is awcord and to write a record mians to select, to 
order and to interpret wSe's data. In Commager's (1965, p. 5) words: 

/ History as a record consists of three states, or processes, usually so v • 
Sat—-*ltnifttUyblended that they appear to be a single one. The first is the 

* collection of what are thought to be relevant facts; but remember, 
what seems relevant to one person will appear irrelevant to another. 
The second is the organization of these facts inJo some coherent 
pattern; but remember, no two patterns are ever quite alike. The 
third w the interpretation of the facts and of the pattern; and 
celSainly no two interpretations are eyet quite alike 

If you want students, even young ones, to understend this, ask them to 
write a detailed history of what they did yesterday. Much of what they 
did (what did they have, for breakfast? When did they clean their 
teeth? What did they say and to whom? etc.) they will not remember. 
If they could remember, writing it down would keep them so busy that 
they would have time to do nothing else. Eventtially one could starve to 
death trying to maintain a cc/tn^lete record of one's activities. Further, 
even if they could write everythirg down, no one in their right mind 
would read it. As Louis Gottschalk (1950, p. 46) has said, history is "the 
historian's exp;ressed part of the credible part of the discovered part of ' 
the history-as-record." • ' 

The problems of history-as-record provide endless opportunities ' j 
for students and teachers to hone their critical skills. T^ t your o ^ 
historical-mindedness, for example, on this passage, taken from a 
still-used high school history text. As you read it, ask yourself what, if 
anything, in it strikes you as suspicious. If, after regding, you are still , 
not sure, check the reference. 

Frontenac loved decisive action, and within a few months of his •.. 
arrival planned the bold stroke of building a fort Lt Cataraqui on 
Lake Ontario where Kingston now stands. A fort 'at this strategic 
spot would do much to keep peace with the Iroquois, to. a,̂ tracl 
Indian traders, and to provide'a base for western exploration. The 
expedition which swept up the river in the spring of 1673 was truly 

,.< impressive in the eyes of the admiring Indians. Four groups of 
\ canoes abreast in lines were followed by two flatr-boats armed with 

\ cannon and painted in bright colours. . . Then came Frontcnac's 
^. canoe surrdunded by a guard, and followed by another flotilla. In his 
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negotiations Frontenac showed that he knew exactly how to deal with 
the Indians. Flanked by troops in showy uniforms, Frontenac 
received in state more than sixty old and important chiefs, listened 
gravely to the Indian orators and himself made a great speech in the **" 
Indian manner with just the right mixture of Hrmness and 
diplomacy. . . . Meanwhile the building of the fort was being 
commenced by engineers and trained workmen in a way that 
astonished.the Indians. (Brown, 1962, p. 109) 

As this example suggests, history can be useful for sharpening one's 
critical sense. It enables one to think more clearly and more critically. 
Admittedly, it is not unique in this regard. Nonetheless, its ability to 

' synthesize a wide range of other disciplines, its capac^ for enhancing 
self-knowledge, its provision of a wide perspective against which to 
view one's own society and its conventional wisdom, and its demand for 
ckar thinking, all make a compelling case for the inclusion of history in 
the currictdum. 

Traditionally, however, the study of history in schools has not been 
intended to enhance the critical faculties. It may be useful to examine' 
briefly the tasks that have been traditionally assigned to school history. 
If nothing else, it will provide an example of the use of history in 
penetrating the conventional wisdom to see things as they really are. 

In the nineteenth century, when history became a compulsory 
school subject, it was intended to perform two functions: to instill 
certain values and to promote nationalism. Those who promoted 
compulsory schooling in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuues 
had many motives, but there was in much of their thinking a strong 
concern^ for social control. The school promoters were faced with the 
problem of maintaining or establishing social cohesion at a time of 
rapid social change. In very broad teims, the family, the church and 
the community were no longer able properly to socialize the young. 
Thus, the school had to be brought in to do the job. Only the simplest 
Marxist would posit 3 one-to-one relationship between the means of 
production, its social characte^iand the educational superstructure. 
Nonetheless, Althusser (1971, ̂ 143, ff.> is surely correct in seeing 
education as a vital part of the "ideological state apparatus." Similarly, 
Gramsci (1971) saw education as part of the process by which certain 
groups in society establish their "cultural hegemony" over others. 

fx^ Schooling as we know it is a product of the Industrial Revolution. 
One of the more serious problems facing the early entrepreneurs was 
that of labour discipline (Pollard, 1961; 1963-4; 1965). It was no easy 
matter to turn men >>nd women who were used to an agrarian rhythm 
into people who would govern themselves by clock and bell. Agrarian 
rhythm was largely tied to the cycle of physical nature: getting up at 
dawn; going to bed at dusk; working hard at such periods as harvest and 
seed-time and takioQ it easier at others. It ^ a rhythm which 
established its own time demands independently of the clock (Sturt, 

/l923; Lemer, 19-55; Inkeles, 1974,1976; Syliowicz, 1973; Marrus, 1974). 
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. The new factory system, on the other hand, demanded that workers 
b̂e conscious of time, that they work at the pace of the machine* they 
tend, that t h ^ govern themselves by prescribed routines. Survivals of 
pre-industrial culture had also to be eliminated, in particular the 
ob^rvidg of "Saint-Monday" which v/aa used by workers to extend 
their weekend. As early as 1681 this custom was being adversely 
commented on: 

^When the frimework knitters or makers of silk stocking had a great 
price for their work, they have been observed seldoia to work on 
Mondays and Tuesdays but to spend most o£ their time at the 
ale-house or nine-pins.... The weavers, 'tis common with them to 
be diunk on Monday, have their headache on Tuesday, and their 
tools out of order on Wednesday. (Thompson, 1967, p. 72) 

Factory discipline, then, was a troublesome and very real concern — 
and continued to be so throughout the ninete^^th century (Review of 
Radical Political Economics, 1975^ Edwards, "1979). One answer was 
coercion — hence tlie often, brutal practices of the early industrialists. 
Another was benevolent paternalism of the type practised by Robert 
Owen at New Lanark. Owen was not'alone in building a factory 
community and involving himself closely in the lives of his workers — 
and such methods ensured a cooperative labour force. Yet another 
answer lay in the workers' internalizing the attitudes and values desired 
by their employers (Brandes, 1970). 

In this last contest one can see how the school came to be valued as ' 
a socializing agency for the new industrial society. One can also see how 
the organization of the school came to take the form that it did. As 
early as 1770 William Temple had observed of children that; 

There Is a considerable use in their being, somehow or other, 
constantly-employed at least twelve hours a day, whether they earn 
their living or not; for by these means, we hope that the rising 
generation will be so habituated to constant employment that it 
would at length prove agreeable and entertaining to them. . . , 
(Thompson, 1967, p. 84) j 

Thia arose the structure of punctuality, dili^nce, obedience and 
politenfcste that came to characterize the schools. Thus arose also a 
carefully \ designed curricidum to ensure that one's ideas were 
appropri^ to one's station (Katz, 1972; Karier, 1S73; Spring, 1972; 
Simon, i»60; Johnson, 1970; McCann, 1971). The process in England 
has bem well summarized by John Hurt (197C, p. 632): 

' \ 
During the 18303 the propertied classes feared the imminence of 
revolution. At a time when England lacked>an effective police force, 
she turned io the school-master and the wort&iouse master as 
sujwtitutes. They were the twin agents by whom the labouring 
masses were to ho reconciled to their unfortunate lot in a nascent. 
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capitalist and industrializing society. An education in the habits of 
religion and industry was seen as a means of safeguarding the 
existing social orde.r. It had the further rierit of providing a. docile 
labour force fot the new industries. 

Compukory schooling, ,tl»n, was ,a nineteenth-century phenomenon 
wHich was intended to servte as a vehicle of social control in a period of 
rapid social change. Needless to say, it was essentially designed by the 
powerful to ensure tl\at the poWerless accepted the status quo. 

T6ere is now a 'considerable amount of work in existence to 
demonstrate this -for Britain and the United States. Canada's 
educational past ii only beginning to be investigated along these lines, 
but there is no reason to assume that it should differ from the pattern 
(Morrison, 1974; Prentice, 1976; Schecter, 1977). Mnitoba, for 
example, did not haVe" province-wide compulsory school attendance 
until 1916, but throughout the 1890s and early 1900s the Winnipeg 
School Board was pressing for it. Winnipeg trustees were increasingly 
anxious about .school attendance — or lack of it — which they saw as an 
answer to the problems of disease, delinquency and idleness. Thus, for 
example, militiry drill was instituted for boys; the Board observing the 
drill was "ot, great benefit to the boys — training them to habits of 
attention and obedience to the general school commands" (Report of 
the School District of Winnipeg, 1888, p. 14). Drill "is a valuable aid to 
discipline and an excellent mental training in the close attention it 
demands" (1888, p. 29). 

** Thus, despite the rhetoric of liberal education, the real function of 
schooling has been and is to teach the dispositions, attitudes, skills and 
forms of knowledge valued by those in power at a particular time. As 
Susan Houston has observn?l{ 

. . . a common school system was) an institution established and 
supported by one group of people, not for their own children, but for 
the children of others. 

And history, like other subjects, was intended to give these others a 
sense of their proper place in the world (Dewar, 197,2). 

Above ail, history has been used to instil nationalism. Every school 
system in the ^ r l d makes the study of national history compulsory. 
The nationalistic bias of textbooks and curricula has often been noted 
(Trudei & Jain, 1969). The nationalistic role of school history has been 
especially important in Canada which has for most of its existence been 
struggling both to avoid cultural absorption by the United States and 
to hasten the assimilation of large numbers of non-British immigrants 
(Anderson, 1918; Sisler, 1944; McDonald & Chaiton, 1977). In 1914, the 
Winnipeg School Board (1914, p. 14) observed; 
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It is felt on every hand that on the school, more than upon any other 
s agency, will depend the quality and the nature of the citizenship of 

the future; that in the way in which the school avails itself of its 
opportunities'depends the extent lo which Canadian traditions will 
be appropriated, Canadian national sentiment imhibed, and 

' Canadian standards of living adopted by the next generation of the 
new races that ate making their home in our midst 

A further reason for Canadian concern about history as a vehicle for 
nationalism b, of courte, to be found in Canada's bi-national make-up.' 
Increasingly, history and the social studies are being seen as means of 

^strengthening national unity. 
One can find many examples of this in flie reports and papers ol ihe 

Canada Studies Foundation and in the pr^dings of the Committee for 
aij IndepehdentVCanada. One instance must suffice. In-1977 a minor 
storm enfpted in Ontario when the Ministry of Education issued new 
guidelines for grades VlT to X History.. The guidelines spoke of "a 
gfeeter sense ot pride in Canada" and of "reasoned pride in Canada." 
They were quickly attacked by a group of University of T'^ronto 
historians who criticized the "removal of a systematic stiidy of history 
in favor of vague and unstructured exercises in civics and citizenship" 

. and the turning of hietory into "a coUection.of moral tales designed to 
serve political ends.'" The historians concluded: "To put it bluntly, 
history b, being turned into propaganda" (Annual Report of the 
Trustees of the Winnipeg School pistrict, 1914|. One can only note 
that they did not know much a.bout the history of education, since 
school historyJias more often than not been intended to be propaganda. 
However, the Ministry of Education was unrepe]^|ant. Areporter 

• described an interview with the Ministry's history specialist: 

"We kept using the word understand", he said, and peopleiwrote 
back and said, "Surely you're talking about people taking a pride in 

• their country". So the Ministry inserted the yord appreciate. 

This episode illustrates a tension which,has long characterized both 
the writing and teaching of history. It is, aft«»r ill, a fact that a society 
depends for its existence upon a common core of shaiied values, what 
Durkheim termed a conscience collective. However, to advocate an 
approach to the teaching of history that gives primacy to the 
individual's capacity fqr critical thoughtcould easily be corrosive of ally 

' social bonds. A 'society might be able to afford one Socrates, or even 
more (although Athens apparently, could not),,il)ut a society full of 
Socrates is a contradiction. Here, of course, is raised,one of the classical 
problems of western political the'iry: the relationship between society 
and< the individual. It is a problem which can also be seen in ' 
historiography and which helps to explain the long and continuing 
discussion of th^ place of history in educationT^ J 

In onerof the best articles on this subject, David Pratt (1974) has 
examined the customary justifications for teaching history. He finds 
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six reasons to be commonly advanced: history ia worth studying fc* its 
own sake; it promotes good citizenship; it develops tolerance land 
understanc^ing; it teaches intellectual skilte; it teaches useful concepts 
and generalizations; it enables us better to understand the present 
However, none of these justifications stands up well to close scrutiny. 
As Pratt notes, the first-Simply ignores the whole question. The second 
and third are manifestly untrue and fly in the face of the research into 
political socialisation, which suggests theft courses of study as such do 
little to change attitudes. The fourth is open tQ the objection that 
many subjects besides history teach intjellectual skills and the same 
point can be°mada of the fifth. The sixth is demonstrably untrue. 
Santayana's dictum, that those who do not know the past are 
condemried to repeat it, needs a corollary; those who do know the past 
are condemned to repeat it even t)etter. To take two examples only: 
both the U.S. involvenlent in Vietnam and Britain's involvement in the-
Suez Crisis were in large part the result of their leaders' knowledge and 
iBxperienfte of the history of appeasement in the late 1930s. 

To teach history, or any other subject, is to attempt to reach some 
educational goals (Kohlberg & Maier, 1972).̂  Too often we have put the 
car^ befoie the horse and tried to defend history's place in the 
curriculum without < x̂amining what the curriculum as a whole is 
intended to achieve. Unlike virtue, however, history is not its own 
reward. Consider, for example, Fenton's (1972) formulation, of 
educational goals: ' . 

Siudents sbouiu uevelcp coMtructive attitudes to learning. 

2.\ \ Students should develop d positive self-concept. 

dents .should cla. 'ify for themselves the answers to the perennial 
istic questiona-

(i) \what is a'good man? 

(ii) what is a good life? 

(iii) whaus a good society? 

Students should develop study skillsBO as to cope with change. 4. 

5. 

6. 

Students should learn inquiry skills/ 

Students should learn whatever subj^t matter is appropriate in light of 
these five goals. v 

The point here is not so much the validity of these particular goals, as 
the way of conceptualizing them. For to see yoab in these terms is to 
make the choice of subje'-t-matter — ba it history or anything else — 
contingent upon certain prior decisions. 

In other words, rather than ask why we should teach history, we 
should rephrase the question to ask whether history should be taught at 
all. The answer will obviously depend upon one's overall view of the 
purpose of edtication.̂  Dearden (1968, p. 46) has succinctly described as 
the achievement of "pc<«onal autonomy 'i,ased on reason;"a formulation 
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which alsoNsMtaint the potential to resolve the individiwl — society 
dichotomy mehiioned' above. The-Renaissance philosopher, Pico della 
Mirandolja, said over five hundred years ago that human Oeings are the 
only species able to determine their own role in the urjiverse. A rock 
has no choice but to be a rock; a cabbage can only be e„cabbage; but we 
can choose to live like cabbages or angels. We have the ability to be a 
subject rather than an object of existence. History can play a vital part 
in helping us accomplish this. 

No matter how much we intend history to be a liberating, critical 
discipline, our hopes will never get beyond rhetoric if we cannot put 
them into practice. It is a fairly common observation that whjat we 
intend to teach and what we, in fact, do teach are often poles apart 
(Good & Brophy, 1973). We need to remember constantly the words of 
the old song; "It ain't what you do; it's the way that you do it." The 
hidden curriculum is important and very often what we,would like to 
convey through our subject-matter is contradicted by the way in which 
we convey it. There results the ironic contradiction that we teach a 
potentially critical subject in an authoritarian manner. Time and time 
again, investigators have noted that the primary characteristic of many 
classrooms is teacher'-power and student obedience. A major 
investigation of civics education in the United States, for ctrample, 
concluded that "compliance to rules and authority is the major focus of 
civics education in elementary schools" (Hess & Torney, 1968, p. 110). 
There is no reason to think that Canadian schoob are any different 
Here, for example, e categories chosen by one urban elementary 
school for reporting u ,,«/ent8 upon students' progress — ^ d t h e y are 
fairly representative of schoms across the country! gets along with 
others; uses time to go&d advantage; comp. t iissignments; works 
quietly and independerfly; listens well; dependable; jiroduces neat 
work; takes'criticism and disappointment well. It is difficult to imagine 
a Hat of qualities that better d^ r ibe the loyal, dutiful worker. Where 
are such descriptors as "asks original questions," "shows creativity," 
"thinks' for himself/herself," "makes interesting c-ontributions 'o 
discussions?" There is, indeed, much truth in what has come to be 
called the correspondence principle, which argues that there are 
fundamental structural, similarities iietween classrciom and workplace 
(Bowles &Gintis, 1976)! 

There are many reasons why teachers have often failed to practise 
what they believe, most of which has to do with the conditions of the 
job (Lightfoot, 1973); ^ 

In short, if students as well as teachers are U> see history as a critical 
discipline, and,if it is to contribute to their autonomy, we must be 
concerned for two things, both what we teach (ixid how we teach it. 

Imagine, for example, that you have to teach a lesson dealing with 
the development of towns. For most of us the temptation would be to 
prepare a talk, illustrate it with slides, pictures and maps, and to 
present it to the class. We would, no doubt, follow it up with 
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discussion, questions, perhaps an assignment This is teaching as most 
people conceive it and it is a commcniy used strategy in history. Its 
only serious rival is the worksheet and Che giving of notes via the 
overhead projector. 

Ther? is, however, a very different way of teaching. Rather than 
preparing a presentation, give the students a map on which are marked 
natural features (rivers, mountains, etc.) and resources (wheat, cattle, 
iron, etc.). The map .can be either of an imaginary area or of $ome part 
of the world with which they are unfamiliar. Now ask the students to 
locate six towns onthis map and to^ve their reasoiis for their chpice of 
locations. Once this is done, Hake up their answers. Who has located 
the towns where? For what reasons? Before you know it, you will have 
filled the blackboards with reasons. These reasons can then be 
classified under headings: economic, strategic, historical, etc. If the 
map was of a real ared, students can compare their locations With the 

. actual locations and examine the reasons for any discrepancies (Bruner, 
1963). The reasons for the location of towns have still been taught; but 
this time the students have taught themselves and each other. There 
are other advantages: they have used some of the skills of inquiry iu 
analysis. They have found that they know more than they realized. 
They have developed some confidence in their own powers. They may 
also have learned to be a little more creative, to guess intelligently, to 
\t^ intuition. 

' Take another example. One has to teach Grade Vila about the 
Greek city state. Begin by asking about hermits, Do they know what a 
hermit is? Give them some of history's more entertaining examples: St. 

, Simeon Stylites is a case in point. Why do most people not wish to be 
hermits? What are the advantages of living in communities? Is man a 
"political" (i.e., polis-loving) animal, as Aristotle stated? What kinds of 

V " communities can the youngsters think of? The city-state was simply 
another form of community. How does the city-state compare with 
modem Canada? Why would Aristotle or Plato deny that Canada—or 
Winnipeg or Brandon or almost any modem town—was a true 
community? Would they be right? And so the discuifeion proceeds. As 
with the location of cities, the youngsters are being asTted to draw upon 
and use what they already knqv/.„They are being encou.'>ged to 

' "Speculate, to guess intelligently, they are being "told" that divergent 
and evaluative thought is p"erfectly legitimate. 

These fwo examples represent the kinds of strategies we couldTie * 
using in history. We all too often assuuie that youngsters cannot know 
anything about the topic we are about to teach and that it is our job to 
give them all this new information. Thus we are all too prone to use an 
expository approach in which the teacher is the expert and the students 
are the uninformed. Students often know more than we realize, 
however, especially in this infonnation-rich society. Coleman (1974) 
has pointed out that the school'wps designed for an information-poor 
society, in which it, more than cny other'institution, introduced 
students to the wider wor(d. T:.'.ay, however, travel and the media 
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have saturated us with informatior.', but the school still operates on the 
assumption that it alone is the dispenser of worthwhile information. 

The key words are inquiry, activity and discovery. Our obligation is 
to open students' mi'ads and to engage their curiosity. A recent English 
study (Hanson & Harrington, 1976, p. 568) noted that: 

* 
Primary school children... dci't like teachers who shout at them, or 
who are sarcastic, impatient or uninterested in their work. Popular 
teachers are kind, tactful, approachable and apparently competent. 
But what Is soon clear is that most of these children ê t̂ect the 
teacher to act as the boss; to direct, initiate and control learning; to 
be judge and jury of work and conduct; and to act according to his 
status in the school. It is these expectations, rather than likes or 
dislikes, which are most apparent. 

* 1 ' 
If autonomy is to be our goal, and if history is to contribute to it, we 
must move students away from their passive roles as desk-bound 
listeners. 

TeachJiig strategies alone, however, are not enough. Subject matter 
is important and it may well be the case that the history we teach is not 
necessarily the most appropriate for our students (Osborne, 1975). In 
particular, we must consciously coupter the tendency to teach only the 
history of the "top-people." 

It is remarkable how much history has been written from the vantage 
point of those who have had the charge of mnning — or attempting 
to run — other people's lives, and how little from the real-life 
experience of people themselves.... Of every event one should be 
able to ask, what meaning did this have in people's lives; of every 
institution, how did it affect them; of every movement, who were the 
rank and file? (Samuel, 1975, xiii-zix) 

Since few of our students will ever become prime ministers, generals, 
diplomats and the rest, we owe it to them — as well as to those 
generations now dead — to introduce them to people's history, to show 
that history has something to say about everyone's experience. 
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Geography in 
Social Science 
Education 

John Wolforth 
< s ^ -

When most Canadian education resided in the little red 
schoolhouse, geography was easy to define. Although it was not among 
the really important subjects like reading, writing and arithmetic which 
taught skills of immediate practical value, it nonetheless had a 
well-established and respected role, in the curriculum. This role was to 
teach children something about a world of which, in those days, they 
had neither direct nor reliable surrogate experience. Like the other 
subjects in the curriculum, its content was factu"!, being m^nly 
concerned with the naming and location of places. In Street of Riches, 
Gabriel Roy has her protagonist describe her early schoolteaching 
experiences. 

' I began with geography; here was the subject I myself had liked best 
during my years as a student It seems to me that geography is 
something that requires no effort, that you can't go wrong in 
teaching it, since it so captures your interest—perhaps because of 
the lovely big maps, each country indicated by a different colour. 
And then it's not like history. Geography you don't have to judge 
peoples; no wars are involved, no sides need be taken. I spoke of the 
various crops raised in the different portions of the globe, in which 
regions grew sorghum, tapioca, bananas, oranges, sugar,'molasses... 
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The children seemed delighted to learn from whence came the things 
they liked {iest of all to eat And I told them that they, too, in a sense 
laboured for the happiness of others, since our Canadian wheat was 
known almost everywhere in the world and was very needful to 
sustain life. (Roy, 1967, p. 54) 

Of course it may well be that geography is taught in that way to this 
very day in some remote comers of the country. Certainly, in Canada 
the subject did not come to maturity as soon as it did in Britain, 
France, or Germany and the writer can remember being instructed in 
his o ^ teacher-training that since geography was a subject of little 
intrinsic interest, it was best learned by rote from the textbook! And 
this a mere twenty years ago. 

In the 19203 and 1930s, the British geographical educator, James 
Fairgrieve (1921), was preaching a "new geography" in which children 
should learn about how people live in other countries by investigating 
the evidence of maps, illustrations, statistics, travellers' tales and other 
direct sources of information. It was the inductive approach of 
Fairgrieve that really brought about the biggest change in Canadian 
geography in the 1950s and 1960s through the direct influence of such 
European-trained Canadian geographers as Raoul Blanchard, Griffith 
Taylor, Trevor Lloyd and Neville Scarfe. Regional textbo5ks' like 
Geography of Canada (Scarfe, Tomkins & Tomkins, 1963) were written 
from this new perspective. 

The watchword was the "region" and curricula were arranged 
around the important question of why the regions of the world differ 
from each other. For example, in the regional geography of Canada, it 
was important to know what factors contribute to the distinctive 
regional character of say, the Canadian Shield, the Great Lakes-St, 
Lawrence Lowlands or Maritime Provinces, and wKy each of these 
regions supports a different way of life. Canada could be envisaged as 
being comprised of a nested hierarchy of regions, with the bigger 
regions, like those named above, at the top, but with each of these in 
turn being made up of smaller regions such as the Ontario-Quebec Clay 
Belt, the Niagara Peninsula or the Annapolis Valley. -» 

yhe inspiration for this approach derived from a number of sources. 
In part, it came from the great French regional geographers like Paul 
Vidal de la Blache or Jean Brunhes, who were most at ease with 
beautifully written graphic descriptions of the distinctive pays of their 
native laijd. The philosophical roots were to be found also, however, in 
the works' of such earlier German geographers as Ritter and Von 
Humboldt. These were seen "as the major influence on modern 
geography by the American geographer, Richard HartiBhorne, whose 
monumental work The>Nature of Geography, remained for two decades 
after its publication in 1939, the major influence on geographical 
thought and practice in-Tlie~Engli3h-speaking world.' According to 
Hartshorne, Ritter's view that the "areas of the earth surface are to be 
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studied in terms of the particular character resulting from the 
phenomena, interrelated to each other and to the earth, which fill the 
ar^ks" Jp. 57) and that the nature of these interrelationships could be 
established by proceeding "from observation to observation, not from 
opinion or hypothesis to observation" (p. 54). 

Unfortunately, this viewpoint laid a methodological trap for 
geography from which it has only recently extricated itself. The trap 
was the fallacy of environmental determinism, the doctrine that holds 
that what people do, or even in some respects .the way they are, is 
determined by the environment they live in. The doctrine is dangerous 
for a number of reasons. First, although it is attractive at Hrst sight, it 
do'» distract attention from the obvious differences of economy and 
culture found in similar environments, as fov example, the west coast of 
British Columbia, Norway, Chile, or South Island, New Zealand. 
Secondly, it has tempted many writers into a view of the world tinged 
by racialism, in which the industrial superiority of, say. Western 
Europe, could be explained in terms of the industriousness of the 
people who live there, which in turn could be explained by their 
invigorating climate and varied terrain. In this crude form, the fallacy 
of environmental determinism is evident, but when presented with the 
subtlety of a geographer such as Ellsworth Huntington, or an historian 
like Arnold Toynbee, its compelling logic was hard to resist (Spate, 
1952, pp. 406-424). 

Another problem that it presented was a philosophical one, in that 
it suggcsted^a view of the world in which "man" and "nature" were seen 
as opposing forces. The Soviet geographer Anuchin (1973) was involved 
in an important controversy with his colleagues a few years ago in 
which he argued, in opposition to the accepted Marxist view, that man 
and nature are in fact elements in the same complex interacting system, 
and^that man is part of nature and nature part of man. This is a view 
thatViost geographers take today, and it is especially useful in helpihg 
them\o comprehend cotaplex problems of ecology. The abandonment 
of the perspective of environmental determinism did deprive geography 
of an important o^anizing principle. If it is the purpose of a science to 
explain things, then this is usually done in terms of some set of 
coherent theories, or \«hat the philosopher, Thomas Kuhn (1962), calls 
a paradigm. If nothing else, environmental determinism provided 
geography with a paradigm which was hard to replace. 

Gradually, however, a new paradigm has emerged in the 1950s and 
1960s which has radically changed the natute of geographical research 
and is changing geography teaching. If the phenomena of the earth's 
surface, whether natural or man-made are tied together in a complex 
system, then the patterns they make on the earth's surface are the 
spatial expression oT that system. The task of geographical enquiry 
then becomes that of trying to discover the underlying relationships 
that give rise to particular patterns. The differences in geographical 
viewpoint were very well expressed in a seminal paper by Pattison 
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(1974, pp. 211-216) which <iistinguished four separate traditions. These 
were the t v th science tradition, with ite focus on the natural features 
of the earth and the processes which shape chem; the man-land 
tradition, with its focus on th'e interaction between people and their 
environment; the area studies tradition; and the spatial tradition. It is 
the last two which are of particular interest in this context. Canadian 
school geography is still largely in the area studies tradition and sees as 
its major task the passing on of knowledge about the major regions of 
•he world. The ifl̂ jor breakthroughs in geography as a research 
discipline, however, have been more recently made in'' the spatial 

"tradition and have given rise to yet another "new" geography differant 
from that of Janes Fairgrieve in many important respects. 

The major difference can be illustrated by looking at the problem of 
the location of urban places.' Traditional geography was interested in 
particular unique towns and cities in their distinctive street patterns, 
ki'd uses, and the historical, circumstances which gave rise to their 
origins. If generalizations were forthcoming, they were of a 
common[>lace type, such as that towns tended to grow up at biidging 
plarec or, rivers, or gaps in mountait\^ ranges. These generalizations 
were not predictive in that they did not permit sn observation to be 
made t'nat all or even most 'pcations of this type would give rise to Ihe 
establishment of an urban place. 

in the 1930s the uerman geographer, Walter Christaller (1066), 
tcok a different perspective by looking at how a system ot citias 
operates. If urban places compete with e?ch other as market centres, he 
argued, then each will come to command a hinterland which is related 
to its size and the number of services it offers. Therefore, urban places 
of similar sizes will be separated from each other by similar distances. 
Large towns will be found many kilcjmsters apart, an^ people will travel 
a long way to them to avail themselves of the specialized goods and 
services which they offer. Small urban centres, on the other hand, will 
be found closer together, and the whole conglomeration will form a 
recognizable pattern on the ground. That pattern is the spatial 
manifestation of the way in which urban places are systematically 
related to each other. Once viie underlying principles are known, it 
should be possible to predict where urban places are likely to be located 
in relation to the total system or, more usefully, to plan an arrangement 
of urban places which operates efficiently, as has .been done; in the 
newly settled lands of Israel or drained Dutch'Polders. 

The difference between the traditional and the new geography lies 
in the fact that one is interested in the unique, while the other is 
interested in the general. It is this characteristic which gives the new 
geography its potential interest for teachers. Moat learning theory, and 
indeed common sense, tells us that unrelated facts are soon forgotten. 
What is most readily remembered are ways of ordering facts that can be 
applied to differing situations. The new geography has made two 
contributions in this respect, in what could be called, using the 
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terminology of Schwab (1962, pp. 197-205), the conceptual and the 
syntactical areas. In the conceptual area, the new geography provides a 
series of models, like that referred to above, by means of which the real 
world may be bette/ comprehended. A model in this sense is simply an 
abstraction of reality which includes only its salient features and leaves 
out the potentially confusing details. 5'he second contribution, in the 
syntactical area, provides a way of tacfiling problems, namely, the 
h^othetic-deductive method fainiliar to physical scientists. 

Another important cliaracteristio of the new geography has been 
that hypotheses are frequently framed in terms of numbers. Indeed it 
was a Canadian geographer who drfew attention to the fact that 
quantification was not the only, or indeed the most important feature 
of ';he s&Tcalled "quantitative revolution" which brought the new 
geography into being.- Numbers were simply a means to the end of 
greater precision. Change in geography had been associated in people's 
muids with quantification because the relationships between the 
•phtnomena of the earth's surface could often most usefully be 
expressed in numerical terms. For example, many geographers are 
interested in the "distance decay principle" which states that the 
influence of any object, whether of a city or of a noxious industry, 
decreases the further you. are away from it. Stated in words this 
principle seems hardly worth talking about since it expresses something 
that most people know from their commonplace, everyday experience. 
However, when the problem becomes one of determining at what rate 
the influence of an object decreases and whether it does so in direct 
proportion to the distance from that object, or in some other way, then 
the question is more difficult to answer. It leads in fact to experimental 
procedure which is not unlike that developed for the physical sciences. 
A hypothesis is formulated and data gathered which enable it to be 
tested along the lines suggested above. If it is possible to verify the 
hypothesis, then what emerges is a principle which has some universal 
validity. Because most of the phenomena which the geographer studies 
behave in a rither erratic way, geographers were seldom able to come 
up with a hard and fast law like Newtonian physics. However, by 
looking at very large samples of data and by making use of probability 
theory, they were able to come up with generalizations which seemed 
applicable, by and large, to a great number of cases where similar 
conditions prevailed. This kind of revolution in geography was made 
possible by an improved data gathering facility and, above all, by the 
digital computer, which not only allows large amounts of data to be 
stored and retrieved, but also permits difficult statistical computations' 
to be made. \ 

How does this affect geography teaching in the schools? Many 
educators have argued, basing their ideas on those of Jerome Bruner 
(1960, pp. 17-32), that material is only worth teaching if it can be 
related to recognizable structures. This is because unstructured 
information is incoherent, is not transferable to analogous situations 
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and is soon forgotten. For many geograjShy teachers, the models that 
were being developed as an aid to research seepied to form exactly the 
kind of structures that were needed. Rather than teaching the students 
about the arrangement of urban places in a particular region, why not 
teach them how in general urban places are related and arranged in 
space? With Christaller's "central place theory" they are equipped to 
imderstand any urban pattern whereVer it may occur. 

However, an approa\i;h__yhieh focuses on models contains pitfalls 
which could be as damaging as environmental (Jeterminism. First, there, 
is the temptation to teach the models as though they were an end in 
themselves and forget that they were developed in the first place only 
to make the living, breathing world comprehensible. Secondly, working 
with models as opposed to simply learning about them, usually involves 
some computation, and if the amount of data is lam^ft this can be 
tedious and time-consumL-^\ and again result in tHe "model taking 
precedence over the ^eal world it is supposed to illuminate. Thirdly, 
and most important, the suggestion has been made that models contain 
their own built-in biases. Most of those that are used in human 
geography are based on certain assumptions about human beings and^ / 
how they organize their lives. For example, they assume that, on the 
whdle, people try to minimize effort and maximize gain, and that they 
are in competition wjth each other. These are the same kind of 
assumptions which have enabled economists to develop models which " 
have resulted in their subject assuming its prestigious and fruitful role 
among the social sciences. The dangpr lies in assuming that, because 
the models based on these assumptions describe the world the way it i^ 
they describe it* the way it ought to be. The feeling developed among 
many geograpners that by focusing on models,' geography was not 
saying anything of value about such curren^ressing social conditions 
as the gap between the rlfh and the poor nat4!^s, racial discrimination, 
environmental'decay and social injustice. 

To date, the approach of the new geography has had only a limited • 
impact in Canada, although a few recent textbooks written- for courses 
in Ontario have included exercises., using quantitative techniques 
(Molyneux & Olsen, 1979). In the United States, on the other hand, the 
HiglySchool Geography Project was initiated by the Association of 
American Geographers and the National Council for Geographic 
Education with the express purpose of introducing^ new ideas in 
geography into the secondary school. It is ironic that although scholars 
in a few American universities, notably Washington State, Chicago and 
Northwestern^ were in the forefront in changing geography from a 
descriptive to an analytical Subject, American school geography in the 
nineteen-fifties remained rather old fashioned and often rooted in a .' 
social studies approach. It was this kind of geography that, through the 
agency of textbooks like John Hodgson Bradley's World Geography, 
was often imported into Canada before specifically Canadian texts 
began to appcMfrom about 1960 onwards. 
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In some respects, the American High School Geography Project fell 
on more fertile ground outside the United States. In Britain, a'series of 
workshops wsts organized at Madingley Hall near Cambridge ^ two 
British "academic" geographere, Richard Chorley and Peter Haggett, 
with the purpose of introducing teachers to new approaches in the field. 
Thefe workshops spawned two tremendously influential books, 
Frontiers in Geographic Teaching (1965) and Models in Geography 
(1967) which presented in fairly concise form a review of the current 
techniques >n various sub-branches of geography and their potential 
relevance to teaching. There'̂  is no doubt that the High School 
Geography Project w.as an important influence in this effort since not a 
few of the teachers who attended the early Madingley workshops and 
later achieved prominence, explicitly refer to it in their writings. 

In Britain, the new g-sography resulted in a plethora of textbooks 
cast in the mold of the new research techniques which had gained 
prominence in the universities. They ranged (torn the simple exercises 
I'or primary school pupils found in th3 series of books by_Cole and 
Beynon (1970) to the more abstruse works for sixth-formers like the 
urban geography texts of Everson and Fitzgerald (1969,1972). From a 
Canadian perspective it may have seemed that the new geography had 
overnight become the conventional wisdom of the schools, such was the 
energy ^ d enthusiasm of its textbook and article-writing protagonists. _ 
This was not the case, however. Until very recently, public 
examinations remained rather traditional and set the tone for mosf 
school curricula. The' major impetus, for more widespread change in [ 
Britain came from initiatives of the Schools Council, the body charged 
with the responsibility of developing new'curricula. 

Two Schools Council projects in partfcular are of interest. The'first 
of these, called the Geography 14-18 Project since it was aimed at this 
age range, developed an interesting approach towards school-based 
curriculum innovation. Rather than following the example of the High 
School Geography Project mid producing packages of relatively 
"teacher-prooP materials, it recognized that for change to be brought 
about two things must occur. The first is that teachers themselves must.,. 

.be actively mvolved in the production and development of new 
approaches and materials rather than having these imposed on them 
from above. Secondly, since teachers ii. Britain are strongly influenced 
ih what they do in tlie clagsroom by examination syllabi, it was seen to 
be necessdr^- to persuade one of the several examinations boards to 
offer ap examination specifically tailored to the content of the pr^ect. , 

The other project was directed towards the needs of the "young 
school leaver," the young person who, athough not academically 
motivated, must stay in school until the man^tory school leavijjg^e. 
Although pilot schools were involved in the development of the proJMt, 
the optiojj taken for dissemination was that of producing packagM/bn 
three different themes. However, teacher workshops and/mher 
meetings ensure that teachers are encouraged to add to the t̂ jjafc core of 
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materials provided in Uie'package. These and other Schools Council 
project! have resulted^ in Britain in the.evolut of rather aubtle 
curriculum innovation systems (MacDonald & Walk. *, 1976), from the 
experience of which other countries might have much to learn. 

From the p jint of view of geography, however, the interest of the 
projects lies in the fact that, although thBy draw much of their 
inopiratjon from the new geopaphy, neither has allowed the tail of 
analytical method to wag the dog of relevant content. Both fqcus upon 
problems whose interest a^es not from the analytical elegance with 
•^hich they may be tackled, out rather because of their social relevj^ce 
and ii trinsic interest to the pupil. For example, th^ three packages in 
the Geography for the Young School Lnaver Project are 'set w the 
themes of 'Peuple in Cities," "People at Work," and "Man, Land and 
Leisure," three'areas that are considered^-beof-iroport«nce-to young ^ 
people growing up in the. postrindustrial era. Consequently, both, 
projects on the whole avoid the trap referred to above of seeing the 
content of geography to teach the substance of these models just as an 
earlier geography had taught the substance of regions. Rather they saw 
the models and ahaly tical techniques of the new geography as means to 
an end, namely the beitej- understanding of the real woiV.. It is 
interesting'that in^Kiking this approach the shading between geography 
and other social sciences was often somewhat shady since an awareness '•• 
of social problems often requires a multidisciplinary view. r-

'An aporoacH which uses the method of the new geography to. 
grapple witl;pproblems of social relevanc^^has had some recent support 
from purely academic geography. Some disenchantment with the very 

iabstract model-based new geogra^y of the nineteen-sixtieR lias led 
some scholars ' > look for a geographical equivalent of welfare 
economics, that is to say, a geography which, rather than deriving 
elegant models for their own sake, btarts with the proposition that the 
way things are arranged on the earth's surface has some bearing on 
human welfare. Consequently, ka task is to generate motiels of some 
optimum arrangement that will bruig the most good to the greatest •" 
number oC^ople. Human geogrenhyj they argue, should focus on 
quesuons'of "who gets what, where, and how" (Smith, i9'(9) and 
ge<^aphers should be more concerned than they have been m the past 
with evaluating different spatial arrangements in terms of the extent to ' 
wh'ch they contribute to or detract from human welfare. Taking this 
approach, they suggest, returns to geography a unity which"it has . 
sometimes seemed to lack, for all the sub-branches of the discipline can 
be seen as contributing to the central question. 

Schoolteachers have to be concerned with the relevance of the' 
subject they,are teacHing. There are a number of ways to answer the 
question "why do we have to study this?" ihost of whicK are 
unsatisfactory. The oiily really satisfactory ,an8wer is on^ which 
suggests that the subject has some importance outside the classroom, 
either in imparting useful skills or in helping people to understand a 
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complex world and develop personal attitudes to deal with it. The 
developments that have occurred in geography in the last three decades 
have potentially placed the subject in a position where it can meet both 
these criteria. The theoretical revolution of the 19503 and '60s resulted 
in the development of many analytical techniques, some of which hav£-
bpen adapted for classroom use. The skills they impart train the mind 

, in the logic of analysis and develop a degree of spatial awarenejss which 
we.3, not possible in the traditional approach to geography. The 
Axaetican High School Geography Project and much of the work that 
h&s come from Britain provide good examples of this. In addition, the 
growing interest in questions of social relevance and the emergence of 
welfare geography, has suggested how these techniques can be applied 
to problems and issues which face students in their^dult life. 

Many of the Canadian concerns that we read about in newspapers 
have geographical roots. The nagging Question of Cahadian unity, and 
of the relationship not only between Ot'^wa and Quebec, but betw.^n 
Ottawa and all the provincial powers, have strong geographical 
overtones. Regional disparity, patterns of resource use 'and of 
investment in industry, urbanization and the re-organization of 
farmland, the placing of networks of communication channels, roads, 
raib, pipelines and other energy transmission lines, bultural differences 
from one region to another, all these are issues which geography can 
help people understand. The problem of those who devise curricula in 
Canada and of the *eachers who put those curricula into practice is to 
revise the way we look at the regional geography of Canada, a course 
which appears on all provincial courses of study so that these important 
questions are looked at. In Britain, some work along these lines has 
been produced by tiie projects funded by the Schools Council. In 
Canadb, some textL "^ks have appeared which take an "issues 
approach," but as yet i../v much attention has been paid to tying several 
important ideas together in a geographical context. 

Geography teachers in Canada are usuallt &on.ewhat ambivalent 
about Facial issues. Tiiey see them as the domain of social studies, 
which in most provincial curricula is found in the elementary grades. 
We '.jave a,tradition which, as in so many other areas, places us between 
Brii:ain and the United States. Social studies has rarely gained the 
momentum it has had in the United States and geography, in terms of 
convent and thd^nmnber of hours of study devoted to it, is not as well 
founi'ed as in Britain. Consequently, in the high school, geography 
teachers are often too busy "covering the facts," sometimes for 
provincial examinattons', to allow themselves the luxury of eithei* 
developing :(iifficu!t techniques of spatial ifnalysis, qr addressing 
thf mselves to social problems. Nonetheless, a way should be found to 
do so, since all these contribute to each other. The techniques help 
students investigate with logic, rigor and thoroughness and stretch 
their minds. If applied to the kind of issues suggested, they help them 
also to get to grips with matters which affect the country very deeply. 
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And in the process they pick up some of the basic factual information 
about the location of places which the lay-person thinks of as 
"geography."In this way, geography can make a useful, and even unique 
contribution to the social curriculum.. 

It may be useful, in conclusion, to elaborate on how this might be 
done by discussing some of the distinctive contributions which 
geography might make to the social science education. What are the 
tasks which geography can and should perform? 

It should be said at the outset that there is one task which school 
geography should not perform, and that is the ta' ^ of passing on the 
conventional geographical wisdom, simply, as the mountaineer said of 
the mountain, because it b there. There is dvraj5_the_t€mptation,^ 
particularly for the teacher with an honours degree in a subject, to see 
his or her job as that of passing on what was learned in university or, in 
some abbreviated form, what is to be found in the subject's most 
authoritative texts. This was certainly the case with the teaching of 
much regional geography in which most teachers attempted to cover 
the world, region by region, usually under a ca^chistic array of 
headings which included "relief;" "drainage," "climate," "vegetation," 

\ "agriculture," "mining" and so on. There was also a strong danger, 
especially in Britain, of this happening with respect to the new 
geography ^ d the tendency to teach the models as if they were content 
rather tiian a treans of understanding content. ; 

.̂ s always in education, the touchstone is the need^fthe learner 
with respect to the society into which he or she will fit. From this 
viewpoint, there are a number of contributiona which geography can 
make, some of which only geography can make, and others of which it 
can make as well as or better than other subjects. 

The first of the?e is a very obWous one, and may, in the light of what 
hafB bee^ written above, seem a little old fashioned. It is essential that 
students learn something about the world. It has become trite to say 
that we live in a Mclyuhanesque global village made possible by the 
revolution in communications. In most parts of Canada it is possible to 
direct-dial potentially millions of people in some twenty-five differei't 
countries; and from our TV sets, we ale bombarded with images from 
every part of the world. But it is important to realize that they are 
partial.images, selected because of their news or amusement value and 
edited by a team of communications experts. We do not see Iran, 
Indo-Chhia or Israel "as they are," but rather how others have chosen 
to present them to us. Geography teaching has the role of passing on to 
students, not an objective view of the world, because that wo îld be 
impossible, but at lea^t a less partial view and, more important, the 
means and desire to expand it by reading end travel. ' 

The second task which geography is well equipped to carry cut is to 
take some issue, either at the local, the regional or the global scale and 
to see it as a whole and within some' intellectually respectable 
framework. It has oecome almost faddish in social science education to 
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rail against overpopulation, pollution or the excessive growth of cities. 
Since it encompasses both the physical and human environments, 
geography is better equipped thaq most school subjects lo look at such 
topics in a way that produces soi^e enlightment rather than merely a 
sense of disquiet that things are not as they should be. Desertification 
in the Sahel, the removal of the equatorial rainforest rovn the Amazon 
Basin or, within Canada, the building oi a gas pipeline from t h ^ a r 
North are topics which ramify outwards Ui include a great number of 
factors of immense social importance, an:', they cannot be properly 
understood without reference to other factors which fMl with^the 
traditional domain of geography aaTi betv/een which geography has 
traditionally studied the interrelationships. 

THirdly, asTa TegaQr.of tHFqutffitRative revolution, geography now 
?iuire8 with the physical and natural sciences a mbced inductive-
deductive method of enquiry which \ complements the more purely 
inductive approach of other social 'sciences. It therefore teaches 
students to dbect enquiry according to a certain logic, namely thdogic 
of the "scientific method." As has been pbinted out, models are/M value 
because they are less fixed to specific locations than /empirical 
description. They are also less fixed to a specific time-frame and one of 
the great merits of the new geography was that it allowed scope for 
prediction and prescription. It is another contemporary truism that the 
world is changing so fast that what students learn in school today will 
have absolutely no relevance to the conditions imder which they will 
live as adults. Theoretical modeb to a certain extent provide a means 
of overcoming this probleia since they illustrate how things work in the 
past, thft present and in ^he future. Particularly useful in this respect 
are the prescriptivt} models of the welfare geography referred to above. 
Rather tlian simply lookin. at models of urban structure, of industrial 
location or of transport networks as they are, we could rather look at 
them as they might be in order to achieve a set of specified social and . 
economic goals. To answer the question "What is the best location for \ 
low-cost housing in Canadian cities?" or, "What is the best \ 
arrangement of subway lines for Toronto or Montreal?" or, "What is the J 
best route for a pipeline from Melville Island?" not only requires some /"^ 
fairly specific skills of geographical analysis, but also some evaluatioir 
of society's goals. 

' The major task for geography teachers and for those who define the 
role of geography in social science curricula will be to attempt to weld 
together these three roles: to teach something about the world as it is; 
to do sc •; a way that shows the interdependence of people and the 
degree to which aU issues are global issues; and to inculcate skills which 
allow for both rigorous analysis and imaginative creativity. Geography 
is no longer the subject which Gabrielle Roy's prairie schoolteacher 
enjoyed so much. The colours of the map cKange with distressing 
frequency and it is sometimes necessary to take sides. The crops are 
still being raised in different parts of the globe, but sometimes in 
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insufficient quantities to feed the p8:^le that live there or to provide 
th ĵBkwith enough capital for ne,eded industrial development. Canadian 
whej». is stillsroll known and still needful to sustain life, but whether it 
is directed io one destination rather than another and whether it gets 
there depends on a complex arrangement of international trade 
agreemente, raU freight subsidies and labour contrtyjts. And one 
further observation is certainly no longer true. Geography doe^ require 
some effort. 
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Integrated Approach to 
Social Education: 
Environmental Studies 

Paul B. Park 

Environmental Studies and Environmental Education are not 
interchangeable terms. Environmental Education is to be regarded as 
a function of the whole curriculum, formal andjnformal. It is furthered 
both through established subjects and by courses in environmental 
science eitd environmental studies which, in varying degrees, are 
interdisciplinary. There is a common purpose in these courses to foster 
understanding of the processes and complex relationships which affect 
environmental patterns, together with a sensitivity to environmental 
quality and a concern for the wise and equitable management of the 
earth's resources. As a study, in itself, Environmental Education has 
been reserved for the Intermediate and Senior gtades where teaching 
and, hopefully, learning have become more formalized into a 
systematically scheduledseries of courses. 

• Some of the topics with implications for environmental education, 
of which the informed citizen could be said to need a degree of 
knowledge and understandings, are: 

— ecological relationships and balance 

— energy sources and energy flow 

— population growth and control • 
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— the distinction between standard of living and quality of life 

— the political stracture within which environmental decisions are 
taken. (The Department of Education and Science, 1979) 

Environmental Studies has not been viewed as a discipline or a 
series of courses. Rather, it has been -/iewed as a convenient title which 
integrates the skills and attitudes fostered in the common core 
curriculum in the primary-junior (giades K-6) division of the school 
system. Its emphasis has been on teaching style. Its aims are not 
related to a defined conceptual base derived from empirical studies, but 
grew from convictions, assumptions and commitments shared by 
several groups of teacher-educators, 

W»MT;fNEWABOlfrEWIRONM£NrrALSTUDIK 
As a teaching style which stresses reasonably unstructured time 

schedules and a wide variety of learning opportunities ranging from 
traditional pencil and paper activities to extensive use of tools and 
materials in learning environments, both inside and outside the school, 
on., might argue that there is little to be said for environmental studies 
that has not been said before. What is new is that the arguments put 
forth by those who were committed to this style of teaching and 
learning were carefully considered and supported by individuals and 
groups who not only held considerable political control as to decbions 
affecting educational policies, but could also influence major funding 
decisions in the early "boom" years of the "sixties." The result was that 
such internationally inspected foundations as the Ford Foundation 
funded major environmental studies projects at the same time as the 
U.S. Office of Education and the Schools Council in England were 
funding major studies of a similar nature. Environmental Studies was 
receiving not only wide financial support, but an international focus as 
a possible basis for re-structuring the whole approach to teaching the 
young child. 

THE MAJOR PROJECTS 

•The Nuffield Jun-'or Science Project, Great Britain, 19<57-1970. 

Proponents of a need to study teaching styles and develop teacher 
guidelines received national prominence through joint sponsorship of 
the Nuffield Junior Science Project of the Schools Council and tha 
Nuffield Foundation. A team of teacher-educators was appointed to 
study environmental studies programs, wherever they could be 
identified throughout Great Britain; to develop support materials and 
work out a scheme for national dissemination of the results of the 
study. Tlje team held a passionate belief in the need to expose young 
children to a great variety of experiences and to allow them to savour 
those experiences until they exhibited understanding. They stressed 
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the need to give children time to learn, and to recognize the fact that 
each individual has his or her own particular requirements .of 
experience and time. 

The first operating principle of the Nuffield Study was that each 
child should have the widest possible range of practical experience. It 
was argued that it is vital that children should handle materials, as well 
as .hear, smell andi when appropriate, taste as well, and that the value 
of such experiences to the young child canno): be over-estimated. There 
can be no substitute. 

The principals believed that the way to fulfill the different needs of 
individual children was to offer them the opportunities for as wide a 
range of practical experience as possible (by taking the children out on 
field activities, and by bringing materials into the classroom), then to 
encourage them to explore freely and savour what they would. 

„„__„'Phe-4>Juflleld~team—deveIoped-4heiP-position~on~the—learning-
environment on the basis that the evidence suggests that it is not 
possible to hasten the forming of concepts but that schools can make it 
easier by providing suitable materials and situations. 

• The Elementary Science Study (E.S.S.), Newton, Massachusetts 
1863 to present. 

During its st;bstantial development period (for a curriculum 
project) E. S. S. has involved several hundred experienced educators in 
building a pedagogical position, isolating* topics and issues,, developing 
materials, and disseminating results. From the beginning there was 
basic agreement in this study that a major aim must be lo encourage 
children to examine, analyze, and understand the world around them, 
and to foster their desire to continue to do so. In approaching thi.« task, 
•he study gioup did not attempt to make all children into scientists; i 
rather their efforts went to promote children's scientific literacy and>^ 
genuine intellectual curiosity. The ideal learning environment was to be 
a classroom in which sometimes the teacher talks, sometimes the 
student, sometimes no one; a room in which sometimes pencils are busy 
at each desk; sometimes no papers or books are in sight; a classroom in 
vî hich- plastic sheets and tubes, metal rods, balances, aquaria, lenses, 
clay, worms, microscopes, and water are as natural as books and paper; 
d classroom in which motion is as welcome as stillness; one in which 
error is aCcepted as a naturaiand useful part of learning. 

• Ford Foundation Grants in Environmental Studies 

During the late sixties and early seventies, the Ford Foundation 
supported several projects which involved Environmental Education 
and Environmental Studies. The Foundation took the position that the 
more successful environmental program had undoubtedly contributed 
to the willingness of the schools to open the classroom doors to^ew 
experience. In effect, schools must teach through the environment, 
using the local community as a source of learning experiences rather 
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than about the environipent as a generalized object of study. In the 
final analysis, the Foundation argued, the success of environmental 
education will be measured in terms of its ability to change the 
behaviour of society (Ames, 1971). 

• Environmental Studies* in the Primary and Junior Divisions, The 
Ontario Ministry of Education, 1975. 

In supporting the role of environmental studies in the curriculum, 
The Ontario Ministry of Education took the position that in the 
Primary and Junior Divisions, the world with which the child is 
familiar is used by the teacher as a basis for the development of values, 
attitudes, concepts, and skills. Thus, involvement with the environment 
is of prime importance; it stimulates children to communicate because 
they want to tell others about their experiences, and it impels 
expression in the arts because children want to interpret their 
experiences through a variety of media. Through Environmental 
Studies, the child can perceive, understand, and evaluate relationships 
within the environment. Among these relationships are: 

— the relationships among people, e.g., social groups and 
communities, custom ŝ, and institutions; 

— the relationships among things both natural and man-made, e.g.i 
the relationship between weather and erosion, or that betv/een 
machinery and air pollution; 

~ the relationship between people and things, e.g., the relationship 
between thp quality of life and the automobile; 

— the relationship of the child to the previous three, and to himself 
or herself. 

FROM PROJECT TO CLASSROOM: A QOSER LOOK 
. , The laiinching of Sputnik was a major catalyst in focusing public 

attencion on the nature of teaching and learning in the elementary 
schools, and on the need for alternatives and innovations in the 
teaching/learning process. By 1960, over sixty milli'̂ n̂ dollars had been 
awarded for curriculum projects in elementary school science alone. 
The venturesome electorate could read about and discuiis a multitude 
of innovations which ranged all the way from programs designed 
around a series of sequential objectives to an open ended informal 
approach as its central theme. By the sixties, teachers across North 
America had a veritable smorgasbord of learning packages and teaching 
styles which could be sampled at will. 

Up to this point the usual process of curriculum change in the 
elementary divbion was little more than a watered down adaptation of 
a secondary school discipline. In England the Froebel Foundation 
group and the Nuffield Project stressed the importance of science being 
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a way of working, rather than a subject to be studied, and saw in 
scientific activity an invaluable part of an integrated approach to 
learning. / 

The project which had the most far-reaching effect, because of its 
greater size â id reaource;̂ , was the Nuffield Junior Science Project. . 
advocated what was essentially a chiid-centered approach, suggesting 
to teachers that they sKould help children isolate their own problems, 
devise their^own investigations, design and make ̂ e i r own apparatus, 
farm their own conclusions, and then communicate them to others. It 
viewed the curriculum as an undifferentiated one, rather than being 
divided into convenient subjects, with scientific investigation being 
used as a particuliirly potent educational tool. The Nuffield Junior 
Science materials are the producit of a study undertaken by practising 
teachers. The project team studied conditions in a number of 
classrooms ant* \^rote sample materials which they then submitted for 
trial in schools. The materials were revised, published and used as the 
Basis for an extensive dissemination^program on both sides of the 
Atlantic. / " 

In the Urijted States the Elementary Science Study developed 56 
units {for grades K-9) which stressed scientific investigation in the 
natural sciences and mathematics. Basic threads of ^scientific 
investigations—inquiry, evidence,'observation, mea3nrement^ class
ifications and deductions—were part of the fabric, of all E.S.SI units, 
but they/were not designed solely to be used in teaching individual 
skilk, n6i were any units designed primarily, to illustrate particular 
concepts or processes. Instead, by presenting interesting problems and 
real materials and situations to explore, the units invited children to " \ 
extenfi their knowledge insight, and enjoyment of some part of the 
world around them. 

/Many thinkers shaped the working philosophy and teaching 
approach of E. S, S. During the sixties, with the amassing of classroom 
experience, the goals of the project broadened. Prom a primary concern 
with the content of science, the staff came to see that the content alone 
would ̂ ot suffice to improve education. The problem of the schools 

/ needed to be attacked on a broader front. The style of teaching and of 
classroom management needed revision. 

From fairly structured, sequenced lessons or units, the E. S. S. staff 
moved t ward informal, open ended investigations, more dependent on 
the input aftd experience of each class. As was the case with Nuffield, 
children were encouraged to undertake practical research whenever a 
question or problem might appear—in the classroom or boyond. 

One can see, even from the titles of some of the units, that the 
instructional emphasis placed a high priority on practical activity. 

Light and Shadows—K-3 
Musicallnstrumenta Recipe Book--K-9 
Mystery Powders—3 •> 
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Budding Twigs—4-6 
Mapping—5-7 
Daytime Astronomy—5-8 
Animals in the Classroom—K-4 

A CLASSROOM EXAMPLE 5 

In 1969 Mary Van Spronsen was a grade 5 teacher with two years 
experienre. She taught at St. Raphael's Separate School in St. "Thomas, 
Ontario. Mary decided to use the E. S. S. unit Mystery Powders as a 
starting point in her environmental studies program. After the children 
and Mary had worked through the unit (6 weeks), Maty, .with the 
assistance of the children, put together a chart to illustrate the variety 
of topics they investigated. It is clear from the chart that the children's 
interest ranged over a, broad sampling of traditional subjects from 
bilingual, physical earth and rural science to geography, history, and 
art. The list is certainly not exclusive. 

MYSTERY POWDERS 

identification of powders origin-of the powders 
by the senses how they are made 
mixing with water uses 
with citrus juices grain farming 
with vinegar * prairies 
collecting the gas other typet of farming—farm visitations 
chemistry kits growing wheat, oats, et z. animab on the farm 
mixing the powders to make tools used 
a model volcano erupt 
making a model volcano - ' 
glaciers 
mining . coal" open pit and shaft 
panning for gold i 
Klondike days prehistoric animals 

evolution of man 

"Informality," "open-endedness," "starting-points," "integrated 
studies," plus a host of other catch words soon became the "in" jargon of 
the time. Few educators were pressed to define the terms, state the 
objectives or account for the outcomes. Common sense in the 
curriculum was replaced with strong emotions and well meaning intent. 
ProviVicial Departments,, Boards of Educption, Faculties of Education, 
and teacher groups churned out an impressive array of kits, books and 
pamphlets—a'l in the cause of integrated studies and the environment. 
Definitions and dirjections remained vague. Flow charts became known 
as cobwebs. Children trundled the pavement, waded the streams, and 
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rambled in the wotfds. Pencils, paper, clipboards, stop watches, and 
hoola hoops became the hardware of the integrafed curriculum. 
Enthusiasm ran high—at least on the surface. 

In 1970 the Ford Foundation made a series of major grants to 
support programs in Environmental Education. A number of schools 
and other educational institutions received Foundation assistance for 
programs that made imaginative use of the physical environment as a 
resource for learning. Patterned in part after environmental programs 
developed in the British primary schools (Nuffield), these programs 
differed from the usual "nature studies" in that they dealt with ihan jn 
his environment and made heavy use of both human resources and 
physical materials found in the immediate local surroundings. In an 
urban setting, the children were encouraged to explore the physical 
features of city streets,-The local environment approached In this 
manner became a vehicle for teaching skills and not just the subject of a 
study. _ ' 

The objectives of these programs were both pedagogic and social: to 
capture the interest of students by making use of their own perceptions 
and experiences, and to channel this interest into constructive learning 
patterns, while at the same time stimulating a more sensitive awareness' 
of the environment. Some examples of programs are: 

1. Wave Hill Center for Env^nmental Studies (New York): In 
cooperation with the Hubert H. Lehman College, a branch of the 
City University of New York, this center developed programs to 
introduce the physical environmeu. to stimulate the intellectual 
curiousity and growth of students in foui^elementary schools in 
Harlem and South Bronx. 

2. International Center for Educational Development (Los 
Angeles): The center focused on four elementary schools in a wide 
range of local settings—in the urban-ghetto area of Watts, in a 
rapidly changing suburban area, in a suburban-rural environment, 
and in a small rural community—so as to offer a maximum of 
topics and problems for exploration. 

3. Faculty of Education, The University of Western Ontario 
(London, Canada): One of the first centers to draw upon the 
British primary school experience, this Faculty was working with 
teachers and principals in Ontario elementary schools to develop a 
broadened version of the Nuffield Junior Science Program. The 
project was known as the Early School Environment Study — 
E.S.E.S. 

THE EARLY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT STUDY 

The Early School Environment Study staff set out to examine the 
practical day-to-day problems of lesson planning, teacher styles, and 
cJaflsroom management encountered by elementary schoo' teachers who 
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were required to im^ieinent Nuffield, E. S. S., or similar materials and 
philosophies. The intent of the project svas'to develop a team of 
classroom teachers who would carry g;cperience directly from the 
classroom to the in-service vrojrkshop; who could present a cO|:ent and 
defensible rationale forthSTr approach to learning and their rather 
drastic change in teaching style and, above all, a group of- individuals 
who would be accepted by colleagues^ who placed a high priority on 
credibility developed in the classrooinr'Tfiey would speak from 
experience. 

a 
Ê A'lR6NME.̂ rrAL STUDIES-, A CLASSROOM APPROACH 

During the four years that the & S. E. S- team worked in the 
schools, several structures for learning and teaching emerged. It became 
clear from the outset that any models or approaches worthy of Idrge 
scale dissemination would .,have to be clear in terms of expected 
outcomes, applicable to the curriculum expectatiorJs of local school 
boards, and relatively straightfprward in terms of classroom 
implement- ation. Some examples of approaches ave:-Children's 
Questions and Practical Experience —if young children are expected 
to ask and investigate questions, pencil and paper activities are simply 
not enough to stimulate interest The teacher's role is vital. Specific, 
short-term goals need to be identified. A range of activities should be 
planned which provide not just for individual interests but abilities as 
well. In general, participating teachers found book lists to be of little 
value, unless the Hooks were readily available and keyed to a reading 
level which would not cause undue stress on the individual child. Skills 
had to be taught, and definite standards maintained. Teachers fou.id 
one framework to be particularly useful in setting up planiiing ai'd 
implementing a project in integrated studies: 

Objectives - Two" or three specific, observable, and measurable 
objectives had to be set, i.e., Each child will be able to: 
^ - do something specific in language, or 
i - apply a new or old skill in mathematics, or -̂  
vv^ - take some rough data and organize a chart. 
J^Interest Areas - An afea of focus should be chosen wheri the 

'teacher has some knowledge and experience. If a topic or interest area 
is chosen where the teacher later finds the results are disappointing, 
one must question why it was selected in the first place. Did the teacher 
..avs a clear view as to purpose and expected outcomes? Did the teacher 
feel comfortable with the topic? Was the class sufficiency prepared? 

Questions and Topics - The E. S. E. S. team found that if the 
children and teacher are not absolutely clear as to the question or issue 
under study, the end result will produce confused children, mediocre 
1. Wrial and frustrated teachers. Unless children and teacher are clear 
from the outset as to why specific studies are being initiated and what 
the expected outcomes are to be, such ventures as studying traffic 
problems, visiting streams and/or woodlots, or doing surveys of 
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Cemeteries, a r e ^ e n a waste of time. If such activities are planned for, 
emotional release or sheer enjoyment, or for specific learning outcomes, 
we should be %ccoruntab!e from the,start and be prepared to argue-our ' 
C86e. To do weed counts at the stream's edge, or customef surveys at 
the shopping plaza because "it's the thing o'do when you are on a field 
trip" is an educational sham at bes^.' -

Gathering Data r- All too often children rush into topics when they 
are grossly ill equipped for the task at h^d . If children are^xpected to' 
use yoks as- source material, 4hey should, be taught such skills as 
looking for and isolating ^ey points; summarizingrfjaragraphs or pages 
of material; using an index; cross-referencing, etc. i r personal: 
interviews are to be used, childreni must have questioning skills and 
techniques along with recording methods firmly in place from the 
beginning. These skills do not develop spontaneously through some 
glossy iiiia e of maturation. They must be taught and practiced. 
Children need stru'ctxire. Structure leads to confidence. Confidence, 
leads to enjoyable and productive learning experiences 

Orginizing and Recording Data ^.Tiie chila can be easily 
overwhemed without some sense of security in Iwing able to copt. 
Pages of copied notes or worksheets of field observations can easily lead 
to a bewildering array of booklets, posters, and classroom presentations 
vritheut a sense of purpose.ChildrenSieed «jmp/s and reliable models 
of such techniques as graphing and charting. They should be taught 
how to reduce large collections of data in as broad and accurate a 
manner as possible. Tim'e and effort committed to these basic skills 
lead to independence and individuality.' ^eachers then have time to 
discuss conceptual problems or significant planning issues as opposed 
to constantly reacting to such questions as: "I'don't know what to 
do...?" "NVhere do I find... ?" "What do I d^ now?" 

AROtEFORTHETEACHER \ • ^ _ _ " 

Prom the-foregoing it appears that the role of the teacher is—first, 
£o make sure the classroom Is well equipped in as "many ways as possible 
to pr 'nde the ingredients of practical experience lor the children. 

A< science table or exhibition space can be a constantly changing 
source of interest, including displaylb set up by thevteacher, and later 
augmented by the students. A collection of carefully selected stones 
showing a variety of interesting shapes anci tiextures will inspire 
children to bring more samples, especially if the teacher has'had the 
foresight to display photographs, books and other!materials about 
rocks. Even if the children do no more than liandle thetn, they will 
discover something morfe^bout weight, shape and roughness, sp the 
display will have served â  valuable purnfose. It is quite likely that = 
questions-will be asked ^ ^ u t hardness or how a rough stone can be^ 
made smooth, or even if stones will dissolve in water^To findanswers 
to such questions, experiments will hiave to be planned. 
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, It is very impprtant that children be allowed to ?iandle the display. 
Much of the yalue will be lost'iftl]ey,are only allowed tQ look.: f 

There are many ways of displaying materials other than by a science 
'table. Ajcard asking a.question or posing a problem may help "to 
encourage the questioning attitude which we hoje to: build up in the 
claosroomr Materials which childiien might jfind useful in theî rwork are 
clay, l)al8a,-wî e, sprmp, weighii^ and measuring equlpmentr—all of 
which should bei:«adily available so the children can.handle them and 
learn about their properties and potentiriHies. Often %ese3^rticle3' 
themselvesî  might' nrompt,• questions whlch îcouldf̂  stairtroff 

. invesSigatiorisĵ  ^ I i^f^^^/^ :L^^^jt^y^^y^[l 
,The teacher wUl need to provide situations which will so interestlhe . 

children that they will b6 mdvfiitp as^ questionŝ  Thesesif uations may 
be in th&form ofmaterlals or ̂ flpioenfe-a rotting.lqgr g;cqIlection;Qf̂  
mirrors or lenses. Or it may Involve an expedition feyond the classroom 
io the s(̂ oo} field, a pond, a Building site, or a marke^ place. In which 
case the apropriate preEaration§ wiU l̂ ne<jess£Ufŷ : i. : 511 v 

Children adapt themselvesjip the-existing classroom situalion and 
^ behave accordingly. Those who have been^u8ec| lo^ sitting quietly,; 

waiting to Be told what to do, will not start to askfguestionsisimpliy 
because it is suddenly expected of tfiemj fliey wjll ne|d time toVdipt, 
and to accept the_new'atm<»phere of enquiry, andrat first the teacher 
will prohably have to ask the <fuestioh3._But dfter a time {and no one 
cdn predict how long this will te)/the questions wiUcomê ^̂ ^ 
more from the children. As ttie questions'came^M for the time being 
ar»» asked by the teacher, they can bejised as a basis for enqui^.;Th(s 
means that the teaclierjieeds to discus5,the question wth the child, or, 
children, collect ideas as to how: i\ might be solved,, and: rjbfinê ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
ideas for further discussion. iVcannotWen^phasIzed too strongly that 
discussion plays a most important role In the development of'the 
enquiry. ! : ^^ i /:\^?y^:^^^s^"^-^ 

A teacher of̂ ptimary children bought a rotten log on which there 
was a snail into the. classroom, and a child asked about the speed of the 
snail's movement. The conversation took this form* * 

"Mow could we find out how fast itnjoves?" j 
"Bytlmuigit" . iV : -: / • ^ = \ ' f: 
"What could we time it with?" : 

\ . "Aclock^']; : : : , . :.-::-
"Which clofik? This big one on the wall or my wrist watch?" 

. "^he one oh the wall." . . 
"Why should we usethat one?" . 
"It is easier to see."r : i. ^ \ \ ^ 
"How can weTneasure how fast the snail has moved?" 
"See how long it takes to crawl." * iV* 
"To'crawl how far?"... and so on. ^ 
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;, ^jnaUyr the id^ emerged -th^Vit would be necessaiy to meaaire a 
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to the student, as is the description of histgrical place. The opportunity 
is afforded for really wide reading and extensive acquisition of 
background data in history and geography, as well as for an incalculable 
growth in the awareness of the atmosphere in which historical events 
occur. 

Many,of the hundreds of such books currenthr'available employ the 
device of- having as protagbnist a young boy or girl accompanying a 
famous personage, acting as witness to actual events, and in a reaLsense^ 
offering, from the adolescent viewpoint, an interpretation of them. 
MacNamee's My Uncle Joe is typical of the genre, set as it is in the 
period of theEiel rebellion (for^ajfecentlist^of other Canadian titles, 
see Action I Adventure, 197^, passim). Buchan's CoppeY Sunrise 
describes |he genocirfe of the Beothucks through th--) eyes of a boy who 
not only witnesses ̂ and takes part in the events, but makes a moral 
stand whi^ is tantamount to an inteppretation. Much mcjre than data 
and atmosphere, then, can be gained from these books: the student, 
trapped in his own egocentricity for these intermediate years, is able to 
ase that lirnitatiojf to good purpose when he reads historical .fiction 
because events whose causality would otherwise be incomprehensible 
are perceived through a'single persona—much Mke'himself, and are 
pieced together for him as a story whose causal/psychologicai/moral 

"slructufeTie iiiluinvelylunHerstandsl •. ^ 

The reading and discussion^of historical novels, then, set amongst 
the traditional approaches, to social studies, can provide information, 
the atmosphere of time and place, a primitive but genuine moral 
engagement with historical issues, and insight into the first stages of 
historical causality. What seems distorted to the adult historiographer 
in these.^ales rnay seem a valid perspective to the student,'and any 
'error' will be compensated foj by the gains to be made. The 
misrepresentation of facts, a legitimate concern, can b^ the starting 
point for further, more documentarys study. Indeed, I would go, as far 
as to suggest that some' writing assignments In social̂  studies be 
modelled on the narrative/fictional perspective; "I was li^acKenzie's 
nephew at Montgomery's Tavern," etc. 

.Not allTiction of this general type deals with./omous people and 
events. An entire sub-genre is devoted to adventures that talce place as 
parf(Jf little-known events whi^h thetauthor hopes to revise in the 
public mind (e.g.. Freeman's Shantymen ,of Cache Lake, about 
Canada's first union), or occur in regions and/or historical \periods 
which ai:e used to add flavour or point*to the main story (e.g., A^owat's 
Lost in the Barrens). Such books are invaluable in locating regions in 
the minds of students in some detail, through the constant perspective 
of human bejngs living there. They give us a human geoography and , 
sociology, kept to the scale of the individual eye and personality. tJpon 
this base, the n\ore formal,, cognitive systems can be constructed, 
though we must a^^ept the fact that for a time the two approaches — 
fexperiential and cognitive — may be held by the maturing student in 
ujieasy tension. ToNg'nore the fictional perspective, however) or 
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relegate it to the child's world, is sheer folly, because the young student 
does and will continue to-read in this mode; and furthermore, the spirit 
of such fictional perceptions carries over into-advilt^li^e, where it 
conspires to keep pace with the more elaboratel)ut no morepersu^ive 
empirical "systems of social analysis. It is a fallacy of the firstorder to 
consider empirical and imaginative analyses to be mutually exclusive or 
incompatible. The latter is available to-young people as it may never be 
again: teachers interested^ social education in any full sense of the 
term should seize the opportunity presented. 

HISTORICAL LITERATURE: FICTION, DRAMA AND POETRY 
* The adult reader and the student moving into the senior grades of 

high schopl may well turn away from the formulaic historical romance, 
but as mature reading^abits develop, what is lost in_ close-fotus is 
gained back in breadth. Realism, tragedy^ comedy, satire—these new 
modes, along with a diversification in genres (poetry, short stories and 
plays addeito novels), extend his literary range, and fortunately for 
the spcial'studies teacher, all modes and genres areTepresented by 
titles b^ingshistorical, sociological or geographical significaijce. More 
space would be needed to illustrate all modes and genres ahd their 

-IsPWial problems as documents for social education; what follows is a 
brief analysis of key issues and constraints. ' 

/ Whether it be fiction, dramâ  or poetry, any literature with societal 
,' implications will present experience through a-unified consciousness, 

,either a single narrator (Pierre Falcon in Wiebe's The Scorched-Wood 
people) or a prevailing emotional focus (the Metis viewpoint in my own 
Riel: A Poem for Voices). The 'truth' in our serious literature resides! in 
its internal consistency,̂  in its fidelity to the language it engages, and*in 
its\being accepted — for the very- bias it displays—by subsequent 
generations of the society to which it is addressed. In brief, it becomes a 
classic because it is 'true' and paradoxically it is true because it has 
been deemed a classic. Literary works with cultural import are valued 
by successive communities because of the bias of single perspective and 
the rightness of language. Although it is far too soon to tell, we know 
that if numerous fictio'nal treatments of Riel are to survivej it will not . 
be because any one of them is the «right' view (in historical or other 
terms) or the last word or final solution •— but rather because our 
society may come to feel that it does not want to lose or forget a 
document whose perspective, though limited, is irreplaceable. In this 
positive sorting-out process, the ephemeral and propagandistic are -
culled, having no further place in our imaginative or social history.-
Once^the social studies teacher ban accepted the classic in this sense, its 
bias no longer becomes a threat to the discipline he is inculcating. Like 
the young reader, our senior student will gain—through the unity of a 
biased Story or a poem's imagery or'a play's voices — insight into the 
Q^otives and motions of historical events.. And because the literature 
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itself will go beyond romance — to the tragic, ironic, realistitx —- the 
sense of reMity about time and place will be powerful indeed, o! 

At this level, then, we are after more than data, atmosphere and 
8imple^U8e-and=€ffectralthoughHreetrieted4o-ihe^ufflanpperspectlver 
serious literature with cultural contexts can give ready access and 
insight into entire 'worlds,' with sophisticated notions of causality, even 
of historiography, Fturther, the emotional grip of the classic, where 
language functions^ at full: force and the character edges toward the 
symbolic, is often as.impressive as the most thorough-gomg docu
mentary study. Shakespeare's Richard Crookfaack,_for better or worse, 
is better known' than the actuM bnef|as^M 1m Ga^ 
Macbeth. SeihgTustory, ourown as well as that of others, through the 
simplifying bias of drama (or film: and'T.Vi nowadays): is a-patural 
preoccupation of our society; itwilliiqtgo away naturally nor can it be 
'educated* out-of us. It is a sodalrphVnomenbn in itselfj a n d ^ for no 

. other reason, should be part of the sqcifl education of our studaits. 
Meeting tiie bias and efficacy of literatuTje hVad-on is our hesica^se.^ 
We should encourage students, in trath English and Social ffiudies' 
classes, to read widely the fiction/drania, and poetry relevant id 
cidtural topics. ^ \ , ' v : , ^ 

Before examining some of the constraints, necessary to such an 
approach, we should note the existence of another large body of 
literature which deals not with explicit historical figures, but with 
inyjortaht periods of history, offering insight into social systems, moral 
values and poMtical sentiment. In the absence of well-known public 

.' figures, we may read these more sociological works without immediate 
concern for their attention ,to reported fact. Instead, we ^find__ 
anonymous characters living fictional lives in set(jngs«hicjj,were once 
quitg^ real. Speech,̂ _ manners,,^ sociaL-jmores; -represenfetive-
value-^^ems-emerge_frQm_the-stOiryr "and begia to formulate' the 

"5 picture of a whole period. It is this 'picture' whichbecomes a valuable 
' document in the social education of the student. It will be detailed, 

colourful and, as far as the story allows,,complete. It may also,be. 
portable, in that the stude-*. may car^ it over to his more systematic 
analysis of the period in L history class. Bias, the controlling nerve of 
all literature, again will be evident, but.the value of the unity, of the 
•whole picture achieved through the literature cannot be overestimated. 
Until social science can-fill in the jlarge spaces of our collective 
imagination with its necessarily slow elab6ration,\ literature must be 
granted room. What we want each citizen to possess, as his birthright, is 
a series of parallel and interactfng pictures of his past. 

In our own culture, the novel offers the most accessible entry into 
the construction of these 'social canvases.' Garner's Ca66o^eiou)n wiU 
let students really know how it felt to grow up in urban poverty in the 
1930s, where the Spanish Civil War is seen as a way out; Baird's Wios4e 
Heritage is a brutal and pathetic account of the workers' sit-downs in 
B.C. in 1938, more powerful than a dozen commentaries on the subject; 
Duncan's 27»e Imperialist gives details of political life in small-town 
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Ontario through characters representative otcompe^ngl^alue-systems 
in the late 1800s; Mitcheirs Who'Has Seen Ths^Mn^^^^mhines 
scrutiny of small-town Prairie values In the DepJccsslon Â ith the 
re-cr^tioft of an entire region throughr impressive description^ 
indelible characterization and unerring fideltty to thf speechtrhythim 
and dialect of place (and there js a movie to match ItJl'iMunro'siiues of 
(jtrls qnd Women draws afinet map of On^rio lifeafterthe War thari 
any sociological studies have been ,«bletothiiffaj-^:aaidiUu%ate8t^ 
increasing: importance of the novel of roannersj in similar veiri;^^ 
the comic >side, Waght'sFttrthmg\Foriunes delineate| ginetyiye& 
our recent social historyr and finally, our moStiastifiably prâ isedfn̂ ^̂  
of place are.Puckletfs T/>e4fo«riMre/inJiJfel̂ HeyJfP^^^ 
MetttYiMyHouse, • , v̂  ^ /^^^^r^^^Xiv^f^^^vS&S; 

Beyond such conventional treatmentof:timejmitp|perl^^^^^^ 
can also'provide us with verticalor layered effected givî ^ 
simultaneous perspectives on fiie psisWBut' th^ dfilightof literattife^Jah 
be the bane of history, sivhere linear conraptsjiftimezafid^ca^^^^ 
paramount, or of geography, wfiwe place is fixeU^^ 
egregious example of the phentm'enon is ShakesMari^ his^r^®^^' 
which were written in the 1 5 ^ jabputiyents overlaJpnSrefyeare^^ 
even theni so that three hundred and seventy-five ye^tsfeter;^^^ 

-them as Elizabethan views of ffreir past, as weH as :dlfg^rî Jiof;tt̂ ^^ 
politics of SnakespeareV own tiineSjWhilê niodê ^̂  
deploy 4hem to comment onoUr 9wni)oliti{s|=and^ t̂hey;maĵ be||̂ ^ 
readimt of time, as sad stories about thejdeati; ̂ )| ki^gs.JD.cSens!;^: 
lale yjfTwo Cities is an even more TOiSpljcated exaiipiftif^^ 
appropriated Carlyle's eccentric theorieŝ ajbout the ^fra^ 
to write of those events already sixty years pjd.<TSuê p,hisT̂ ^̂ ^ 
leaves out the middle classes. "What̂  then, asTcljthê ^̂ ^ 
such a worferShouldIt be avoided by studentr5g|i«op|apThi8t|^3 
Not really^for the novel wiUteU.fhentwhatKMS^^fe^^^ 
revolution, to be a IHtle person caught in thejgf^t^ispoles/p^^ 
event and io have to rebuild moral yduescpn «xi|t(B̂ ^̂ ^̂  
traditional cultural ground. So, whilp ilmaytHB a^p^t accom^ 
famous happenings, thehovelwillgivestudents a lifelong sense of what 
all revohitions areJlike frornithehuinajvvantage-ppmf^J/?^ 

Useful examples of drama coiwtnicted in: this :'dlduble-tim^̂ ^̂ ^ 
Bolt's AMan for All Seasojfis and ShaVs SL Joan,whiciif^0^!Shi 
onjlhe period described anionJhe age in which they.werecomposed. 
Read a gensratTon.Jbr two later,: they acquire a ;t%4;J%eri our 
prejudice&jigainst the previous pate Even so-*!alled iutheiitifr̂ S?™? ,̂ 
like the BBC's Elizabeih: I, must be^iewed as rnterpretetionsShaded 
by contemporary sentiment.. Nonetheiess, drama, because it^peraies so 
directly v«th ideas, is useful nijhe atrial studief,jdMpi6e;th^^^ 
hazards of time-warp. \ "^ •'iSi''^ ^i^^^^-^'P^ CtC>; 

Ppetrj'Is even more compleĵ  in its handling of apaceaad;tirae,:ahd 
is, therefore, more difficult to JncorporaW into social e&catioru; W^ 
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shpuld, out of expediency, loolc Tor the iatrative/dramatic kinds of 
jM>etiy:with explicitJiiston^/ge^ra&Mtal ifatentioni such as^ Atwo< '̂s 

' rhejourndk tif Susanna Mpodie or;Puitty:^;/n Seorcfe ofOwehPybtin. 
Vt&Wii^rebeuf and Hk Brjeihreh^ 
atongMdethe^epuitite/aft'onsandGarnegVrecent^j 
fa A-MartyHom of Jea«^eJ5re6e«/. Poetry m approachl^ with 
extreme caution becauseof itsVpredilectioVfor the surrM and. the 
psycl»%ical, the private antftteitmiveml,; and becau^ of to 
_andintentiondptohlems(Gu^^^ ' "; : 7 : 

^ v 
;t;ihe=mpsesigmfic&t KnS6E=^^ 

that^hich^cfeales oWof Jict|piSj5or::^6M4h^ 
entire Iand^p«s of th€finiagiffitton£^ui£worI& iu4^ 
so«1%allegor!e8, tutthick ia^fri«i, tff|teefand^Ei|ckatid clara 
soyiyid they become as r(eal|a%fet^^ 

' to Hardy'8;Wess« and F a u l p ^ g a ^ u ^ ! ^ ^ 
Mana^afe, among Qthera,|&e^tt 
stone|^ TOth:-a jallery of cKaiafeteftV ficUbnff i^igHsifclM^idamiiy 
htstoriesinteretitched to fonaa completeijSaffutty^ îMî ned:-*^ 
whos&,haT)its we know letter than^uriieifh^ffifs^dtooret^^ 
thattourdwiaiicwjtors. LiteraturrotiK]^^ 
teri^s W:two wi^. i l r s t^ tHevphaia^jsn^e^^ 

-a-ii?torical, BewMce tjnpeŝ ^̂ iitthe Canadian exgTr̂ ^̂  
the.thwartei artist; Duddy Kra^tz ther|%enm1tt^|g»enticeiJ>UE^ 
l^msay.vthe: ?fiftB busin^'Xyand M*sucfrj«wy^ 

• exi»nê n(D^ %th: past :On(t|)r^ 
designs of oWi^eatesttictionifeom^^ 
tp '̂ lyze QanadiwtKxSid be^^otofegi^ 
For example, the imm^rant^gi^dfi^erZa^^generationa^^ 
KfchTet̂ s Soft o7a%alferp^^ 
than â ĉpnyenient Tflptfinf devfceiitarcu^^ are 
lete thin two generations rempvedr&pntfl|>:*oWgMm|̂  
need to ta£e nx>tice of an pbsession affp^aur^mfere 5̂ ^ " 
Ealf̂ byeeds which expeeds by far.amrprppet|ifcton^^ : 
motivation. Herp/ literatore takes off frpffl^eS§|eftdefingSute 
moving Jnto its own reahn, where-Mstop^lgec^aph^^ 
politics ate merely mpff^ol fptthe |abficatiott:Miubh'c:meta^ 
which may tell, us howyCapcfiansiieeltMOrea^ 
197{fe, social science informsSuB f§af %e^^^ a 
reading of the Best^Bfewlure-^eyejrouE:^^^ 
that we arp 8t|li,^^^^i^ciiol^ically,s.i|$aia% 
anxieties thSt such tensioa bringŝ  Socialscien^mdJiteSituret at this 
level of Intensify, have two distinct sfer̂ ^^ 
our TOOTt^unagjnafive poet^r an^ ̂ (gfc^will; hav^^tft^istu^ 
discretelyin the£ng?u4claMrMBrwh%:it4^feam^ 
be relpMedi NeyerUiel^, thjs paj:allel38tu<lyipfvCa^ 7 

s,8ome crcas-dfsciplinaiy pn^ljfimfckfsti^^^^ 
worthwhile. Here,eachdisci^Tine^ncratHbuteiwh'p^^^ 
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Science, Technology, Social Studies: A Surviual Problem 

The impact of science end technology on society is a topic of critical 
importance. In justice to students, we must prepare t|iem to deal with 
ihe problems this topic presents since it touches on the ultimate 
concern of human survival. The above discussion and techniques are a 
mere introduction to this complex situation. Hopefully, this 

• introduction wiU act as a stimulus for the development of awareness, 
_concefh and, more important,, action on t part of students and 
teachers. , »* 
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PART THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
THREE: //v SOCIAL STUDIES 
Introduction 

Social studies, like other content areas, require students to learn a 
wide variety of skills. In the chapter entitled "Children in Time and 
Space," Milbum focuses on the conceptual development of time and 
space in young children. He reminds us that, when teaching young 
children, nothing can be taken for granted. Concepts may be broken 
doWn into smaller concepts and Individual ideas so that children may 
build a frame of reference. And Milbum offers practical suggestions for 

-btttlding-a-frame ef^^efence-fer-childteitrpartlculatly in Ih 
time and space. •» , 

Logan, in her chapter "Sodal Educatiomitn Early Childhood," 
discusses the child, the social environment (including the school), and 
the positive nature of global education in helping a child becotne more 
aware of the environment around him. She stresses the opportunities 
for a creative approach, to sociaiAcducation. One task of the social 
studies, she implies, is to help"̂ ^ students grasp the future with 
expectation rather than with^^dread. Her ideas, while developed 
especially for early childhood, may easily apply to teaching older 
students as well, ^ 

Parsons' chapter, "Improving Students' Reading Jn Social Studies," 
encourages teachers in junior- and senior-high school studies to 
consider themselves reading teachers as well as social studies teachers. 
As long as reading textual material is a major activity in social studies 
cJo^rooms, Parsons argues, socialstudies teachers have an obligation w 
te '̂ch their students to usf this textual material in-.appropriate ways. 
He also states that the product of-reading is not word knowledge but 
understanding. He also, criticizes classroom activities «th|tt hinder 
understanding. A good social studies teacher should adapt methods 
and materials to Ht the nature of the.topic, the material, and the 
student. 
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As children grow and develop they cpnstantlyjreceive information 
which they sort and classify so t ^ t they may opme to. knpwrthe world 
around them. This drâ wing together; of information into a pattern of 
thougljts, speech, and action results in t^efoimation of concep'ts; In 
this paper, I will discuss two of these concepts: the^concepts of space 
aridtime^ ^ ? ; : :-: :'/^r^P^f^^^^^ 

We all acquire the concepts in 3ome measure, though they are more 
highly developed in some people than in othei^. I>om the very earliest 
years a child looks at his world by organizing the space which is around 
him andralso by organizing the arrangement: of ipbjects in space. 
ChildreniO^anize time Tiot only in: the conventional; sense orfor the* 
convenience of day-to-day livifig^I but also^ more: abstractly: by 
projecting thoughts ^ahead and reflpeting on what: has: passed; :In 
concrete terms, the deyelopment of both is a nei^ssary feature of school 
life and, in the simplesfriform, we can see these concepts applied in the 
case of geographical space and historical time. CWIdren dp not come to 
school with these concepts firmly e8teblishedy:Several factors occur in 
the early years of schOTUng wWcTi may: help children move towtu:(^ 
understanding time apd^pace in their own conception of the world. 

K 
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' CKildretvJhfime^dnd Space 

SPACE, J ^ V — / ^ i 
The acquisition of the concept of space is more than the?ability,to 

estimate distance or draw in perspective as in the ability to judge how 
far to throw a ball. As children develop, the-acquisition of spatial 
concepts becomes an extremely complex operation. At;school this 
process can be seen in holding ̂  gencil, drawing aci'de, y?ritinrqne> , 
name, painting a picture, tying shoe laces, climbing the monkey bars, or 
threading one's way through theclassroomwitKoufflMiM over. All 
such activities demand a physical contjo! npt.orJy^of oyMt8=B̂ ^̂  
tlie manipuktion of "^atial data.*-Thfe;developra 
result of periods of Jmtruction^^irom pareftt-o^ -

practical activity ai.a experience^ l̂ ̂ ^~^ /:-i''- ^^?^&^^^i^^i=^y 
If we analyze activities which childrsnjo in ̂ e early grades wci»ay:^ 

conclude somethmg about how childrenLacquiretfe^ 
by which they-can coordinate spacci The CMrdiJatc* ŵ ^ 
this framework may appem^ to addts, jat first gl&ce, tojBê ^ 
simple. They may be such features M mrunderstandinrb^^ 
vertical and what is ''"'•izontal, or knowingiwHat fstmemfeby nghg or 
left, in front, or behind. These V^ncepts niMfcbeilearn&d̂ ^̂ ^̂  
1956). AU of us have had problems at some ti%_^thi|ght;an0eft and -
have seen children move slowly and paiiifuilyito:tmaste5:SUcl̂ ^̂  
understanding. We cannot take siich apparently simple/ihingsVfor 
granted. Children not only reason differently than adulfc&ut they/have 
quitedifferent world views OPiaget, 1950). At times/c^^ 
acquire philosophies M if byjnagicJPor example, cMdrenat a very 
young age will act upon an hypQthesis of "fairness" though they/are not 
abletbdescribe^ismoralprecepfe^-^ y ^^ ::^^^ ^f^^^l 

In his Psychology and TPerceptionyemon (1962) states thateach of 
us havea serira of body axeŝ b̂y which we ca? understand purselyeŝ jii 
space and which help us coordinate:8pacei Aŝ haSf J^nipreylol&ly 

^ mentioned, an understanding of what is vertical and whafrJs Jiprizohtal 
is a coordinate children gain early in life,; im even morrd^̂ ^ , 
coordinate is an understanding of right and lef^jmdstUl more dM 
is a perception of _ depth or ,!:di8tance. , Children^/in^^^ 
understandings to cpcrdinatelhemselvesitt spacer Spade;to a child is a 
kind of all-enveloping qpntaJner made :up of a network of sight̂  and 

- objects which need to be sorted using cpnsistenticti^^^ -: :̂ :/> ŷ : 
Often teachers tfeU chadten thatyertirallinesarUines whickgo û ^ 

and down and horizontal lines are lines:which go acfross./However, 
when the h'nes joir/to make anglesvor fojcpnstocKtheishapeiibf an 
object, a further ex j.lanatipn of horizontal and vertical is necessary^ Is a 
door a vertical line?' Id a door two^ertiMfin^ andtwo horizontal 
Jines? Many children ft ill not'oe able to t̂ransfer the idea of verticaljpr 
horizontal fro^ what they seê l̂o wtet they drak; For exainplem 
Figures 1 and awe see two firet grade dravringspffrteacher standing at 
the chalkboard. The teacher is ^wearing clothing with-a pattern of̂  _ 
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Children^in Time and Spisck 

» 

objects pictographically, thoi 
fairly accurate. However, theij 
child wishes to show slopes, 
fact gradients, ^ d in the 
clim!» a steep wooded incline. 

Though such children's-
simple exercise t̂he children 1 
once. They have l>een asked 

;h the'organizaUon of data in space is 
is a further compllsalipn because this 

'he apparent curyes Vn; the roads are 
;tom leftfhand coijper a fli^t of'stb^ 

taps, may appear to ^e a iprnparMvely 
LV̂ beein ̂ E©d:to doanumberottasks at 

-^-j>observ|i:^t»f^aUtheirbbwrvtrtiohSKto 
plotthe data, and to construct techniques fprdoinfio^ Jhe^hayfebeen 
asked to give pomts of refer(feewit]i rearombfelaccur^andj most 
difR̂ culfrof̂ alf, to coordii^tespaofinApr^^ 

Thegrowtltand developmentofefefconrapfofs^^inthe threiB 
year span from six to nine i0iaiirfi:ra a^nipari&Bofct^^ 
indicate, piere is, howeveipfno^stf!ct:»toererice^Q^hrono%^ 
the development of spaUM concepts, except jh^pte ability t̂ ^ 
pilot's eya view in the ̂ e n toijine;3reaidi| â angeif:%^̂ ^̂ ^̂  

An exercise such/as My route'lfoiscg^bol̂ robatty^ 
abstract level of thmighfe than, for exarnpfe, recoBitFUctjng> êT 
exercise aalug Utyiy&i models.-iu toy play-ftere iâ a more acClV̂^̂^ 
of the environment and the process o^^alandfMrQ? givesithe f iercise 
a more ilexibl/nature. Blaub mi]»te&4l^Wi!^yeMiM 
children a*young as the age of tht scan prbducereasonablemenfel 
mapSrUsing toy play. They pMtul^ that mitî eifereisS^MOTieî ^ ^ 
pte-school oi kindergarten clM^cantBlowforffitt^ap^^^^ 
begin at the age of school en^4ice,:and=^oHn;thf(̂ |̂nteTOed 
However, the examples givegin the prewpus fij^iresieftecfrflie i i ^ 
varietJf of ways in whiclyaifdreaiould =d^w thei? loiiteiip schci!. 
Children can, sad do, iiagpke fantesy^ they: note£dy«ti wMSt̂ ^ 
impermanent; their ejdetic imagery is extreracJyselectxye îMid întfis 
end they may become tired or frustrated and simply bring tte ef ercise 

-40-frhurrie3^^ure;= ' ' v -̂ ^ ^ 

A number of conclusiom may % drawn ftom su(&^^ 
children. Not only is a developmectd pattern clearly ift 
•there is a considerable ainptmt of input «4ich the cMd draws from Jus 
or herowî /perceptiott of the environmenfe^Thfttinlernatactivity, wWch 
can be technically called %atto<h^iSopt*;cm^p^nl^^^^^^ 
satlsfacioiy frames of feferencfe have 6sencreated_andc&I»V 
upon to solve spaliaTproblema. When we ask students to •'Draw amap" 
lo^how 'X' we areasfiisigihe childjo represent idi^ ini^ 
yisiblemannert : ^^^^^ v^v^i^l^^s^^iSRSsTiSf;^^ 

The developmental undersfahding;; ofemaps is clearly zSeeij to 
contradict any instrurtiondnatiorn^whitii demands thafet^^ 
a map of a state or a prov3nceyjcosflpreie?Tmth5rivets,an^ 
ChUdren̂ nray draw such:map^accurately>-buMTie-ffidp8-m 
meanujgless to the child. Pot thw Treason manyfcHadren's introduction 
to maj^ through world maps or nationaIm8pe:jaayjfe aajunsatufactpry 
exercise for Doth children and teacher. MofltchildrenrTjavê simply not 

-A; aws fiw 



ff^^S^^fi^^PenkUMllmmyxi ^ i f-

i 

develpp^isn adequate concept of space to understand this type o£ 
aeruddistributionv There is ao reason, for .example, i^hyyonngi^opie^ 
should fJmow^ that IheWuePpn a map or;ihe:Wue areas pn-̂ ff globe 
usiudl^n'present water. Neither can they be expe^^rio knew that the 
conQni&is are : ^ "shapes" wevcon<»njbate on^^^^hileaduItsVhP look 
"at a wpMmap may well Iwye some conc^^ mnjor 
contments, young chihiren^luivenoae.^Tp:ina^^ ^ 
of seven,>worId maps appear-merely; M ;a colourfulrpatfeBri.; I t is '';i 
iinpori«n^;theref(Drir, to reflectihpw;dangerpiw:it is toTOfer^libly to S'l 
"fljeJ^ipskllSsOfmappjun^^ ^JKJ i i i ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ / ^ A f ^ ^ l i ^ ^ J ^ - fM 

The jSrstattps in gi«ib4:c^5Jtipn|apj?^ioiJ^ ^ 
framM ofTtefetencei However,;^ ejgjeri^Cft^^ • ^ 
ftam^ of r^erence are compleW«mitedl|?^Se:deyel̂ mra^ , f; 
nups-'Ajc^itivemapisnptiniP^^^ f j 
It B:a:M%me-within oiU:iQind:̂ hiclchaB î e^^ ---
map^butidoee not necess^ilyihayeithe pfi^j^zpro ; j ^ 
giraphK|na3efc^ ^ V ̂ ': ? :*^ ^:^ ^4=^ 

6(^tiye'inaps are in our=mindLwhen^e*Mppndî ^ :<f 
8Uch:a8"!gomfrto8tinnyf1ondi,*ot*Woiildyoujik ---^--4 
aUV' jUognitive maps ate, in a wnse, anfinterpretatipn of t^reatworld ; | 
mdar^asMmbledinaLJI^Ms^indivM ^^| 
«xanspi(̂ ;D̂ ŷ hen ajnotorist gete 8tu%Jn^^^ hê nAy use his § 
w îSveaiwaiwneaiLof the route-wfiph^ afemptito by-pass ^ <:» 
thepb8M;KtipirrAt|htsttm9vt!>oiQ^ 1̂  
andjalj^inptu^ tdinterpreCwffii^ kn^^ :"\^:';" - */ '^": & 

S£^en,{i9^), in his^prtpnftudrats' wews p̂ ^ 5:;|i 
thaMkhpd children de»^^ "M»ntrfllit5?!f.<1969).? For iî j 
esample,2^AMcan.ichildtenj;in;:th|;8(S^^ place #;3 
Mrica m^fiitcentr* prth^jr wor^ . | i 
other continents remains fauly=vagupjuuî ^ 5; 
ind8teraMnate.~He:abo:gIy«^̂ ^ | i 
Tdrasm'̂ % m Ane^caJt teen^ecii^^ 5:5 
"Norfli find S<m& yietnamSj^J^^ethe^^^ ir ^ 
condit^ned by ̂  i&MA ftat hVhadJiegueatl^ hiwiirctthat̂  iras vi! 
in *Srafh East Aitta" te,>jin;fee S^ thoughtof ^S 
Vietnam^iaj^ni^Btila, i^isRi^^ r -"̂ Hl 

Some menial ie«pu^«^«|Jn^a^daauppK : I 
upof spalQtf informatipipiLwhich^^i^^^^ "}fj 
transferring Umiinfpnnation in^fci^ible ^^r^^preBenjaSo^Jfo^ ; >| 
The» appeal* to te/^affmt diftemce:|bet^ 1̂= 
perception anditheabili^ tpirecord spa^^fceptjpnsr T^^^ -̂ ^ 
wmewhat akin to the abifi^'pf ftpMdtojMpiafc.a <^^ *- £̂ 
andtheabiU^ofthpcluldtpbeaccuwteittjsmytW -M 
txample^^fli». am be seenf m;ai^f^ye8^^ , -'* 
"itoM^f^ftitasaiwptrtoflffej^^ i | | 
reasonable de^tfon,idiequat*^Jte:«fa^ j | 
4efin«i sbarli^ as Meaiui^r'l^e rl; 
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| # y it.* While this Is not a dictioMury definition of sharing, it is a definition 
St" wlucielliiBciufdcmqp«ateatt^ ^: ^ 
i : Topol^cal proî srtiea of spaw inustfemlsfer^ before iSucUdean 
1 '̂:; coordim|«fc However! even Me^ 
\i-- hw'shoTOifliatdufdrenpaMlhp^ 
is dra«rnngobie<te;frpitt a Wg%:§gocentric;pbiot otview.cCM 
;\ foomffljehcwwjdrkwnfrom^esid^j^^^ 
I t«#'qf o^^isdi^ data m|pM 
*̂ eSmen^wIwnciL child n ^ a s t o ; ^ i ^ 

t and|oqTO:»HtanateJf ftoma t*q d ^ 
g- „viCT?j-;Su^l»dxem]iMli8J=Jiqt^nSl^ 
g 8ini^Jt;hMJ%ii^TiownJ&#dhip^ 
^ / tbeMpdae^^j^^^^redqesai^pe^ 
& i^ow^ne s is^ toin6|fer«^elmp 
p thefr îde /̂iimpressfon*,: irtf^menfd^^ 
|i iCpntiny^tosclaingeo^^ 
^f are ^Caqtedor^altered^^^ aewinfonto^ 
I concepfeo&pawnmyvarywide^ibuttta^ 

5^1 . concerned, M childi)?tt attempt to fashiqn̂ ^̂ ^ 

K«refi?ii^ 

univerae tiuc%h yartous encoun^ri witĥ ^̂  

*^me*5oay first appear aymore\congrele&i 
thanih%TOncept of space. Timer as wefcowit, i8:m^«i»d:miecond8, 
minu^i=hqure, daysj WMlBrmon^^ 
concept o^iime is pro^jve even in atj^rsdnal sensei jince we all 
interpiftJme in a^h^Wy^^^ 
bedomeimlf^i^SrertraintqffpuraStion^^ 

Benjamm J ^ l d i h sjudtpS^not^uande? time^fet tfat*8 
life & Kude of? Yoimg children^ iioWe!̂ ^̂ ^ 
to Ise supremtftf^uflimpotts îpEye^ lAfter 
five mfeufeof^ m#t raey iwenteoft^^ 
nearlttherel" Young chlidren W«)nceroSd??ntir&^ 
itdifficult to cafsgor&e flje pifflt intoiirationaiand orderly 
adultnaajp a ^ "WJien I was on »y^plida3«;toty ai^jild 
will say, "When I was on mjf ioli&^?Jtf^ 
difficult f^ijs all,? "Swl^wajrelife 
projectayfflrbal8tetement:fcdi%rtî ^^^ 
or ^exfeBsonlh^itJMNsiiaten^ 

In^uf ea)<̂ d«â s ofMjQjclJiaSlBgl^lR^ 
tinae* &erc^^with, fô  ejam^le^p 
Undei^arten and fii^t grade.gSeyejtail^|t«ESe :ii;rt^^ 
eveatg. jraifr aumherH^hqure Jnot <iay Smainlirfc convenient way for 
tdfflff tq;timetaHi^eirili'^«We^^^ 
chadre%^e will he JuikSl'mtt ̂ mowieeranffc iSey ŵ^̂^ 
"At three o'clock w to home"/w "IjgOatoĵ bedgat j igfe^ 

teHt«.^v# 



% : 

r«<|diprî es, 8^,that tibei&st point ra|t&ne3»W% a;cfiitt ooioes jU> 
iffid^rtit^'^u jbed--:{!nte, jax^,^^ -tfiai-^dfeff become 
ittea^n|i^p^eic^d1r& ariti^ 

of : ^ :di!^.:<Pil» weefc^i^^uJegi^^ 

\niden%^[&y^ A# <»a(»^:^^ 
chlktn&-pu«^«p(mder w h 3 ^ 4 u ^ r M ^ ^ ^ I ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ 

ofdg^&i^jOTnts^fccfeti%3^^i^^|^^tM 
Pam(i^^(<^^tme betweeKit^^i^ 

M(S&Bfc;Ne¥erthel«8tiSQB^^^ 

for ^ d r e a In̂ p̂uî ^wjfeeii l^eot^Mf^^^ 
iMd'AJoa^e^ger^fappjrec^ 

im0>rfant;e?§nfeJftlr^;^ 

« ^ r o i ^ &»eidg*uSfcufito 

l^ft3ffiiiBe«h^»f^aidi6life^ 

iUa«ti'«^-fet̂ vaJsjt(prexkmplî ^ 

ai^Kwib ft to »t«jfe t̂tfc^*:ciSS'̂ S|cfc 
eveui t tp^ fl» ojSfecofWentoJjram^^Jei^^ qulcUy, iKreis 

«ref««difdtib-a p n ^ a r i ^ x e r i ^ g ^ « : ^ ^ ^ n t i ^ M ^ | U t M % ^ ^ 

toJpi^-'^tewH a li«tori«tev|w 

MS 

; ^ « 

._-^^^tc?-«»%iS 



0itdreniji^irM and Spacer 

M^ 
tf*6 jiatli:;iSiBX then tî fe twro lut^gint %«^i^?^^ chn>ij5(^«d 
onfcr f|t iaphiMw o t t d ^ 
fî fam^̂ emeflje fisom flib «Speto«nli;3F^ 

lint f iP^ tea stwtu^poi^tln 
M? b l r t i ^ as a pojbt c^^fefeiniA&^a^sul^tMl^^^cw i ^ 
cafd|3cdatmtp ^tm%^piiT^^m^^^^it^0^$mn 
- iS^fr^iead* of̂ Mutdŝ iĵ gin J^:!§^2«W^ 

be«miE8:jreht»«,toiMBtoric4^Sn^Srlfe 
placeiMi^r our̂  l j e t e^ t f3 t^gSi i fe '3 f^ l»aS^^ i r^^ 
^ L aos%^ «a^4 - m a r i c e d | M e ^ j 5 f o ^ ^ ^ 
JMffi^fertwf l^;i»xfctOTt | t ^ ^ » § ^ ^ 

|MttfeM,^r*iq)emnenrtt«r^]^i>ax^p 
liistMwalpider. 3 i ia^fr*»t^^t t l^ jKeimjel^^M^ 

thot«Itift^iwnJive litfleHM o f J t e ^ 

of nec«w^,lie Mlectivftf S e fifctotiasr^&P^ 
unaera*^ Jby aetultg will 3l^1i?^6ie 1 ^ 

framw ot wfewnce wWdbt iSel^Sl^imitalfeilrtlfflsaO^ A 
EucUdiliin wtwprfc 5&:1de«^^ 
ref«en«pQiDtft^as8i«t&^^^rgMi^&^ 
boft-=^r difldren :;and̂  * 
orginSafiottiof t̂lmfc Â Jaowl^fc^^ 
occar %eugli theaii^idsiiloa o t ^ 
in ordetfc We « » agato 7&t t l ^ i a d ^ ^ ^ f e a ^ ^ ^ and 

Histojacaiieyentf rat^Jbe Weidw<»j3!|,3^i utdi^erifcrmaSsfsome 
»en«,outoCtt»iB we ittMMteBapt;^tS|ut^ia &«>nie j^^«Jsfder. 

nietti^ ppteJBAing Kstoj^ttM^^ 
*order^l?fi«t #e are difc&i^:&tsiteJtjWiaaetfiM^^oE m^ 
whlc&<Mefrettr<an3aove t^ 
tinsejuia^Mi^ncaltiine^ " ^ ' -^^ ^ -_J,-Jx£^^tZ_ _-__ 

I^l t tcB ein5|enoe s u ^ t e ^ i&|?id6uKrefc^caii inah i^ te anff 
rartetttia, «r weU as im^^^m^f^i^i^ti^^ik^'hiri'Cit 
examitle, |eoI^ca« fime iMittuisn, 1966)? Cffidien & ^ h ^ ^ a & 
fouaf̂ en .̂ MUfi oSjMem ioTbe aBlevS^MsimllaS a ifcwic pretf&e Bkf 

*^ ŝ*= ̂ ^^t* -̂  - :J^m' ^s^ l^ 
.5iSfiJS8S;: 
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Cretaceoutaeas. Children at thk age are not inhibited by attempting to 
UGdentand gecdofical parioda in yean, as are adulta. AduHa will 
constantly ask "How nuuiy yean ago were there swamps in existence 
which eventually turned wto coal?" To say in response that the icoal 
meaaure: swamps of the Carboniferous period, occurred approximately 
300,000,000 years ago has Dally very little meaning. If, however, one 

Pt«-Cafflbrian period to the present day, the ppint that coal measure 

acquisition of the concept Children, here, are putting events in order 

• i i^^^4wi^^^l»^^^^1^emye|^^^^^^t^^%)n 
comas before y , and 'xVand-'y* bef«e 't*. The research of Piaget 

l^^^^pj^AgiS fi#|i^^^|^^nd 
»iSii^^^^^*>^^t¥l¥*^«w^%j|^pta; 

w^&^ei^iE^Ss6ii^]^m^£lMst1^tidtftl^ 
'tbMG£Ei|^fiKHpi!:i&affi#fcBpB^^ 

&i^lji^mft^J^^^n^!l||^^$^idtip^ 
iaif i#Fifl«fi |«^5?S!^^|^*5«l^^ 

'S^Mrd^iM^l#(^wt^iN^^ 
«)d:|^|Hgp% pre$«a^^tgM^i^p)^ 

{ y ^ l i ^ ' S ^ s ^ a e f e c o B S i ^ ^ ^ 
wH5Boi»#ioBd1^^ 5 ^ 
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esUhi^^eht of the cc^oidimlw/jsmjchi^n^ fram«|^og^ 
reference srtart^earljr.in:&fcJife of £~c!^d:and^^«^ nec^suiUy 
"taugl&'lMaburn, l%))^Jfe ; ^ h f i ^ t ^ ^ » n i e r ^ ^ pwhaps:|s staefe 
tM fMalo^ the : < ^ ^ be _ 
leM^yiden^ a» mt^ntion^ fo.^j^fcpf MBVtmfng îte 
sureiyinow ^ ^ ^ l>]ue eiqpai |etds^jnai^^ 
oc^wKCMUbtirpi i 9 7 2 ) y N o | ^ p ^ 3 i ^ 
tkei«^«i^4ilso?i)e & lau^^^ 
pceanftaei|uBx'are^l%eJnfe^M j 
fhes{^fi^<tmdent{uMinfS!n^ 
ac4^rdimf)^:|be'f«ctL^ti:t^^^ 
syn!l|p1bl!l^::a»i!^dex9Uatdl%^ 
af4Uffi|ti(^ w^idb{^]lK^^S|^<»r;wd 
concepts tcr^^tabt.and^ut^pe^ 

: i i r t t d t i ^6^ xionwptBja]^' MjAera^dcrN^erlbuel^^vf^^^pui of 

im^ina§^jjt^nia^ly )ea | ( ' ^ 
i ^ f c ^e^worfS^aroynd «s:4^^ 

Blaû Jf- Mi, j&Stc^ 1)» MappiBgiitih4ai!e,oCthree.̂ ^^ 
W^MMB 

MUbura, b5;Jn^ ,̂;5t Gray#̂ ^̂  study ând teaching of 

^Mflbutn,^; jfa itX^squette (M.Xf Cansdia&geogî  Universitŷ  
-r--^"— 

Saatin^ %Pttctmon:otepmotaaet^C^^^ Califge Gepgraphyj, 

&uvy^X,&&ujyjSr3fecM : 
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probfciM of Uvinf without,the untoward intnuion of inte^roui* 
bickwing, racul prejudice, luod nK»Jninr critictun and comĵ lainu. i«* 
achieve UuB aim the coih»pt of unity in divert!^ MUrt become « r% l̂̂  
from the outeet of the educational experience of the youn* diild'. 
m ^ K g M ^ i p c ^ i M B i a ^ i ^ t l ^ l ^ ^ 

^ ^ ( g i " ^ _ ^ >i£-;:*^^2i»Sf;av,«:. 
^ " J t r -

Kaae*"i-^? 

^^tsia^ 
^ttt|ii$llrcurioei|^:«b(^^?l^||^l^^ 
«Htf^^a|a^^p[i^<iipa^;^ptJ^ 

" ^ i ' E S S ^ ^ M ? 

S%lte/ib&rM«0piua6S(Ste^ 
t^tfi?5>|li#f?irt«tl^-fe »^%S^^ 

sbweeJd6M^«ti£|M«$i«ki«^^ 
* tta^iha^li^^tBto-thAtltetaig^Mafii^ 
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playing, through particif-ating in experiences with others he is 
becoming aware^of himself as a persoA who has a role in the larger 
group and wl\o has responsibility for contributing to the> harmonious 
day-to-day living. Through contact with people he becomes 
increasingly aware of his own identity and his role in an expanding 
society. ' - ' 
* Within the context of family, the child felt safe and secure. At, 
school he encounters people, places i^A things whicli ^ e designed to , 
help him become increasingly aware of othera outside his family and 
close circle of friends. Concepts of responsibility, interdependence and 
coopertCtion are translated- into experiences in sharing, working 
together, solving problems and enjoying the companionship of others. 
If the teacher creates an environment where learning activities are 
based on problems of genuine- importance children can transfer their 
feeling of oneness with the home group and become involved u the 
school group. - " „ • 

Some concerns which are meaningful to children will provide a 
unifying factor and give direction and purpose, end will become a 
unifying contmuity to ihe social education. 

Among these are thein 

Own Self Images 
, Families 

Friends and Peers 
Schools 
Communities 
Promces 
Country and the Cultural Heritage of Various Ethnic Groups 

'fhey Encounter 
Interaction and Concept of Other Peoples of the World , 

Children need the guidance of the teacher to help them reach out 
beyond themselves to concern lOr others, Teachera with a concern for 
global education are convinced that "it is the quality of the experience 
that people have in school that helps them to develop personal 
meanmgs and judgments, and preferences for the true knd the just, the 
good and the beautiful (Hoppe, 1978, p. 2)."" 

Much of the teacherX attitude is caught by the children in the 
classroom. The'teacher is indeed a model for yoiing children. Children 
do not have the prejudices #hich adults have developed. They readily 
accept those who are different if the teacher is an example of respecting 
the individuality and worth of every child. Siich a teacher encourages 
children to expand their circle to include those who are different, who 
are new in the classroom^ ahd who are in need of fr"' tdship. 
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SOCIO/ Education In Early Childhood 

Making Decisions . , 
Because we live in a shrinking world, what happens in other parts of ^ ' 

the world affects us. We must teach children at an early age to make 
decisions which' take into consideration effects on others—not just 
ourselves. Evqn young children c a ^ a r n to look at a problem, suggest < 
dteinative solutions, weigh the alternatives on the. basis'of criteria ' . 
established with the altaruist̂ c motives considered as well as one's 
immediate vested interest. 

^ They can be taught to formulate p^blems, state issuea, decide what 
the consequences of ill-advised behavior might be, and -work together 
to promote courtesy, consideration, tolerance, and respect for another's 
point of view. Children can recognize that difference in the colour of 
skin does net mean inferiority, nor variation in speech lack of 
intelligence. The classroom should be a laboratory for teaching 
children to make decisions on the basis of reasoning rather than on 

•'" purely emotional basesj onithe basis of evidence, not prejudice. 

Making Judgments , ' , . 
Closely related to making decisions is making judgments that will , 

affect the quality of lif 1 in a social group. As^hildren mature they 
become aware that decigions made by individuab, organijsations, and 
governments might have an effect that is global in nature. Children in 
the years of early childhood are not too young tq learn to consider the ^̂^ J c. 
issues faciqg mankind. '' 

The child is the perron who will continue what you have begun, who 
will sit right where youare sitting and witnesa the things you 
considar very important, when you have gone. You may take all the - _-„ 
roeasuresyou like, but the manner in which they are carried out will 
depend on him. Even though you may sign alliances and treaties, it 
is he who will execute them. He will take his seat in the assembly 
and wi.' assume control of cities, nations and empires. It is he who ' 
will be in charge of your churches, schools, universities, councib, 
corporations and institutions. All your work will beji dfsd, praised, 
or condemnad by him. The future and the destiny will be in his 
hands. (Children, 1957) 

. Today's young children, through television, are made aware of such 
problems as: 

Cultural Diversity 
-> Conflict, Violence, and Crime 

Cultural Change and Issues flelated to it 
' Econoroic-and Cultural Inequalities ' 

Population Explosion 

These are problems which are not likely to ' ? solved in the 
immediate, future. Therefore, it is essei.tial that cn'ldren should 
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develop critical thinking skills to enable tiiem to make intelligent 
: judgments. - ; * ' 
Persuasion Skills \- ; ' -"s_* -

In spite of the concern by <some that skills in persuasion miglit 
<x>ntribute to glibness on the part of the skilled individual, coping with 
problems In a world in- which interdependence is a fact of Jife and 
siurvivil; it is important that individuals are taught ta develop 
competence in exercising influence within the t̂ ontext of a global 
society by dll'elpping skill in persuasion. JBven the Greeks andRomans 
recognbied that, skill |n,persuasive speaking was^the: mark of the 
educated man. Quintillian defined an orator as "A good man skilled in 
speaking" = \ i - : ; _: 

USCWLDAf«»HISSCHOCM. _ ^, 

A'school which emphasizes the total growth and development of the 
child in the years from nursery school through the primary grades 
provides opportunities which will develop the child's optimum physical, 
intellectual, social emotional growth in conjunclijfr with the 
continued emphasis on creative development. Th^soc^ educ4tion 
curricuhunprovides a channel forrsuch a commitment. The chart on 

. the next page is based on six premises concerning children and their 
education: ^ . : : ' *̂ 

(1),The educational process begins in early childhood. An 
organized, creative, globally oriented curriculum should be available to 
the child from the outset of his educationfd experience. 

(2) The first fe^ years of school, whether nursery school, 
kindergarten or primary, should provide the child with opportunities to 

' discover himselfj to discover relationships about his phjraical, culturalĵ  
and, social world through'experiences involving his cognitive^ 
psydiomotor, perceptual, affective, and creatfve doinaln. " 

(3) Every child has an inner drive toward creatiwty, growth, 
^ increased competence, and mastery over his speral environments. 

(4)£very child has a right to look to adults foil guidance at his 
'particular stage of development. < > 

(5) Certain domains of grtjwthrcceive emphiisis at particular stages 
of development and educational levels. The concepts of continuity in 
growth and the importance of- regarding each child! as & unique 
individual aire, however, guidmg principles for the teacher, 

(6) The child's progress moves him from psychomotor manlpulaffon 
to development of perceptual imagery, to symbolic expression through 
appropriate learning experiences. He learns 'best through play, 
manipulation, esploraton, experimenta|lo^, and creative activity in an 

"'""wwlronment which takes into accounts-balanced physical, social, 
'e^Jtional, and intellectual'developm.ent. • ' 

The key factor in releasing human potertial is creativity (Logan & 
L^an,1974,p;l9): , . ' • 
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A CREATIVE APPROACH TO SOCIAL EDUCATION 
"SThe world and I" might well be the theme of global education. It is 

the theme, of a child's creative expression. It is important to capitalize 
on the child's natural proclivity for spontaneous ejcpr^ion of the world 
around him and his interpretation of that world. This is simply the 
attempt to express what he is learning about the world in which he lives 
in a way that is enjoyable and meaningful to him. It is his way of ' 
sorting put his growing awareness of his environment and his 
developing knowledge about the world of pepple, places and things. 

"Durough dramatic exprrasiph he ireliyeswhat^^he has expierienced. 
He plajra out the things he observes, senses, hears, iibagines.Ihthe life 
of the child learning to express andcommtmjcate his ideas is essentiaL 
Through dramatic: play, pantomime \and vCreative- dfamatics, he 

^expresses his knowledge of<tbe world, his relationships to others, and 
his growing creativity. " \ ^ ; : ] -

Dramatic Play ; " 

Dramatic play is the free, spontaneous, unstructured, undirected., 
-play of the ?hild as he "tries on life," and explores the jiniverse by 
imitating the actions anf* characteristics of people in his worlds-real^ 
and imaginary. The play of the young child is a mirror which reflects 
his perception of and relation to both hbefxternal and iimer world. In 
dramatic play there k n o need for plot, its means—imagasationr and its 
n(>ethod—creative movement. There is no beginijing and no ending. 
Typical patterns of dramatic play include (1) activities of the l̂ pme; (2) 
buying and selling at the neighl»>urhood store or supermarket; (3) 
transportation activities; (4) legendary persons; (5) actiyilies of people 
of other times and places. The teacher is there to listen for cues for 
concepts to be developed and/or clarified, or to, take on a role if the 
children invite her to participate. ' 

Pantomime \ . 
Pantomime has the advantage of being .non-verbial. Through 

pantomime a child iaay portray the role of a traffic policeman, a 
waitress, a stewardess, a pilot, a member of the RCMP searchiiig for a 
rebel, an activity of a boat in the harbour, a plane landing. Pantomime 
can take the form of a group activity at a railroad terminal, a bus depot, 
an airport, a circus, ete. 

The Home 
Caring for the baby; cleaning house; preparing breakfast, lunch, i 

•Unnsr; having a tea party; telephoning friends; sewing clothes; enjoyii 
a leisurely chat with a friend who drops in for a visit. 
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to improve reSding is better than no action at all. No success can be 
gained by avoiding the problem of reading difHculty. 

Reading is a complex task. Reading !s more than reciting aloud 
words from a social studies text Social studies teachers have great 
opportunities in the course of their classroom experience to help 
students improvfe tlieir reading. In fact thert are probably social 
studies teachers who have been mote useful than they realize in the 
improvement of reading in sdcial studies. Consideration, by social 
studies teachers, of the nature of reading and implications on classroom 
instruction will begin to improve reading throughout all grade levels. 
The results o2 teacher involvement in the improvement of reading can 
be rewarding for-great numbers of social studies students. 
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PART METHODOLOGY iN 
POUR: SOCIAL STUDIES 

In social studies, the link between philosophy of social education 
and instructional methodology is crucial. Wright, in "Teaching Values 
in the Social Studies," explores the critical area of values in social 
studies. He reminds fieachers that they, as teachers, may he challenged 
through attention to value issues. The activity of lesson preparation 
and classroom interaction, Wright states, is stimuluiive for both 
teachers and students. His chapter offers many practical ideas, 

^ including the thoughtful suggestion that the teacher not only should -
approach vahie issues from all sides but should, also approach the 
orientations to values teaching from all sides. 

Williams discusses the stage* of moral development in his chapter, 
"Toward Moral Development in Social Education" Williams suggests 
practical activities not only to help ^ c h e r s promote a knowledge of 
moral dtivelopment, but also to improve their own ability to ttfach in 
this difHcult area. Like Wright, NViUiams reminds us that there is more 
than one way to view the topic of mor§l development. 

In the chapter "Questioning Strategies in Social Education: 
Inductive Mode," Frank Sin>on uses t-he structure of a taxonomy to help 
vi9 chers develop appropriate questidns for social studies. Not only may 
teachers use the different leveb of Bloom's Taxonomy to create 
questions for students, they may also use the taxonomy as a criterion to . 
evaluate their own teaching. Simon suggests: ideas that should' help 
improve the classroom atmosphere and move the classroom interaction 
from tb*; '"plm^of simple fact to the higher levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. 

^ Gray's detailed chapter, "Teaching Concepts in Social Studies," 
shows clearly how concepts can be developed by social studies teachers. 
Conceptual de\ Jopment is difficult, time-consuming, but ultimately a 
rewarding teaching experience smce it leads to high levels of analytic 
skill and evaluative activity. Gray reminds teachers of the thought and 

' preparation they must make in this area and, also, of the centrality of 
concepts to social studies reasoning ability. 

Chamberlin, in his chapter "Knowledge Plus Commitment Equals 
Action," discusses operating an 'issue-oriented social studies program 
that provides opportunit'j!* foF students to become active citizens. He 
argues that positive attitu'(Ses about workiflg with others to effect 
positive social changes should be developed in the schpols. He also , 
argues that the decision not to include a social action component in the 
social studies is a decision to foster par>sivity, not in fhe best interests of 
either a healthy citizen or a' wealthy democracy. Chapiberlin outlines 
eight types of so -̂ial action skills and introduces criteria that teachers 
may follow to help students gain the kinds of skills, abilities, and 
knowledge that would help them beconie active citizens. 

16 r> 
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Teaching Values 
In The 

' Social Studies 

Ian Wright 

As ^ l a . studies teachers we are all involved in.the business ot 
values and valuing. Whenever wr •'*<"t> an objective we are, claiming 
that it is valuable for students to au _. thia objective. When we state 
that students should knoi* about Canada, ô  faJnllies, or any other fact, 
concept or generah'zation (cognitive objectives); when we say that 
students should be able to apply map reading, observation or data 
presentation skills (skill objectives); when wfj say that-students should 
appreciate other cultures, be honest, and reape'ct other people, we are 
saying t̂hat all these are desirable. . . . . 

This chapter will focus on the teaching and learning of value 
objectives, although the discussion wDi have implications for the 
manner in which we make decisions about what facts, concepts, 
generalizations and skjlls v̂ e will teach end how we will teach them. 
' How, then, do we 'teach' such valuea as honesty, respect for persons, 

appre^ation for other cultures,'openmindedness, and so on? We could 
take a number of stances. Wei could treat all values as relative, in other 
wor^. we could take the position thfit any value is as good as any other 
and that it is up to the individual U^ decide what is valuable and what 
isn't. We could take the position that as children mature and develop, 
they will improve their value reasoning abilities, and that the way to 
help children is to stimulate this developmental process. We could tell 

u. 
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Teaching Values In The Social Studies 

students what is right, wrong, good, bad, beautiful or'ugly and 'make' 
children accept and act upon these values. Or we could take the stance 
that there are rational, logical ways to arrive at value positions and that 
students should learn these taticnal and Ipgical processes^ Note that 
some of these positions focus more upon the content of values, whereas 
others focus more on the processes. Finally, we could conclude that 
teaching values is not the school's conwrn, ravher this should be left to 
the home and the church. As this is not an approach to teaching values 
in the school, this will not be dealt wjtii in this chapter (see Bull, 1969; 
|rankael, 1977; and Efeck, 1976)r ^^ - ^ 

BMCULCAHOhf' • 
Teachers often tellstudehts what is right or wrong. The telling 

could consist of a conclusion i.e., "That is dishonest"; or a principle i.e., 
"All people should be honest". Often this telling is done in a reasonable 
and justifiable way, especially in discipline situations. There are good 
reasons as to why, for example, a child should be prevented from 
injuring another child. However, it may be the case that a teacher 
intendsto indoctrinate the child into a particular belief, A no reasons 
are given for believing, no alternatives are presented, no reflection on 
the-part of the student is required, no evidence is offered to support the 
belief and the student is praised for acting upon the belief, and 
punished for not doing so, then the term 'indoctrination' could be 
applied. Certain values are deemed correct and are taken for granted. 
Often these are based on societal consensus or are deemed to be 
universal and absolute. 

Within this approach several assumptions are made concerning how 
values-are transmitted or are to be transmitted. I t is often assumed 
that children will be socialized into such values as punctuality, good 
wonc habits, honesty or respect for rules because the school will 
embody these vajues within the 'hidden curriculum' (Bandura, 1969). 
It is also, assumed that teachers will act as a model for students. A 
teacher could personify, desired values, be they moral, economic, 
aesthetic, or whatever, so that students, through imitation and 
internalization, will accept and act upon them. Other children also act 
as models, ^ teacher might direct attention to i student who iŝ  
performing wellln order to encourage others to perform well. Often the 
model is one from literature or history. The Bible provides many 
character 'models, * as do the classics m literature, 'famous' people in 
histoty, and textbook characters be they real or imaginary. Ivfowadays 
we also have television, movie, spo'ts, popular music, comic strip and 
radio heroes and heroines for student imitation. 

V/ithin this inculcation approach students may be punished for 
inappropriate actions and praised for appropriate ones. Reinforcement 
schedules may be used as is the case in behavior modification.practices 
(Meacham and Wiesen,2f>69; and White and Smith, 1972). ' , 
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mm 
i l l cu. ̂ cidftT mate|l^8 attempt to inculcate_ fXixaeiMag, be i f 

concent tm |ustj<», ratioud; jflunB^^ fpt art, o? 
cleiujlioMB Î̂ lie diyidii^ !&«; bebyeien an«̂ gi>prdaeh wifî  
iricuicaUs Wid »K6 wWcfi doeŝ not̂ i&tvaguef differeritk^^ a 

' matter of degrtie. GeaerallJspeald^.iaiiterifJg which can; te claw 
in the mctilcatioftxgode dedjwth theconfent p^ — titevirtues^ 

V Kohlbegf̂ ; (X^l) Ja^ls fl&m> JRarelylis;^^ of. yidiiing 
en(MW8ged, and rarefy a ihwre 6|»poi^i]^fo 
and principles w&chsre iasiiaedt;^^ set eiaiuplesi 
persuide.and <»nvince l̂imit cholc^^^lnspire^sjpp^ 
d(^ma |̂iSreiirf6r<«!jiqthp«»Wv^ ' 

Tae HuimnVttiuksySe^^^ 
Eucker, 1976*73X& h a ^ onf th^pvĵ iding^aiw^of^^^ 
d^ity. /To.^this, end 4&4*tudent5j sae^^ienio^^^i-^facoipt tb« 
'imiversai' vsdues of iiFfecaon,-;m^:t?welfe|elE^^ 
skiU and enlightenment, in order/that jihe sto^ 
confbrmi% to^these ideals wh^^arezse^niB^icl^lftf^ 
Stones are presented w h i d i ^ designed to showvthed&&bi!̂ ^^^ 
these yalu^. % e;^ple> in "̂ illy^̂ and the;Big BuU ,̂<Blmcĥ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 

11973}ft% authprssta^ -^ " _ ; f̂ i5C^ r- ̂ ^^S^^K*" Jy^^ Ss? ; 

This stô y isspeciafized to rectitude andjrMpklBillyiafii^^^ ^ 
hehavibr with the other chilten Indicted that̂ hê deprivedhiraMlf 
ofrMtitude>y^d%ivJngJhemof«8]̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ V:/ i\^ 

In the story Mike is bullied by Billy when they arewaitinjg to get on the 
bus in order t6 go to the movies. When on the bus, Billyrdiscovers M 
has lip,? money, but Mike hss extraVmoney for Jjppcoriiv ^Mikc 
co^inplat^siiS*:^ \ / X S I^^C^ -^^z^^i^i^i^\ 

What shoiild he do? TTien te^^d^^^B^lf, I can let you have some 
mraey.' Bil!ylpokedsurftrised.j*pank^^^ ; ; 

Stories arf not focusfed just upon whafcjwppreoughtt^ alsf. 
stress generalizations about human:behayror.̂  Fdr exampie, in "Cure for 
a Chf-ater" (Bjancbette, et dl, 19731, the empirical claim i? made fliat, 
"cheating may be common, butitdoesnoipnsure success In the lonji 
tun. "However, the proc^ wherehy this fartuatclai&js related to^^ 
concliisip^that'cheating^isbad^sznot^sj^ , : 
• Evatifition ishased'ottr teacher iden!5fi(ati6n,̂ ^̂ ^ value 

depfivatfohs and over-indulgences.; fcvaiue profile whichrates each 
student on each of the eight values on a six point scale (very^ightb 
poor) is suggested. A value spcic^am is-alte nsed, Q^ this student 
rate otlier^students who are, forjî uimple, 'happy^iiost of the tfme,' or 
'are mostdependable.* Other evaluation^ can be carried out onstudent 
written work and on'problem-solvipg* behawor (Rucker, Arn^piger,'* 
fiidBroadbecfcl969).V - <--:^-: V ^ v i ^ - v-^ ^^^^^ 
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m inculcaUon approach atlempta to instiU desired W W in 
daldwa (H8mm,1975). Ti^evalues^aremiiaUybgamoralnature^It 
w MsimedJhat children sBouId I* jsocMlMd into the values tJeemed 
desirable 6y the «dlurê îii .whi(ai^ey;ii¥& this romtra^^^ with the 
next appr<^ described whicfiFfocifies on the p ^ > ^ ^ of valuing" 
ai»d w j i n ^ that vduiw come|fcia mtt&» t%childVand deals with all 
t¥pes^fvtfue«gta»t«^tu»dp»ttren^ 

-%. v^^T^'^'r-

f^tha 6^6) c l l ^ i h a t Iftan^tKii^^ cm be 
attributed to.value;di8turbmj^|^«a,Hataua4h(i Simofii 1966). Tie 
argues: ̂ t childNa wJ|&'fee m^eteisife^fiaf ffieir vM^^cUi^ 
are, a#in L'oj)atheHci a^li^j^ay^^cert^^ 
overconfonniDgroverdSMnti^drpaMW-wa^^ 
S r^Va lua clarification ferdesiinea Mhl^g^Spfa aiafover fteir 
valura^to be dear^^aboutthemiawi fc^^^^ 
apatbytmc^rtamty and în(»nSiten<qrLcan;be3meliorate3: TEeSijor 
thesB o%duM clarification xmil^ ISderp. 30):^^^ 
v ^ | i e ^ ^ t ^ a l u e economiCĵ prudenfial, 'aesthetic, omorSKdne te 

: r ^ ^ = ^ , _ 5 ^ , -
;^tffeely? 

3. ^Sifer&ughtMtShsfderation of the consequences of each 
: ;/Vx?v:yalteraativeX - 4^^^ : " " : ; Jc^ii/^ ;̂ %?? - ̂ ^̂ v̂ ; 

1^;^ Cheriftii^itobeii^^ : 1 ^ ^ , : 

:^^^W|[ingjp^aS|r^^ ^^^^^ 3^; -

:^, ^ f t ^ ' : ; ? ^ - ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ J V ^ ^ ^ ^ "^^\^ \ ^ : V^^K;^ 

, 5< polsomejlungvwfch^^ ^ > 

NotetK^toMyiavea valufg^onV^ upon it, and it paeacts 
one IS more than awaredf theVauKons^lias an^emotional a^chment" 
to It ̂  motheRsWords there,is an affective loadii^^ 
we«frcognitivelyiaware that,; for, exaaiple, weî oughfeto t^^^ 
with respect, yet fail to act_be< ûse oCfec^ofcornmjttaenfe concern or 
semitivjty, ;A» there is usually a slroiig emotional attacJunint to 
preferred values, values educatioh is notjust a cognitive en^rBr&e; it 
cannot be separated from 'dispositional* and 'sensitivity' 
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considerations. In keeplnĝ ^with fihis conoBption:i9any insttuctlonar 
Boethods Sieadvocated mYaJuesjiind teaching {Ee^y ^66). Vs^ 
the value rich areas of money, frlendshlp ;̂love and sexj, religjoHi, and 
morals, leisure,^litics ahdscKM prganmtion, maturi^i work, fainily» 
and character traits, flie foUowingty^ofi^ctmti^ 
., 1; eiarifying lesponse^ l̂lese" !̂̂ ^ to help 
studentsTreflect upon whatcthey have cfi<^n._SoMl£ f̂ these, such as 
?Ar&you glad about that?* and "Is thiŝ ^methin^^^ 
students to reflectupon theiractuai clioices T— are Wiê j really^suteithiat 
ifeiŝ a value. Otherquratipnajure:P^ed'fpt^toenTOreJaiat&^^^ 
prp<^ has ieen followed, :e.fc"jDii^pu::j^^ 
Some are^ked ibtpurp^te oEclariiSpin^t^ri^s-?^^ 
By j**^ But others seems jtorgp:.̂ yon5\cI^fic8^^ fof 
reasons r— "How do you !know Jt'sgrigh05ind[act M^ 
to ask the student to consider the JmRersal; conseftuen 
position, -r^ "is that §^rsonaI:preference^K % you thmkTOps^people 
s h g ^ MUeyeihatf^r \ ^ ] 

2^liank oTderingĵ  These types ptactiyities focus on rSorting out 
fprioritiesî wv-rr :^ ^ : :^^ if^^f^ -^ri-^_r^^^^^m-e,;j^ 

' ---:_- ^r^:---'-Bank order {1,2,3} the %lbMng7l3^ayiore,in term^pfwhjcb you 
, ' consider theworSt.d), thfrnextwor|t(2), andt̂ ^^ ' 

__iApersdn^arkj|jg3riscatnextfoaB^^^ _; ' ' / 

ijtperson spitti»"guift8treeV: 

3. Value Sheets^^ proyocative passage ispiesented to students and 
lquratipraSre;p6sed.^^ > ^ ^ / ^ ^ 5 0^^ :^ - ':^ " ,- - * 

? A friend in needk a friend indeed^ ;" 

A) Whatjoes friendsWpjnea^^ 

B} Whatdpes the ahovestalemehtJinean to^u? 
: Do you agree witfrtHe statement? 

C) Would you help a friend lif need? 

- -:-^^ - ^ 
4. Value Continuum. 4ieretvyo-opposing viewpoints are placed at 

either end of_a continuum and respondents are ̂ ked tp Indicate their 
degree of commitment to one OTthVother.:-^"V^ l̂:>C ";̂  / - ; 

Unlimited 
snowmoblfo use in 
^^ationalParfes 

/r 

im 

rComplete]banfilng;of 
all :̂ snowinbbilfc use 
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m^y:^-^' -
5.^0penrended questions.: Thought sheets; Reaci " e*- °ets. -These 

are desi^M ia have students 'tfenk about values wh impinge on: 
thejrJIvKC-^?/ . ^ ; / / : " :vv^;^;^ '^^?:^ v >^: »\ V ? 

^^sSWhatdoTyi%eJhIifef^"v-V\^^^^ ! ;^ ^ 
Listpnf or two ways in which your ̂ ^̂  

:icanlMrdlyWMtto3»able;ifo-^ T 

6, There are numerom othef jfecfin^uesjs^^ These include 
'Voting on isavies, sMulatiott gm^jaction^pojwt8,jart^^ 
advocate, con t̂rive4l̂ ndae^h%,frie^^^ 
brainstorming, deba^^the^tt^l^jO^^^ 
soon (SimonylloweandKi^l&nfeam/;lS72^^ 
andlSiinbn>:1973; Khschenbaum andSimoh, 19?%^astefrand Stall, 

In implementing aU these idea^the:^^^ 
acceptinĝ  of all student reactionsi to worK*̂ ?**̂ '̂̂  *:*l*ssroom^ 
in wHi^ students will feel Mferto ê qjtess themselv^fteAlK© 
mp|altd^^ to kcip M con<»nted:(i*.|̂ j>arenferft^^ 

- o&r^&^e^I mformed of whatJitjSing^atferapled, few^ 
"whyiî uestionSf̂  jH^^Trr;^ ^Jl^^i^^^fJJg^gg^ 

In Qjdet to evaluate student achJey^mentMd.hete^a^ 
measure are suggested. Teacher%are;asked to assesslRaths,rl^lthe; 
degteftofjalue^rekte^ %haworpioblem8 ona ft»^^ 

ApitheticV 
Conformity 
i t f c S ^ i -

Fjcejquency%: AculenessT 

with the FrequenQF Scale going through te^iatings^ from Never to 
eonstantj^, and the Acuteness'̂ Stalermojang fromlzN^̂  
Extre^iely Acute, Students are, ask^i to asswsthemselyes and their 
peers on the j^me variables.. Teachers are dap to^ 
how to assess their own ia5ateria&,,e.g;Lpt>: they sffm^̂  
the topics penetrate |lie lives of m^l^stude^ 
yal%cIanfica|ion^p|oc^S?;ri:s^-r??^ ^/ i i^:i 

The value cftSUIcatfptt proems has fe^g^usedi as a basis} oc as part 
of, Many cumwla projeefe (Paulson} 1974>BldertJ973).;in 1971} the 
Alberta Social Studiiw eurnculum (Departmen̂ ^̂ ^ 1971). 
was premised on a-viues^cifiMcation phjtp^^ the 1978 
revised edition (fiaenkelj J977i fecl^^^ view of'values 
education and^hr-198lrvereionrappfea£ rootedin the 
rationS analysfs approachtAlfe^ :^J - i 

Valu^ clanAcation has b§en cnticisjed-mwrfy on thrgrounds that 
it is relativfetjc —̂  i e., tlwt lipy Value Is as; gwdraS any other value 
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(Stewart, 1975; Haj|fson^l976; Kazepides, 1977; Lockwood, 1977), Yet 
fJlatte^966^,^27j8ta&8s^^ =^ yjf o ^ : ^^-^ p 

We believe we have to say, "you way cKoose w|atyou believe best, ; 
' butSomeie^yiotcan'tbe permitted Iŵ  ^ 

5Mt̂ tl« (i*edom of nglits of btiers.!'; f .4^ = - * - / \ 

Tn̂ summary, values clarificali«i is based on a'psychptKerapy model 
of hiunan growthaW is conceraea wthit^^ 
tbaijjmth the confenlt)f values,/teese-^^^ 
typeŝ of v^uesand are designedto leadvStudMteltoTclearMdconste^ 
yaIuj;3C!0npusfom. llMkeT tSft̂ jneitvappr()acb :̂4e«cribed;î valuesi 
climfî catioii;d%sAofc8tress:tlfê ^ C : ; 4 

This aHwpacfi is based qnî ^ 
about'yMe fesues^ thai t h e r e ^ a j l ^ c ^ the r*as6n^^ 

. tfiat there «eultimafepmcipt^M=ia^ 
ISe purposes of ttiisapprpachii^rft^h^P^^^^ 
and saentiSicTresearch^proi^uresi>ani^ji«l]ig^||ie statidifrdsj 
and principIeSf̂ There B a c^njpire fQcis=fn wM are 
sub;^t:t<) as muck ^rutiny:3Js^4p«;d§J^^:?!h<^fo^ , 
social issues--<»n8or8hip,poyertY,d^I^h^^ 
on moral dilemni^w]hich:invoiyc|ewj>Mple4^^ 
or pifcJMiyidui pre^rences.^|;^{es^^^^ 
appriMich,: or on spfcific vsdû e wncltisionsrjas i|j 
approachsT^ - ^ ^s^ ^Vx^;^f^pi^:f^^^r:^i^5^^^ "if: 

Jf̂ OTî  M[Jo ?reflect iUpon̂ ^̂ v̂ ^ hes to 
underp^d jceftain| <»noBpts.:̂ ^Pne has -̂̂ ^^ to know the 
dtffereucel>eJw(Mn:A^^ 
how to a s c f ^ ^ thewalidity of f 'tectualopm, and one has to know 
how$?Tdm|fcaa^y»gift^ - f f^ -

fijriJrder^jdemom^a^^^ attaint hy 
8tuden% an;:!exampli^^t*jii^ 
(Values Eduratf^^ this topic the 
follomngstypnt£reMjQfions:tt r -£ -
lu; ' "^ " ' = -- ^^_ . ^^ 

3' Caaidians don'i^wantSiy K M N ' O ^ -

4v :̂̂ ^DTO r̂an& ;̂Odbl4i ^ v^C^'^ l ^ ; : . r ^ \ 
5. Immfgrapts are people \vhojSke up permanent residence ui a new 

Somezgif these statements appear to support immigration (1 and 4) 
wherels/iwo appear not to (2 and 3). 3118 positive' or negative 
eyS[i«itfDn_ is uoa^rfant when vjalue claims are related^^yllogislic 
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' Another 'model* geared to the 'should actjon be talfen' question, and 
which can lead to overt action by studefits on the jsaue, has been 
designed by F. Simon Q977), Th^ Simor -I'odel has se'-eyal tmique 

"features. The investigation relies tin a hypo. ^Js as to the desirability 
and feasibility of taking action on a given problem, and the testing of 
the hyr>othesis through the classification and analysis of a 
representative sample of data pertinent to the problem. These data ar<j 
classified into feasible and infeasible categories, using the criteria of 
legality, cost, public and private attitudes, and resource availability; 
and the data are further classifiad into desirable and undesirab 
categ0![̂ es' with the critArion of human and ecological survival and the 
physical and psychological well-being of individuals being used as tl e 
basis for clas.sification. The actual sequence is as follows: 

1. Identifying and clarifying the problem. 

2. Fo»mulating a hypothesis on the decirability and feasibility ^f 
taking action on the problem. 

3. Collecting a representative sample of data. 

«4. Classifying the data. "^ 

5. Analyzing the data. • 

6. Evaluating the hypothesis on ihe desirability and feasibility of 
taking action on the problem. * 

7. • Proposing a course ofaction on the problem. 

8. Examining the desirabuity and feasibility of^king overt group 
action on the problem. 

9. E\ jating the action. 

Several other probleir-wlving models have also been proposed ' y 
Allen (1974) and by Shaver and Larkins (1973). All these schemata are 
premised on the assumptions that there is a logic to reasoningjn the 
values domain, that evidence can be assessed in a'Scientific nanner, 
and that people can be ratiSnal when Value issues are raided. 

. VAIUES EDUCATION IN CA>IADA 
Within some parts oi" Canada attempts have been made to 

' implement values education in the schools.. The most substaiitial 
attempt, at the time of writing,-is in Ontario with the curriculum 
proposed by Beck and his associates (1976). This curriculum is based 
on the assumption thst ultimate life goals (survival; happiness, health, 
fellowship, helping others, wisdom, i jlfillment, freedom, respect for self 
and others, a sense of meaning in life, and so on| should be reflected 
upon. ThLs reflection should include the following.aspects^ 

1. Reflections on the 'factsof the case.' For example, one may value 
a particular person because (s)he is not prejudiced, hat find out 
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through inquiry and reflection that the person is, in fact, 
pr<yudiced. • 

2. Reflection on the values one is not sure about, to make them 
congruent with the ones that one Is aure about. 

3. Reflection on the congruence between instrumental and terminal 
yaloes." t -' 

4. Reflections on the importance of any particular ultimate life goal 
anci Its parameters, e.g., What type of happiness one is going to' 
strive for an^ in whai circum^nces? . 

The teaching and learning approach proposed consistJ mainly of 
discussions in which processes of valuing are used and the content of 
values exploded. This should be done in a total school context as value 
issues can be found in nearly all school subjects and in the day-to-day 
life of the school. Beck suggests that values education becoine 
'organically fused,' not only with docial studies but with the total 
curriculum. This would increase the interest, relevance and quality of 
the study of thp various school subjects and would avoid the problem of 
having to introduce yet another subject into the school curriculum. 

1 Because it is concluded that different teachers and students require 
different approaches?-the-proposed-teaching/leaming^^-methodsTan" 
include values clariflcation techniques, moral dilemma discussions, 
rational analysis of social issues, and approaches and materials devised 
o.' suggested by McPhail .(1975), 'Wilson (1973), and the Ontario 
Institute for Studies in Education (OISS) moral education project.* 

.Various school boards in Ontario have curaiculum development 
committees. For ex^ple, the LaiAbton County Board of Education 

, (1977* has ;^-oduced a booklet outlining various approaches to values 
education and giving specific classroom ideas for Grades K to 8. 

In Britisi Columbia, the Asssociation for Values Education and 
" Research, (AVER, 1971), has produced curriculum units on prejudice. 
-, the elderly, war, equality for womeu, V'̂ Ui'tion and population. Like 

the OISE moraheducation project AVtiR has also carried out empirical 
and conceptual research on moral education (WilUams, pp. 62-75). 

Otherwise in Canada there is a dearth of any type of systematic 
study of values education at any level. Few provinces include values 
educatioii objectives in theiil social studies guides (Cochrane & 
Williams, 1977). Yet social studfes, because it consbts if a study of how 

^ people relate to'their social and physical environments, contains value 
V. questions. Arriving at solutions to these questions will require a variety 

of skills — discussion, research, role-playing, reading, writing, and 
group co-operation. 'Affect|ye* components — emotions and feelings 
— have also' to be explored. Some programs in values education 

^ 

Fof • complet* li»tofirailsbie nultritli conticl Moril Eduation Prtij«t.do C. B«k, OISR, 252Bloor 
SttwtWMt. Toronto. Ont«io;M5SlV6, 
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contain aspects of 'affective' development (Dinkmeyer, 1970-73; Shaftel 
& Shaftel, ^967; Superka, 1976). 

Sockl atudies is not jSst' learning about, it is eualuation of. 
Questions such as "Should we respect other peoples and cultures?" — 
"Why should there be rules?" — "Is communism bud?" cannot be 
avoided. Children, as 'valuing creatures,' should be taught how to deal 
with value issues, for: 

Questions of private and public behavior and of social relationships, 
and the exercise of rowal judgment, are matters of practical 
necessity for all children as for all adults, in their studies as well as in 

* everyday life. , 
(May, 1971, p. 39) 
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"Social sluaies is particularly suited to the examination of moral 
' issues Tal8€d%ĵ ihe sociô p̂olitical content of the subject Such J^uea 
as ethnic arid minority rfehts, immigration, internaUdnal development, 
law, economic policy, and Canadian unity clearly/raBequ^tions fatling 
withjh the morale domain. Mordij^ eoncenwifidgmeht ijd adtidn in 
nsattere involyingrthe mostbastc interestsof^lunan beings (i.e.. life and 
deflth, pun ai^ punishment, duties md^obllgatioifti, freedom and 
honest). The nioral develppment\jipproacS to social educj- ion 
provides a psycholc '̂cal bMis for ipokideratioh of w ^ goou and 

/ighfrln-sItuationsinvoWngbasicJiumah interests. 

H«ATlSMO^DEya€»^ENr? 
Moral developmehtocay be defined for our purposes as age-related 

changes in the abaft/and disposition of children, adokscents, and 
adulU to deal ratiprtally and responsibly with difficult moral situations. 
Obviously, suchidevelopmeht involves a complex of abilities, 
attaininents,xfend dispositions (Wilsonj :1973). Jean Piaget' (1965), 
Norman Btfll (1969), Eolfe«H(^an, (1973), and JohnDewey (1954), for 
,exampje, have advanced alternative theories of moral develoĵ ment, 
None''of these theories deals <»ml)rehenaively with allVof the 
components that might bejsquited logically, or psychoIĉ icaUy for 
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development toward moral maturity. Among competinir theories, that 
_pf l̂ twtence KpWberg (1976) has been the most wMely accepted among 
Tacraied^tors, j ^ ^ ^^ '̂ s; - ; >̂  : Z;"^' ; 

As a result of extensive longitudinalt experimental,,and some 
crosfecultural research Kohlbeirg^^has: «dyanced 7a; stnicturaL'. 
developmental theory of jmoral judgmenU He postulates age-ieiated 
chaises itoconcepUons of whatis right, reasons for upholding theiight, 
and ways of viewing oneself in relationrtoothera in situations df moral 
choice, Kohlberg claims that cMdren,;adolesMnfev.and54ul^ 'P«^ 
thiough* or exfiibitrstructurally difitfe^ferms ofjSougM org^ 
in development toward moral maiurit:^yHe;a^4^^|Sftte^ 
into moral judgment £mdithou|ht iw&iuniwoSug^ 
preoMupfetion 'of researchers withrtiie'coflte 
tha-c with forms of ireasoning/alMut^ mqrM: #iies^ Acra^ 
KohltwrgJtjsthe internal com^iogs mr^n^^fe yario^|d^h^^^^^ 
apefson (feg., the extent to which â p̂ersotfronsidersW^̂  
or applies rules or principles to choices): tpMefine J6isi1»r stegê ^̂  

' moral reasonmgi Kohlfaerg claims ttat^itruclyaUy-^efined^t^ 
more powerful In predicting:!:,ni6r£d' rchoicesẑ yand ,= actions^ ;tHah 
informafioij about: the thet-confenl of pejreons'jbefiefs. K^̂ ^ 
theory of moral developmentjs striictured into tSree levels aftd six 
stages.: #iese levels are derived from John Dewey's wbrk and stages 1 
%4 we biMd in part on Jean Piaget's study ofjy&e M^ 

According to KoViherg, the le^t raa^re lorim of rpsoning about 
situations hazardoua t̂p people's welfareare^rcmorolm^e sense that 
the interests of othei^ are gives Httle or no weight. If morality Is 
defined asimpartialcon^ideration df^oples^ interea^, ilie;XJSt̂ lf i t 
a n d j are, at best, preciireors of anylorm offiei^nlng wê v̂ ^ 
characterize as moral. At Sjage 1 the overriding conMfnigjmtlt t̂ ^̂  
pLysical;cbnsequenc^ of ael(ons, particularly "to oneself, A S&gê  X 
chili's reason for refraining from taking another child's toy would be to 
avoid punishmentor.to meet the demands of a ppwerfut autMrify 
JRgure^v ^ f̂  J - \r ^ : / : - / / ^ ' ^ ^ ^ 7 

A child at Stage 2 taight return taotber's toy in, exchange for ̂ Some 
favour̂  Although Stage 2 is an advan^oa Stage 1 (in the sense that the 
child is now aware of ttie needs and interests of others), the benefit of 
the transa. %n to oneself or one>tmj^dtateIoved^^^^^^ 
consideration of the othW ehild'sinterest foî îtsjown sake. 

Stages 3 ai)d 4 are modes of thinkiifg that t£*e some account of the 
interests of othejs, to .well as one's pym.XonJ^rg^^describes these 
modes Sf thought as stages of camentioml moratfty. They are hased 
on seeking approval fayMtis^ing the expectationBOf oljers. At Stage 
3, right is: defined in 'terms of the expectationsjW approval of 
immediate reference pe|rsom and groups. T%e jjeed3o t ^ ^ "good" 
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person in the eyes of parente^ friends and shared community standards 
»paramount in this s^Bi ' • / : ; ; ' , V ' 

At Stage 4, right is defined in terms of allegiance to societal rules or 
laws and maintenance of socid order.'Koybeig'siisseMchsu^gestsihat 
many-adultrMe\*r develop beyond these conventional st^ea of moral 
judgment Although Stage 3 a ^ 4; tWnkerr^notye'f autonomous 
moral ageuts^ they do giva^wghftoflie welfare and interests of others. 
P*r Kohlba.̂ , the inadequacy o£Stag&4 reasoning r̂resides uv̂ veliance 
upon external approval and̂  pibtiyation which?might, for exainple, 
result in the perpetmtipn of racist or toMtarian societies or 
coirformity to immoral laws. : ~ : : ' ^^ ^^ir^ ' - ^ 

Posicmveniional mora!ity,3fhichraccording to KoWberg appesS ia 
at at Jeast two forms, & dey6lo|)men{idly andfethically more'adv^ce^ 
or malmre than cbnventjonalimoiality.;jost^nventionalihi^ 
more autonomous and conslstentm bwing^mtaal chofcesfUpraithical 
principjes thatmay in some^as^^yerpde-spci^^ 

Kohlberg sometimesiefersTfe^St^evS^:^ a- s ^ ^ 
orientation.̂  Commitment to^societal tules and eipectatiov^^as bwed 
upon:equal conslderatisn of rights andcritica% examlned,aiiiagreed 
upon s^dafds, jEf&weye*, tfaf St%e 5 persbnTecognizes thaVBtandards 
can bê f̂iange4 on the basis of conmon consent' Although a Sfege 5̂  
person is::«>mmTtted. to tie socid-contract./ES'she might-opjwse 
community actions and laws that violate equal consideration of rights, 
and infoiWed^nsentt v i- ^ : ^ L v ̂ ^̂ >^ {^ ^>:^^f^. '---

gtagc 6 lê soning^ is jessilegalistic thanJSt^e 5. Rather than 
emphMizing procedural values for reaching consensus, personswhpse 
mode o t reasoning is at Stage 6: ê mphasize coasisten̂ ^̂ ^ with 
universSKzabie,' self-chospn moral:princ|pl»>s;;8uoTi as justice/ equal 
lights, and resp^t for human digni^. For yxaniple,a;Stage 6 person 
would deny that the state should impj^ un̂ ^̂^ 
laws even though jsuch actions,an^d^wsjtweivcd^majorî ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
members of the siociety. To Ae Stage: 6 persoi|^thical principles such 
as lesjfect for human dignitjTand equfl rights%e universal, or vaUd 
and applicable to situations involving allhuman^ings and societies. If 
clainis for jtiStice, equality, and consideration of interests canbfrrmade 
for som& individuals or groups, they_can be claimed by all individuals 
and groups in similar situatipn8.:vi: !; j? ^:-,: _-----\'^y:_^^}^\''^ 

Evidence in support of Kohlberg's stage sequence imnodes of moral 
thinking comes ficom his aaalysis of reasons given by children, 
adolescents, and adults for choices made jfegarding difficult moral 
situations. "Russell's Dilemma" (st 3 Figure 1) is an example of the type 
o^hypiothetical problem tltuation, or di'temma, that Kohlberg presents 
to yoimg people (Guidance Associates, 1972, p. 10). Figure 1 shows 
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some |ypic»i leasons that young j»opI(B,might give in response Jo a 
nidfaJrdilemma. . ' - :^i Iv* C - ^ 4 . r? 4?^,- ' ;jt 

I | e ^ the physiraijcpnsequencea to RusseU j>f his 
choicer It&^iypical of Uie kind of reasoM a S6ge%]^^^ 
B*a8ons l and 5 « » characteristic Stage Crespirp^i emphasizijag 
exchange of favours. Beosdn 3^«ai example of the kindrof^ 
a 'Sts^ 3 (^Id concerned.abput^hat oQim imghl:tojkof h!ia;^^hei:. 
Re igns2 and 8ap^arjfebeStageiiimj^^^fffKwii^lQ^p^^]^ 
I J 1 « : and ^laiqtai^ing the sodaiiordet^^^Hov^yerekoMfei^^^ 
P|K)l»bIy ask a pefflon givihg:^fc8,'ToteMmpl^^^^ 
before determining|hat%ere^pi^5?OT;^ 
thiu^'a'pwtOTnyentl^pnal i^pbnse. Seasonr!4iiand32^eMp&&eit^^ 
rights and interests -pf oth^rei /su^Mttog, that pemns/^^lng- such 
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Alex has be8i| jMJt^JRuMcll im^itm^tQisi^i^'f^d.^n^ 

m^ 

^fmM 

-^-m 
^ ^ ^ - ^ - 5 ? 

":!:̂  

^school vacation.;Eve^d^jttejRys^hav^^ 
rfduig. RusseU:hrabMOJridisgKin^:and^4l^ 
Mlc^eli the iittIfepqny;r5RuTOUllMBTptomte»3 J ^ 

older brother,-^dCjBMdgKtt̂ t̂o^^ _'-'^^S 

j4-^jClub Gqn>petition?;^e=^al 

Re8ponse«rfc questions atout RuMellV dilemma; Should RusseU 
-kee]̂ h l̂Rroriise!to Alex?;.Why2, ' _ ;-; _^: \:: / ^ 

RuweU should k««phSpromiKr;̂ ^̂ ^̂ :(̂ ^̂ ^ 1 . 

: 1. 'Because ,iUexwon*t invite RuMelltojositlim., 

SL Because if people don'fcjceep their poinisi^,^^^ fail. 

3f Beca|B9::ftlex«on'f̂ tbinktTOweUo^̂  zy ; 

4i Because 2ickhad:noTight£toassmeRussei^^^^^ horse was 
aveulable andiXlex; has a yght to expect Ru8sell_to keep his 

\^ promiset->o^?^: i:?̂  ^ ^ ^ F i F ^ - -^ - ^ : ^ -
RusswUshouidnorieep bis promise;: ;:/:̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  

5. Bec£ise>Zackwon'tteIpiook after Russell's horee any more. 

67 Because vZackcanJurtRcMell more than Alex can. :: 

7. Because Russell inustconsider ttie interests or 
'thanAlexialone; X - z '- ^ - ^ F : ; -^i^J yi^ : 

8. Because RusseE has an obligation to Zack and to the 4̂ H 

•i -5^vi:«5. 
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,:Note that no Stage 6 jexamplesjwe indudedr .*fhe^ost;recent 
Koblfaerg scoring manualonly includes-̂ the fijst five stages oivgriunds 
'̂̂ s* 1%®^ 6 /eafoiung is exteem^̂  difficult loidenfif^ and 

probably lM«ed mom ottr^hil^ empmcalr^sychol^ical 
;rcri^ir»*hd1ejnaenceiGtS7fe o ^ <̂ , ^ - s;> • 

1̂  ^ c h 8^e conŝ fate of a w a / ot^^^^ by 
distincfive itdiMs/p^prc^^ 

2. The stag^fpna ac inM^/Sntsegucnce, J^toitage:^ be skipped 
and developinenfc; is^^^ays^T&jhe next̂ Ĵngher stage, although-
kdi»d»«i!r may ̂ ye^^ 

,̂ jn ttansftion frqatoHcFslî  

pt Transition ̂ 0H«^̂ one?8 f̂t fe^^Me Hxt jromists ofteorg^ 
and: increasii^ integration^Sfcthw^ jesultlngi from 
mteracft'bnotlbe^M 

4. The st^es aje umiFeraaJ;acro8sj<m^ 
Mdiiateofe developmentJhroulSH^^^^^ 
culture:to cultiwe;thfrs^uence â ^̂  
culi^allydettrmined^isty^^ii^^ 's;??j;w 

5. Moral develo^atis^reSted^to and dependent tipon parallelot 
prior developmentj;m; coi^tiyecabiHtira (e.g;,: Piagei's stages of 
cognitiv€tdeveIopmei?0=jittpvrol^^ 
stag^^Jsocialperspecliv -CA - -^i , f j£ ls - ix? v 

6. Mpvemeiit Jftorâ pne' sMe-io ;T^̂  ̂ uext _ot raoral rieasoning fa 
!iilwMxAhy;^cpgmtim6pn^^ thajlpeople <»n 
«nde^aDdl^and-^not.to §̂^̂^̂  stage 
higher^anf^feeirrown dominant stagkOpj^rfura 
"'fel?rireaft.ning; JareL pgst«lated--ta cestppse - p6dpie=r:^' the ^ 
rontradjciipn? in theit ovm̂^̂ ^̂ ^̂  

-/__• ^siagetMMijtibn;^^^;^- "^ ^ ^ ^'^^^ ^ -̂ i ? ^ ^ ^Hb;; : 

;Ontfi |0C#t@l^assj^^^ 
proiKHed an; approaeltttp jhoialyaucation de&rgnid to enBance the 

exp0Jng^the§«:higherBtag^^ central procedure fe 

j | p^^f i i r% I i 5 « i i c e T ^ is a ckH^ 
situation in KhichonCs own interests andJhe interests of others conie 
intoponflict in suchaway that noiall interestaBan^Se efluall^^tisflea. 
A djgmmais an actual or hyppiheticrf Bituaiion alMiilw^^ 

,.-gk^-M make .choices-be^gfln-oHe-course-ofa^ion and another.̂  
inipjlp^ encouraged tojuatify, or give reasons fpr, theit^hoicos and 
to excbange^cLpices arrd reasons with others in groupihscu^ion ' 
situafH^^ Tie role of^eteacher^dccordiiigjfoTCphnH^g,!! shown in 
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^ t 
tax laws. Jij»^Ut#witlf Mif f«tteti«5^ 

BerpaMnfeTsnd tt»_«g}porfciKe^ 
liet educstfoit. Qn6;ity «&eHve^ 

on the firm'tf to^SVtax tetaMi^efm nuin^r;«£Ve««t-4^^ 

cpuldmultin1iripi%nmenj<rf^ 
Shwfld Janeti^^kfiel^^ o | tie law to: 

flje iE^e;6abrimcKJ:Wblo|;W^^ j ' — - ' -J- , : ; . ' J 
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mummed 
,., i^'om Kohlberg's ppint of-new,It is Important, first, of all, that a 
dUemmagreseat ar concrete situation faced by a particular, indiwdual 
{e.g., FrafjJdia's vote oit Janet's dilemma). Secondly, the situation or 
Jlcmnatmustpresent elearly and concise^^ a difficult choice involving 
toe intemts of other people, a8.3¥elLa^^ 
individual. Ih Franklin's dilemma, ifotexample, his dec is io i i^ affect 
h» constitue^ and standng Asians, as'weU as himself. •Thirllyi the 
dilemnia must brfng into cbnftfcttwftdr more moralmuestaH Janet's 
djfemm^ the two i88ue8^bro\lgllt intc^icoMict ae aflitmon (U., 
Janefs loyalty to her parents) aiid?!thit/aw (Janet's^ job involves 
enforcing the Jn«>me tax Jawi)anFr&klih's dilemma; iwd important 
i8£u§s,are.o.6%aewns (&anWin's:,|rrSmisei:to bis constituentsT ind 
Awnon^^tiieJellareipfatarv^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s T 

l^^:k^omagyhoiS.exc6t^UsmLexA§ifi of a dassroom discussion 
ofjaii^tgjiileminaj^-f^^:^- > f:^?vgi^5=H, - ^-yi ^^^:Sif:j.\ 

Her loyaltjt She shoidd justdiscass'ifcwitfi Her dad wid leave it 
^ '—- :Ujp^toJiim;tW^roaM^^ ^ 

TeccftV»mat itpjet%8cufe^ 
"S^^5?'Jj'^??^^^¥*«P?rtifethecim * 

Petce^ifien Janet shouian't teU. MnoirfihtftoJ^tr^ those v*o 

^ Susofttdh, comi on, jpeter! WhatabputijWrjoyaltyito her job? 
' ^ ^*veiv employee bi%ê Ĵ ^̂  

. BeKyrS^rwhatwo\adhapgS^f5-^^ 

Teac^erjipies: eye^body dfij«re% wiffî ^ Wfet about yoiC' 

;, =;^J)«trayed^^w^^^^^^^^ ^^?v : ;^ •> :̂ ^ ; ^ v v \ ; 

«?<'« JaneVsb^^puld feel belrs^^ 

• reac^nAie you saying^Myl^u; that loyalty'to parents is more 
^ i?Tnipprt«5tthMjj6beymgtheJav̂ ?̂ ::̂ ^̂ rV = - .> _ r 

(After mdrrdiscussiontlhiteacherThe^^^ reports from smafl groups 
<• that have deyeloped:reanswhy;;jaEfet should or should not tell. 
|rhea6 reasons are written on the Bb^ / : 

^ Teacher.il^VB look over iieVreaioDs.that group=c^^ wrote, 
jj, <>n\thechalkboMd. The firsV reason why Janet should tellfe 
g , "J^P«<^ for the kw^Wlryo'tt explain what-̂ ^̂ ^ 

^> \ ^ ithat^ : , 7^-i ; : : V i : ^ ! ^ i ; ? ^ v ^ v '" 
Jilkyti have laws in this coubtr . If people ignore those laws, 

; >: eyeryonê wiUsuffer. ^ i . ^ :̂  

m 
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fe -TeocfccK Da you ^h^TtrtSe:tiu»tfi^ 
"advawtageorJanet's'sĵ iafcriSftUonî  
Janet'* fatl»r:eniMa"^d^l:^nv*tely\w^^ taxation -
bwichtlwwayot^ttM^yeBtdot^ ' ; - ; . , 

Gco/ge:S(ueIy; Janet mi;»t;tmt& i 
othertaxp^»t^3^^4;i;:L\^ : ' 

A;numBer:0f featStes of,th»di8cu»ipn shouldfie noted^ Pirat,thfr 
studintg â peiff: to feel free tcf ejq)r^ theit opuuoi»^'cai^dJy. 

sfeidfead fflfe not afraid to ps^entr'acgum#tfc5^ 
foeuaeijupon reaso^^or 4juie6B!<lioic«sj u^nmrtfVeMpmng^TSiu^ 
the:||iclj^rjWe8^:enc<Hiragr^^^ 
r«a8on-i&lng,jclarifi(aiion oCtena^ felSI 
nexUii^«it stage: at *e«B»n« -̂ Fqyg*^^ ^ 1 fi^i 
«inall-^d lai^e-grpup jdlSfie t̂ion.iF'inaJl̂ ^^ "̂  -ipHI 

exduMyelylf^cher-sludtol dial(^^ ^Hotihg | l | f 
^flja6:to teacljeR;dQ^a't^^rimtBefe . -Sfl 
JariepI»e^^tiV-ofiplScuic^%i^^ I S ^'V?IS 

Bapy Beyer h«B_devel^^ajj&a^rfpr^ 4:#il 
disimiaiqiBtHafejCoritinsiiy^ :ftll 

Sfep^J*J8aiepreseBi|atfcip3SS85ife5^^ -^lIS 
audiCHvis^ form. Itis'&ieOTtanC^tjpup^^^ :3|S 
stimi%led;:By the conflict^f B%^jranr th^ sdifem S3M 
Galb^&waJohftisui^MVtlMtpriMentetioS^^^ < | | l | 
precwlMby 8omeworm-^a|),g^^^ «̂  ^wf 
the pHJflna to^ ^heit ami itps^^^^i^iSrii^^gr^'^^^,^^^^ ^ ^ 
Varm-yp*"T8 iiiMly to >e,;particu^ |4 i | 
IMted experience onrf for ttie^p^pMfioK^^ . ;5 l i 
foUowiLii^lniSghtlberemoteftqmj^^ ^^Jfj 
dilemSif»Mgh€|*prwented intheqjfl -^ J l i 

SStlMnfentioCaMdfe^ ;?^r;^ =fes;ZJ2^M\iiB^^{ ^rSi^ ^- ^ - =̂'̂ 5̂ *3 - t ^ - ; i i * 

^'^; omiwNmEDANnm^xYEmsAgg: / ;;;, 
YoM father.&ft fenantfiumetim Sv̂ ^̂  and 
earnî  hardly eridi:«h:tofe$[ih&>peand^̂  
tfiatyoufifctherJcdulinever:p«miKi8;6ws^^ 
England wble& Ned andAwtptwô ldw^̂ ^̂  
tMrthey arc gqinglifeeana&to Mt̂ ^̂  
4on?. spying tha> a ̂ mi»hy ̂ rtUpMrCaaidafit̂ ^^ 
farms for sale"onaedit.':Be^use:!yq^^^ and:j3^?e»^re^ 
youn :̂ yourfator and;mpthetdfcp*ndrm 
workarwmd theiouw;? You" w&t wry muck to :iSU to .Gatada 
before the:pri(»cCIimd there becoraê ^̂  
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In this OBe, riuestio^ Wee ^ a v e you aver wanted, to do things tha|-
m%htdi8appomt.your family?" and "Have jrou b«n d^apftointed by â 
member otyour famjiy leaving hometoSn'doppottunifi^^ 
wouM^UWyte necessary but not sitfficient wam-up-vgueslions 
relati^lhe dilemma to th* unit beii^s^diedini^ 
The ^ r / c r i t i ^ fesk of Stepa^is, nefertheless, thrt ffie p îpils 
comprelwnd jflie Aoice facii^tfii^^cmta4«l»'«<^^ 

The purpose of :Sfep;i of:Beyet% s & t ^ l i s to creatFTdilnsion 
amohgxl&menjbere about wJ»fcttfr^^^ 
ypang pMSon gccto Canada brsti^^jtoheJpjQjefa^Iy)-
thfev choice? ttdaas oiscTuMipn isMow ;ig #«ufling,̂  it isoSornVtimeet ' 
adyisablVto6«¥epupjte:inid^^ _' 
for ffie choiceis attotebMlc Iwforê MuMû ^ 
8t^€»tsdthat a spUtof at̂ IeMi75%{fî  for 
effectiyClmplemenSStfon bt^e^^ 

- Step 3̂ iSyo)vea d&ci^ingji^nm ' 
small^^oupfl.. The nfiiff?^u&e^ 
indude sttwdents atanumSr dft^ 
itt̂ /̂ICcMlMî s te:^j<^i=i(&ef!^^ 
mem|>B^ip>is^tq"cI«aterBtudenfe w^ 
difftre t̂reaTOxu fo^^ 
of jByê ot̂ ĵpUpUs Mch, who d|8«^^ 
olntr^^cj^tf^ctec i^ iHe djle^m^^ 
youliftve Tw^pyj^ual n 
choi^ '^r^nt^ m^e;diifepm&:;':^^ a 
Ifat petite jichoiwot choices recwnmendedl b̂t̂^̂  eacĥ ^̂  « 
accorapam|a by a ranJdng-of̂ rjlBplwl to juatfi^ eac&^chofcf, l ^ e 
tfacher^srige in amaU group d ^ ^ 
insuring th|t!pupifa'attend to Jbe dilemma and lat feasoni'for their 
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dbpioe^r choice. 

..^^E:\^:^^^saa:''^&^ ^*?allrgroupsiv^^perhapŝ Jhroiig^^^ 
spokSpeiMM, reporting choice and TeasoMto t̂te^enfeejidiMs. The 
majn ppi^t^pf Step Cisvto prote 

Probe quliiionsdraip^to clfi^areasons (e.g., "WhatdSyaamean 
by saying that t% perapn consideii^em^atipn/^^ to^. 
his fsSnily?") and rawespeciHcissu^a.'td conflicts :amon̂ ^ 
''Is duty to iamilj^more^important tb&M^̂ ^̂  
Efobe questions Ui<x&v^^mrQ}e::exch^ 
parente of the Sitffolk emigrant:fMl?^\and wmpeifê ^̂ ^ 
(e.g., "What ̂ ouldihappen^ irallVSble:;bodied farnj workeS lefK^elt, 
familfes to emigratelbropportunitiM elsewhere?") are intended^ test" 
reMonagivenfbrchpittfflfS î 1 ^J^e^^^^^^ J -^^^^ i^^^-^ r 

Another wayi0^tMting reasons given by 
pres^ting dUeniative dilemmius tliat are somewhat analogous to the,> 
initiid dilenma in terms of the moral-issues placedrln ĉbnfUct.̂  For 
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example, if some pupils agree t h ^ the dilemma character should 
emigrate to Canada, one of the following alternatives might have been 
presented: 

A. "What if the parents become desperately ill and can no longer 
work the farm?" 

or ' * 

• B. "What if your mother dies suddenly before you leave?" 

If other pupils believe that the dilenima character should 'not emigrate, 
the following alternatives would test reasons fowthis decision: 

A. "What if your father was cruel to you?" 
or 

B. "What if you heard that land in Canada on credit and at low price 
would not be available nett year?" 

This use of alternative or modified dilemmas to test a reason or 
principle is known as the New Cases Test. 

Step 5 of Beyer's strategy can <ake many forms. The punx^e of this 
step is to bring the disciJssion V) a close by encouraging pvipils to 
reassess their choices on the basis of the testing, probing, and exch^ge 
off reasons undertaken in the previous steps of the discussion. 
Appropriate Step 5 activities might include: (1) a concluding class 
discussion about changes'^ade in choices and reasons for or against the 
action, (2) individual students writing, listing and reporting their 
reasons, (3) interviewing others concerning their choices and 
reasons, (4) pupils writing their own dilemmas concerning similar 
choices, (5) finding examples of similar choices and issues in other 
social studies coiftent or the life of the pupils, and (6) writing a new 
solution to the dilemma that Avoids sacrificing the interests of those 
affected by the original choice prjssented. 

-Beyer's-strategy—goes beyond—Kohlberg'9—own~guidelii\es~fGi^ 
dilemma discussions (see Figure 3) in that Beyer recommends 
alternative dilemmas (New Cases), role exchange, and universal 
consequences as means of testing and pĵ obing reasons. In addition, the 
writing of new solutions to moral dilemmas is discouraged by Kohlberg, 
but encouraged by Beyer. Beyer's, strategy, in fact, attempts to 
overcome Hm criticisms of Kohlbei'g: (1) that Kohlberg has no 
procedure forMealing with more and less adequate reasoning at the 
same stage, and (2) that Kohlberg ignores the development of moral 
imagination. f, 

UMTFATIONS OF KOHLBERG'S. THEORY AND PEDAGOGY 

In addition to those alî eady noted, critics of Kohlberg have 
identified other conceptual, theoretical, and pedagogical limitations in 
his approach. Beck (1976), H amm (1975), and Sullivan (1977) are 
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{^anadian scholars who have made important critical observations 
concerning Kohlberg's^approach. I will not try to summarize thesp and 
other criticisms of .Kohlberg's work. Rather, I will focus upon a few 
limitations that have particular relevance to classroom practice. Figure 
3 shows some of the compoiients, or competencies, that John Wilson 
(1972), Jerrold_ Coombs (1975), and others have suggested are required 
for rational and responsible moral judgment and action. Although this 
statement of "Moral Abilities, Attainments, and Dispositions" is likely 
incomplete, it is much more comprehensive than those embodied in 
Kohlberg's theory; Kohlberg's stages do incorporate different levels of 
concern for persons, role taking; and reason giving. However, the roles 
of social knowledge, social skills, principle testing, and the moral 
point of view are not explicitl̂ f acknowledged in Kohlberg's theory. 

Disposition to "regard others as equals ar.a to give weight to "one's own 
and others' interests (CONCERN FOR OTHER PEOPLE). 

Ability to know what others (and yourselO am feeling and what their 
(and your) interests are (EMPATHY/hOLE-TAKING). 

- ' <r 
Knowledge of facts relevant to moral choices (SOCIAL 

KNOWLEDGE). ,,. 

The 'know-how' to act effectively in social contexts HSOCIAL 
SKILLS). 

Ability and disposition to give reasons for moral judgments and 
action? and to assess reasons given in terms of factual warrant 
and moral justification (REASON-GIVING, FACT 
ASSEMBLY and PRINCIPLE TESTING). 

Sensitivity to morally hazardous situations, including ^ 

a. actions that may have consequences for others that one 
could not accept for oneself, a'nd̂  -

h. actions that may have, disast^us consequences if 
everyone were to engage'm them (MORAL POINT OF 
VIEW). 

>*• 
Resolution to act on justifiable moral judgments: to do wha. 

one has decided is right and to refrain from doiVig what 
one has decided is wrong. 

Figure 3. Moral abilities, attainments and dispositions. > 

Kohlberg's teaching procedure, moral dilemma discussion, is even 
less comprehensive than his theory in terms of attention to the moral 
components. Although dilemma discussions undoubtedly promote 
reason giving at different stages of concern for others and role-taking, 
it is likely that such classroom activities as role playing, teacher 
modelling of concern for persons, and classroom debates will contribute 
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significantly Xo the explicit development of one or another of these 
moral components. Other social studies procedures ,and activities 
contribute specifically to the development oi* social knowledge and 
social skills. Inquiry into value-laden social issaes should provide 
relevant socio/ knowledge or, at least, procedures for acquiring and^ 
verifying such knowledge. Classroom writing, reporting, discussion, and 
deb&ting should promote communication and other socio/ skjlls. 

EXTENDING THE TEACHING OF MORAL COMPONENTS 

Space does not permit presenjtation of examples of teaching . 
procedures to promote all of the moral compSnelits (see Bibliography 
for a list of published teaching materials). However, the following 
exanjpjes. of activities to promote the moral point of uiew and 
role-taking illustrate ways of going beyond 'Kohlbergian' pedagogy. 

• The following story-question sheets are designed to stimulate 
consideration oi the moral point-of-view: 

Story 1 

.ALICE AND JANE FIND SOME MONEY 
Alice and Jane see a $20.00 bill in the hall just outside the teacher's 
staffroom. "Wow, let's split the money between us," exclaimed Alice, 
"then we'll have $10.00 each." 
"It's a lot of money alright, but I don't believe anyone should keep 
something of value unless she has tried to find the owner and return 
it to him," said Jane. 
"No one returned the'$5.00 to me that I lost last summer on the way 
to the store," Alice replied. 

Things to think about: 

1. Whose idea of honesty do you prefer, Alice's or Jane's? Why? 

2. Do you think everybody should be entitled to act according to 
Alice's (or Jane's) idea of honesty? Why or why not? 

Story 2 

' SCHOOL MONITORS 
Mikepnd George ore school monitors. Part of their^ob is lunchtime 
duty. It is a school rule that everybody must be out of the school 
buildings on fine days. When it is fine, Mike,and George go round all 
the classrooms and washrooms making sure no students are there. 
One day they find Pete, a boy from their class, smoking in the boys' 
washrt)om. Mike and George know it is their duty to report Pete. 
They also know that, Pete has a bad r« ;ord already and might be 
suspended from school if he is reported. 
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sLel's give liim a warning and not report him," said Mike. 
"Eith^ we report him or we let him go and resign as monitors," 
replied George. "We promised to enforce the school rules when we 
took the job. If we're not willing to enforce the rules, then we should 
resign." • .. ^ 
"I just can't get Pete into any more trouble," insisted Mike, "but I'lr 
not going to resign̂  as school monitor.'* 

Things to'think about: 

3. Who do you agree with about enforcing the rules, Mike or 
George? Why?, 

4. Who do you agree with about resigning, Mike or George? 
Why? 

-) 
Notice that the "Alice and Jane Find Some Money" and "School 

Monitors" situations involve central characters who differ in their 
sensitivity to morally hazardous situations. In Story 1, for example, 
Jane is more sensitive to the moral hazard of the situation than is Alice. i 

The questions are designed to promote discussion of the moral 
features of the situation. Such discussions can be conducted in 
small-group situations or in dialogues between teacher and students. A 
clue to the 'moral sensitivity' of students is the degree to which they 
regard such situations as serious. 

• Recent studies by Elliot Turiel (1975, pp. 7-37) suggest that 
Kohlberg might be mistaken in his claim that stage l_and 2 students are 
not capable of recognizing morally hazardous situations. Turiel claims 
that many elementary school children can, in fact, distinguish between 
social conventional rules (e.g., concerning punctuality, courtesy, etc.) 
and moral rules (e.g., concerning avoidance of harm to others, etc.) It is 
too early to tell whether or notXTuriel's research will lead to a 
redefinition of Kohlberg.'s stages 1 and 2. However, Turiel's work 
suggests that younger students are susceptible at leasthto acquisition of 
rudimentary elements of the moral point-of-view. 

It is assumed by WilsoHj Selman (1971, pp. 1721-1734), and others 
that an important component of moral, as well as other forms of social 
judgment is the ability to recognize that others have feelings, 
viewpoints, and interests that may differ from one's own. Selman refers 
to the different ways in which children understand human subjects and 
social relations as social-perspective taking. .Wilsoacalls the ability to 
know What others are feeling and what their interests are EMP, or 
empathy. Kohlberg assumes that certain levels of role-taking ability 
are necessary for the attainment of thu various stages of 'moral 
reasoning. Clearly, role-taking ability is an ifliportant component of ) 
social studies 'knowing,' as well as moral thought. 

Peter McPhail (1972) has presented materials and activities to help 
students take the perspective of others in the Schools Council Moral 
.Education Curriculum Project kit called In Other People's Shoes. His 
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approach involves the presentation of conflict situations such as the 
following in the form of picture-text cards: ,̂  

D. SITUATION 49 » 
The following advertisement appears in your local newspaper. ^ •'. 

i . • ^ 
Quiet youngSman of 19, apprenticed at JX Plastics, requires 
accommodation. Own room pr^fprred but would like to take 
hij meals with the family. Away some weekends. Write 
Andrew Jones, Box 65. 

Your family has been thinking of letting a room as there are now 
only yourself and your parents at home now. You answer the "̂  
advertisement and invite him to call one evening. When he comes 
you see that he is coloured. « 

Act out in class, preferablyin groups of four, the situation when the 
younfe man arrives at your honie. What would you advice your 
parents to do in this situation? Describe the feelings of the young 
man throughout the interview. Do you think that Andrew should 

* 'have said in the advertisement that he was coloured? 

• E. SITUATIONS! 
Scene in car after a party. - , . 

WIFE: (to husband) Did you have to make an exhibition of yourself? 
Why are you always so brash and noisy? , . / 

HUSBAND: (to wife) You just cannot bear to see me enjoying 
' myself You're.always silent, gloomy, and depressing. 

Describe what you 'imagine has takep-plSce at the party. Can you 
sympathize with the wife, her husbanH or both of them? I f so, say^hy. 

Notice that these situations are much more open-ended and less 
explicitly "moral than Kohlberg's dilemmas. Although parts of the 
McPhail project deal with other morat components, the"/n Other 
People's Shoes kit emphasizes explorationof the feelings, interests, and 
viewpoints ofthe characters in each situation. McPhail suggests three 
main uses of these role-taking/playins situations. 

1. To ask a student to say, write about, act or role-play what he or 
she would do in the given situation. • 

2. To ask a student'how he or she would feel 'in the other person's 
shoes' jn that situation and preferably role-play the other's part. 

3. Finally, to ask the student involved to state or demonstrate what 
she (or he) in that sjvi&idn would really do. ,'' 
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. Since 1974 Kohlberg and Fenton among others have explored the 
possibilities of modified school organization and new curriculum, in 
combination with moral dilemma discussions, for n\oral develophient 
and civic education (Fenton, 1975, pp. 41-50). Studeiifeand teachers in 

' Kohlbergiah "Just Community Schools" draw up*a,school constitution 
and try to govern themselves according to this constitution. The 
decision-making processes of these schtools include weekly njeeting^in 
which students and teachers Bach have one vote and oppottunities^ to 
voice their opinions and prcp^al? for school governance. The civic^ 
education curriculum of these schools includes units bnsuch themp aŝ  
The Meaning %i Community,, Deciding How to Punishspulebreakers, 
and Choosing Decision-"^Makers, .uiili^ing 'content from history, 
contemporary society, arid thp school itself, ^oral reasoning, 
communfcation skills, self-conc^^t development, citizenship skills, & 

' well̂ ds traditional social stut^es objectives are all e^nphasized in the 
Comwmity Schools concepf. Clearly Kohlberg has recognized, himself, 
the need for a more comprehensive approach to moral education than 
he proposed earlier. ' ' , i*, . ^ 

CONCtUSlONS . "* 
Morality, according to Frknken^ (1963),* is a social enterprise 

djjrected to.the regulation of one's cbnductin matters concerning the 
most crucial interests of oneself and others. At its highest development, 
morality .proEpot^/jrational self-gbid&nce in such matters. SocialN" 
studfes "has a .role fo play in helping, students* to 'become rational, / 
responsible and moral citizens. '^i 

Kohlberg and other developmental psychologists provide a number 
o.4» promising insights and procedure3 for improvement of moral 
education iii social studies., mwever, Kohlberg's approach doesn't 
exhaust the possibilities for ijustiflable^and comprehensive program of 
moral education. The work of AVB ;̂̂ (1978) <it the University of British 
ColumblaTand Clive Beck at the Ontario Institute forNStudies in 
Education presenti^ proiSiising approaches draw^.from normative logic 
and ethics (i.e.j philosophy)." The work of John Wilson in moral 
education and Peter McPhail in curriculum and spcial psychology " 
contributes^ additional ideas for extending the objectives and 
procedures of moral and sociaj education. Although wi still have a lot 
to learn about theory, curriculum and f̂̂ search in moral education, 
present practice fglls short ciansiderpbly of what is known already in 
this exciting and. important field (Cochrane & Williams, 1978,'l)p. , 
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Questioning Strategies 
in Social Educatiofi: 
Inductive Mode ' ' 

F. Simon 

^Clearly the nature of questions in social education must derive from 
a definition of the relevant social systems. Questioning practices in the 
social education of one country often vary greatly from those in' 
another. Even within a single country, as in Canada, the variety, 
pattern and concentration of questions asked in social education may 
vary considerably. For example, one would expect substantial 
differences between questioning strategies employed by teachers in 
politically more free and less free countries. Also, within Canada, there 

' probably ̂  are differences, if not in varjetyn tjien in pattern and 
concentration of questions required of teachers in different provinces, 
school systems, and schools. ^ 

On§ could say that in a totalitarian society, teachers would ask 
questions which are, politicafly, "correctly" framed to elicit the "cQrrect"' 
re^^ponsls. In Canada, generally, questions asked in social education are 
dii;gcted more at the transmission of social knowledge, the developnfent 
of understanding of the social environrpent, and the development of the 
appropriate predispositions and intellectual skills for critical social 
inquiry. Again, in reference to possible differences across Canada, one 
might find greater use of,"valuing" questions in some schools than in 
others even in the same center. Reasons for this possible difference 
could probably be found in the diverse development of social education "̂  
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in various loc îtioub. For exampl^, schools in a system which places a 
heavy emphasis on the transmissid^ of* the "cultul"al heritage" would 
feature questions of the "designative" (who, what, which, where, wHen, 
why, how was, is, and will be) questions..In another cenfer, where, for 
example, existing political, economic, and social issues are placed under 
critical study, questions of the normatî >e or "appraisive" (what should 
be), and the "prescriptive type" ./what should be done) would^ 
expectedly receive considerable attention (Downey Research Associates 
Ltd.. 1975). ^ 

The presently evident diverse pressures on social education" in 
Canada do not, as expected, permit any single direction of curriculum 
developmentV Social education teachers are exhorted t,o do a^great 
variety of things; teach the social sciences, develop "good" citizens, help 
students develop "coping" or "life" skills, teach the cultfural heritage and 
induce students to "appreciate" same, .teach world education and 
develop world conscfousness among students, teach "current events." 
The list could be extended considerably but it would be appropriate to 
add two slogans which have recently, become very popular, viz, 
"Canadian Content" and "back to the basics." 

What does all this mean to th^ social education teacher? First, it is 
ciiucially important that the teacher not lose direction, throw his/her 
arms into the air and "work to rule" in some simple-minded manner. 
The only acceptable response to a greater challenge is to try harder ,td 
mfeel that challenge. Ferine thing, a crucially importai^ thing, the' 
teacher musb-develop Uie ability to ask questions in a greater variety of 
modes than has beeij^evident in the past. The range of objectives in 
social education has widened remarkably *in the past ten or fifteen 
years, and the teaciier's ability to ask questions appropriate to these 
purposesmustbe developed and coordinated effec '̂vely. 

MODELS FOR Q&STION SEQUENCES AND STRATEGIES: 
COGNITIVE DOMAIN / 

Bloom's taxonomy (Bloom, 1956) in the ccsgnitiveylomiyn'identines 
several different "levels" of cognitive operations, as well as objectives 
and question types which correspond with these levels. The cognitive 
operations, as adapted by Sanders (1966) and the present author, and 
example •estions,j^refls follows: ^ '' 

X , : 

Un'l 

lUemitrisal lutl 

Kiampti' Qut'!<lt(m<: 

^ ^ 
Recall, rpmembff. In which year was ( niiada 
recite, regiirnitate. 'born?" . 
revi<^ te|)ri)duce from 
mciirery / 

i 

Exiyhcotwn of Levels . 

\ 
The student is asked to recoil 
Bfevious learninK 

'Zo:. 
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Levfl 

Translation 
Define, reword, 
paraphrase, change, 
convert, transform. 

Interpretatton 
Infer, deduce, 
illustrate, give 
meaning to, explain, 
construe, extrapolate, 
project, elucidate, 
clartfy, show 
understanding. 

Apptieation 
Make use of, adap\, 
ladopt, utilize, employ, 
agply, put into action 

Anahni!> • 
Takefipart, 

• Interrelate, compare, 
Contrast, test, 
investigate, examine, 
study, dissect, "reason 
out" make sense of, 
distinguish, 
discriminate, 

, differentiate, see 
\ through, penetrate. 

Synlhdyi^ 
Predict, nypothesi/e, 
organize, classify, 

' rojind out, sketch, 
formulate, create, 
mold, shape, structure, 
build, invent, put 
togkher, picture, 
systematize, arrange, 
postulate, generalize. 

Example Questions 

What do you see in this 
cartoon? (Also) Read the 
following story and then draw 
a picture to show wlyit it says. 
(Also) Define the following 
terms, (Also) F{cad the 
following news item and then 
tell the class, in your own 
words, what happened. 

What might happen if every 
trading nation always want<Kl 
to cnjiiy a bafance of trade' 
surplus? (Also) Two guards ^ 
are standing by the I'oomis' 
van Why? 

Given the rules for _ 
parliamentary procedure, how 
would yViu organize a model 
parliament for out school? 
(Also) Given these rules for 
industrial location, which of 
the following locations would 
be b ^ for a propo'.ed'textile 
facli^? , 

Wha't isth^ author's political 
bias in this article? Is the 
author's argument logical? Is 
It empirically well supported'' 
Arc his conclusions valid?^ 
(Also) I.et us study our recent 
model parliament to see how 
we can improve our 
performance the next time. 

Here are some choices for your 
essay assignment: (1) 

(Canadian life styl» when 
oilwells run dry. (2) Canadian 
identity m the year 2000. {^) 
A history'of a local 
organization or lo^titution. 

Explicafion of levels 

The student is asked to , 
identify content in a 
commtinicaliun, but in «• 
different form Translation 
also includes paraphrasing: 
"Say in jour own words." , 

From an observation of One or 
more phenomena, the student 
is asked to draw (usually) a 
relatWely obvious inference 
ThisJeVel of cognitive 
operation is differei)t from 
translation in that it requires 
understandini! of a 
relationship, rather tlvin only 
a.change ii> the form of a *i 
communication. 

At this level the student is 
asked to recall information, 
identify relationship's 
(understanding), and apply 
the knowledge and * •• 
understandings to some novel 
(previou9l\4unencouiitered) 
situation. J^ote, again, that 
applying knowledge and 
understanding is the point of 
the question. 

Analysis is an advanced type 
of applicktion procedure, 
requiring knowledge, 
understanding and use of 
relevant'conccpts and 
principles. Analysis can be 
seen as rt dissection of the 
parts aiid processes of 
commum-odon. Also, it may , 
be regartled as-applicot ion "in ' 
reverse.'' ' 

Synthesis is also o type of , 
applicniion, but onSwhich 
re(iuires originality. 
Synth^is goes "beyond" the 
rules of procedure to produce 
a unique, creative product. • 
The sttidcnt's personality is 
'built into" the product. 

V -1 
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'•evel ' 1 

Eialuatw'n 
Judge; rule, decide, 
arguei weigh, debate, 
su|>{)ort. oppose, 
measurer appraise, 
rati', assess, value in 
terlns of good-bad, 
better-worse, 
right-wrong 
efficleni -inefficient, 
hjiirmful-helpful, 
feasible-nifeasible, 
nV>raUiminoral, 
desirable-undesirnble, 
n/cessary-uiineccbsary. 

Kxa'mple (juestions 
t 

Should cigarette .id.verti.slng m 
Canada be banned? The ̂  
consumer society. Human or 
animal'' Siti'uH "junk food-
be removed from school 
cafeteria".? A 

Explication of Levels 

At this final level of 
application, as well, the 
student is invited to exhibit 
his^er personal prcfereilces in 
the response to the normative, 
"value" questions. These 
preferences, or judgments, 
should be backed up however, 
by the use of relevant 
knowledge, understanding, 
application of relevant 
concepts and analysis, 
principles, and synthesis 
(organization). 

There is much more to this t-axonomy than what first meets the eye. 
To begin,, a taxonomy requires by definition all abilities and processes 
below a given "level" or form. At the interpretatioji level, one must 
have the required information and understandings by which to identify 
appropriate relationships;. Consider a westbound train arriving in 
Jasper, Alberta and there taking on another diesel power unit. One can 
see the meaning of this only when certain knowledge (e.g., approaching 
mountainous terrain), and understandings (e.g., more power needed to 
overcome gravity) are available. Again, when a student is askerf a 
question at the analysis level, an appropriate response requires 
pertinent kno\Vledge, understandings applicative skills obtained at 
"lovvfer" levels of mental operations. It/ follows, thbn, that question 
sequences in the cognitive domain demand a teX^her's serious attention 
to (1) the taxonomic level of question he/she is asking, and (2) whether 
or not lower order, prerequisite knowledge/understanding/skills were 
previously achieved. \t is quite alright, and even necessary on occasion, 
however, to ask a high-order question for a particular purpose, for 
example, as a topic or object of study (should Quebec withdraw from 
Confederation?) ' , • 

The various levels of taxonomy can be subdivided in dJIforent ways 
to make further observations about the use of questions in social 
educa'tion. For example, we can see in the taxonomy three major levels: 
knowledge, understanding, and "higher order" or application levels. An 
implication seems clear, learning requires the examination of questions 
which require acquisition of knowledge, of understandings, skills, and 
applications of these. We would have no difficulty, as teachers, in 
agreeing on this observation, hut disagreement begins when we are 
asked a 'lich levels should receive jidui much attention. Should the 
knowledge (memorization) level receive most attention? How much? 
When? Why? What about the comprehension levets\translation, 
interpretation)? Should they receive 20Co' of total time? 6'OCc? 75%? 
What about the application levels of guestjons (application, analysis, 
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synthesis, evaluation)? Should they receive, in total, the lion's share of 
total time in the social education classroom? . , . 

There is, of course, no simple answer. The rationale and objectives 
for the particular curriculum, unit, mini uni*, or lesson must first be 
formulated. The objectives will then indicate the relative emphases 
desired at the different levels of mental operations. Is the curriculum 
designed to acquire familiarity with some^aspects of cultural heritage? 
If so, one would expect a heavy empfiasfs on khowledge questions. Is 
the unit designed to help students develop their analytic abilities? If 
so, then one could expect a heavy emphasis on knowledge, 
undtrstanding and application of analytic concepts and principles 
(analytic "tools"). If the rationale for a unit is that students require 
opjjortunities to make deeisions on social issues, then one would expect 
a heavy emphasis on analytic, synthetic, and evaluative questions. 

< Note that the taxonomy can be divided into two basic 
teaching/learning orientations: the past and the future. That is, th§ 
knowledge, comprehension, application, and analysis levels relate to 
what is already known and possible to man.> The synthesis and 
evaluation levels, are directed to the future: the form of a creative 
product cannot be known in advance; neither can an evaluation 
(judgment) on a value question be foreordained in an open society and 
inquiry atmosphere. 

To expand on differences between lower and higher levels of the 
taxonomy, one could summarize som? of them as follows: 

LOWER LEVELS OF COGNITIVE HIGHER LEVELS OF COGNITIVE 
.OPERATIONS OPERATIONS 

Orientation to the past - Orientation to the future 

Transmission of the cultural heritage Creative/Evaluative/ Policy-Making 
Endeavor 

Objective/Empirical 'Subjective/Normative 

Convergent thinking , Divergent thinking 

Deductive Teaching/l.earning Processes Inductive Tenchmg/Lcarning Processes 

Questions for which answers are typically Questions for whicl"' 'ers are typically 

cfc known not known 

It would takfe much space to describe and explain these differences 
thoroughly. A brief examination of the comparative orientations, 
however, should provide a meaningful grasp of them. Questions at 
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lower levels liavv nnswer.s which are usually known in advance by the 
teacher and textbook writers, and these answers ,'..ould be solicited 
through questions which proceed from the conceptually simple toward 
the more complex, from the geographically nfiar to the more distant, 
from the familiar to the increasingly unfamiliar, and so on, ii^the 
learner's experience. The point in all this, of course, is to enhance 
further learning by taking advantage of the learner's existing repertoire 
of experience. In other words, questions asking for familiar factual 
knoivledge should precede questions asking for the understanding of 
•particular concept, and these questions should precede ones which ask 
for ihternationships among concepts for the purpose of learning a ' 
principle or arriving at some generalization(s). In beginning a study of 
a unit on Transportation in Canada, for example, an appropriate 
question sequence in the inductive mode might be as follows (the 
chalkboard could be effectively used in this introductory exercise): 

Questions Winch Ask (u Identify 
Different Types of Transportation 
Vehictcs __^ , ___ - _, 
I'rmess: Datn Collection (recall of 
knowledge) What kinds of vehicles do we 
use in Calgary for transportation'' In 
Alberta? Elsewhere in Canada? 

Likely Answers: cars, bikes, skateboards, 
boats, airplanes, trucks, helicopters, 

-ttains.-buses.-unicydcrhorscr " ' 
snowmobile, tanks, sleigh, skis, kayak, 
dog sleigh, tractore, motor homes, 
barges, etc. 

Questions Which Ask (Q Define ' 
Unfamiliar Terms. 
Process: Defining terms (Knowledge 
acquisition, translating) Does everyone 
know what a unicycle is? A 
snowmobile' What do we call vehicles 
which are used on land as well as on 
water? 

Likely Answers: Usually "Yes", but some 
"I don't know" and "I am not sure" 
ai\swcrs may, on occasion, be expected. 

Amphibious vehicles' 

III Questions Which Ask for Grouping of 
Ite-ns (Fair& Shaftel, 1967) 
Process. Identifying Relationships 
among elements of data. 
Grouping/Labelling/ Concept Formation 
(Interpreting/ Synthesizing) 

What do some of these types of 
transporta'ioi) vehicles have in common? 
Which ones are in some way(s) similar? 
Different' Which ones can we group 
together? Why? What shall we call 
each group? Do we have the best name 
for each group? Should we divide some 
groups into a number of subgroups' 
Why or why not? 

Likely Answers. 
1) Some types are used on land, in the 
water, on the water, in the air, or in 
space. 
2) Some types of vehicles are used for 
sport, fitness or pleasure (recreation) 
Examples. 

3) Some types are used only for work, 
Examples 
4) Some types of vehicles arc used in 
wars. Examples. 
5) Some "vehicles" are alive, like horses 
and people. Other examples. ̂  
6) Some vehicles are used very little. 
Others are used very much Examples. 
7) Some vehicles pollute the air. 
Examples., 

8) Some vehicles require a lot of material 
and labor to build. Examples. 
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\ 
Look al these different groups Are all 
of the different types of vehicles placed 
in ̂ he correct or "most" correct 
categories? Should any of the type* of 
vehicles be moved? If so, why? Has ' 
any category been left out? Can you 
think of others? 

Some Likely Labels for Groups 
Land Vehicles 
Water Vehicles 
Snow Vehicles 
Air Vehicles 
Amphibious Vehicles 
Recreation Vehicles i 
Commuting Vehicles 

1 Public 2. Private 
Transport Vehicles' 
Industrial Vehicles 

1. Agriculture 2. Mining 
3. General 

Military Vchicfes 
Fossil-Kuel Driven Vehicles 
Animal/Human Drawn Vehicles 
Polluting Vehicles 

(Air, Water, Soil) 
Pollution scale 

Non-Polluting Vehii^ 
Kcsource Depleting Vehicles 

1. In the construction of the vehicle 
2. Operation of the vehicle 

Depletion sc^le 

IV Questions Which Ask fpr 
Meanings/Generalizatwns. 
Process Identifying Relationships 
Among the Different 
Categories/Concepts/Understandings 
(Interpr(;ting/Synthesi7ing) 

Which types of vehicles arc placed into 
the largest number of groups? Smallest 
number of groups? What does it mean 
if the same vehicle is found in many 
categories? Fcit> categories' Are there 

- vehicles which are used by relatively few 
people, and relatively seldom, but which 
require a great deal of resources to 
build? To operate? Are these vehicles 
also polluters? Does their production 
also cause pollution? A great amount'' 
Little? Explain 

Likely Answers: 

Vehicles found in many categories are 
important or popular, or both. Maybe 
they are ch?ap. Some recreation 
vehicles [e.g., power boats, trailers, ' 
snowmobiles) are used by relatively few 
people and not very often, but require a 
great deal of resour' es to build and 
operate. They also pollute air and 
water, and in some cases destroy and 
damage plant and animal life. Their 
manufacture, of wood, metal and plastic 
results in much pollution of the 
biosphere. (Examples) 

Also, recreation vehicles which are used 
for sport and fitness (e.g., skis, bicycle, 
sleigh) are the least expensive, least 
demanding of resources, and are usually 
non-polluting and damaging to the 
environment 

Many other (including unanticipated 
and unique) generalizations can be 
expected. 

This simple example in the inductive model sthpuid help illustrate 
the point made above: that questions asking fp information and 
definition require methodical, patient, and comprehensive treatment 
before proceeding with questions that, in order to answer, require that 
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knowledge base. 'Plus point is often iiade and well accepted by 
teachers. (Indeed, it is so of ten, made and is well accepted that the 
inquiry process very often stops right there, at the knowledge-
acquisition level of mental operations.) 

The following is a summary of the questioning sequence as related 
to the cognitive domain taxonomy. It is noted, dgain, that in the 
taxonomy, performance at any level assumes performance at all lower 
levels to be necessary beforehand. 

7'vpcs of Questwif: 
(iuealions eliciting existing, collective 
kiiiiwledgc of the clasi. 

Bloom's Taxonomy with Cognitwe Domain 
Level 1 Knowledge 
(Recall of previous learning, of vehicle types) 

()uesti»n!> eliciting identiricntKin iif 
.clationships amung the items vif kimvv ledge 
(data). * ' 

(juestioiis eliciting identification 
Iforinntiiin) of categories 

Quesitions eliciting generalizations 

Level 2 Interpretation 
(Simple inferencing l>> noting similarities 
and differences between/among identified 
vehicles) 

Level 6 Synthesis 
Organization of knowledge, (Implies 
application of certain knowledge/concepts/ 
principles, e.g., "We shall put all vehicles 
which are alike in this manner together." 
Implies some simple analysis, e g., "Do all of 
the vehicles in these categories belong 
together? Why or why not?" Implies 
identification of anticipated and 
unanticipated (novel) categories (concepts). 

Level 6 Synthesis 
Production of major underst,jndiiigs. laws, 
hypotheses, novel ideas, structures, 
accounts, solutions, etc. Implies creativity, 
originality, discovery. (See examples in 
"Likely Answers" above) 

To carry the questioning process further with, let's say, a 
cost-benefit study being one of the higher purposes of the activity, the 
teacher will first have to ask questions which begin testing the validity 
of the generalizations drawn. For example: How can we be sUre that 
our concluL'ions (generalizations) are correct? Is it certain that 
recreation vehicles are used by relatively few people, and are used 
rather seldom? If we cannot be certain of this, what would we need to 
know to becomt certain? 

Clearly, we are now talking about higher-order analytic questions, 
requiring tiie application of certain kinds of knowledge, 
understandings, and skills to test the validity of generalizations. Such 
a test, requiring considerable rigor, may be illustrated by questions 
such as; How did we obtain our information? Is our information 
adequate? Reliable? Why or why not? Is the reasoning by which we 
arrived at our conclusion logical? Are there any weaknesses in our, 
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reasoning? If any, where? Why do you tlifnk they are weaknesses? 
What should be done to correct them? Can these suggestions to correct 
them be carried out? If so. how? 1/ not, what do these deficiencies 

»mean for the acceptability of our cortclusions? 
It should be clear that in this analytic process, we are again asking 

for (l) identification of certain elements in our date, (2) comparing, 
contrasting, dissecting, interpreting and (3) generalizing 
(hypothesizing, predicting, and, empirically, evaluating). 

Assuming the completion of this initial analytic stage of 
ouestioning, it is now possible to progress into the normative domain, 
i.e., to the (appraisive) what should be and the (prescriptive) what 
shoula be done questions (Simon, 1970). For example: "If we have now 
estab!iEhe,d*to our (satisfaction that privately owned recreation vehicles 
are (1) very great in number, (2) utilize a great amount and .variety of 
resources, -(3) cause a large amount of pbllution of the biosphere 
e.opecially in their production, (4) are in most instances used very little, 
yet (5) requiring enormous other resour es (roads, shelters, parking 
areas, etc.) whicli again are used for only a fraction of each year, and so 
on, what social problem(s) do we see here, if any?" 

I'roblem- IdiiH.fyiiti; Qite\tiiins 
What s(x-ial/i)e-»onnl prolilemK) do AC s-oe 
here, if am"' 

/ ifccf.v llesponfi't. 
(Jlutti'd liiijhways, parks in the vacatiim 
•reason. Higher costs ofvacationing. Less 
heallhv environment. A lot of waste. 
HJKher costs for other gtKxis and services 
(inflation). Damage to nature. Keeping u|f 
with the neighixirs 

/ • 

Are there any social/iier'ionol hfnffit^ from 
the production ^nd use of ret reation 
vehicles'' 

Yes. relax.ntion Fnn I'ride inovvnership 
of a recreation vehicle PriK^uction of 
recre».tion vehicles provides employment. 
Owr-iship of recreation vehicles provides 
taxes, (Various other economic and 
"psychic" benefits.) 

.S/ii/( til an Appmii^we (/u<".(io;i 
Well, very Kood. VVc see that there are 
benefits as well as disbenefits resulting from 
the production, private ownership and use 
of recreation vehicles 
Is there really any problem, then? .Should 
the present recreatitm vehicle situation 
continue'' 

No! Yes! 1 don't know' The benefits can't 
cancel out the disbenefits. so the disbenefits 
are still problems Hut if you try to remove ' 
the dhbenefits, you remove the benefits. 

Shift to Prescriptive Queitions 
Hold it now and let's see where we are with 
this. Can we say that not all of you agrt » 
with private ownership of recreation 
vehicles'" 

Y P S 
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Nim.tiiuirfk <iur<|tiistiiiiiiii)i liirtlicr. <iiii 
wt Word a "v\hat shoulil ht" i|u('̂ tiui) btiM (i 
on (his disagrecmciil? 
(itHxl I.rl's liHik at all of our other 
Ki'iicializations Can »f identify other 
proliieniN I's well a', "what shmild he" and 
' what should he done" questions" Let's, list 
them on the blackl)i>ard 

Yex iKollownig soineroachnij;). Should 
an individual he allowed to own a reireation 
vehicle* 
Yes. Further identification of problems 
and appraisive/prescriptivc questions. For 
example .Should Ihe size of large 
automobiles be reduced? Should the 
government place a tax on car engines almve 
a certain size? Should public 
transportnlion facilities he made more 
accessible to places of \ ork and to 
recreational areas? Should ther^ be more ' 
resorts with accommodation for large 
numbers of people? 

Very gonKl. Now, class. 1 would like each of 
>ou to choose one of these should questions 
to study further. You may choo«e to Jo so 
by yourself, or in groups of two, three or 
(our I.et me know your decisiiuis by 
tomorrow Then, we can discu'i.s ways in 
which we can proceed with our research. 

tt can be easily seen, of course, that on Bloom's taxonomy these 
appraisive apd prescriptive questions occur at the "highest" levels of 
cognitive operations, ft can be just as readily expected, however, that 
students may go beyond these levels by an examination of, and possible 
involvement in, action on the problem. Such an application would of 
course recftiire yet another cycle of data collection, classification, 
analysis, and generalization. Questions asked in this process would 
necessarily include those which probe the desirability and feasibility of 
various proposed courses of action, by students as well as other groups, 
on the should question(s) examined (1970, 1976). These observations, 
however, move beyond the limit of the present discussion and require 
separate extensive treatment. ' 
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Teaching Concepts 
In Social Studies 

D. Grav 

Helping children learn concepts . . . 
schooling. (Weil & Joyce, 1978, p. 29) 

is a fundamental purpose of 

I once began a session with student teachers by writing on the board 
the title of this chapter and the quotation from Marsha Weil and Bruce 
Joyce.' I made no comment about either title or quotation, and no one 
was curious enough to ask. I then gave my students a task: 

List in your notebook six educational objectives that you believe 
fundamental to a child's schooling. List in order of preference. Be 
prepared to defend your choices. 

It is interesting to observe student behavior when engaged in such a 
task. Many appear bewildered at the immensity of thinking about 
education in macro terms. Much time is spent in fretful indecision. 
Others appear to treat the task in cavalier fashion and in a few short 
minutes have jotted down what to them is a definitive list. Curiously, 
most end up >vith somewhat identical lists both in substance and order 
of preference. The pattern is very similar to the one you see here: 

Henceforth referred to u Joyce, or Urtice Joyce 
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1. Reading skills 
2. Writing skills 
3. Mathematics skills 

. 4. Thinking skills * ' 
5. Knowledge of the Canadiau identity 
6. Understanding of good citizenship 

I allowed the class to compare choices and to debate at will. Like 
mdny free discussions, this one soon over- heated frgm an assortment'of 
gross misconceptions and misinformation. The "back-to-the-basics" 
movement was foremost in mariy minds. Not only did the traditional 
basics top thê  list, they were invariably listed in the traditional order. 
Finally, when the debate had subsided, I asked how many had listed 
the Joyce endorsement of concepts. One out of thirty-five had picked 
it. Why, I asked, did everyone ignore Joyce? A sampling of the 
responses to this question is worth recording: 

1. Everyone knows the Three Rs are fundamental to schooling. 
Certainly, they preempt what Joyce is claiming. 

2. Statements of the Joyce sort are just educational jargon. I always 
suspect them as being phoney. " 

3. I think it's probably a fine theory, but I don't see it having any 
value in a classroom situation. 

I thought about the statement, then concluded I didn't 
understand what he was saying. If I'd listed it and you asked me 
to defend it, I would have been in trouble.' 

5. I think most.'of, us relate to the Three Rs because we remember 
being drilled in them. But how many of us remember being drilled 
in concepts? Frankly, I'm not sure what a concept is. 

The one student who chose J6'yce had an honest enough answer. 
She confessed she could not think of a sixth entry, and the one on the" 
board seemed there for the picking. The order'in which I have listed 
these sample responses is indicative of a shifting attitude among most 
<but not all) of the students. Initially, statemehts rejecting Joyce were 
delivered with great authority and little substance. But the admissions 
noted in 4 and 5 indicate that more and more students were ready to 
concede that they were not well-enough informed to seriously challenge 
Bruce Joyce. Most rejected Joyce because they didn't understand 
Joyce. With this new-found admission of ignorance the class seemed 
prepared to receive instruction in concepts. 

If I may assume that the reader is similar to my students, then 
certain goals can be stated for thfs chapter: First, we will begin with 
assuming you have no ?lear understanding of concepts. ^ The intent is 

^ .< 
' No ont in my class thought to argue that conwpt learning might be subsumed under thmking skills (4th on 
the lull. Such a ime of argument would not have undermmed Joyce, but would have demonstrated to me 
that here was a student who understood something of the nature of concepta. 
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to provide >ou with on introduction to concepts. It is neither intensive 
nor exhaustive. Second, I will argue that concept learning is of such 
fundamental worth that it is the equal of the Three Rs. This chapter 
supports the Joyce statement, and places it high on any list of 
fundamental goals. Third, this chapter ^i'! demonstrate that concepts, 
far" from being a theoretical notion, provide the teacher with a very 
powerful and essential teaching strategy. Fourth, although many 
students may view statements in this chapter as educational jargon, I 
will on occasion use educational models and educational terms as a 
means of developing a disciplined approach to a complex problem. 

WHAT IS A CONCEPT? 

* V̂ e can begin By asking what is a concept. Fraenkel states: 
"Concepts are mental, constructions invented by man to describe the 
characteristics that are common to a number of experiences"(Fraenkel, 
1973, p. 95). For instance, the concept we associate with the word 
"leisure" meets the conditions cited in the definition. In the first place, 
Ihere is no such thing as "a leisure." It does not exist in the material 
world. It-is an abstraction, an idea of the mind, or as Fraenkel says, "a 
mental construction." In the second place, leisure conjures up in our 
minds a "number of experiences" that we identify as 'leisure-ful." Our 
examples stem from personal experiences we have had in the real world. 
These exist or did exist. In the third place, all these varied experiences 

, must have some "characteristics that are common" to what we mean by 
'? leisure. Failure to identify the basic attributes of a concept invites 

failure to understand <vhat is being argued. Discussion soon 
deteriorates because of fundamental misconception of the concept on 

\ whicK discussion centres. 
. ,L^t us continue to use leisure as an example of a concept. I often 

beg'in Jjy asking a group to identify specific experiences that individuals 
in the group consider leisure-ful. ^ I try to collect as many of these on 
whatever board space is available. Here is a sampling of what I received 
on "one, such occasion: jogging at 6 a.m. (2), dining out at a posh 
Restaurant (17), reading a detective story (11), watching the late-late 
show (4), playing chess (1), so-iking up the sun on a sandy beach (23), 
fishing on the French River (7), a nap after lun'n (10), cooking a 

. gourmet meal (3), just being alone with myself (26), cross-country 
skiing (13), playing solitaire (12), cultivating my garden (23), knitting 

, (3)._ This group consisted of 10 men and 23 women. Each member was 
asked to review the recorded leisnre experiences and to indicate which 
ones he or she could accept as p^sonally leisure ful.' F'or instance, 

. jogging at six in the morning,was considered leisure-ful by only 2 out of 

" ^ 
It wtAiid bf useful u- Hvtcpt ni>n cxnmplp*.os »f 11 a* example^ The* miuld 9har[>en thcdistimtiun (wtwef n 

what)sthi»ughtof aslpisuroomi what ism>t' nuwever.isaninUiaf exert isc. I have upted to omit Ihts added 
complication 

The numlter choosing a particular f xptncnU w nutf d after it in hrackct* 
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33, and from the expressions on same faces, several of the dissenters 
must have thought the two early birds a bit nutty. In any case, it was 
obvious we did not all agree as -to what we perceived as leisure. This 
does not destroy the concept, providing we can agree on the essential 
attributes of what is meant by .leisure. This group identified three 
essential conditions: 

1. To be leisure-ful the experience must be enjoyable and satisfying. 

2. To be leisure-ful the expcrie;ice must release or free one from 
tensions of the work-a-day world. 

3. To be leisure-ful the experience must be an off-the-job situation, 
no matter how pleasurable our joh experience may be. 

4 

As long as the discussion of leisure met these agreed-upon 
conditions, i t deserved the attention and respect of the group. But even 
so, it was unmistakably clear that the perceptions of individual 
members on this subject wer^as varied as their individual backgrounds. 

I reminded the group that while recording examples of leisure, I 
occasionally rejected an example as not sufficiently specific to be 
life-like. For instance, to suggest "hobby" is to suggest something that 
does not, in itself, exist. Actual hobbies, such as stamp collecting, do 
exist. But hobby, like leisure, is an abstraction, a mental construction, 
and as such is a concept. Since it subsumes under leisure, we can speak^ 
of it as a subordinate concept. This is an important characteristic of 
concepts, and suggests that concepts are part of a hierarchy that 
includes lower-order concepts (subordinate) and higher-order concepts 
(supraordinate). With this in mind I asked the students to organize 
these random experiences around such subordin^te-conceptc as hobby. 
This task created considerable dispute, but here is what was agreed 
upon: 

HOBBY 

knitting 
gardening 
cooking 
chess 

SPORT 

tennis 
skiing 
fishing 
jogging 

ENTERTAINMENT 

late late movies 
solitaire 
reading 
chess 
eating out 

INACTIVITIES 

napping 
sun bathing 

-being iUCne 
watching TV 

As yOu will observe, there was some question as to the appropriate 
category for certain experiences. Even wheTn the essential attributes of 
the category concept were identifie.d, the group could not resolve the 
question and ended up putting some'experiences in two categories. 
Clearly, experiences can be classified in many ways. You may have also 
observed that there was trouble finding an appropriate label for a 
"wanting-to-sit-on-your-backside-and-do-nothing" category. At 
about this time it occurred to someone that besides these conventional 
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*' 
• ^ 

subordiryite jconcepta, why not classify according to sex? The two 
organizing concepts would be male and female. This proved something 
of a breakthrough/ for it spawned a series of liypotlieses as to new 
classification systems. Here are two examples: 

r - ,'• -
If our group had been made up of kids, teenagers, young adults and senior 
citizen ,̂ then we could have used a series of age levels as categories. 
If our group had been made up of various ethnic groups, then we could 
have used a series of ethnic classifications. 0 

< • 

To this pginti have tried to respond to the query: what is a 
concept? I began with a definition and applied it to a particular 

^concept. But before leaving this definitional phase, I would draw your 
attention to one additional phrase Jh the Fraenkel definition. It is the 
expression "invented by man." As far as we know, there is no other 
creature'on this earth that has the capacity to invent conceptual" 
thought. It is, in effect, the premier distinction between being mere 
animal and being human. To use the mind beyond the repetitions of a 
parrot requires mental constructions that allow us to organize the 
experiences of Jife into very powerful^thought forms. I will not at this 
time attempt to press this point. Suffice it to note that it is a vital 
component' of the Fraenkel definition, and if what I have said has 
validity, then we are indeed examining a process,that is a very 
fundamental condition of our evolution as man. And if this is so, then 
one might well argue that "helping children Jearn concepts . . . is a 
fundamental purpose of schooling." • , 

IN SUMMARY , 

Much of what I have tried to say can be summarized in the following 
statements: 

1. Concepts are abstractions, and as such enable the learner to 
extend his thoughts beyond the concrete level. 

2. Concepts are not words, although word-symbols are used to 
identify the concept. 

3. Concepts are organizers enabling the learners to select and patter 
diverse material. ) 

4. Concepts are experientially based, since one's avVUreness of them is 
conditioned by one's experiences. Thus the knowledge of a 
concept varies from person to person. ' 

5. Concepts are hierarchical in nature and are most effectively 
understood in conjunction with their subordinate concepts and 
supraordinaje concepts. / 

^ 

'To this point A\\ urganizmg tunwpt^ are svlburdinatc rontept* of leisure Tht student who breaks out of 
this mind set and identiHe^ <. laMifK a turn Systems that are nut subordtitate tu leisure, ht>s made a sixnificant 
mental leap 
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Concept learning needs to be sjfstematic to be effective. The 
critical attributes must be identified and applied. 

Concepts can be applied to new situations as these are 
encountered. ' 

Concepts are essential to most modes of inquiry, enabling the 
enquirer to analyze and hypothesize. 

z' 

A TEACHER WHO DOES NOT TEACH CONCEPTUALLY 

Now that you have been introduced to concepts, it might be useful 
to apply what you have learned to actual teaching situations. The 
lesson transcript which you will now read is an" edited version of̂ â 
lesson observed by researchers and is /ound *in Ar fi. Hodgett's book 
What Culture? What Heritage? (Hodgetts, 1968, pp.47-48). 

The bell goes to start classes and the teacher (I AVJII lefer to him as 
Mr. White) witlvhis thumU in the pages of the textbooV." says; 

"On Tuesday, we took the story of a famoust-expjorer. Who was 
.this?" • • <} , 

Now, what (lid we say was Henday's greatest 

(A number of hands go up enthusiastically.) -^ 

"Who was it? .loan." , \ '^ 
"(Jiinthony Hendny." 
"'Uiat's right 
achievement?" 
"Henday'^ explorations took him to the forks of .the Saskatchevvgn." 
(Straight out of the tektbook.) ^ , ^ ' 
"That's right. What else?/><Jofln, again." .. , 

"He was a bold,s£rvant of the Company." (again, the textbook.) 
"What Company?" ' ' . . ^ 
"The Hudson's Bay Company." ' ' , 
(This question-and-answer, review continued for about eight ' 
minutes.) • 
"Now for today we are to read pages 275-281. Now, Caroline, whatsis 
the Chi\{)ter all about?" (iio answerV " , 
"What is the title of the Chapter?" ' t 
"Conflict on the Ohio Frontier." _ ' ' , 

(This manner of question and answer continued for most of the class » 
period). . " ' 

S-

9 Before proceeding further, I should m^ke it clear that what I say 
- about Mr. White's; teaching methods is no reflection on his integrity as 
a person. There is much more to being a teacher than the Reaching j 
methods one uses. In the transcrTpt there is eviden^ that he is 

' The text was (ictirxe K Tail's Fair Domain Toronto. McGraw-Hill Uyerson, 1960 
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well-rfieaning, conscientious, and very well-liked by his students. 
HoweV|er, my concern at this time is not how much hs is liked or how 
hard he tries. The issife is this; what levels of thought (learning) are" 
being systematically developed by the teacher? And, how meaningful 
are they to the student as a preparatioryfor real life? 

Although the preceding transcript .is but a small portion of Mr. 
White's lesson, his method of teaching is highly visible. He poses 
questions that follow the narrative of the textbook; students respond by 
reciting the appropriate, passage fram the textboo1<. This tedious 
question-and-answer r((Qline continues until the chapter has. been 
covered. Essentially, there is but one level of learning — straight 
memory recall. There is no allowance for "other" answers; no time for 
student discussion, reflect'ioa or initiative. 

How acfceptable is this level of intellectual development as a 
. preparation for real life? Many students (Snd teachers) find it both 
comforting and satisfying: comforting to know that there "are 
indisputable right answers; satisfying, that answers are,,easily'accessible 
in a single book. For this corpus of irrefvitable certainties serves a v6ry 
imi^rtant role in the student's development. Student s'uccess at school 
n?ay depend on having the right answers when called upon in class or. 
when writing test papers. Promotion to the next grade may ultimately 
rest on remembering what was Henday's greatest achievement. Thus if 
succeeding at school is a prerequisite to succeeding in real life, we,have 
a comforting and satisfying formula for success. 

Unfcytunatply, while offering the student success in school, this 
level of information processing offers him very little assurance of 

jsuccess in real lif̂ . Continuous drilling arid memorizing of .text-book 
facts stagnates intellectual grqwth, and tpe knowledge acguired has 
very little application to real life situations. Of cource, if over the ^ 
summer holiday people keep coming up and asking: "What was 
Henday's greatest achievement?" you have the answer. If this' happens „ 
frequently so that you repeatedly need to recall this gem of 
information, you will find it very useful and will continue to keep it in 
mind. But you know as well as J that no one, absolutely no one, will ask 
you that question or.any of the hundreds of other questions that were 
asked in class. Henday and his forks appear "academic" and fall into 
limbo. According to Northrup Frye, there is evidence that what is 
learned in this manner during the school year leaves but a faint residue 
in the mind by the following September (Frye, 1962, p. 111). 

Briefly, I would like to compare Mr. White's method ,pf teaching 
with the methods I attempted in the group discussion on leisure.^AUthe 
outset, our metJiods were' rather similar. Mr. White collected "facts" m 
textbook order, while ' was collectiMg "experiences" on the board in 
random disorder. In both cases there were "right" answers: his found in 
the textbook, mine, in the. personal experiences of'individuals^ in the 
group. But here the similanty ends, for unlike Mr. White I did.not 
collect data as an end in itself. 1 needed a body of evidence in order to 
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demonstrate how data can be organized and patterned around fconcepts 
from which students might initiate a variety of relationships and 
hypotheses. These processes do not come packaged in a book. They are 
the inventions of the moment as students expand thought beyond the 
initial recall stage. Tc do this effectively requirc'i skills in abstract 
thinking. Thr irning of these skills ve identify as concept attainment 
and developn.v-nt. If Mr. White had paused to ask his students the 
meaning of words such as frontier or forks, he might have received a 
diiturbing variety of misconceptions. 

.A'TEACHER W H O TEACHES CONCEPTUALLY 

Here is a transcript of a lesson taught a Grade 7 class. The textbook 
and the material are the same. As before, much of the discussion has 
been omitted. 

Miss Black: Class, yesterday we ^ noted Henday's greatest 
achievement was his" exploration to the forks of the 
Saskatchewan River. Why would this be considered a great 
achievement? . . . Joan? 

Joan: I don't know. It's just what the text says. 
Miss Black: I see . . . are others having the same problem? (several 

hands) O.K. Class, what is the key word here if we are to 
understand the importance of the discovery? 

Jim: Well, ii, n'ust have something to do withJt being a forks. 
Miss Black: O'.K. Jim. Come up and point out the forks on the 

Saskatchewan. (Teachers pulls down a wall map i.e., Figure 1. 
Jim points to the spot marked #3.) 

MISS Black: Jim, why did you pick that spot?. . . . . Why not this 
spot? (Teaclier points to the spot marked f*l.) 

Jim: Well, yes, I guess I'd call that a forks, too. 
Miss Black: But Jim, the forks on the Saskatchewan is one specific 

location. How are we to decide which one is the forks? 
(No answer from Jim.) 

MISS Black: Class, what we need is some rule or definition of forks 
which will help us decide which of these is the forks. 

Anne: I don't know the definition, but I can tell you which one of the 
two is the forks on the Saskatchewan. This spot (points to #3) 
is the forks on the Saskatchewan because the other spot (#1) is 

' the forks on the South Saskatchewan. Right? '• 
Afiss Black: That's an important distinction but we still need to 

define what a forks is so we can say such river junctions as 
these (points to #4 and #5) are not forks Yes, George? 

George: I see the difference in the size of the rivers. The spots you've 
just pointed to are where little rivers join the main stream. 
The spot .lim chose is where the main stream splits up and 
there isn't a main stream anymore. The two branches formed 
from the split are what is called the forks . . . or rather the spot 
where the split lakes place is the forks 

Afiss Black: That's good, but how can you tell from the map that the 
main stream splits up at this point? 
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George: 'I'lmt'B cnsy. According to the map that's where the 
Saskatchewan River endj and splits up into the North and 
South Saskatchewan branches. 

Miss Black: Well, suppose those branches liad been named the 
Buffalo and Elk Rivers. If we apply George's rule will it still be 
the forks? 

Jean: Yes, I think it would still be the forks . . . if the name of the 
main stream is no longer used that means the main stream 
ceases to e:tist.... It really doesn't matter what names you 
give the branches. 

Miss Black: Good. One more check. Jim said this location (point 
#1) is also a forks and Anne named it the forks on the South 
Saskatchewan. Are Jim and Anne correct? 

Bob: Not according to George's rule. The Red Deer is only a 
tributary joining the main stream. 

Miss Black: Very good. Now back to my original question . . . . Keep 
in mind that we know Henday's task was to locate the best 
possible spot for a fur post and that furs are transported by 
water. Try again, Joan? 

Joan: What was the question.... ? 

In this second lesson we observe a teacher more concerned with 
ideas than with memorizing facts. Unlike Mr. vVhite, who diligently 
persists in having his students memorize the chapter. Miss Black 
approaches the material selectively, singling out a few key questions for 
review. It appears she did not anticipate the difficulty encountered ifl 
her first question, ^ut having recognized the problem, she took steps to 
cope with it. 

As already discussed, it is not enough simply to recite concept words 
such as "forks." Forks represents a mental construction that exists only 
in the mind until weT;ry to identify instances of it in the real world. As 
a niental construction, or concept, it must have certain spcMfic 
attributes that separate it from all other forms of\ junction or 
intersection. While Mr. White's students proceed to memorize the 
concept word. Miss Black hSs her class examine themature of the forks 
concept. By doing so she deepens awareness of the concept and equips 
them with an investigative tool that has application to many future 
situations. As you will have observed, she uses only one experience, 
that of the Saskatchewan River. But with this evidence, students are 
pressed to establish 'a rule governing forks. This rule contains the 
essential attributes of the concept, and is used to test the Jigitamacy of 
other river junctions as possible forks. 

Continued application of a concept is important to a student's 
increased understanding of the concept. Furthermore, once a 
conceptual tool is mastered, the complexity of analyzing new materials 
is greatly reduced by its application. But there are complications. 
Notice that Miss Black, in order to have her class successfully apply the 
forks concept to the question "Why was Henday's exploration to the 
forks of the Saskatchewan one of his greatest achievements?" briefly 
reminded them of certain historical realities. This suggests that a 
successful application of a concept necessitates knowing the 
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circumslpnces which surround the event. In addition, the passage of 
time places events in an historical context where the very attributes of 
the concept may not be those we accept today. The attributes of 
concepts such as socialism and imperialism have shifted markedly over 
time. Consequently, if a teacher strives for an accurate reconstruction 
of historical events, considerable attention ought to be spent in 
understanding a concept as it was understood by the people of that 
time. 

A TEACHER WHO TEACHES CONCEPTS 

A third teacher, Mr. Green, is committed to the Joyce proposition 
that concepts are fundamental agents x>{ learning. His chief criticism of 
Miss Black is that her approach to concepts is too casual. Unlike Miss 
Black, he will jJlan entire lessons around teaching a concept if he 
believes the concept warrants it. Again, we have a Grade 7 class dealing 
with the same material from the same textbook. 

Mr. Green: C!as.s, we read in the text that Henday's greatest 
achievement was finding the forks of the Saskatchev/iin River. 
The importance of a forks will come up several times in this 
course Offhand, I can think of two—the forks on the Ohio, and 
the forks on the Thames. My point is this: if the forks keeps <• 

.coming up as an impoitant factor in the history of a region, 
then I'd like to make siTe right now that we all know what a 
forks is . . . . How ijiany. think they know already? (several 
hands) 0. K. Give me examples of a fork or forks. 
(One boy thought of a pilch fork; a girl suggested a tuning fork; -:> 
a third student identified the fork on a bicycle; and a quiet lad 
who pitched for the school baseball team broke silence to 
mention a fork ball.) 

Mr. Green: I notice you all play it safe by picking examples that have 
' the word "fork" in the name. Also, is it not curious that Jack 

; should think of pitch forks while Alice thinks of tuning forks? 
Alice: Not really. After all I'm taking music so I'm familiar with 

tuning forks, and since Jack-comes from a farm, he probably 
pitches a lot of whatever you pitch with a pitch fork. 

•Mr. Green: So your choices vary according to your experiences or 
backgrounds. But even though you've identified several 
so-called forks, we still don't know what makes a fork a fork. 

Tony: It's the spot where something branches off in two directions. 
Mr. Green: Let's use Tony's definition. I have several flash cards 

that are marked "yes" or "no" depending on whether or not a 
fork is observable." (Shows card marked Figure 2.) "As you can 
sec, it's a yes card. Try counting up the number of forks you 
can see. (Responses range from one to seven.) 

Mr. Green: Let's not argue who is right and who is wrong. Here, look 
at this card. (Shows Figure 3.) How many forks can you count 
this time? 
(General agreement there are two forks.) 

Mr. Green: Jerry, how did you decide on two? 
Jerry: This one's easy. There are two places where it branches out, so 

wc have two forks. 
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Figure 2 

Mr. Green: Then, observe this card. (Shows Figure 4.) Please note 
it's a no card, (general confusion) 
O. K. I'll put these two cards (Figures 3 and 4) side by side. 
Move into your groups. See if you can /;ome up with a solution. 
(Several minutes elapse before a groop leader raises his hand.) 

Group leader: The way we figure it, whe.re the "arms" branch out the 
n "in trunk still continues. It is not a fork because the main 
trunk docs not split up. But in the case of the "legs" the main 
trunk does fcease or splits up to forrn two branches. This is a 
true fork, not observable in Figure 4. 

Figure 3 Figure 4 
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As a further test Mr. Green showed several unmarked flash cards in ^ 
random order (Figures 5,6,7, 8,9,10, and 11). Analysis of these cards' 
further refined stude t awareness of the forks cw^ept. The following 
attributes were considered essential in order to haw a true forks: 

1. It is a junction point (supraordinate concept). 

2. The main trunk divides into branches of two or more. 

3. The angle of the branching is V shaped or Y shaped (T or X 
junctions are not acceptable). 

Figure 5 Figure 6 

Figure 7 Figure 8 
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Figure 9 

Figure 10 Figure 11 

The teacher then required the class to write these attributes 
into a definition, or rule: A fork or forks is a junction where 
the main trunk divides up into two or more branches of V 
iuigles. 

Mr. Green then reminded the class of examples of forks that they 
had given earlier in the lesson. As each of these examples was recalled^ 
the definition was applied to see if it met the test of a "true" forks. As a 
further application of the concept, Mr. Green wrote out a list of 
locations with the word fork in them. Using atlases, the class was 
instructed to locate each location, and, more important, to determine if 
each met the required conditions of a fork. 
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Spanish Forks, Utah Grand Forks, H.C. ' Forks on the Thames, Ont. 
American Forks, UUh Nelson Forks, B.C. * Forks on the Saskatchewan 

^ Gaspereau Forks, N.B. 'Forks of the Ohi<!̂  

.-i-Those-arft-not-conimunitiesrtherefore most maps-will not-identify thcnrby— 

Following |.his exercise, Mr. Greeri returned to the statement in the 
textbook that identified the Forks on the Saskatchewan as a major 
discovery by the explorer Henday. 

You have now obsferved three different reviews of the same content. 
Mr. White's probably took some eight minutes; Miss Black's fifteen; 
and Mr. Green made an entire forty minute lesson out of it. As 
mentioned earlier, Mr. White's,lesson'was part of a study by A. B. 
Hodgetts published in 1968. In his report he classified White's teaching 
as the "assignment" method. Of the 847 teachers observed, more than 
half of them were using the assignment method exclusively (p. 46). The 
Black transcript is a faifly accurate description of her day-to-day 
teaching method. Hodgetts' researchers never actually observed Miss 
Black,"but her teaching methods would probably have placed her in the 
top-rated category, described in the report as the "rdeal dialogue." 
Hodgetts placed only 7% of the 847 teachers in this group (p. 53). 
Much of the difference is to be found in the lesson's level of conceptual 
thought. Mr. White's teaching denies any opportunity for his students 
to conceptualize; Miss Black skillfully involves her class in a conceptual 
focus that is more demanding than remembering textbook facts. 

And where does this leave Mr. Green?-Interestingly, Hodgetts.does 
not have a category for him. This can be explained by the fact that in 
the mid-sixties teachers did not stress a skills approach to teaching. I 
suspect most of us prefer Miss Black's approach to teaching concepts 
rather than that of Mr. Green. One is inclined to wonder when, if ever, 
he gets around to teaching history. Of course, it is human to examine 
new methods,with great suspicion, but perhaps these suspicions are not 
without cause. Does a low-level concept such as forks deserve all this 
attention? Is not Miss Black's treatment adequate? And yet, even if we 
conclude that in this instance the concept was not worth the attention 
lavished upon it, the basic educational premises that Mr. Green 
espouses have wide support in contemporary educational literature. A 
•few brief quotations are indicative of this support. 

Concepts enable (the learner) to simplify and organize our 
environment and to communicate efficiently with others. 

(Martorella, 1972, p. 2) 
Conceptualization is among the most basic of all skills. Schools 

ought to see that students acquire knowledge in a form that enables 
them to retain, revise, and enlarge upon what they have learned. 

' (Fair, 1977) 
Much, if not most, of the interaction between an individual... and 

his environment involves dealing with classes or categories of things 
rather than with unique events. * • 

(Bourne, 1966, p. 2) 
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Despite the lurge difference in level of understanding, concepts are 
funaamental agents of thought for human beings from early 
childhood through adulthood. 

(Klaushtcier et al., 1974, p. 1) 
Thg casual presentation in which the child encounters anpxample of 
the concept every tew days" is bound to be"iess~effective-thaira 
presentation in which the examples are massed together. 

(Engelraann, 1969, p. 28) 

Given the endorsement of these scholarly writers, perhaps we should 
not dismiss Mr. Green and his flash cards too lightly. Indeed, a proper 
appraisal suggests that he and Miss Black be measured by the same 
yardstick used to assess Mr. White. At that time we asked these 
questions: what levels of thought (learning) are being systematically 
developed by the teacher? And, how meaningful are they to the student 
as a preparation for real life? 

In answer to the first question, it is clear from a reading of the 
transcripts that Miss Black and Mr. Green engage students in thinking 
thoughts well beyond recall of memorized data. Some random 
samplings from the Green transcript will attest to this. He asked for 
recall (Name examples of a fork.); interpretation (Compare Figure 2 
with Figure 3); application (Test your comprehension of forks by 
identifying unmarked cards.); analysis (Using attributes as criteria, 
check the validity of various place-names.); synthesis (Put it all 
together in a definition.). As to th,e need for a systematic development 
of these skills, the two transcripts reveal a difference of opinion. Miss 
Black's approach is incidental; her strategies invented on the spot to 
meet the occasion. By contrast, Mr. Green's lesson is designed with 
skills teaching foremost in mind, and is a total immersion in concept 
learning. According to the Engelmann quotation, a "Casual'presentation 
(of concept teaching) . . . is bound to be less effective than a 
presentation in which the examples are massed together." Dr. 
Engelmann would encourage us to look further in the direction of a 
systematic &nd concentrated approach to effective concept teaching. 

But befpre considering any move in that direction, we must examine 
the second question: How meaningful are thinking (conceptual) skills in 
preparing students for real life? You will recall that memorizing a 
textbook was not considered meaningful to real life situations since 
such facts rarely had application and soon fell into disuse. Skills are not 
like .that. Skills, once the basic elements are mastered, are meant to be 
applied over and over until they become an unforgettable part of you. 
Conceptual skills, when effectively mastered, allow us to organize 
thought, to dissect it, to apply it to new and different situations, and to 
re-align it into new inventions. This applies not just to a forks or other 
classroom learning, but to any thought-provoking situation in the 
outside world. Application is infinite. Conceptual skill in thinking is not 
just meaningful, it ts an indispensable condition of maturity. And that 
is why the Joyce dictum; "Helping children learn concepts . . . is a 
fundamental purpose of schooling" deserves preeminence as a teaching 
objective. 
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A CONCEPT AHAINMENT' MODtL 
There are several models that can be* used to teach concept 

attainment. Variables, such as time, importance of the concept, student 
attitudes, etc. often determine choice of model. One of the simplest has 
students memorize ready-made definitions of the concept, after which 
opportunities are given to apply the concept to their studies, i t Js 
concise and to the point. But when confronted with a concept of some 
complexity or of importance to the course of study, inductive methods 
are probably more effective because of the high concentration level of 
student involvement. By using flash cards Mr. Green demonstrated an 
inductive method which engaged his students in concept attainment. 
But although his methods were most innovative, they failed to 
systematically define a model that we might adapt to our own lessons. 
To correct this omission, I will engage you in exercises that will 
demonstral'' the design features of an inductive model to concept 
attainment. ' 

The model first requires the teacher to identify the concept by 
name. But in this exercise the teacher provides the class with a 
mythical^ name. The name is "Damon'."/ The examples and 
non-examples are paired for comparison purposes. As with Mr. Greenes 
flash cards, the task is to identify a condition in the example that is not 
observable in the matching non-example. Foî  the sake of sirijplicity, 
students are told that damon has only/one essential attribute. 
Consequently, if the potential attribute is observable in both partsof a 
matching pair, then it must be eliminated as the attribute we seek. 
Materials used were 35mm slides'. A verbal description of the sl5aes is 
provided. 

WHAT IS A DAMON? 

EXAMPLEONE 

a dirty male Caucasian in soiled 
jeans, standing at the side of a 
road in an arid wasteland 

NON-EXAMPLE ONE 

three oriental women, all hard at 
work, stooping over to thin out 
young green shoots of rice 

1 

Possible student hypotheses: 
L If damon relates to Environment"' then the essential attribute 

is.desert—rice fields are non-damon. 
2. If demon relates to Ethnicity or Race, the essential attribute is 

whites—orientals are non-damon. 

Concept Attainment refere/o a situation where the student does not fuH> understand a concept and is 
engaged in identifying its attributes in order to wrilec comprehensive definition. ^ 

Ac'.„«iiy, Damon is a figure in Creelt mythology, but that i« not important in eolvini! our problem 

Materials can be in any form, such as words, sounds, artifacts, etc 

'"The conceptual 'frame of reference'of each hypothesis is identified .n a supraurdinate concept. 
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If damon relates to CultiJre, then it represents Western 
culture—Far-Eastern culture is non-damon. 
If damon relates to Lifestyles, then damon is a driuer or 
transient—farmers are npn'-damons. ]̂  
If damon relates to Lifestyles.'then damon is an individualist 
OT a Ibner—not togetherness or communalism. 

: i . 
, EXAMPLE TWO 
I •* ' / 

two'donheys with riders and with 
glistening waterskins slung 
underneath, moving along a dry, 
dusty trail 

NON-EXAMPLE TWO 

a young girl of Caucasian birth, in 
lush surrounaings cdrrying a clay 
water jug to the village well 

Testing Hypothesis #1 
Example 2 continues to show a desert-like environment. 
NotJ-Example 2 does not show evidence of a desert. Therefore, 
desert is still eligible as the intended attribute of damon. 

I . • • 

Testing Hypothepis #2 
As to damon representing a white person, persons in Example 2 may 
be white Caucasian. But the girl in Non-Example 2 is also white 
Caucasian. 'Therefore, such racial characteristics are non-esspntial to 
damon. . • 

Testing Hypothesis ff5 
We may infer from Example 2 that the riders travel a great deal. The 
general setting, clothing, water skins all suggest people Qn the move. 
On the other hand the girl in Non-Exaftjple 2, by her clothing, 
complexion, and the clay jug, does not suggest a transient llf-">style. 
Therefore, drifter or transient is still eligible as the 'intended 
attribute of damon. , 
This comparative-test process will continue, using the pairs of slides 
described below, until all non-attribUtes are eliminated, leading one 
essential attribute. 

a young Arab boy herding sheep 
along a dry and rocky wadi 
somewhere in the Negev Desert 

a wrinkled old black man perched 
on a sandy knoll tiaching a black 
child how to use a how and arrow 

wheat combines harvesting a 
3,golden crop of western prairie 

wheat 

a young Arab woman in western 
dress in a classroom, inching 
young Arabs book learniitg 

a North American tourist with a a barren scene in the Mohave 
house trailer and car camped by a 5 Deshrt with a weathcre.d wooden 
stream in a heavily forested park I grave marker in the foreground 

^ATTRIBUTE: All non-essential attributes having been eliniinated, 
the atliibute wanderer, or transient or nomad" remains. 

"l,if«ty!o ran b« infetnd from M»i»pie» 3 & 4 ihouW a •ludent chooM lo pursue IhU « hit fiaroe of 

reference. 

" i t you haven't »Ire«dy noticed,our mythioal damon U «in)ply nom^i or nomadic ipelleJ backward 
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J 

RULE: Dumon is a lifestyle .ossociated with people who travel or 
wander about from one spot to mother. People who practice 

' such a lifestyle can be descrilwd ai damonic. -

APPLICATION: Having attained the concept and given it a correct 
name, students can now be expected to apply tnis knowledge to 
specific peoples and cultures, such as the Bedouins of the 
•;Iegev, the Bushman of the Kalahari, or the Inuit of the Arctic. ^ g ' 

The damon exercise is a fun way to involve students in an inductive , 
approach to concept attainment. It can assist them in sharpening their 
powers of observation and skills of analysis. A mystery is usually 
appealing, and the processes used to solve it are relatively simple. 

However, the concept attainment model is not intended to search 
for the correct name of a mythical concept. As previously noted, the 
model rgquires the teacher to name the concept as a first step. And, 
unlike damon which allowed only one attribute, most concepts have 
several essential conditions. This makes the process more complex and, 
I think, more interesting. To demonstrate this I will show how the 
concept Technology might be taught, using the inductive concept . 
attainment model. As in the damon exercise, the materials are 35mm ^ 
slides, and as before a verbal description is given of each slide. 

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT" 
DEDUCTIVE MODEL * > CONCEPTĴ fCHNOLOGY 

TEACHER 
DEFINES 
THE CONCEPT * 

Ez: 

The science of manufacture 
of Industrial products 

urel 

TEACHER 
CITES EXAMPLES 
OF THE CONCEPT 

1 

Bic pen 
- | piece of school chalk 
i i d i o o l desk 

TEACHER 
LISTS ESSENTIAL 
ATTRIBUTES OF 
THE CfNCfPT 

J 

TEACHER 
lOEfiTIFIES 
SUPRAORDINATE 
AND SUBORDINATE 
CONCEPTS 

E STUDENTS IDENTIFY 
EXAIiPLES AND NON-
EXAMPLES SELECTED 
BY THE TEACHER 
• ~ I 

1. man made 
2. evidence of skil-V^ ft 
3. evidence of a process^^-

•4. a pract ica l product 

industry, science{s praord] 

techbique, ha™er(subord) 

man wh i t t l ing whistle 
q i r l spinning yarn 
spider spinning web.{non)' 
man eating cake (non) 

STUDENTS NAME 
EXAHPLFS OF THE 
CONCE'-T GIVEN 
FREEDOM TO CHOOSE 

??/ 

t^vmft "otUinMl" (undtr«tand4 and applies attributes and dennitiun; a ctintcpt. the learner now engages 
jn It development Concept Development refers to the on KomiEenriclimentofthetearncr'sexpenences 
with the concept No one ever exhsusld the limita of this development 
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[TONCEPT: TECHNOLOGY I 

EXWPLE) • 

two hands....sha^inj.. 
• 'a jug . . . from wetcTay. 

IfiON-EXAMPLEI 

a bird building a nest 
....oujb of twigs and straw 

a woman spinning or 
twisting varn 

a spider spinning . . . 
. . . I t s web 

a carpenter.. construct-
Ing a wooden bed... 

a woman 'making".... 
. . . .a bed 

stone age tools (paleo- i^ a stone 'Bridge"...carved 
Hthic) lying In sno'w.. by winds...out of the rock 

ad'arTis't'spaint brush 
J^ 

an ar t is t . , .painting.", 
a canvas 

ti 

ATTRIBUTES I 

MAN-MADE 

•SCIENTIFICALLY 
(skil lfully) 
DESIGNED 

0 TECHNOLOGY 
A PRODUCT OF 
PRACTICAF-USE 

V 
A PROCESS OF 

, MANUFACTURE 
/V.-

|~RULE I 

TECUmo\Y IS THE MANUFACTURING SKILLS !̂AN HAS 
AC(5UIRED AND THE OBJECTS OF PRACTICAL USE THAT 
HE MAKES FROM PRACTICING THESE SKILLS 

(or i n more concise form) 

TECHNOLOGY IS THE SCIENCE OF MANUFACTURE OF 
INDUSTRIAk PRODUCTS 

r 
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1. two hands suggeits a htiman as 
dist:incc from a bird. Initially, 
this nay fee thg only' distinctJi-on 
students see In xhis set. „ 

2. the dist:inctions in shaping . 
and/or building wfll not be 
observed tintil the^second 
set of slides. The learned 
skill of the woman as dist
inct the intuitive.skill of 
the spider. Of-course, the 
the human vs non-hutaan 
carries on... 

3. humans can turn up in the 
non-examples. What it means ,3 

, is that not all the essential 
.\attributes are present. In , 

non-example 3 the act of 
construction is missing 

4. -Sihe last two examples stress 
a practical product. All 
examples should be reviewed 
t% see if such a product is 
an outcome.,'.. % 

5. in the last two exaisples, ' 
man is not present in the 
slide, nor is the act of 
processing the object ob
servable. But all of these 
conditions^ are inferrable. 

6. in non-exacple 5 all'attrib-
utes are present except that 
the product iŝ  not a product 
of manufacture* and of utility 
The brush is evident in the 

^ picture, but it is the act 
of painting that io the key 
issue in the slide. 

7. science comes from the latin 
scio, which means man's know
ledge of.... 

There are difference types of concept The differences are found in the relationships of the essential 
attributes to each other. Ror instance. Technology is a CONJUNCTIVE concept. This means all essentia! 
attributes must be together in any one eiample. There are also RELATIONAL and DISJUNCTIVE types. 
See if you can find out how these names describe the relationships of the attributes to each other 

"i4tl essential attributes roust be either observable or inferrable in all esamptes 

) 

r 
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Inductive approaches demand of the teadier a diligent search for 
materials and^ careful selection of the right data to meet the demands 

.of the model. It is an approach that every teacher should have in 
his/lier repertoire for those exceptional cases where the need warrants 
the preparation. ^ 

Most of us are content to use deductive approaches, with the 
teacher providing the class with the definition artd a statement o^tKe 
attributes. Obviously, this approach takes much less class time and 
eliminates many wrong leads students may follow when using inductive 
materials. The model you see here is a deductive model in concept 
teaching, and demonstrates the same concept. Technology. 

It is important to the learner that he have opportunities to 
systematically develop a concept he claims to have aitained. This can 
be done by providing new materials'in which he encounters new 
experiences relating to the concept. Should problems occur in this 
developmental phase in establishing a relationship between a new 
experience and the concept, then the teacher must take corrective • 
action. This could be a simple reminder of the essential conditions 
controlling the concept or, should the situation demand it, could 
require engaging in a concept attainment strategy. 

Suppose we decide to teach « unit on the Canadian Eskimo. In 
choosing materials a concept-oriented teacher will review the concepts 
already attained by the class and the potential of the new material to. 
permit development of these concepts. Assuming the class has a / 
knowledge of sUch concepts as Arctic, nonudic, shelter, sovereignty, we ^ 
might choose to have students read the story of Ohnainewk, Eskimo 
Hunter (Carpenter, I960; pp. 417-426). Reading for purposes of 
enjoying the story is a non-concept approach to this material. Reading 
for purposes of remembering facts as they are narrated is also 
non-concept in approach. A concept-development approach suggests 
we have the students organize what the story tells us around concepts 
they choose as meaningful. With, reference to "meaningfulness" it is 
useful for the teacher to give direction to the study by raisip" a 
question." such as: "How would you explain the life-style of 
Ohnainewk?" The most frequently used patterns centre on such 
sub-cotjcepts as the" religious belief, manhood beliefs," technology, 
shelter, or around geographic labels like climate, topography, and 
animal life. As sub-concepts the first set easily subsumes under 
"nomadic;" the second set subsumes under "tundra." If these 
organizational patterns are discussed openly, the question of grouping 
specific data and the essential conditions that allow or disallow certain 

_item'\ to belong to certain groupings becomes a central issue. 
Discussiqns of this sort help deepen awareness of the concept and the 

., '* Of coufM, 1118 even better if the «tudenl» themselves o n identify i^ajor issue However, this is nni 
r' critical if one pefceives the real issue io be the problems in urganizir.g and interpreting the material 
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sub-concepts associated with it. If the material has been well chosen, 
new relationships will be observed and these will stimulate Yiew 
hypotheses as to the nomadic experience. For instance, Ohnainewk's 
belief^n taboos,, rituals, spiritf^oicto, and the power of the angkok 
(spiritual leader) suggest that nomadic peoples who live close to Nature 
and close to starvation have a strong reverence for the many powerful 
spirits they perceive in Nature. To them. Nature is to be feared, not ps 
în our culture, exploited and polluted. 

Oth^r dimensions of the nomadic concept can be experienced in an 
account by E. A. Hoebel (Hoebel, 1968, pp. 106-107). In it students will 
discover Eskimo views on land holding and property rights. They will 
find that it does'not occur to the Eskimo to "own" the land or the water. 
On the other hand Hoebel tells us of the Eskimo s deep-rodted 
individualist which supports ownership of property that the individual 
has created, such as a harpoon or stone carving. These property rights 
also extend to the hunt: "Game that(is) . . . taken by individual effort 
belongs to the person wl^p... makes the kill . . . the hunter who chops\a 
seal holejthe creator) 'has the potential right to the seal caught in it.'!" 
"When the hunting is such tha t . . . more than one men is needed, then 
each man by virtue of his activity establishes demand-rights for 
specific portions of the kill. t. 'Who first strikes a walrus receives the 
tusk and one of the forpquarters. The person who first comes to his 
assistance receives the other forequarter;' the next man the neck and 
the head; and each of the next two, one of the hindquarlers.'" Hoebel 
helps us experience how a nomadic society survives in a hostile 
er.vironnient. Sub-concepts such as sovereignty, property, 
individualism, and law offer new-insights into the nomadic concept, and 
invite application to other nomadic societies should we encounter them. 

Miich of what has been said on Concept Development can be 
summed up in a chart form. 

CONaPT DEVELOPMINT CHART 

OBSERVES/READS NEW 
MATERIALS 

IDENTIFIES A SPECIFIC 
ISSUE 

ORGANIZED MATERIALS 
INTO GROOPS OF THEIR 
OWN CHOOSING 

ANALYZING GROUPINGS ' 
BY IDENTIFYING 
COMMON 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 
EACH ITEM IN A GROUP 

Material: Ohnainewk, Eskimo Hunter. 
E. Carpenter. Selection based on the 
materials potential to develop concepts 
known to the students. 

"How would you explain the life-style of 
Ohnainewk?" This focus is selected in order 
to guide students to the desired concept 
development i.e., nomadic, and its 
attendant sub-concepts'. 

Religious beliefs, manhood beliefs, 
techncjogy... climate, topography, anima' 
lift..?. 

"The question of grouping specific data,an J 
the essential conditions that allow or 
disallow certain items to belong to certain 
groupings bet,omes the central issue." 
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IDENTIFYINC 
^APPROPRIATE 
CONCEPT-LABELS 

RE-ORGANIZE MATERIAL 
IN NEW GROUPINGS AND 
UNDER NEW HEADINGS 

FORMULATE NEW 
HYPOTHESES 

Tlie labels listed abovp may not prove 
satisfactory in organizing the material in 
the reading. Other more appropriate labels 
must be sought. 

Sovereignty, property, individualism, law 
. . . concepts such as these c^nse us to' 
re order our mi^erial which mey reveal new 
insights 

"If a people must migrate (Nomads) to 
survive within a hostile environment 
(Nature) then they may come to fea^that 
environment and in their fear of it may 
come to worship it." ,y, 
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Recent social studiesjoumalaand newspaper articles tell of teachers 
who are giving their students experience in having the courage of their 
convictions. From grade one to grade twelve, teachers are involving 
thei» studentsiSi inquiring into social issues to build knowledge about 
the society in which those issues exist, the historical background, the 
political solutions, the economic implications, the social groups 
involved. That's not new. Teachers have been using inquiry into the 
history and social ŝ îence background of issues for years. What is new 
is the determinatiou to help students identify personal value positions 
in relation to issues, and to act on their value commitments. 

Articles have told of teachers who have had students examine and 
act on a wide variety of issues, including: 

Giade 1 — When the city held hearings on putting a freeway through a 
ravinesiin their neighbourhood, these students joined the rest of 
the school in preparing a brief which was presented to the 
hearings. 

Grade 2 — These students wrote a letter to their city parks and 
recreation department requesting that a large dirt pile not be 
removed. Their efforts to retain what they saw as an important 
recreation facility met with success — the pile remained. 
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Grade 3 — At the end of a unit on "Working Alone — Working 
Together," these students planned ways they could work together 
with others more in school, home and the neighbourhood. 

Grade 4 — Joining students in grades 5 and 6, the class climaxed 
several weeks of study into the pollution problem with cleaning up 
their school yard and holding an eight block long anti-poUutiop 
march on a Saturday. 

Grade 5 — A class did an inventory of the condition of buildings in 
their neighbourhood, took photos of some in serious disrepair, and 

k and convinc^ the city to condemn i.nd remove them. 

Junior High 
— One class worked with the Salvation Army, collecting clothing 
and canned goods. » 
— Another class, having studied baboon community life, used 
letters to the zoo, editor, and mayor to launch a "Ban the Bars" 
movement which succeeded in removing the baboons from the 
cages. 
—A Grade 9 class unit on urban poverty included interviewing the 
elderly in a nursing home. Some students became volunteer 
workers at the home. 

High School 
— A grade 11 class studied the effect on the environment of 
chemicals used in aerosol spray cans. They designed and 
distributed a brochure to make the public aware of the dangers of 
aerosols. 
— A grade 10 class studied the local planning process, and 
participated in the hearings on the development application for a 
low rental apartment complex. 
— A grade 11 class developed alternative? future scenarios, and 
travelled 120 km to present them to the regional planning 
commission. 
— A grade 12 class prepared and presented a brief to the Task 
Force on Canadian Unity hearings, and were interviewed by press 
and radio. 

Why would these teachers choose issues which could lead to their 
students actually doing something about their decisions? 

Operating an issues-oriented social-studies program, which 
provides students with opportunities to become active citizens, requires 
that teachers be prepared to answer several questions. First is the 
question of the schools areas of responsibility. Should schools accept 
responsibility for citizenship education which emphasizes skills and 
experiences in direct social action? Or is this responsibility reserved to 
the home? Second, if such skills and experiences are the school's 
concern, is social studies the appropriate area in v/hich to provide 
them? Third, what kinds of skills and knowledge are needed if students 
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are to take effective social action? And fourth, what kinds of 
experiences can teachprs provide to help develop skills and abilities for 
effective social action? These four questions provide the framework for 

- this chapter. 

I. Should Schools Prepare Students for Effective Social 
Action? 

Theodore Brameld argues that "The world of the future should be a 
world which the common man rules not merely in theory but in fact.. . 
Reconstructionism is thus a philosophy . . . of ends attainable through 
the development of powerful means possessed latently by the people. 
To learn how to exercise that power for these ends is the first priority of 
education" (Brameld, 1965, p. 25). 

Rapid social change due to technological developments offers an 
opportunity for people to exercise power to shape and give direction to 
change. But to be responsible aniPeffective in giving direction to 
change, people will need certain abilities. • 

Etzioni suggests what some of these abilities are. In The Active 
Society, he indicates that people can consciously give direction to social 
cha^e if they are skillful in working together in social groups with a 
con#iitment to common goals or values (Etzioni, 1968, pp. 3,4). 

An active society with broad citizen participation is the alternative 
to totalitarianism, Etzioni argues. The hastening pace of change gives 
added urgency to the need to develop people's participatory abilities. If 
the citizenry are to control the direction of societal change, rather than 
to have small groups within society have that power by default, people 
will need the skills required for active citizenship. The school is the 
only institution reaching most people with the resources to educate for 
active citizenship. 

The Commission on Educational Planning's report, A Future of 
Choices - A Choice of Futures, states that "we can most profitably 
speak not of a predicted future, but a number of plausible alternative 
futures. A choice of futures involves the deliberate selection of a set of 
dominant values and beliefs that direct the activities of society and the 
lives of its members" (Worth, 1971, pp. 26,30). The report recommends 
that schools provide students with "life experience" outside the school 
setting in which connections between schooling and social action are 
formed and students develop concerns about civic affairs as they 
"confront real-life problems that involve values, aesthetics, and public 
policy" (Worth, 1971, p. 179). 

Brameld, Etzioni, and the Commission all agree that widespread 
participation in the shaping of the future of our society depends upon 
providing experiences appropriate to that role. They M agree that 
consciously value-based actions by large segments of our society are an 

' essential element in achieving a desirable future. However, in order for 
it to be likely that people tuill play an active role in directing change in 
their communities, certain attitudes are prerequisites. 
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i ^ 
The youngsters who presented the brief to the Cabinet must have 

believed there was some chance that they would get what they wanted.' 
They had to feel positively about the efficacy of their political 
involvement. Without such a positive attitude, they wouldn't have 
been willing to invest their efforts in trying to influence the provincial 
Cabinet. In order for the wi''',spread active participation called for by 
Etzioni to occur, this positive attitude needs to be commonly held. The 
schools can play a key role in its development. ^ 

T.W. Palmer, a 17th Century English writer, stated "Mere 
knowledge is not power; it is only possibility. Action is power...." 
Schools nave sometimes been considered storehouses of knowledge, 
institutions in our society responsible for passing on to youth what has 
been learned by scholars in the Wrious disciplines. Palmer argues that 
this is like priming the gun, but providing it with neither sights to aim 
it nor a trigger to fire it. Knowledge is presumably valuable for its uses. 
And in a democracy, those uses become the sights and trigger as well as 
the charge. Democracies purport to provide equal opportunity to guide 
government. However, if schools do not help students to act effectively 
on their knowledge, it is unlikely that this equal access to poweTwill 
come to be. Brameld suggests that active involvement in reconstructing 
society requires active participation by as many people as postible. He 
points out that democratic self-government depends upon a large 
number of citizens playing active roles in critically examining what is 
and deciding what should be, or what is the most desirable future, and 
then actively -working toward that future. Where people fail to be 
active in large numbers, government tends to be responsive to power 
blocks which are active. These power blocks could be big business, 
organized labour, or other groups. Eyler (1977) examined research on 
influence and concluded that active participants in political affairs 
come from higher economic classes, and "Since elected officials are 
most responsive to the views of active citizens, the greater impact of 
some economic and social groups represent an injustice to 
non-participating citizens" (Eyler, 1977, p. 10). As societies become 
larger and more urbanized, governments and large institutions take on 
more and more responsibility for matters with great impact on 
individuals' daily lives, their health, safety, education, and economic 
security. Eyler (1977, p. 10) notes that "The non-active citizen under 
these circumstances will be more and more likely to suffer 
disadvajitages from government policy." She concludes that the school 
must help these groups develop competence in active citizenship, or "we 
encourage continuance of the pattern whereby students least likely to 
develop political competence in home or community settings are also 
less likely to be exposed to experiences that will help develop them in 
the schools" (Eyler. 1977, p. 10). 

Such an active role depends upon more than knowledge from the 
social science disciplines. The active role depends, as well, upon 
confidence in one's ability to work with others in influencing social 
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decisions. Etzioni (1968) suggests that the nature of a large society is 
such that the chance of success by individuals in shaping the future of 
the society is slight. Hence, people need to be competent in working 
with others to achieve common goals. However, unless self-concepts 
include a perception of self as capable of attaining goals through such 
cooperative efforts, it is unlikely that energies will be invested in such 
activities. If people feel that "you can't fight city hall" and that 
legitimate channels to power are ineffective, then they are more likely 
to turn to means they feel will be effective, as has occurred in 
democratic countries in the past. We needn't go back as far as Louis 
Riel for examples. The FLQ violence is still fresh in the memories of 
most of us. Farmers barricading highways to stop meat shipments. 
Native people blockading access to irrigation dams, workers fighting 
against the picket line violators all are commonly-seen examples of 
groups resorting to action outside the law when they feel legal forms of 
influence will be ineffective. 

In order for democracies to succeed, people must be helpec to 
develop positive attitudes toward working with others to influence 
policies through legitimate channels. Such attitudes will probably not 
be developed in the homes or communities among lower socio-economic 
groups. These attitudes, and the knowledge and skills needed to 
succeed in active citizenship, must therefore be developed in the 
schools. 

II. Should This Responsibility Be Part of Social Studies? 
Traditionally, social studies has been the subject aroa in which 

students learn about their society, its histony, its physical setting, and 
its social, economic, and political institutions. Social studies curricula 
across the nation call for the development of these kinds of knowledge. 
For example. The 1981 Alberta Social Studies Curriculum states that 
"To be an effective citizen, one needs to be informed. Only by knowing 
their world can people exercise even partial control of that world." The 
program then lists facts, concepts, and generalizations intended to 
synthesize knowledge from history and the social science discipline 
which can best serve the uses intended. 

Similarly, the Nova Scotia Department of Education (1975) 
developed a di-aft of an elementary school studies program which 
placed the development of knowledge from the disciplines of 
geography, sociology, history, economics, and anthropology in a key 
role. This knowledge is to be allied with skills and attitudes which help 
students "understand that the community is also dependent upon the 
active contribution of the citizen, The individual by participating 
through responsible citizenship, will be better able to enjoy and 
improve his environment" (Nova Scotia Department of Education, 
1975, p. 5). 
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Other curricula from British Columbia to Newfoundland draw upon 
knowledge from history, geography, and the social sciences to help 
students develop an understanding of their social and physical 
environments. This knowledge provides the base for underst-inding the 
rapidly changing setting in which students are growing up. Osing this 
knowledge, students can speculate about desirable futures and ways of 
achieving them. It is the existence of this traditional knowledge base 
which makes social studies the appropriate school subject for 
development of attitudes and competencies in active citizenship. 

Examples of this relationship between knowledge and acting on 
issues may be found in Hodgetts and Gallagher's Teaching Canada for 
the 80s. In a chapter titled "Studying Public Issues in Canada." 
Hodgetts and Gallagher (1978, p. 122) emphasize the importance of 
developing foresight, "the ability to weigh alternatives in terms of 
future costs and benefits." The knowledge 'needed to predict 
consequences would draw from such disciplines as political science 

.(What kinds of political activity is this issue stimulating?), history. 
(When did this issue first become apparent? What specific 
circumstances caused its appearance),geography. (What evidence of the 
existence of this issue can be identified locally and in other regions of 
Canda?), and others, in the six issues they use to illustrate how to study 
public issues, key questions which come from economics (What effects 
do American owned multi-national corporations and American based 
international labor unions have?) sociology. (How is the Canadian 
quality of life affected by class-structure and mobility?), and 
anthropology (What are distinctive characteristics of French-Canadian 
culture?) The authors are clearly pointing to the need to bring 
knowledge from the social sciences into use in predicting consequences 
before making a decision about a preferred future. Predicting 
consequences is a necessary step preceding civic action to attain that 
future, and makes social studies the best subject in which to develop 
the attitudes and competencies needed for active participation. 

. A related reason for including social action abilities in social studies 
is the "hidden curriculum" effect. Gillespie and Ehman (1974), and 
Metzger and Barr (1978) are among the numerous authors who report 
evidence of a relationship between student participation in social action 
(specifically, school governance) and positive attitudes toward an active 
role in social and political issues. These authors' evidence suggests that 
the social studies program which has students only/engage in academic 
study of society and of social issues, but has them do nothing about the 
issues studied, is teaching attitudes of passivity and attitudes that the 
desirable role is to accumulate knowledge about society and social 
issues but do nothing about these issues. The "hidden curriculum' so 
effectively learned from such a social studies program is a set of 
self-perceptions or self-concepts resulting in students thinking cf 
themselves as knowers, not doers. The decision not to include a social 
action component in the social studies program is, then, a decision to 
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\ . foster a certain set of passive 'attitucfes which are neither in the best 

interests of the individualii nor in the best interests of a healthy 
democracy directed by the needs and wants of its members. 

III. What Kinds of Skills and Kntowledge Are Needed for 
Students to Take Effective Social Action? " 
Social studies teachers are fortWate that in'̂ 'recent years capable 

people have turned their attention to\his question, and have developed 
careful analyses of key abilities and knowledge needed for competence 
in social action. Newmann and his otudents have tried out programs in 
high schools, and have reported the franmvork of these programs. In 
Education for Citizen Action: Challenge Jor Secondary Curriculum 
(1975), Newmann built the case for social.atetion competencies being 
included in school programs;, and i.. Skills in CUizen Action (1977), he 
elaborates on che basic competencies needed a^d suggests materials 
and activities useful to develop 5 hem. 

Recognizing tl^Jmost effective social action incurs at the lower, 
informal levels, N^mann (1975, pp. 16-17) rejects, emphasizing the 
formal structure of government (how a law is passedY and focuses on 
such informal processes as identifying power holders,, how to capture 
the attention of officials and bureaucrats, how to organize interest 
groups, and how to use freedom ol information laws. Second, research 
skills are emphasized; but, recognizing that much of the data will need 
not be housed in lioraries, more emphasis is placed on interviewing, 
surveying, u^ng rep«rd'sofagfen^s,.and organizing data systematically 
(Newmann, uSJSTp. 17). A thiira element is the development of the 
ability to make personal choices based on values. Newmann's students 
would need to develop understanding of such ideas as equality, liberty, 
due process, consent of the governed, pluralism, and justice. Students 
would need ability to support claims with evidence and "if-then" logic, 
differentiate among fact, definition, and value claims, and recognize 
ambiguity (Newmann, 1975, p. 18). 

." ' Newmann also emphasizes the "importance of developing 
communication skills and related to that, of working cooperatively in 
groups. As students work tmvard the broad goal of using written and 
spoken language to achieveiersonal and group goals, they will need to 
become more able to estaMish trust with others, gain more insight into 
how people's perspectives influonce their interpretation, of messages, 
bet )me more sensitive to words used to put people down and to hide 
feelings, and to use nonverbal cues to help interpret messages. 
Students use communication skills to build collective strength ahd 
cooperation in groups and to develop positions, policy responses, and 
solutions to social problems. Groups decide what should be done about 
vandalism and housing code enforcement and try to build group 
support for the position taken (Newmann, 1975, pp. 35-40). Other 
skills revolve around the action itself and include development of aa-
"assertive role" which may require building psychological strength to 
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cope with StrCBS when inlluencing otfiers to donate money, attend 
meetings, change administrative practices, or participate in rallies or 
boycotts. Newmann (1975, p. 65) suggests the need for skillp in political 
canvassing, fund-rai^g, testifying at public meetings, parliamentary 
procedure, using newspaper files, poster making, holding a press 
conference, and bargaining (p. 65). 

A second group of r researchtrs concerned aboi!-; developing 
competencies in civic and social participation are Judith Gillespie and 
Joh.i Patrick. Their Comparing Political Experiences (1974) program 
has effective participation in everyday political setting's as its goal. 
Toward that end, they seek to provide the knowledge, skills, and 
participation training needed, but also provide dir-'ct political 
participation experiences. 

A third source of suggestions for knowledge and skills needed to 
develop competence in active participation in s6cio-civic affairs is the 
work done by Ochoa and Johnson p975), based on Etzioni's extensive 
study. The Active Society (1©68). The proposal developed by Ochoa 
and Johnson recognizes the greater influence possible for people 
working in groups rather than individually in a large society. 
Therefore, they identify skills and knowledge needed for individuals to 
operate effectively in large economic, social, and political orga nizations 
that affect " lives, to communicate with and influence such 
organizatio''. , ' 

A fourth source of suggested abilities for active socio-civic 
participation is the "Social Studies Curriculum Guidelines" adopted by 
the National Council for Social Studies. These guidelines, developed by 
Marker, Ochoa and Tucker (1971), were designed to develop young 
adults who would say, "I know what's going on, I'm a part of it, and I'm 
doing someth-ng about it." The section listing abilities briefly notes the 
importance of communication skills, ability to cope with conflict and 
authority, ability to'deal with highly charged emotional conflicts, 
ability to be effective as either leaders or followers, ability te function 
as thoughtful critics, and ability to bring about neetied reform through 
legitimate processes. 

EIGHT TYPES OF SOCiA ACTION SKILLS 

The four sources summarized above have several elements in 
common. These commonalities suggest the kinds of abilities teachers 
should be helping students develop in order to help them become 
effective in taking action to achieve preferred futures. 

1. Building Knowledge 
^ Most of the above sources place a great emphasis on abilities 
needed for building knowledge about an issue, alternative 
solutions to*'H, and likely consequences of acting on those 
alternatives. Such investigative skills as interviewing, surveying, 
o ĵservatiofi, record searche"!, document collection, consulting 
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experts, and j comparing sources all are seen as vitali to 
knowledgeable, informed social actors. Rash, uninformed action 
clearly is to be avoided. 

Choosing Action • , 
Related to these sets of skills are others clustering around 

choosing a course of action. Most skills or sets of skills suggest the 
importance of moral reasoning, ethical consideratigns,' or 
value-based decisions aŝ  basic to good choices. Various^urces 
point to the importance ofskills that relate alternative solutions 
and their likely consequences to the values gained and lost by each 
solution; and identifying values is used in justifying a preferred 
solution. The importance attached to ethical action, reflecting 
important values, is clear in all of the sources examined. 

Criticism of Proposed Action 
Another skill to be applied biefore planning and taking action 

is criticism of the solution„chosen. Skill in identifying outside 
critics as well as skill in personal criticism is generally regarded as 
necessary. Such skill^'may involve setting up groups specifically 
for this purpose, ability to use others' criticisms to revise 
positions, and examining a chosen solution from others' 
perspectives. 

Building Group Cohesion 
The three skills abqve prepare for more clearly action-oriented 

^skills generally agreed upon. The first such skill recognizes the 
need for group action. Effective social actors need to be able to 
work cooperatively in groups, to become skillful in both leadership 
and follower roles, to providfe social satis/action that assures group 
maintenance, to maximi:^ agreement about goals and to minimize 
conflict, to use events, projects^'^ia symbols to build unity and 

, esprit de corps, to identify problems of concern to most group 
members and to build commitment to resolving those problems. 

Enlarging the Support Group 
Several sources recognized that power and influence are 

greater when larger number^ of people support the group goals. 
Skills in identifying and recruiting potential new members of the 
group and building .their commitment to -group goals, in 

[ identifying other groups with similar goals and building working 
coalitions with them, in influencing people to attend rallies, public 
meetings, demonstrations, or other forms of public support, all are 
identified As essentia!,,in effective action in large, urbanized 
societies. 

Influencing Power Holders 
Another set of action skills recognizes the reality of the need to 

influence power holders. A first skill pertain^o identifying key 
officials and their supporters, deteripining whether they are 

\ 
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directly answerable to voters or have J)e6n appointed, and who 
might have greatest influencejvitlT tKem or power over them. 
Students also need to develop skill in identifying thB values of 

. those they need to influent e in order to plan an effectivfe appeal. 

Platming a Campaign 
o'he next set of skills commonly tioted are used in planning a 

campaign to achi,eve the agreed-upon solutions qnd goals of the 
group. Con\munications skills are important in such planning; and 
these skills are emphasized by each of the four sotirces cited. 
These planning skills include ideMifying the group's resources, 
identifying alternative forms oi inuuence and power available to 
the group, deciding the most effective assignment of resources to 
those alternatives, and planning for a sequence of activities 

^building up maximum involvement and influence. Honest 
assessment of the constraints which limit group resources is 
needed so grandiose or unachievable plans are not attempted. 

Action Skills ** , • 
Finally, skills to implement realistic plans' are needed. These 

skills include effective use of all media to generate widespread 
awareness and support, communication skills to develop messages 
clearly and convincingly in order to convey plans to membersand 
supporters, ability to conduct meetings, to bargain, to write and 
present, briefs, to hold press conferences, to raise funds; to canvass 
for signatures on*petitiohs and other support, to speak before an 
audience at public meetings, to appeal to the values and concerns 
of target groups, and to mobilize members" participation \n 
letter-writing, phone-in, and personal calls on power-holders. 

, DIRECT AND INDIRECT SOCIAL ACTION 

The abilities listed above assume that social change comes about 
when groups influence power-holders to act on issues. The 
anti-pollution march and the brief presented, to the Alberta Cabinet 
mentioned at the beginni ^ article are forms of indirect action, 
where concerned groups w luw resources to deal with the issue try, to 
influence power holders who are re-sponsibfe for thX use of major 
resources. Other examples of indirect social action include parents 
petitioning city hall for a school stop light, women picketing a steel 
plant for equal hiring policies, Native people holding a sit-in to call 
attention to unemployment levels, university students holding a 

-demonstration at the legislature protesting tuition increases", and 
teachers striking forJower teacher-student ratios. 

In addition to indirect social action, many teachers have involved 
their students in dirpct social action. Instead of influencing power 
holders to use major resources to deal with issues, direct action involves 
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using the limited resources of the group to help with a problem. A 
recent issue of One World (1979) reported examples of tefichers at all 
grades, 1-1̂ 2, who had provided students with a variety of experiences 
in direct social action, such as: [̂  

Grades 1--2-3 — Beautification (/school grounds. 

Grade 5,— Clean-a-thon (followed by indirect action: setting up 
an anti-litter display in a mall). 

Grades 7-8 — Collecting clothes and canned goods for the 
Salvation Army. 

Grade-9 —» Volunteer workers ina nurafflg home. 

Grades 10-12 — Adopted a third world child. 

Grades 10-12 — Helped clear land for a local retirement home. 

Grades 10-12 — Help in inner-city day care centers. 

Grades 10-12 — Make stew in skid-row hostels. 

Grades 1%-12 — TeacJiEnglish to immigrant children. 

Grades 10-12 — Raise money for a community agency that had its-
, funding cut back. 

Banks (1977) suggests that direct social action projec)!s may be more 
appropriate than indirect ones for younger children. It may be difficult 
for youngsters to get power holders to take them seriously, and 
frustration rather than success may result. Banks emphasizes that for 
direct action projects, "T/ie primary purpose of such activities should 
be to pwuide studejits tvi(h opportunities to develop political efficacy 
rather than to provide community services" (Banks, 1977, p. 477). 
However, if the experience does result in students developing the 
feeling that getting ijivblved can pay off, it seems likely that it also • 
provided community service. 

IV: Whal Can Teachers Do to Help Sfifflents Develop These 
Skills, Abilities, and Knowledge? 

A. Select issues on which action is feasible. 
An initial concer' for a teacher who wishes to help students 

develop the kinds of abilities outlined above is the selection of 
appropriate social skills lending themselves to social action. 
Newmann suggests that the most authentic way of deciding on 
issues is to involve»students in helping various social agencies in 
th^ community. It is likely that this experience will develop a 
conceriA for some of the issues and problems confronted in trying 
to achieve the goals of the agency, and consequently the problem 
achieves authenticity for the sttt3ent. 
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However, several other considerations Sieed to be ,»r.plied to 
potentially useful issues as well. Chamberlin and Massey (1974) 
include suggestions that problem areas chosen should: (1) be of 
concfern to the individual, (2) have a variety of alternative 
solutions, (3) be significant for many lives, (4) affect large areas of 
life, (5) be open to control or influence, (6) be recurring rather 
than transient problems, (7) allow for non-participation by 
8ti"lents, (8) consider the age and experience of students, (9) not 
violate community lav , and, (10) be possible to obtain adequate 
ihformation about' ' . 

B. Use a process to-organ,ize activities. 
Implicit in the wayNewmann and also Gillespie and Patrick 

have organized their sequence of skills is the suggestion that 
teachers organize learning activities around some comprehensive 
process model. For exampl;, the 1981 Alberta Sodal Studies 
Curriculum, suggests thv̂  process shown in Figure 1. 

Using this model, students would systematically identify an 
issue, build up appropriate knowledge about the issue, decide on a 
preferred solution, decide on the feasibility and desirability of 
acting, either do something about their solution or postpone 
action, and evaluate and reflect upon action and process. This has 
several similarities to the'models proposed by Simon (1970) and 
by Banks U977). 

C. Use large blocks of time. 
A number of teachers at both elementary and secondary levels,' 

have been successful in helping their students develop the 
attitudes, knowledge and r.bilities needed for effective socio-i.lvic 
participation. The nature of these teachers' learning activities is 
worth examining for methi-dology that has worked. William. 
Hyrchuk taught at M.E. LaZerte High School in Edmonton. He 
worked in a program which gave credit in Social Studies, English, 
Physical Education and Special Projects, but operated as a block, 
using five afternoons a week for ten months (Hyrchuk, 1978). This 
need for a large block of time was also felt to be important by 
Newmann. It enables students to get out of the school and into 
the community, to organize time to fit activities rather than school 
periods, and to bring several staff together to work with one gcoup 
of students. At the elementary school level it .is much easier to 
plan, since teachers there have long been aware of the advantages 
of integration of\ubject lines. The emphasis on communication 
skills in the abilities noted in section III makes English a logical 
partner in,such a time block. 

D. Developing investigative skills. 
Taking students out of the classroom is a necesssary first step 

for building t.ese skills, und has been successfully done by -̂  
kindergarten teachers. Learning about the ways a neighbourhood 
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A PROCESS FOR SOCIAL INQUIRY 

PARTICIPATION SKILLS 

1 Communicate effectively 
2 Interpret ideas and feelings 
3 Participate m group work 
4 Contribute to a "sense of community" 

INTERPRETATION OF FIGURE I 

Th" system of two-way arrows indicates tf.at 
progress through the process of inquiry is not 
lock-step During inquiry, as an issue takes on a 
new perspt>c»v3, students will frequently find it 
necessary to "double back" to steps covered 
previously Social studies students, like researchers 
and citizens intent on .solving social problems, 
should be guided by a purposeful and systematic 
approach to problem-solvingVvhile allowing for 
deviations in procedures orviae basis of miuition. 
dead-ends and such realities n schedules and 
available resources ' 
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meets needs for sulety inny he bjgun by a walk through the 
neighbourhood, recording the nuiiber and location of traffic 
control signs seen, the number and location of school patrols, the 
number of cars passing a corner per hour, and the number of 
school children crossing a street the half hour before school. Each 
activity listed gives students opportunities to develf p observation 

. skills and begin realizing the importance of accurately recording 
observed data. Older students' may use various forms of 
measuring as pari of observation. For example, WiUiam Hrychuk, 
an Edmonton high school teacher, tells of students using stop 
watches to collect data on traffic "wait-time" at busy intersections 
and using the data to argue against freeway developnxent in the 
river valley (Hyrchuk, 1978). Other teachers have used cameras, 
checklists, sketches, frequency tallies, maps, charts with columns 
for categories of data, time lines, flow charts and other means of 
accurately recording and organizing data. 

Chamberlin and Massey (1973) suggest that five skills which 
contribute to effective observation, includt'skill in: 

(1) developing an observdiion schedule to record data; 

(2) recording data accurately in tallies, sketches, and written 
description; 

(3) organizing data to test hypotheses; 

(4) drawing tentative conclusions, noting sample limitations; 

(5) comparing results with those of others. 

A Grade 5 class studying alternative ways of designing communities 
Uhfd the observation schedule on the following page to record data 
needed to test students' hypotheses concerning the frequency of 
privacy measures taken in a purely '•esidential area and a residential 
area adjoining a business area. 

A second investigative skill involves using surveys. This use of 
hurvevh includes (1) planning the survey to be u.sed, including its title, 
intriiduction, statement of purpose, directions for response, appropriate 
items, and closing, (2) selecting the sample to whom the survey will be 
di.stributed, (3) organising the survey responses to test hypotheses; and 
(4) drawing conclusions and implications. ' -

A grade 2 class working on the problem, "Who Should Help 
Strangers?" developed a survey to find out parents' views on how 
children should respond to strangers' requests for help, aiul found the 
data agreed with their hypotheses. 

Grade 5 students developed the survey below as part of their study 
on community designs, and checked it for the six parts noted above. 
They then hypothesized about differences in responses among the five 
groups whore they planned to distribute the questionnaire. 
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OliSKHVATION SCHKniU-K 
KACrOHS AFFKCriNC I'HIVAC'Y 

Number of Times ('sed Number of Twies Used 
(0 Ex'end Privacy to Extend Privacy 

liusin^s-^-fiesidentiai (Residentiat Area) 
Area) 

I. NKICHIiOl'llHOOl) 
DBSION \ 

) 
A. Fences 
B. Hedges 
C Ctpsceiils 
[) Other 

II PUCEME.NT OF 
Bllll.DINOS 

A Windows 
H Oarages 
C I'laceineni iin lot 
0. Apartments or 

Duplexes a< buffers 
. between business and 

hi'itsea 

rc Other 

III I-ANrxSCAPING 

A. Parks 
B. Shelterbelts 
C Trees and Shrubs 
D Other 

IV APARTMKNTDKSIGN 

A, Balconv dividers 
B Drapes 
C Other 

ronclusuin -^--

LOCATION SURVEY 
Our cias? is conducting a survey to find out what people like and 

dislike about the places where they live. To help us gather this 
information would you please answer the following questions: 

1. Where do you now live? 
e.g., farm (give type), small town, city, suburb, acreage. 
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2. Where would yo-. iiKc to live? 
e.g., farm (give type), small town, city, suburb, acreage. 

3. If the answer to #1 above differed from your answer to #2, tell 
why. 

4. Where do you now live? 
e.g., one family home, duplex, apartment, high rise, trailer home, 
other 

Where ^ould you like to live? 
e.g., one-family home, duplex, apartment, high rise, trailer home, 
other 

6. If the answer to »4 differed from your answer to #5, tell why. 

The skills needed for interviewing are similar to those for surveying, 
except that personal interaction permits use of probing questions to 
seek clarification and elaboration of responses. Students need to 
become capable of telling when it is app.opriate to ask "Could you 
explain that a bit more?" or "I'm • ot, sure what you meant by 
'jerry-built houses.' Could you give me some examples?" Another 
difference between interviewing and surveying is the problem of 
recording responses. Students need skill in developing interview 
schedules which make it easy to record responses, as shown in the 
figure below. Use of tape recorders is also a great help, especially for 
very young children with undeveloped v/riting skills. 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULES * 

Introduction; Mrs. Jones' fifth grade class is trying to find out why\ 
people have moved to our community from other places. We need 
answers from people who used to live in cities, small cities, to.vns 
and farms, so your answers are important. Only your answers, not 
your name, will be used. 

I. Where did you live before you moved here? 
City _(100,000+) small city (10,000-100,000) 
townJ farm 

2. Why did your family move here? 
Probing Question: Were there any other reasons why you or others 
in your family wanted to move here? 

3. Was th|re anyone in your family who did not want to move here? 
Who? Why? : 

(Chamberlin and Massey, 1973) 

Investigative skills in record searches also need to be developed. 
These skills were developed by students in Decatur, Georgia, who used 
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cemetery recordh to do a history uf the number of burials in the past, 
and projected future needs for burial space (Conrad and Hedin, 1977). 

SUMMARY 
Many teachers are now preparing their students to be active 

citizens, strongly committed to acting on their convictions. They have 
decided that the school must accept responsibiiity for developing 
positive attitudes toward active citizenship. To develop that attitude, 
and the necessary knowledge and skills to effectively apply it, these 
tefv'hers have had their students use an inquiry process to enable 
students to develop research skills needed to build knowledge about the 
historical, political, social, and geographic context of the issue. 
Students have been helped to become more effective in using 
communication skills needed to work with others in planning and 
carrying out direct and indirect social action. And students have 
developed confidence in their ability to do something to make their 
communities and their society better settings for living. 
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PART THE SPECIAL CASE OF NATIVE 
«=«VE: EDUCATION IN SOCIAL STUDIES 

Recent and, in many people's minds, long-overdue criticisms by 
Native Canadians that ihey have been excluded from the history of 
their country have prompted social studies educators to become more 
critical of teaching materials and curriculum proposals that deal with 
Canadian history. As a result, the teaching of units of .study about 
Indians, Inuits, and Metis and the inclusion j , ' Native Canadians in 
the total picture of Canadian history is being pressed. A. J. Dyer's 
chapter "Teaching About Indians, Inuits, and Metis," offers many 
suggestions for teaching this subject. Dyer's approach offers help for 
those teachers, particularly at the junior high level, who wish to involve 
their students in the study of Indian, Inuit, and Metis heritage. 
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That Indinrs, Inuit, and Metis children need a knowledge apd 
understanding of their own cultural heritage for identity purposes 
appears self-evident. That all Canadian children need this same 
knowledge and understanding of that cultural heritage is controversial 
but nonetheless compelling! This chapter outlines some approaches to 
teaching the material, gives suggestions aa to sources, as well as 
pointing out the values of such study. Plato once said, "If you want to 
understand a problem, look to its origins." Canadian students can 
benefit by such an exercise. Looking back to the origins is good advice 
for Twentieth Century teacher-planners of curriculum and instruction 
in Social Studies for Canadian schools. What follows is a list of specific 
approaches for making a beginning. 

APPROACHES TO INTRODUCTION OF TOPIC 

One approach to introducing Indian, Inuit and Metis heritage to 
Social Studies students might be to ask the origin and original meansng 
of the following: (1) Canada, (2) Quebec, (3) Ontario, (4) Saskatchewan, 
(5) Manitoba, (6) Yukon, (7) Ottawa, (8) Toronto, (9) Winnipeg, 
(10) Athabasca. Children in grade five could identify the terms, tell 
where each is located, but be absolutely mystified when asked the 
original derivation of the meaning. Each of the terms tells us 
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something nboilf^)ur natiimal history. While the examples given above 
are not representative of all the "nations" of Original Peoples of 
Canada, inference from the list will suggest Inuit/Athapascan, 
Iroquoian and Algonkian derivation. How nation, province and capital 
received its name leads to a story—when, where, by whom, how and 
why? Answers and sources of the quiz are given in the footnotes.' 

If a linguistic approach seems more desirable, try the Dictionary of 
Canadianisms. List some very common words and test whether 
students recognize their origins, i.e., (1) toboggan, (2) wampum, 
(3) Saskatoon, (4) tomahawk, (5) totem, (6) muskeg, (7) muktuk, 
(8) kayak, (9) Sasquatch, (10) potlach.' It is interesting to note that 
Pohorecky (1970, p. 30) contends that 50,000 Indian words have been 
incorporated into the four European tongues now dominating the 
Americas: English, French, Spanish, and Portuguese. A reverse 
approach would be to take a page of the dictionary or a number of 
pages and calculate the number of contributions of Indians to our 
language. Many of us have a Cree vocabulary, unwittingly. 

Still one more quiz could exhibit how little we remember of the 
important and memorable Original Peoples. How many individual 
Indian, Inuit people are remembered in the history of Northern, 
Atlantic, Central, Western, and Far Western Canada? Have students 
make a list. Then have them utilize the five volume Dictionary of 
Canadian Bibliography to augment the list. Inevitably the questions 
arise—why are so few remembered? Did so few do so little? Why is a 
person remembered? What is the task of the historian? 

Defeather the Indian and move to contemporary issues. Who of 
Indian, Metis and Inuit are contributing in athletics, music, acting, 
food production, medicine, education, politics, poetry, and academics? 
The l^idian Graduate Register, (1978) obtainable yearly, makes 
interestmg and informative reading./ 

Cree Way Project, operating at Rupert House, James Bay, has 
produced volumes of curriculum material. John Murdoch, its former 
co-ordinator, tells of how he made an introit into the community by 
its school. Murdoch searched the provincial archives for the oldest 

Ctnada Uroquoian 'KanAta") VillaKr, comtniinitv 
Quebtc (Aljtimkian) —Narrow passage or river 
Saskatchewan (Ofet—Swift flowini; nvcr 

J Ontario (Ojihwa) - I}«autiful lake 
ManitolM (Ojlbwa)- - l.ake of the prairien, «'rre) The "Strait of (he .Spirit of .Manitolioii 
Yukon (Kulrhin) -On ureal river 
Ollawii (Algonkian)—To trade 
Toronto (Huron)—A place of meeting 
Winnipeg (Cree)—Muddy waters 

>^ . Athatwiaca (free)-Grasso'.'eed* here and there ^ 
- ' (Hamilton. 1978) 

IIITobogsan (Micmar). Algonkian,(21 Wampum Algonkian.I,))S««k«toon~ Algonkian (Cree). 
(41 Tomahawk Algonkian. (.'il Totem Algonkian (Ojibwa). (8) Mu«keg- Algonkian (Cree). 
{7)Mukluk Inuit, IS) Kayak -Inuit. 19) SaMjuatch Saliih, (1011'ollath - Niwtka (Chinook Jargon) 

(Avid. 1967) 
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pictures ho could find of iUipert House. The pictures were enlarged. 
Elders came to school, recognized relations in the pictures. A whole 
i)ew flood of stories was released . 

A host of materials are available from the paintings of Karl Bodmer 
(Davis & Ronnefeldt, 1976), Paul Kane (1968), George^Catlin (1973), 
Thomas Hood, and George Back. These paintmgswer^done fifty years 
before the American Civil War and the advent of cameras. Add/the 
paintings that have been done since, and what an art unit you could 
create! 

A teaching strategy that calls for imagination is one taking the 
conversfe-of the usual approach. What did the Indian .see in the 
newcomer? An oral tradition does exist or has been written abqpt. 
Francis Hall relates the tale of*tJlie Inuit who saw Sir Martin Frobipner 
land on Baffin Island in 1576. Father Petitot recalls that the Indians 
referred to Alexander Mackenzie as "Long Neck" and referred to his 
chief characteristics in their view as "stinginess, coldness, 
quarrelsomeness and downright obstinacy." Stefansson refers to the 
tale of the Inuit, of how the Sir John Franklin party met their deaths in 
the 1840s. True, this takes knowledge of the story, but ee:h teacher 
can see it from the Indian side: become the Skraeling, Donnacona, 
Membertou, or Poundmaker! The advantage of this converse approach 
is that it helps students to read history or any work with a critical eye 
and a sense of perspective. Isn't this part and parcel of what every 
Canadian citizen should be able to do"? 

For sheer drama, few incidents can match the tale of Matonabbee's 
relationship ^ith Samuel Hearne in 1769-1772 (Hearne, 1971). Or 
Thanadellhur (Slave Woman) who helped Hudson's Bav Company 
Governor Knight make peace between Cree and Chipewvan so that 
William Stuart could cross the Barrens to visit the Athahasc i tar sands 
in 171,5 (Van Kirk, 1974). Or Ebeicbing and Tooko!?to (Joe and 
Hannah) aiding Captain Tyson and crew to keep alive aboard an ice 
pan that floated 2000 miles for six and one half mcmths.into the 
Atlantic Ocean in 1872. Or Qitdlarssuaq, or William Oglibuck, or 
Francois Beaulieu, or Akaitcho (Crowe, 1974; Stevenson, 1970). This is 
a full blooded approach that reveals the gallantry and (he unselfish 
character of Native people. 

The examples in the above paragraph were deliberately taken from 
Northern history because this history belongs to all Canadians. In our 
search for materials, we sometimes concentrate on the Miramachi, the 
St. Lawrence, the Saskatchewan aftd the Fraser. Students need to 
realize that Canada stretches to tlie 83rd parallel of latitude. This 
northern study is required in tandem with the story of] Membertou, 
Hiawatha, Deganaweda, Tecumseh, Joseph Brant, Pauline Johnson, 
Atoharto, Saugamuppce, Crowfoot and Joe Capilano. These arp but 
few of the dramalis pcrsonae in a rich panorama of Indians of Canada. 
Many more are suggested in the Handbook of Indians of Canada 
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Malcolm Lewis (1978), in his researching of J. B. Tyrrell's trips into 
the Barrens, relates how Tyrrell's maps demonstrated the use of Indian 
knowledge of terrain to draw phenomena far from his own line of 
traffic. Take any one of Jj)6 Journals of the "Explorers" and 
"Discoverers;" allow the students to surmise where the geographic 
knowledge came from and who helped whom get where. 

The description of the traditional political system in Mindella 
Schultz's book Comparative Political Syotmis (1967) gives a good 
example of how reading ethnographic materials about Amerindians 
leads to a greater understanding of existing political systems. In the 
same series, Comparative Economic Systems, Vihjalmur Stefansson ie 
quoted at length on traditional economic .systems. This series is 
suitable for Junior and Senior High School. 

Pettitt, in Primitive Education in North America (Coleman, 1968), 
derives a number of generalizations from ethnographic writings that are 
useful to modern educators. In this day, when we are examining our 
own educational systems, pondering aims and -goals and even 
attempting a definition of what education is, Pettitt makes good sense. 
Lest we forget, we count among the fathers of education back through 
Dewey, Hobart, Peslalozzi to Rousseau. And where did Rousseau get 
his inspiration?—from his conception of Amerindian life. 

Pettitt lists the characteristics of the education system of different 
Amerindian tribes. Students, by reading such matemls, begin to 
realize that "primitive," as Pettitt uses the term, means not "crude" but 
"beginnings." It is helpful for students to realize that the Greeks and 
Romans did not originate "education," but that an education system 
has been required by all societies to socialize the new, young raemlisr. 
Pettitt suggests that professional edi:cators should examine case 
studies of these systems of education in order * > otudy the mechanisms 
of transmitting a culture. 

Finally, Mr. Justice Berger (1977, p. 93),says that, "The Nati '̂e 
people of the North have values that are quite different from our 
own.,. But we must learn what values the native people still regard as 
vital today." The transcripts of the Berger MacKenzie Valley Pipeline 
Inquiry, where 1200 pei^le were interviewed, provides substarttial 
study materials for value detection. \ i j 

OMISSIONS AND DEFICIENCIES OF EXISTING MAfERIALS 

James Walker (1971) reviewed eighty-eight titles of books most 
frequently appearing in undergraduate bibliographies at Canadian 
universities. The picture depicted by the seventy-four different 
authors were in Walker's terms "confusing, contradictory and 
incomplete." The Indian's place in history awarded by these authors 
was limited and narrow. If the aMthors did pot promote the formation 
of stereotypes, they did little to correct them. 
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In Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Nova Scotia, studies have been 
conducted on the treatment accorded Indians by school textbook 
writers. Suffice to let thp Manitoba title speak the thought—"T/je 
ShockingJ'ruth About Indians in Textbooks (n. d.)." 

On the surface, this appears as a rather wild charge. What did the 
historiarti and the textbook author miss and why? This argument is not 
to disparage suth authors but to make a valuable augmentation to what 
we already know. 

Take, (of example, the Inuit Land Use Study (Freeman, 1976). In 
the three volume, 1976 work, there are a number of articles on "oral 
hihtory" and "oral tradition" and their value to the scholar. One 
example given is the Inuit "oral tradition" rendition of Sir. Martin * 
Kriibisher's five lost men. In 1576. Frobisher met the Inuit in Frobisher 
Bay tin Baffin Island. Five of Frobisher's men were either captured or 
escaped. Frobi|heiu:ame back in two successive >ears but the five men 
were never heard' of again until 300 years later. In-nook-
IMH) /.hee jook. an old Inuit woman, in 1860 told Charles Francis Hall, 
the American visitor to Baffin, that the five men had stayed with the 
Khkimo, had built a boat, and had attempted to sail homte. In the story, 
even the name of the Inuit who had been particularly kind to the five 
esiapees was remembered (E-loud-ju-arng) as was the name of the 
observer of ihe five men (Man -nu). One simple example does not make 
a case but many more are cited in the articles, 

"Oral history" is what one can remember about <>n incident whereas 
"Oral tradition" is a method of transmitting data from one generation of 
people to another. The elders of a tribe relate the story and it is 
remembered. There is criticism by other elders and so the story tends 
10 keep its accuracy. 

It is thus that a non-literate society retains it-s history. Without 
"oral tradition" there would be no Livy, Thyridides, Homer or ihe 
Bible. 

This may be one of the reasons'for the omission of Indian hisiory. 
But the question raised here is "What methods must the historian 
utilize in order to approximate an event of the past?" This involves 
historiography. 

One further avenvx' that tt.uld be pursued in looking for the reason^ 
for the omission of the Indian .story from our history lies more in the 
field of the philosophy of history. What constitutes the history of 
Canada? Where does the histo.-y begin? Some people think Canadian 

\history began with -lacquc-s Cartier. Some picture it as the moveiment 
of Europeans and European ideas across the geographic half of North 
Amer-."a. Thin whole <juestion of Canadian history is a vital one for 
Canlidian .social studies' students. A unit based on Indian history is 
liki-ly to raise this vei-y basic question. It was raised in the title of that 
now famous study, "What History^ What culture!" 
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Canadian hihtory h not a European trajisplanl. The idea or concept 
of Capada is autochthonous to the land and people who Jive'd .and live 
within its present boundaries. A history of Canada must go to times 
beyond Jacques Cartier and include representations from all cultures 
within its bounds. Our national survival requires th'is t ^ e of attitude 
and definition. 

If one of the approach9S suggested at the beginning of the chapter is 
adopted, then that beginning will almost inevitably lead into 
historiography and into definitions of history and what it is to be a 
Canadian. 

There are useful and informative books available to give substantive 
help to the beginning teacher. The Department of Northern 
Saskatchewan Curriculum Division lias issued Our Heritage: The 
People of Northern Saskatchewan' by M. Tymchak (n. d.). Further, 
that Division is teacherizing this Grade ' "ne course by providing 
teaching materials for the text which ..ua primarily written for' 
teachers. Keith Crowe's (1974) A History of the Original Peoples of 
Northern Canada is a student text. E. Palmer Patterson's (1972) A 
History of the Canadian Indian Since 1500 has good materials and is 
written for teachers. John F. Bryde's Modern Indian Psychology 
(1971) has an excellent'section on Sioux history and is written at a 
Junior High level. Tawow periodical has begun to devote whole issues 
to groups of people. For example; the section on the Micmacs is. 
excellent. Laviolette's The Struggle for Suruival deals with British 
Columbia regions, whereas A. J. Ray's The Indian and. the Fur Trade 
has descriptions of western historic movements of Indian people. The 
Nattue Peoples of Atlantic Canada. A Reader in Ethnic Relations 
(McGee, 1974) plus Smrce Materials Relating to the New Brunswick 
Indians 1786-1826 (Hamilton, 1976) are two excellent sources on 
Atlantic Canada. Friend and Foe: Aspects of French Amerindian 
Cultural Contact in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries 
(Jaenen, 1963) reflects some of the aspects earlier commented on. 
. Most of the above suggesiions reflect an historical orientation. The 

four horsemen of bibiiogfHphies are Abler (1974), Brooks (1976), 
Whiteside (1973), and Hodge (1976). These four contain,a multiplicity 
of studies and all are requisiJe for any school library. 

This is only a short list of helpful books and, unfortunately, few of 
the authors are Indian, Metis or Inuit. A new plethora of books by such 
authors is suggested in the annotated bibliography of the National 
Library of Canada (1974'). 

WHO MAKES CURRICULUM ^ 
The question arises, "Who should do the planning and building of 

curriculum resource units on Indians, Metis and Inuit?" The political 
arms of these groups as well as individual members claim to be best 
suited to prepare these materials. Berger (1977, xviii) writes, 
*F,uro-Canadiaii society has refused to take Native culture seriously." 
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Further, he dcilaroH, "The knowledge (that of the Original Peoples) of 
the lai^l and itjj life constitute distinctive ethno-scientific traditions 
(1977, p. 7)." Until such time as curriculum imits are constructed by 
people who understand the philosophy, language and culture—and 
even after they are—individual teachers must be concerned with th.. 
construction of units so that positive attitudes and values are 
communicated or developed in all school pupils—elementary, 
secondary and university. 

Teachers of Indian, Metis and Inuit children would find Richard 
King's handbook (1978) useful. King defines and discusses 
ethno-pedagogy and gives an excellent two page "outline of a Core of 
Knowledge Available in Most Native India- Communities in British 
Columbia [or elsewhere].*^ 

The Department of Education of the Northwest Territories (1971, 
1972, 1973) and Ontario (1975) have also issued handbooks which are 
suggestive ana practical. 'Paul Robinson's After Survival is a treasure 
chest of teaching suggestions. 

But the proverbial buck remains, as always, with the classroom 
teacher. He must create tne unit and devise his teaching strategies to 
fit his students, their ckss and sophistication level. 

ORGANIZING A UNIT ' . 
The teacher and the class begin with their single theme as shown in 

Figure 1—"Canada's Original People." They list subtopics or divisions 
of the theme which the teacher originally tried on his students, i.e., 
"Canadianisms," "people" and 'language." The teacher lists the 
elements he utilized under each subdiviaioji. He and the cless then 
attempt to relate elements of the three subgroups to divisions of people, 
i.e., Cree, Inuit, Iroquois, Athapaskan, Ojibwa, Algonquin, Huron, 
Micmacs, or British Columbia region. 

.. nuUters not that the system ol Categories of Groups of People in 
Table 1 is not consistent. This question will later generate discussion 
when students attempt to rationalize the catege ries they chose. (The 
categories are not insistent. Ojibwa is a tribal groupini;, as are 1, VI, 
VII. VIII, Athapaskan is a language division, as are 111 and II; B.C. is a 
regional classification but this will provide later discussion.) For the 
moment, the categories simply provide a method of connecting the 
elements. 

If the eight elements are considered in the Cree horizontal section, 
the three geographic locations are rivers. Where are they located'' 
What IS the connection geographically and historically between the 
three'' The.se were the original arteries of the fur trade and of early 
western Canada. They are widespread, indicating a people that, in the 
heyday of their expansion, controlled the area from south of James Bay 
to the Rockies and who raided from the lower reaches of the Mackenzie 
to the northern borders of California. Moreover, they controlled an 
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Figure I 

Flowchart Showing Thime, Sub-groups 
Elecients and People Categories 
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Table 1 

How the Elements of the Three Subgroups Might be Categories as to Croups 

of Origaul People 

Categories o( 
firoups of People 

1 C'ree 

II llUIII 

III Irixguois 

IV Athapasloin 

! V Ojihwo 

•'1 Algonquin 

VII Hu.on 

V'ili Micmac 

IX Brilnh 
Cojumbra 
Hegion 

"Canadianisms" 

1 SaskalDon 
2 Muskeg 
;l. Totem 

4 Kayak 
5 Muktuk 

G Wampum 

" Toboggan 

8 Saskquatch 
9 Potlach 

Names ol 
Individual People 

1. 
il. 

iii. 
iv. 

V. 

vj. 

vii. 
vin. 

ix. 

Poundmaker 
iMuh Kiel 

Qitdlar«suaq 
Ebierling 

Thaycndaneya 
Thomas 
Umgboat 

Matonabbee 
Thanadelthur 

Chief I'eguis 

X. Memberlou 

Names of 
iieographic Areas 

A. Saskatchewan 
B. Winnipeg 
('. Athbaaca 

D. Igloolik 

E. Canada 

F Yukon 

0. Manitoba 
H Ontario 

I Quelwc 
J. Ottawa 

K. Toronto 

1, K(X)lenay 

o 
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empire that included woodland to muskeg to Saskatoon growing area. 
As indicated by names, Poundraaker and Louis Riel, who lived in 1885, 
they were in almost total control of a vast area of the west from the 
middle of the seventeeth to the later part of the nineteenth century. 
Research questions pop out everywhere. (1) Why are they called Cree? 
(2> Who named them? (3) What name do these people have for 
themselves? (4) Why did they spread to the west? (5) Why did they 
lose -ontrol of the land? (6) What were the special characteristics of 
the people? (7) What part did Poundmaker and Riel play? (8) Where 
are the people living today? Questions abound. 

Units could be created for each of the IX categories listed in Table 
1. Elsewhere in this anthology, provincial curriculum guide themes are 
listed. Flowcharts of ideas that suggest activities can be generated for 
each grade level. 

It may well be that the above is very histc ically oriented. A lively 
issues unit for high schools could be begu sir-'ply by studying a 
document such as a Socio-Economic Profile t, katchewan Indians 
and Indian Reserves (1975). All Indian organizations in Canada are 
publishing similar tenor papers. Teachers could write the organization 
closest to them for sue information. A simple perusal of the statistics 
raises certain issues. 

In 1973 Canadian Registered Indian Annual Population growth was 
3.5''r of the total whereas the figure for non-Natives was 0.75%. 

Of the Registered Indian population, 54.74% is under the age of 18 
whereas the figure for non-Native is 29.6%. 

In 1973, a Saskatchewan Indian's average annual earnings were 
$1,532 per year whereas the average for non-Natives was $9,997. 

In 1971-72, 9^^ of admissions to Prince Albert women's jail were 
Indian or Metis; 48.7% of admissions to jail in Saskatchewan were 
Indian or Metis. 

"V ' In 1975, the percentage of Saskatchewan Indians who were behind 
proper grade was 60 %. 

Indian infant mortality is twice as high as the Provincial average. 
It is not difficult to obtain the facts and the facts are very brutal. 

The questions arise: 

1. Why? 

2. How did the situation become thus? 

3. What is being done to remedy the situation? 

4. What must be done to remedy the situation? 

5. Why is it imperative that immediate action be taken? 

Again, the oral history or testimony needs to be used. Indian 
Organizations are quite ready to provide films, books and speakers. It 
will all lead into very controversial topics such as: 
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1. land claims, 

2. language and ejucation rights, 

3. taxation for education, 

4. control of education, 

5. uneriiployment and welfare, 

6. the, founding people, 

7. who is a problem to whom? 

Just as our nation collectively faces dilemmas as to our identity, so 
the European has posed a problem to Inuit and Indian. Students need 
to look at this side as well as to the fact that the Indian poses a problem 
to the non-Native. 

VALUES Of SUCH STUDY 

It is obvious from the above discussion that full knowl%^e is 
possessed by none. Teacher and pupil together plot the pathway in 
search of what is not possessed. The inquiry method has potency in 
this field as does the inductive approach. Curriculum is recognized as 
those activities that occur within the classroom and is enacted by the 
teacher-leader and the pupil. The locale of the school and language 
and cultural surroundings of that school are the starting point, with the 
ultimate goal being the understanding and addressing of national and 
world issues. The social studies becomes the study where all the 
humanities and social science disciplines are focused on the local, 
provincial, national and human issues. 

Canada is distinguished by the cultural diversity of its people, yet 
what troubles Canadians most is how to get cultural diversity in 
harmony with national unity. If this be true, then perhaps looking to 
our origins might be very useful. To consider Canada a transplant and 
foreign to the loins of North America is unthinkable. Canada did not 
begin with Cabot and Cartier; it began with the original people. The 
device of federalism was utilized by Elackfoot and Iroquois. Ninety 
percent of Indians on reserves in Saskatchewan today are bilingual. 
They have one official language (French or English) plus their Native 
one. Thus not only did the Indian supply the model for the political 
mechanism of confederation but they also provide a model by which we 
can make the mechanism work. 

The 1978 president of the Canadian Historical Association made a 
plea for a search for, 

the knowledge of 
our origins, and where 
we are in truth 
whose land this is 

'4^ and is to be. ,., , , „„ , 
(Newlove, 1967) 
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and Teilhard de I'hardin, the French philosopher, wrote in the only 
sentence he chose to write about North America, "If the White man 
remains another ten thousand years in North America, he too will be 
Indian." 

The president argues for knowledge of our origins whereas de 
Chardin champions the Indian world view. As teachers of Social 
Studies, we can only strive for the first and consider the second. 
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